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ABSTRACT

The current state-of-the-art of in-vivo optical fibre sensors is reviewed. There thm 
follows a review of techniques for presmire meaairemmt and for diagnosis of obstructive sleep 
apnoea syndrome (OSAS). A catheter containing seven optical fibre pressure transducers for 
use in the diagnosis of OSAS is described which has been designed, nmdelled, built and 
successfiilly tested both in the laboratory and on six subjects. The transducer has a range of 
±5kPa, a resolution of lOPa and a potential bandwidth of >lkHz. Oral and nasal breathing, 
snoring, peristalsis and airway collapse were distinguished using the system

After a review of angioplasty techniques and mbsequent healing or arterial restenosis 
(AR), another optical fibre sensor is described which was designed and built for monitoring the 
healing of the endothelium and for the detection of AR following percutaneous transluminal 
coronary angioplasty. The sensor used a fluorescent antibody antigen reaction and its potential 
was successfiilly demonstrated both in-vitro and using mammalian models. The resolution was 
better than 107pMoles of antibody. It was shown that the use of a similar radio-labelled 
reaction was not fearible for in-vivo use.

The study concludes that there is significant scope for development of optical fibre in- 
vivo physical sensors and biosensors.



Glossary of terms

Acromegaly - An excess of growth hormone leading to abnormal airway

Adiabatic - Without heat loss or transfer
Adonotonsillectomy - Removal of the adenoids and tonsils

A m - Apnoea-hypoapnoea index

Anisotropic - Crystalline material where atoms are not parallel
APD - Avalanche photodiode
Arterial Restenosis - Reoccurrence of stenosis or blockage of the arteries after 

surgery
Atonic - Lack of muscular tone

Biosensor - A sensor, optical or otherwise, involving a biological reaction as 
part of its transduction element

Birefringence - Polarisation conserving anisotropic material

CAT - Computer aided tomography
CCD - Charge-coupled device
CW - Continuous wave (refers to a laser)
DCA - Direct coronary angiography
DLA - Direct laser angioplasty
Duplex - A pair of unidirectional or bi-directional optical fibres
ECG - Electrocardiogram (Recording of the electrical activity of the 

heart)
ECL - Emitter-coupled logic
EDS - Excessive daytime sleepiness
EEG - Electroencephalogram (Electrical activity from the brain)
EMG - Electromyogram (Electrical activity from myocardial tissue)

Enuresis - hicontinence of urine
EOG - Electro-oculogram The recording of the electrical activity 

arising due to eye movement
Evanescent - A short range optical wave occuring at the interfiice of 

two materials of differing refractive index
Extrinsic - An optical fibre sensor whereby the light leaves the fibre core

HeNe - Helium Neon laser (632nm)

Hypoxia - Dmdnished oxygen in the tissues
In-vitro - Within a glass or artificial environment



In-vivo - Within living tissue

Litrinsic - An optical fibre sensor whereby the light is confined in the 
optical fibre core

ID - Inner diameter
Idiopathic
hypersomnia

- As Narcolepsy but neurologically based

m. - hffiared (refers to light of a wavelength longer than visible red)

Ischaemia - Insufficient blood supply causing tissue damage or death
Isophotal - A line or contour of constant light flux
LAA - Laser assisted angioplasty
Laser - light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation
LDV - Laser Doppler velocimeter
LED - light-emitting diode
Medulla - Upper part o f the spinal cord (refers to nerve endings)
NA - Numerical aperture
Narcolepsy - EDS Sleep disorder. Patient lapses into brief episodes of sleep 

throughout the day.
Nd-YAG - Yttrium-ahimmium-gamate solid-state laser rod doped with 

neodymium (Nd^) ions
NREM - Non-rapid eye movement
OD - Outer diameter
OSAS - Obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome
Patency - The extent to which a vessel is open.
PMT - Photomuhplier tube
PTCA - Percutaneous Transluminal Balloon Angioplasty
PW - Pulsed wave (refers to a laser)
QE - Quantum efficiency
REM - Rapid eye movement
Scintillation - The generation of a photon arising as a resuh of a radioactive 

element decaying
Smq>lex - A single unidirectional or bi-directional optical fibre
Thrombosis - Intravascular formation of a blood clot

Transduction element - Element of the transducer reponsible for modulating the 
electrical or optical activity

UV - Ultraviolet (refers to light of a wavelength shorter than 
visible violet)

vcvs - Vohage-controlled voltage-source
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Chapter 1

Optical measurements taken from the human txxly and current biomedical

techniques

1.1 Introduction
The aim of fiiis research was to explore some apects of the important and 

Rowing field of optical fibre sensors for in-vivo use\ Two lines of investigation in the 

University departments of local hospitals provided vehicles for fiiis research: namely 

sensors for the diagnosis of Obstructive Sleep Apnoea Syndrome and for monitoring 

arterial restenods. The first sensor gives the opportunity to compare fibre optic sensors 

with existing “conventional” sensor technology in a new application, the second an 

opportunity to tackle a problem as yet unsolved by existing technology, hi order to 

allow some basis for comparison it was decided to make both sensors extrinsic and 

amplitude modulated.

Optical fibre technologies derive fi-om fiie piincple of optical confinement using 

materials of differing refi^acfive index which was first proposed by Tyndall m 1870. 

However it was not until 1966 that optical fibres were produced with acceptable 

transmission losses^ (Grattan., 1987).

Optical fibres are used in medicine either as light guides to conduct laser energy 

to an operative site, to visualise pecific details of a site directly or, in the development 

of transducers, to measure phydological and biological parameters. In some cases this 

means providing an ahemative transducer to complement currently available 

technology and fiirther assist in the diagnosis of a patient, or ahematively inventing an 

entirely new concept for the measurement. The high bandwidth of an optical fibre

 ̂An in-vivo sensor is a sensor designed for use within a living organism and can be either 

invasive (placed in tissue) or semi-in\wive (placed within a hollow organ, e.g. the gut).

 ̂Current silica optical fibres used for communications have an attenuation of < 0.2dB km'^
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means distributed sensor systems, conprising a smgle tmbroken optical fibre, can be 

constructed to collect information from a large number of remote sites. Optical fibre 

sensors for in-vivo use are either invasive or semi-invasive and are used in cardiology, 

gastroenterology, neurology and repiratoiy medicine for example (Baldimi and 

Mignani, 1994). The applications of optical fibres in the biomedical field are extensive, 

and are not reviewed fiilly in this chapter. Issues only concerning optical fibre sensors 

for in-vivo use, and the transducer designs discussed in this thesis are addressed.

Optical ffl>res have advantages which cannot be rivalled and are often particularly 

applicable to medical applications (Mignani and Brenci, 1991). The major advantages 

are:

Geometric versatilitv - This is important in highly invarive probes where

size is a dominant fiictor, for example, where restriction of blood flow past a sensor in 

a blood vessel is undesirable.

Dielectric material - The material of the optical fibre core and

cladding is either a polymer or silica. The optical signal cannot be disrupted by 

electromagnetic interference (although the polarkation in a birefiingent fibre can be 

changed).

Intrinsic safety - The materials used in the manufiicture of the

optical fibre are chemically, biologically and electrically inert vriiich allows safe 

operation inside the human body.

This chapter introduces some of the concepts that optical fibre in-vivo sensors 

use and describes the modulation techniques used in their design, including amplitude, 

phase, fi-equency and polarisation. This is presented with reference to currently 

available optical fibre transducers designed for use both inside and outside the human 

body. Optical fibre transducers are classified as either intrinsic or extrinsic devices 

(Tracy., 1991 and Jackson and Jones., 1986). The intrinsic optical fibre sensor usually 

uses a communication grade monomode silica optical fibre and usually encompasses 

frequency, phase and polarisation modulated sensors, although amplitude modulated

1-2
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sensors are possible (Gambling., 1991). The extrinsic sensor involves the light leaving 

the confinement of the optical fibre core tenporaiily, it is then modified by a 

transduction element before being intercepted again by the optical system The 

transduction element may be either physical, chemical or biological and normally 

requires that a multimode optical fibre be used. Amplitude modulation is also usually 

more appropriate.

1.2 Measurements taken from the human body

There are a wide range of signals which can be obtained from the human body. 

The type of signal depends on whether the measurement is taken externally, such as 

conventional imaging and blood flow, or invasively, such as intramuscular pressure. 

Generally biomedical and phyâological measurement is classified as electrical, chemical 

or physical.

1.2.1 Electrical measurements

Electrical measurements fi-om myocardial and neurological tissue can be taken 

fi-om many sites on the human body. The electrocardiogram is the characteristic 

electrical activity of the heart and produces a peak-to-peak voltage of approximately 

ImV. The rhythmic nature of the signal and the large anplitude nudces detection a 

relatively sinple task (Guyton., 1981) .̂ Similarly measurements can be made fî om 

other muscles, the name of the measurement bemg specifically attributed to the muscle 

under study, e.g. electro-oculogram (eye-movement) and electro-myogram (activity of 

the skeletal muscles). The measurement of the electrical activity from the brain is called 

the electroencephalogram (EEG). The acquisition of such data is usually obtained by 

surfrce electrodes coupled to a location close to the signal source. The site is treated 

to remove dead surfiice skin and hair, and an inpedance matching medium, usually in 

the form of a gel, is interposed. The signal airplitude and the site of the measurement

 ̂The measurement is usually performed using a 12-lead configuration \# ere  one unipolar 

electrode is placed on each limb, and a fifth is placed in different positions on the chest (Bhullar.,

1992).
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will depend on the type of electrodes used and Wiether they are active or passive. 

Waveform extraction is optimised by strategic placement of the electrodes and 

carefiiUy screened cables. The addition of an active element in the electrode deâgn 

increases the signal-to-noise ratio of the signal due to the early pre-anplification close 

to the measuremait site, hitelligent knowledge-based signal procesting techniques can 

then be used to deconpose the raw signals using digital filtering techniques and signal 

averaging. Loudon (1991) used these techniques to make a diagnosis of muscle Atigue 

and disease by deconposing the EMG signal.

1.22 Chemical measurements

Analysis of blood and other bodily fluid constituents can provide a significant 

amount of information about the operation of the internal organs and evidence of 

disease. Analysis of soft tissue is usually performed by removing a sanple or section 

and examining it in a pathology laboratory. Chemical constituents in the body are 

measured by one of two methods:

• Biochemical analysis,

• Immunoassay.

Biochemical analysis involves the extraction of the required constituent directly 

using techniques such as titration and secondary chemical reaction vtiiich are able to 

isolate chemicals such as cholesterol, iron and glucose. Other constituents are 

commonly of significantly lower concentrations than can be determined by these 

methods (10^ to 10 *̂  Moles, conpared with 10 ̂  to lO"® Moles detectable with the 

former techniques). Immunoassay is used is these cases, and is able to detect the 

presence of steroids, hormones and drugs which are present at these concraitrations by 

using a pecific reverable reaction, such as:

Ab + Ag ^  Ab Ag (Eqn 1-1)

where antibody (Ab) reacts with an antigen (Ag).
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The labelled antibody'* or tracer is added to the sanq>le and is then detected using 

secondary techniques such scintillation counting (Harmer., 1987). Such techniques are 

expensive to perform and o&m use expenâve, toxic chemicals such as radioisotopes. 

Analysis may take several hours to produce a result due to the filtration and 

purification procedure required during tiie analysis. A system for use in real-time Wtich 

could produce “instant” analysis is economically desirable.

The more novel type of chemical sensor is that relying on an electrochemical 

reaction to measure a molecular reaction. These sensors are classitied as electron- 

transfer type devices (a sub-set of these devices are the optical fibre biosensors 

discussed in section 1.5.2). The selectivity of the sensor is determined by the 

exploitation of bio-molecules (enzymes and antibodies) able to recognise their 

counterparts but Wtich respond to virtually nothing else. The aggregation of electron 

ladm enzymes permits a current to flow into the sur&ce of an electrode which is 

coated with a conductive polymer (Figure 1-1).

Electrode \  Electroconductive 
K  polymer

Figure 1-1 Electron transfer of an enzyme on an electrode surAce 
(Aizawa., 1991)

This type of electrode is typically used in-vitro, and has in the past been used to 

detect the presence of toxic gases (Aizawa., 1991).

Sensors designed for chemical analysis are usually limited to the aforementioned 

in-vitro systems, however it could be envisaged that such sensors systems could be 

used inside the body (see chapters 6 to 8). A sensor described by Narayanaswamy 

(1993) was able to measure humidity and could be used for measuring the efficiency of 

the nose in humidifying the inhaled air for example.

The label is a radioisotope, enzyme or fluorophor.
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1.23 Physical measurements

The group of transducers designed to measure physical properties include those 

for flow, pressure, force and temperature. There is a wide variety of transducers 

available to measure physiological parameters. The diversity of measurement devices 

means that both in-vivo and external measurements are possible.

The most common transducer for the measurement of force and stress is the 

silicon strain gauge. One example is the measurement offeree exerted by the 

myocardium This may be measured by an array of transducers, the limitation is in the 

manner in Wiich the physical movement is conducted to the measurement device. The 

electrical activity (electromyogram) does provide evidence of muscle activity, but in 

order to measure physical movement, expansion or contraction, an element must 

conduct the movemmt to the transducer (Figure 1-2).

Elemoits to transfer ftxce 
Ktransducer

Myocardium

Figure 1-2 The physical members transferring expansion and contraction of 
myocardium to the force transducer.

One of the most valuable measurements wbich can be taken fi-om the human 

body, both in-vivo and externally, is pressure. The first biomedical pressure 

measurement taken was that of blood. This was published by Stephen Hales in 1733 

and involved inserting a tube into the carotid artery of a mare and observing the 

pressure head of the blood as it rose up the vessel lumen (Nichols and O’Rourke., 

1990).

An animal body consists not only o f a wonderful texture o f solid parts, but 
also o f large proportion offluids, which are continually circulating andflowing, thro ' 
an inimitable embroidery o f blood vessels and other inconceivably minute canals.
(Hales., 1733).

Current technology has permitted the miniaturisation of devices which may be 

inserted not only into the major arteries, but into the smaller vessels such as the
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coronary arteries. Silicon microstructnres are often designed for use inâde a catheter, 

and have been used with significant success. Such silicon sensors are manufactured 

using etching techniques and can be made with high precision, however optical fibre 

tranMucer designs can be manu&ctured small enough to be passed down the himen of 

a needle (0.35mm) (Emanuelsson et al., 1991).

A system developed by McNally et al (1992), described a strain-gauge system to 

measure the pressure at the centre of the intervertébral disc. The strain gauge was 

mounted on the tp  of a needle 1.3mm in diameter with a pressure range of 0 to 3MPa 

(+0.2% linearity). The frequency réponse was however limited, and had a working 

dynamic range of only 0 to lOHz. The introduction of miniature transducers 

constructed using optical fibres has permitted intramuscular and intravascular pressures 

to be measured more accurately without significantly inpaiiing the measurement 

(section 1.5.1).

1.3 Optical techniques in medicine

The use of lasers has provided a means of conducting safe and highly selective 

investigative and therapeutic surgery. Several types of laser are used and include 

Nd:YAG, argon ion and excimer systems. The choice of the laser k  dependmt on the 

medium through vAich the laser energy propagates prior to striking the target, and the 

purpose of the surgery: ablative or investigative. Recanalisation of stenotic arteries has 

been performed by many researchers (section 6.5.2 - laser angioplasty). The 

therapeutic use of a laser is dependent on the following three factors (Kaplin et al., 

1985):

• Laser power density

• Absoption coefficient of the target

• Absoption coefficient of the medium through v\bich the laser light travels to 

reach the target.

Trials with argon ion lasers in continuous-wave mode have highlighted problems 

of localised heating leading to further vessel and tissue damage. Also the absoption of
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the argon ion laser at the higher energy wavelengths (488nm and 514nm) by the blood 

means that the vast majority of the energy is absorbed by the red blood cells. Kaplin 

and his co-researchers (1985) found that in order for therapeutic laser surgery to be 

performed with an argon ion laser, 99% of the red blood cells must be displaced from 

view. To minimise these problems a pubed-wave excimer laser system is currently used 

(White et a/., 1993).

One of the most promising applications of lasers and high power coherent l i^ t  

sources is that of light activated drug therapy and photopolymerisation of materials for 

in-vivo use. One of the most heavily researched areas is that of locating malignant cells 

using UV activated molecules trapped by the tumour (Hematophophyrin Derivative, 

% D). It is envisaged that photo-dynamic drug therapy could be used in a similar 

manner to destroy the malignancy (Cohissi et a l, 1994). Lasers are now also used 

extensively in dentistry using photopolymerisation technology. A study by Potts and 

Petrou (1991) described a scheme for photopolymerisation of resin used to fill the root 

canals of human teeth using an argon ion laser carried by a fibre optic cable as an 

alternative to the conventional non-coherent UV curing lanps. Careful choice of the 

wavelength (477nm and 488nm) and efficient optical coupling permitted a low power 

laser (50mW) to be used. The use of an argon ion laser in dentistry is made viable 

becau% of the lack of red blood cells in the medium conducting the laser beam: the 

dentine being able to transmit the laser energy with a minimum of absoption.

The pulse oximeter, used to measure the oxygenation of haemoglobin, has 

become an invaluable tool in medicine and was one of the early applications of optical 

fibres in biomedical engineering (see section 1.5.2). The system relies on measuring the 

absoption at visible-red and infrared wavelengths whereupon a ratio is obtained and 

checked against a look-up table (Eqn 1-2):

^  : O -> [Look - up table] -> SpÔ  (Eqn 1-2)
A infira-red

where A red - Absoption at red wavelengths
A Infra-red - Absoption at IR wavelengths
Q - A variable defined by the absoption of haemoglobin
SpOz - Oxygen saturation of the tissues
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Such a system has inherent problems in its design because of the requirement for 

a look-up table. This requires an extensive amount of research into the pre-calibration 

process. A sy^em developed by Leuthner (1994) attenpted to simulate the presence of 

blood using varying dilutions of red and black dye and relating the extinction 

coefficient to that of real arterial blood (Prys-Roberts., 1969), however a standard 

method of calibration is yet to be established. Other systems have been developed to 

measure other chemical constituents and pH, and are discussed in section 1.5.2.

1.4 Light modulation techniques in an optical fibre sensor

1.4.1 Intensity modulated sensors

The simplest optical fibre transducer to visualise is the anplitude or intensity 

modulated sensor, where the amplitude of the light contained inside the optical fibre is 

modified in synpathy with the measurand. The optical fibre is usually multimode and 

hmce has limited dawn-lead sensitivity^.

Fibre / transduction element displacement! The path of light coupled through 

an optical pathway of a receiving and emitting fibre is modulated by either mis

alignment or inpairment of the optical path by an external means. This can be achieved 

by either adjusting the position of the receiving optical fibre, or introducing a 

secondary optical conponent such as a prism or grating (Medlock., 1987). Similar to 

ffiis is the reflective sensor where tiie light encounters a reflective sur&ce on its 

journey to that receiving.

Fibre loss; The most prominent characteristic of the anplitude modulated sensor 

system is the susceptibility to bend loss. Bending of an optical fibre is classified as 

either micro or macro-bending^. The occurrence of bending can lead to one of two

’ Down-lead sensitivity is when the signal is more likely to degrade due to intermodal 

dispersion when using multimode cptical fibre. The signal is also more susceptible to noise.

* Macro-bending is when both the qMical fibre core and cladding is bent. Micro-bending is 

said to occur when the bend radius is œmparable to the dimensions of the optical fibre core (Powers.,

1993).
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occurrences, either the high order modes are coupled out of the optical fibre core and 

dispersed, or the high-order modes are coupled out of tihie core into the cladding 

momentarily and then back into the core. The latter usually occurs at a critical bend 

radius and is known as the whispering gallery effect (Haran et al., 1994). As a result 

the power transmitted through the optical fibre bent at a given bend radius changes 

periodically as a fimction of wavelength (Berthold., 1994).

Whispering pUery modes

Buffer cladding
Cladding

Radius

Core

Figure 1-3 An optical fibre given a macro-bend gives rise to the light being coupled out 
of the core momentarily known as the whispering gallery effect 

(Haran et al., 1994).

The princqile of bend loss can be used directly to construct a physiological 

transducer. Micro bending sensors were used by Stenow and Ôberg (1994). A micro- 

bending cantilever structure was constructed and mounted on the sur&ce of a limb, the 

limb venous blood flow was then occluded and the radial e?qpansion observed (<0.1% 

change in volume could be easily observed).

The intensity sensor is now a well established technique for determining the level 

of a liquid in a vessel (Watson., 1989). Sensors of this type rely on the light conductor 

coming into direct contact with the fluid. If  the refractive index of the liquid is greater 

than that of the optical fibre light modes will be lost. The level sensor consists of either 

a closed loop of optical fibre with the cladding removed or a prism inserted into the 

circuit, the internal reflection of wbich is changed wfren the prian is immersed in a 

fluid. If an optical fibre with a core refractive index wbich is dependent on ternperature 

(such as polymer) is used, loss due the inter&ce between the two materials can be 

measured and hence ten^erature quantified (Thursby et al., 1992).
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A more elegant method of constructing an intensity modulated system is by 

e?q)loiting die evanescent field present at the inter&ce of two sur&ces of differing 

refractive index. The extraction of die energy from the system takes place at the point 

at which internal reflection occurs (Figure 1-4), and \^ere  an absorbing sur&ce is 

located. Similarly a reflective sur&ce may be used to modulate the evanescent wave 

directly’ (Hale and Payne., 1994). This method is usually used where the operating 

distance h  small as the evanescent wave decays exponentially with distance (negligible 

at «1pm) (Medlock.,1987). This technique is often used in conjunction with sensors 

based on fluorescence quenching (section 1.5.2) (MacCrahh et al., 1993).

Input Optic^ fibres Ouput

Micro-prism

Evanescent wave tqij^ars at 
edge of prism

Figure 1-4 An optical fibre sensor based on the evanescent wave of 
an optical fibre coupled micro-prism

The use of anphtude modulation means there can be inherent problems with the 

interruption of the signal en route giving rise to apparent changes in the signal which 

are not due to the transduction element; hence causing ambiguous results. To 

overcome this problem a dual-reference or dual-wavelength hybrid can be used. This 

design uses more than one optical fibre to determine a ratiometric signal, the signal-to- 

noise ratio of which is conserved at larger distances away from the transduction 

elemmt. Ahematively a colourmetric technique may be adopted where two 

wavelengths are coupled into the optical fibre simultaneously, one which is highly 

modulated by the transduction element and another which is not affected. The ratio

’ The process of absorbing the evanescent wave is known as frustrated total internal reflection, 

where reflection of the wave is known s& Attenuated total reflection.
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betweai the two may then be calculated to inçrove the signal-to-noise ratio (libo and 

Anping., 1991).

1.4.2 Interferometry

Inteiferometiy is a well established technique for measuring tenqierature and 

strain for exan^le with high accuracy and resolution (<lnm). The process of 

interferometry relies on the constructive and destructive interference of light waves 

Wien they combine in and out of phase respectively.

An optical fibre sensor using interferometry is a phase modulated system, but the 

process of demodulation produces a signal Wiich changes in amplitude due to the 

interference of the wave-fironts. Optical fibre high coherence interferometers are 

classified as either Mach-Zehnder, Sagnac, Michelson or Fabry-Perot named after their 

inventors (Jackson., 1987) (Figure 1-5).

DirectioDal
Signal fibre

Light source

Refbraicefilxe

Dirccüonal
coiqilers

Light source

Detectors

Figure l-5a 
The Mach-Zehnder interferometer

Figure l-5b 
The Sagnac interferometer

Diiectkmal 
Light source coigjler

Detector
o-C

Signal fibre

Reference fibre

L i ^  source

 IZI

Beamsplitter Optical film

1/
Silvered
ends

Sani-reficcting 
A Transmission mirror 
i  ouqmt

Reflection
ouqmt

Figure l-5c 
The Michelson interferometer

Figure l-5d 
The Fabiy-Perot interferometer
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The most common configurations are the Mach-Zehnder and Michelson. Both 

designs are a variations on the Rayleigh refi*actometer developed in the late 1800s. 

Parameters are measured with re je c t to a reference arm which is in stable conditions 

by a signal fibre: tihe light of which is modified by an external influence (Rogers.,

1988). The Fabry-Perot device uses a pair of semi-reflecting mirrors which setup an 

optically resonant cavity; this may be used to perform lasing action if an appropriately 

doped fibre is used (section 1.4.3) (Gambling and Poole., 1988). The Sagnac 

interferometer is used in the design of gyroscopes (Yu and Siddiqui, 1993), and is a 

loop of optical fibre through which light is launched in both clockwise and anti

clockwise directions. The phase shift due to the Sagnac effect observed upon rotating 

the loop is then measured.

1.43 Frequency and wavelength modulated sen^re

Perhaps one of the most promising developments in the optical fibre industry for 

sensor applications is the fluorescent optical fibre. The fibre core is doped with a 

fluorescent material which is reqionsive to the measurand. A sensor described by 

Maurice et al (1994) was able to measure tençerature changes over the range 200K to 

1200K in this way. A short length of Erbium and Ytterbium doped silica fibre was 

excited with a argon ion laser at 488nm The ratio of the spectra of the returned light 

with regject to a reference was then u ^ d  to produce a measure of tençerature. A 

similar system was developed by MacCraith and McAleavey (1994), light at near- 

inftared wavelmgths was used to estimate the absorption of a sanqrle of water.

Optical fibres have now been developed which are able to perform lasing action, 

having been puixped with cheap semiconductor lasers, to produce several tens of watts 

of power (Poole., 1992). One of the mo^ recent developments is that of the up- 

conversion optical fibre laser where a Ho^  ̂or Pr^* doped fluoride glass fibre is punqred 

with a longer wavelength than the lasing wavelength. This is particularly useful in 

biomedical applications where visible light is used to stinmlate fluorescence, and 

benefits from the associated low coupling loss between correctly terminated fibres.

Fluorescence is used extensively in tire development of in-vivo biosensors 

sensors, see section 1.5.2 for fiirther discusâon.
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1.44 Polarisation modulated sen ^rs

Birefiingence of a medium is observed in anisotropic materkls, Wiere the 

molecules in the material acting as the waveguide, typicalfy quartz or calcite, are in 

different directions throughout the structure (Wilson., 1989). The polarisation of an 

electromagnetic wave is determined by observation of the electric field vector. The 

speed of light travelling though an anisotropic material is depaident on the direction 

and polarisation. Le. the direction of the electric field vector with respect to the crystal 

lattice. In practical terms this means that the refi'active index of the material is 

dependent on the polarisation of the wave travelling through it. These materials are 

said to be biréfringent and can be biaxial or uniaxial *. Birefiingence can be 

introduced into the optical fibre by either geometrically changing the fibre core and 

cladding or introducing axial stress across the fibre core (Figure 1-6).

Stress elements

e
f

Elliptical core optical fibre "Bow-tie" optical fibre

Figiure 1-6 Configurations of stress-induced birefiingent optical fibre 
(Ourmazd et al., 1983)

Birefiingence® B = (n^~ n^j = Ayg (Eqn 1-3)

vthere % = Refi^active index of polarisation in axis
My = Refi'active index of polarisation in axis ‘y ’
A3 = Phase change between orthogonal polarised modes
X = Wavelength

* Uniaxial and biaxial describe a birefiingent optical fibre with one or two axes respectively, 

where the velocity of propagation is the same.

® The birefiingence of an optical fibre is characterised by its beat length. This is defined ty  the 

distance between points on the transducer Wiere the polarisation modes are in phase and is typically 

of the order 0.6mm (Gambling and Ax)le., 1988).
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Birefiingent optical fibres are used currently in strain gauge gauges, gyroscopes 

and current sensors (Vamham et a/.,1983, Jeong et a i, 1994 and Qian et a l, 1994). 

Although systems utiliang polarisation conserving optical fibres have yet to be 

extenmvely researched in the biomedical field, sensors have been developed to measure 

hydrostatic pressures (0 to 40kPa) (Gauthier and Dhliwayo., 1992). The development 

of arch sensors is often inqiractical for miniaturisation for use in-vivo because of the 

size of the transduction element.

1.5 /n-Wvo optical fibre sensors
Optical fibres are perhaps more &mous in medical endoscopes than in the 

communications industry. Their increased bandwidth in conçarison with conventional 

coaxial cable has revolutionised the communications industry, but their infiltration into 

the biomedical field is less extenâve that it could be. Research into the development of 

optical fibre sensors is widespread, but they are often not developed commercially due 

to requirements for extensive clinical trials before such a device is regarded as 

acceptable.

1.5.1 Physical optical fibre sensors

Phyacal sensors are noted most for their measurement of pressure and flow. The 

transducer transduction element physically deforms or moves and has the resulting 

effect of directly modulating the light. The sinq)lest design to envisage is that of the 

optical displacement transducer, vstere the optical fibres are perpendicular to a planar 

reflective target wiiich modulates the light directly.

One of the most promising applications of optical fibre is the development of a 

transducer to measure intravascular or intramuscular pressure or flow (Tenerz., 1991 

and CrenAaw et al, 1989). This is a formidable achievement as miniaturisation must 

be such that blood flow is not inq)aired and hence the pressure reading is not 

exaggerated. Tenerz produced a transducer able to resolve a pressure range of 0 to 

SOOmmHg (67kPa). Optical fibres need not necessarily measure blood flow invasively. 

The classic device used to calculate blood flow non-invasively is the ultrasonic Doppler
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blood flow meter (Satomura., 1959). Using optical fibres as a light guide it is possible 

to construct an optical Doppler meter, known as a laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV). 

The LDV uses the Doppler-shift phenomenon with a cohermt laser light source (Eqn

1-4). The wavelength is chosen so as to be reflected by the red blood cells in the blood 

mream as they pass th ro u ^  the vessel lumen. The change in frequency of the light 

reflected back describes the local flow rate (m/s) of the red cells and hence offiie 

blood. Although a laser is selected at a wavelength not readily attenuated by the 

intervening tissues (Helium-Neon at 632.8nm), the system is regarded as in-vivo as the 

emitting and receiving optical fibre must penetrate the wall of the blood vessel (Kajiya 

et al, 1987). The governing equation of the LDV is:

(E qnW )
A

A/ Doppler shift frequency
n = Refractive index of the blood (1.33)
V Blood velocity (ms *)
X = Wavelength
0 = Angle between light beam and flow direction

The miniaturisation of optical fibre ^nsors has permitted a substantial number of 

physical parameters to be measured directly, without the need for coupling systems*”. 

The early optical fibre manu&cturing techniques did not permit fine optical fibre 

catheters to be constructed, and the limitation of optical receivers and emitters meant 

that optical fibre bundles had to be used. Even so intravascular sound and pressure 

could be measured optically (Lindstrôm, 1970 and Ramirez et a l, 1969). A system for 

measuring the length and diameter of elastic vessels in-vitro (Papageorgiou and Jones., 

1985) was also developed. Such them es are designed to measure strain and have also 

hem adapted to measure thoracic wall movement (Dahnoun et a l, 1994) and limb 

flexion (Stenow and Ôberg., 1994).

For example in pressure measurements a saline filled catheter was used, in early designs, to 

conduct the pressure signal to a remote site for measurement as the transducer could not be integrated 

into a catheter (Drorbaugh et ah, 1963 and Chu et a l,  1964).
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The optical fibre sensor is not limited to applications where a transduction 

element physically moves. The gas content and pH of liquids and gases have been 

measured by the development of colour modulated optical fibre sensors. Such systems 

rely on the transduction element changing colour and hence changing its absorption 

and reflection characteristics. The tençerature of a flame for example can be measured 

in this way (Pht et al., 1985). These sensors are one of the designs collectively called 

chemical and biological sensors.

1.5.2 Biosensor systems - chentical and biological sensors

Biosensors are a group of sensors where the primary transduction element 

utilises a biological system or biochemical reaction. They may encompass any one of 

the aforementioned modulating systems. For example in-vivo optical fibre biosensors 

have been developed to measure dissolved oxygen concentration (Smith., 1987). 

Biosensors can be classified under one of two headings:

• Biocatafysts - The binding of a molecule is followed by a

chemical reaction. The process is reversible and consequently such 

transducers based on this concept are often re-usable.

• Biorecqptors - Molecules bind to the receptive conqjonent of

file biosensor, and the reaction is irreversible (Brooks and Turner., 1987).

The fibre optic reflection oximeter works on a similar princqile to all fibre tip 

biocatalyst biosensors. A transduction element mounted on the tp  of an optical fibre 

changes its optical properties with respect to the measurand. hi the case of the 

reflection oximeter a bundle of optical fibres emits light into the blood and the back 

scattered light is measured at the visible red and infrared wavelengths. The absorption 

spectra of haemoglobin and oxy&aemoglobin can then be described: the logarithm of 

the ratio of the absorption spectra is approximately proportional to the blood oxygen 

saturation (Landsman e/a/., 1978).

Optical fibre sensors, or optrodes, have been developed to measure a multitude 

of chemical constituents and properties, including pH (Silva and Wemeck., 1994), 

glucose, enzymes and antibodies (section 1.2.2). The pH sensor uses one, or a bundle 

of optical fibres, to analyse the absorption of a dye located at the optrode tip. A dye is
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chosen so as to be responsive to changes in pH changing the absorption of the dye at a 

characteristic wavelength. For exanple bromothymol blue has a peak absorption at 

616nm vsdiich varies by several orders of magnitude for a small change in pH (Baldini 

et al., 1987). A sensor developed by Dafu and his co-workers (1993) described a 

sensor able to distinguisà 3.0 to S.OpH: bromine phmol blue, 7.0 to 8.5pH: phenol red 

and 8.0 to lO.OpH: bromothymol blue. In a similar manner to the pulse oximeter two 

wavelengths are generally used, one to measure absorption and one as a reference to 

overcome problems arising due to bend loss wtich will degrade the anplitude 

modulated signal. If  the pH sensitive material is replaced accordingly it is also possible 

to measure partial pressures of carbon dioxide and oxygen. Research by Brenci and 

Baldini (1992) described a sensor integrating aU of the aforementioned systems into a 

intravascular catheter of 0.65mm in diameter. Devices are enclosed in a gas semi- 

permeable membrane to make them sterilisable and re-usable. Typically a chemical 

sensor has a time delay of 15 to 90 seconds. Since conventional biochemical assays 

may take several hours this is a considerable inprovemait.

Bioreceptor biosensors rely on the binding of a substance to a substrate. The 

ensuing chemical change is then detected optically. The enzyme-based fibre optic 

sensor described by Arnold (1985) used an enzyme anplitude modulated sensor to 

determine the concentration of the enzyme treated nylon mesh. The absorption of the 

membrane at varying concentrations was observed and a proportionality was shown. 

Such sensors are usually limited in their use because of the extensive analytical 

techniques required to produce a reaction. A system developed by Fothergill et al 

(1988) used a photochemical reaction to monitor levels of DNA in an assay produced 

an instant result, however this was not a catheter tip device.

Fluorescence is e?q)loited in a large number of sensor systems, some of which are 

biosen^rs. In biochemistry and immunochemistry monoclonal antibodies are given a 

biological label which is optically detectable (a development discussed in chapter 6 to 

chapter 8). The optical fibre glucose sensor and oxygen sensor both use fluorescence 

to determine tiie concentration of each in a sangle (Maccraith et al., 1993). The 

glucose smsor described by Meadows and Schultz (1993) contained two fluorescent 

chemicals chosen to be fluorescent at two different wavelengths: 485nm and 540nm, to 

overcome the need for recalibration. A novel fluorescent biosensor sensor was
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described by Golden et al (1994) uring antibodies. The cladding of an optical fibre was 

removed, tiie tq> was moulded into a taper, and coated with an immobilised antibody. 

The concentration of a specific antigen in an assay could then be determined using an 

antibody-antigen reaction which results in antigens binding to the probe which could 

then be detected by ob^rving fluorescence at 514nm The development of an optical 

fibre biosensor with an active element which modulates the fluorescence with respect 

to the measurand is known as fluorescence quenching.

The use of fluorescence in a sensor may not enconqiass any active transduction 

element at aU, conçrising only a single optical fibre or optical fibre bundle to analyse 

the material at the transducer t ç  using evanescent wave theory. The light is allowed to 

leave the sensor and strike a target, the fluorescence of which is the detectable. 

Analysis of the wavelength of the back-scattered light and that emitted can be used to 

quantify fluorescence. Such probes have been used extremely successfiiUy as part of 

in-vivo studies analysing the fluorescence of atherosclerotic arterial plaque and 

dysplasia (Bartorelli et al., 1991 and Cothren et a l, 1994) (cf: chapter 6).

1.5.3 Elecblcal optical fibre sen ^rs

There are a limited number of optical fibre sensors available to measure electrical 

rignals in the human body. Electrical current sensors have been developed, and operate 

on the Faraday effect which induces birefiingence into an optical fibre (section 1.4.4). 

Such sensors rely on magnetically induced birefiingence, and hence require a high 

magnetic field strength arising from a high current density: such sensors are used in 

power stations to measure the field in the insulation between the primary and 

secondary turns of a transformer operating at 440kV (Jackson et a l, 1992). The high 

field strengths required mean tiiat such a scheme is not suitable for detection of low 

ançlitude signals such as are present in the EEG or ECG for exanq>le.

1.6 Discussion and motivation

The inq>rovements in many commercial transducers are small in conq)arison with 

optical fibre transducers as the limits of such devices have been reached and the
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technology is established. Although optical fibres are currently approaching the 

theoretical transmission limits (Figure 1-7), the efficiency of receivers and emitters are 

constantly being improved.

CVD - Chemical Vapour Depostion

A.D.B.C.

Figure 1-7 Optical fibre loss in an historical concept 
(Kao., 1988)

Patent description Patents

Biological constituents 66
Chemical constituents 239
Etefects, flaws presence or absence 403
Density 11
Dimension 219
Electrical and/or magnetic parameters 55
Flow 29
Force, stress, strain 47
Laboratory measurements 140
Liquid level 33

Patent description Patents

Medical parameters 56
Movement (excluding flow) 389
Optical properties 229
Hiysical properties 81
Proximity, proition 234
Pressure 28
Smoke, turbidity 45
Temperature 47
Unspecified parameters 49
Other 317

Figure 1-8 Distribution of optical sensor patents in the US during 1989 
(Grattan., 1989)

The number of active US patents in 1989 was large: 2717. Interest in fibre optic 

sensors has steadily increased in the area of biomedical engineering and fire bms has 

come away fi-om the military which provided the vast majority of the original fimding 

(Grattan., 1989) (Figure 1-8).
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The use of optical fibre transducers in surgery or by the general practitioner 

means that major operations can be replaced by minor clinical interventions. The 

miniaturisation and hence less invaâve nature of systems uâng fibre optic technology 

means that the patient recovery time is substantially shorter and this will reduce 

nursing costs (McGeehin., 1987). There is also the ability to learn more during a angle 

study by measuring more physiological parameters simultaneously to produce a more 

reliable diagnosis.

1.6.1 Aims and objectives

It is important for researchers to gain a good understanding of the key fields of 

development uAen designing a sensor, optical or otherwise, for in-vivo use. Catheter 

systems for medical diagnoâs must, as fer as possible, not affect the parameter being 

measured and this usually inches that it diould be as small as possible. One of the 

original main advantages of the optical fibre was its intrinsic isolation fî om the signal 

acquisition and processing equqrment. Current technology means that a large range of 

isolation apparatus is available, however this feature is desirable as it does mean that 

cost is reduced. Moreover the low cost o f optical fibre means that the whole 

transducer arrangement may be deemed diqrosable.

The aim of this research is to contribute to the understanding of physical and 

biochemical sensing using optical fibres, by using two optical systems as vehicles to 

investigate some of the main design considerations during the development of sensors 

for in-vivo use.

Optical fibre sensors are available to measure a multitude of parameters which 

can be classified as either electrical, chemical or physical. The latter group of sensors: 

chemical (biosensors) and physical, have been developed by applying novel techniques 

to construct transducers to aid in the diagnosis of specific medical disorders. The 

marked differences were targeted to explore the broad range of parameters which must 

be considered when designing a device for use in the human body.

1.6.2 %ope of research

Given the wide choice of modulation techniques available, the research was 

restricted to anq)litude modulated sensors, the two selected were diverse as posable so
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as to explore the capabilities and limitations for each device in-vivo. The first sensor 

selected attenq>ted to apply and inçrove current technology in the development of a 

pressure transducer intended for use in the upper airway. The second is a biosensor 

and is intended to be considerably more invasive being for use in the coronary arteries.

The aim was not to develop commercial systems for ehher of the devices, but 

purely to examine the clinical feasibility of each, and to clarify the design lessons vAich 

should be addressed. The work is intended to explore and extend the state-of-the-art 

by review and detailed examination of the major issues associated with the production 

and testing of the working prototypes.

1.7 Thesis overview

Chapter 1 has introduced the rationale for the research, and introduced some of 

the current technologies exploited in contenqiorary physiological biomedical 

meamrement, both optical and otherwise. Having addressed optical fibres for use in 

the developmmit of sensors for in-vivo use the modulation techniques o f l i^ t  have 

been summarised with reference to tiie demodulation techniques currently available in 

optical fibre systems. It has been proposed that two optical fibre sensors be developed 

as vehicles to contribute to the understanding in such systems: investigating both 

physical and biosensors. The research was restricted to anqilitude modulated and 

extrinsic systems.

Chapter 2 to chapter 5 describe a catheter containing seven optical fibre pressure 

transducers which is intended to aid in the diagnosis of obstructive sleep apnoea 

syndrome. Chapter 2 is the motivation behind the catheter development and gives a 

brief overview of the problem fi*om a physician’s aspect. The overview of sleep and 

sleep disorder leads to the specific sleep disorder Obstructive Sleep Apnoea Syndrome 

(OSAS) and the physiology of the airway vriiich causes the problem The current 

investigative methods for diagnosing OSAS are discussed and include invasive and 

non-invasive methods as well as the fibre optic endoscope for direct visualisation of the 

airway conqionents. One motivation for the work rqiorted here is the current primitive 

nature of pressure transducer techniques for examination of the upper airway and the
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imsatisfiictoiy results produced from X-ray. This then leads to chapter 3 where the use 

of a fibre optic pressure transducer is addressed. A brief summary of some of the 

research concepts and industrially available transducers is given before describing the 

development of the multÿle transducer catheter. The transducer was designed to be 

inserted th rong  the naso-pharynx and must encounter a bend radius of typically 

100mm through 180°, and so suffers from macro bending losses. The design 

overcomes problems associated with bending loss, as it typically occurs in ançlitude 

modulated sensors, and incorporates design features required to achieve a sensitivity of 

lOPa of static water pressure. The design details regarding the integration of seven 

pressure transducers in a catheter and the system electronics are discussed with 

referaice to the original design specification. A single channel more portable device is 

also presented for use in pre-term babies and neonates. A series of mathematical 

models was developed to aid in the design process. This includes a smq>lified two- 

dimension algorithm, and a more conqilex three-dimensional system The latter model 

enconqrasses the Gaussian non-Lambertian distribution of light emanating from an 

optical fibre, and the convex reflective transduction element of the transducer. Results 

used to assist in the design procedure are presented. Chapter 5 presents the clinical 

trrâls performed using the pressure transducer catheter with both static and dynamic 

testing. Experiments were conducted on patients under both garerai and local 

anaesthesia. Results of tests on a catheter of low thermal mass containing a single 

device are conqrared to results from a seven charmel device with a significantly higher 

thermal mass (time constant = 78 seconds) Problems of such a device for use in-vivo 

are addressed with reference to the expected tenqrerature change of the airway mucosa 

durhig inspiration and erqriration. It was formd that the device could observe the 

palatal vibration characteristic o f aiormg patients wiiich may also be characteristic of 

OSAS.

As a conqrarison and contrast with the pressure transducer a second device was 

developed, also for in-vivo use and anq>litude modulated, but more invasive. Chapter 6 

develops the rationale for the probe development in a similar manner to chapter 2. 

Restenosis of the coronary arteries may follow percutaneous transluminal balloon 

angioplasty (PTCA) and is attributed to the migration of the smoofli muscle cells into 

the vessel himen during the healing process. The haemodynamics of the pulmonary and
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systemic circulatory system are presented as are the effects of stenosis on blood flow 

and its prognosis. The current techniques for investigating blood flow and arterial 

damage are reviewed with reference to both invasive and non-invasive imaging 

techniques. It was proposed that an optical fibre probe be developed for intravascular 

use which could monitor the healing process of the endothelium; the lining of the 

vessel wah. The antibody-antigen complex is introduced as a means of locating 

endothelial cefl damage by the use of a biochemical label. Biosensors are widely 

developed as extrinsic amplitude modulated systems, and althou^ the sensor is 

designed for use in a completely different apphcation, the concept is the same as the 

pressure transducer. Chapter 7 evaluates two possible optical technologies for the 

detection of biologically labelled monoclonal antibodies using scintillation and 

fluorescence respectively. The latter design was selected for development because of 

the non-toxicity of the chemicals used and the potentially higher sensitivity due to the 

excitation light source. The reasoning behind the choice of the biochemical label is 

discussed, and the formal probe development including optic and hardware 

specification is presented. The results obtained fiom the endothehal cell damage probe 

are summarised in chapter 8. The highly invasive nature of the endothelial cell damage 

probe in comparison with the optical fibre pressure transducer limited the extent of the 

clinical trials, but detailed investigations were performed on both simulated vessels and 

mammalian models. Eqieriments were conducted with vessels perfused with blood and 

heparin, and vessels perfused with saline. Living endothehal cells were investigated in- 

vitro using sodium fluorescein labelled monoclonal antibodies, the ensuing antibody- 

antigen con^lex made visuahsation of the damaged region by the probe possible.

Chapter 9 draws conclusions from the design lessons learnt during the 

development of each of the optical fibre transducer designs. The pressure transducer, 

although for in-vivo use, is not as invasive as the endothehal probe. The endothehal 

probe is extremely sinqile, containing two optical fibres and relying on a biological 

reaction taking place external to the probe, the optics, detector and hght source are 

however considerably more complex. In contrast the pressure transducer is more 

complex to construct due to the integration of a transduction element into the probe 

tip, however the optics are simpler. The pressure transducer is an addition and 

modification to existing technology, whereas the endothehal ceU probe is operating at
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the limits of cmTent technology and required expensive detection apparatus. Both 

transducers may be considered disposable, and both are anq>htude modulated. The 

designs highlight the limitations of amphtude modulated sensors in some applications 

which become immaterial in others.
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Chapter 2

Rationale for the optical fibre pressure transducer - An overview of Obstructive 

Sleep Apnoea Syndome and upper airway physiology

2.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the anatomy and physiology of the human upper airway, 

paying particular attention to characteristic anatomical changes wiiich may lead to the 

occurrence of Obstructive Sleep Apnoea Syndrome (OSAS), and is the rationale for 

the development of the optical fibre pressure transducer catheter. A general overview 

of the upper airway is presented and the differences betweai patients with a healthy 

and abnormal airway are discussed. Sleep is a significant contributory Actor in OSAS 

and consequently current methods of sleep stage classification are summarised, and 

related to the occurrence of the disorder. The currently practised surgical procedures 

are summarised and the advantages and disadvantages highlighted. Currently available 

transducers to measure pressure and flow in the upper airway are briefly reviewed, and 

the advantages and disadvantages discussed. The feral part of the chapter jurfifies the 

development of a system using optical fibre technology to make a diagnosis of ahered 

airway inqiedance and to determine the location and extent of airway obstruction.

2.2 Anatomy and physiology of breathing in the upper airway

The human extrathoracic upper airway describes the route though which inhaled 

air travels when entering the nose or mouth to the point at which it enters the trachea. 

Control of the upper airway during a wake or sleep state can be considered to be by a 

series of three valves, each controlling the volume of airflow and the route through 

which it propagates (Edelman et al., 1986).

Air enters the body th ro u ^  the nose or mouth, passing through nares or % s 

reflectively. The lips are able to conqiletely block or regulate air flow, whilst the nasal
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valve is only able to change flow rate by constricting or relaxing to adjust the cross- 

sectional area of its orifice. The second valve, further into the respiratcny system, is the 

soft palate. Serving as a switchable valve it is able to select the proportion of nasal or 

oral airflow. The larynx is the third and final regulatory valve before the air enters the 

trachea (Figure 2-1). It is able to regulate flow by behaving as a variable orifice 

(Rodenstein et al., 1986). The nasal and oral cavities must combine to perform three 

separate tasks: breathing, ingestion of food and speech. The airway must be able to 

perform each task without afftxting the remaining two.

Interest in OSAS has led to extensive study of the rôle of the soft palate in 

respiration and as a source of obstruction (Rodenstein et al.,1986). A change in 

posture or physical abnormality may increase the probability of airway collapse 

(section 2.3.3).

Kasai cavil

Nasopharynx 

lArdpalate- 
Oral cavity 

Tongue 
Larynx 

Epiglottis'
Hyoid boné̂  

Thyroid cartilage 
Vocal fold (cord) 

Thyroid gland

Adenoid 
Soft palate

Uvula
Palatine tonsil
Oropharynx
CtHniculate 
cartil%e
_ -Arytenoid 

cartilage

Trachea
phagus

Figure 2-1 Lateral view of the head

The use of the electroencephalogram (EEG) to study the level of brain activity 

and hence depth of sleep of a patient in an ovamght slœp study drew attention to the 

significant effœt of sleep on breathing (Lydie et al., 1988). The airway impedance, 

nominally 60 to TOmmHzO per 1/s at the end of inspiration (Figure 2-2) (Guyton.,
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1981), may increase up to three times as the subject passes from wakefelness to 

NREM (Non-rapid eye movement) sleep (HudgeL, 1993)*.

Resistance of the upper airway segments (mmHzO per 1/s)
Region of upper airway Peak inspiratory pressure At 0.011/s flow

Nasal 2.92 ±0.67 2.11 ±0.56
Tran^aktal 2.03 ±0.37 0.90 ±0.40

Hypopharyngeal 1.31 ±0.40 0.78 ±0.29
Total Supralaryngeal 6.26 ±0.56 3.79 ±0.50

Figure 2-2 The inçedance of the upper airway segments during normal and forced 
flow showing mean and standard deviation 

(Hudgel and Hendricks., 1988)

The physiology of the airway enconqiasses the processes of oral ingestion of 

food and oral/nasal breathing cross-over (Figure 2-1), consequently the airway is rigid 

in the nose and trachea, and conçliant in the pharynx^. The patency of this portion of 

the airway is dependent on tiie muscles controlling dilation and constriction. The work 

required by the dilator muscles is determined by the conqiliance of the pharyngeal wall, 

which is dependent on airway abnormality and excessive At: a highly conciliant airway 

requires increased effort of the dilator muscles. During sleep the muscles holding the 

upper airway open may decrease their activity and go out of phase with the inspiratory 

muscles. This is fiirther conqilicated m REM sleep when then muscles become atonic, 

increasing the probability of a collapse. The increased airway inqiedance leads to the 

thoracic pump muscle activity mcreasing. Obstructive Sleep Apnoea Syndrome

* It is normal for the airway to narrow during sleep, the effort required by the subject to inh^e 

being characterised airway impedance.

 ̂The ideal airway would be rigid, but crœisover and need to vocalise means the pharynx is 

compliant.
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(OSAS) is a consequence of these parameters combining to obstruct the airway at a 

site specific to the patient and preventing gas exchange  ̂(Hudgel., 1993).

Obstruction may occur at a number of different sites. Previous studies have 

analysed the profile of respiratory inçedanoe along the upper airway as a means of 

isolating regions of probable collapse (Rodenstein et al., 1990). A study conducted by 

Hudgel et al (1988) found that in approximately half of OSAS patients studied, the site 

of collapse was at palate level, whilst the remainder obstructed at the hypopharyngeal 

level. Obstruction is usually due to the back of the tongue resting against the soft 

palate or pharyngeal wafi where the tissue is most compliant. The obstruction is 

promoted by an abnormally naiTow airway typically occuring in obese patients or 

patients with acromegaly. Once obstruction occurs the site of blockage may travel 

further into the airway as the patient attempts to inhale. It is also reported that 

obstruction may occur due to a misshapen or over-sized soft palate, allowing the uvula 

to rest again the back of the tongue (Horner et ah, 1989 and Pringle and Croft., 1993). 

In such circumstances surgery may be applicable (section 2.3.5).

Snoring represents partial obstruction of the airway with the fluttering of the 

palate and pharyngeal wall, and may be heard in the early stages of an apnoea before 

the onset of total obstruction moments later. For this reason snoring is often a 

synptom of the condition.

The probability of a collapse occuring is also dependent on other parameters 

beyond that of physical abnormality and dysfunction. Passive neck flexion describes the 

angle and curvature of the neck. The resulting deformation of the airway may promote 

collapse. The iufant has a reflex action to increase muscular tone as a counter-acting 

measure which instinctively restores the airway, this instinctive reaction diminishes 

with age (Cherniak et a l, 1988). The change of blood flow due to gravity and posture 

can cause swelling of the tissues and hence an increase in respiratory impedance, e.g. 

swelling of the nasal mucosa can cause partial obstruction.

 ̂Apnoea is defined a the transient cessation of breathing for a period of typically ten to thirty 

seconds.
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2.3 Sleep disorders and obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome

2.3.1 A brief overview of sleep disorders

Sleep disorders can be split into three distinct groups and classified under the 

following headings:

• Disorders of initiating and maintaining sleep ‘DIMS’ - e.g. Insomnia

• Disorders of excessive sleepiness ‘DOES’ - e.g. OSAS, Narcolepsy and 

Idiopathic hypersomnia

• Parasomnia - e.g. nightmares, night terrors and sleep walking

Such disorders can be classified fiirther as primary or secondary, i.e. is the 

disorder a cause or consequence o f further medical complications? It can often be 

inqiossible to determine whetiier a patient is experiencing a primary or secondary sleep 

disorder by observation alone.

A primary sleep disorder’s only synqitom is the disorder itself (Hauri, 1977). An 

exanqple of this is primary insomnia. A patient’s inability to sleqp may be due to a 

neurochemical disorder and, although yet to be proved, it is tho u ^ t to be inherited 

(Thorpy et al., 1991). The secondary sleep disorders are harder to diagnose, often due 

to a patient’s unknown medical and psychiatric history. Causes include depression, 

schizophrenia and neurologic problems (Mendelson et a l, 1977).

A serious sleep disorder can lead to problems in the work or home envhonmmt. 

The sufferer is unable to relax and has a constant feeling of tiredness and Atigue. It 

was reported by Hauri (1977) that a patient who is deprived from sleep for a long 

period of time, perhaps several days or more, will begin to suffer from micro-sleeps. 

hiitially these may only last a few seconds, but as tiredness progresses these will 

increase in duration. Eventually the micro-sleeps will become conqiletely intertwined 

such that it is no longer possible to determine whether the subject is awake or asleep. 

Activities usually associated with a wake state, e.g. walking, no longer provide direct 

evidence of consciouaiess. If micro-sleeps occur the patient may be a danger to 

themselves and others.
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23.2 Sleep stage classification

Sleep consists of a combination of two distinct stages, known as NREM or 

orthodox sleep and REM or paradoxical sleep. The differences between the two are 

conqiarable to the difference between a wake or sleep state (Edelman et a l, 1986). 

NREM sleep is a passive state reflecting low neuromuscular activity, however the 

muscular system is still responsive to cortical activity. REM sleep, colloquially referred 

to as dream sleep, is a time of very high brain activity, ahhou^i this is not apparent by 

observation of the EEG alone. The voluntary muscular control system is disabled 

conqiletely, apart fi-om those muscles associated with respiration and excretion of body 

fluids Both types of sleep can be broken into ^ e r a l  more stages, each distinctly 

different fi-om the preceding stage.

NREM is tire sleep state that any human will enter following drowsiness. A 

typical duration may be up to ninety minutes; the young middle aged adult spending up 

to one quarter of their total sleqi in this state. NREM may be fiuther classified into 

four more stages. Classification is achieved by visual inspection of the unqiolar EEG 

taken firom the occqiital area. Whilst awake the EEG is primarily that of sinusoidal 

a%)ha waves^, this activity decreases as the subject becomes more drowsy. During the 

onset of stage 1 the a%)ha waves disappear and the waveform is conqirised of mainfy 

beta^ and flie lower fi-equency theta waves® which interrupt periodically. Stage 2 is 

recognised by the presence of sleep spindles^ and K-conçlexes’. These features 

disappear when the subject is in stages 3 and 4. These two stages are often grouped 

together and referred to collectively as delta sleep (Figure 2-3).

The standard for the classification of sleep st%es ty  diservation of the electroencephalogram, 

electromycigram and electro-oculogram is that defined by Rechtschaffen and Kales, 1968.

 ̂Alpha waves 8-14Hz; Beta waves 15-35 Hz; Theta waves 4-7Hz; Delta waves 0.5-3Hz.

* A sleep spindle is a brief burst of high fi-ecjuency (12-14Hz) waves typically of duration of 

over 0.5 seconds.

’ A K-complex is a high amplitude negative wave followed by a high amplitude positive wave.
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Figure 2-3 Electroencephalogram (EEG) of sleep stages during REM and NREM 
(Mendelson et al., 1977)

2.3.3 Obstructive Sleep Apnoea Syndrome

OSAS was first recognised as a clinical discnder in the French literature m 1965 

(Gastaut at al., 1965), although a good case was also described by Charles Dickens as 

early as 1836*. Periodic hypoxia and pow quality sleep was attributed to intermittent 

occlusion of the uppo* airway. In extreme cases it was thought to be the cause of acute 

heart failure. Apnoea, obstructive or otherwise, is graded by an Apnoea-Hypopnoea 

Index (AHI). Severe OSAS typically occurs in 0.3 to 1% of adult males (over 50 

obstructive episodes per hour) (Douglas., 1990 and Stradling., 1993).

Apnoea in OSAS occurs as a result of an abiK>rmally narrow airway. The 

constriction in the pharynx promotes a negative gauge pressure to develop across its 

orifice forcing it to collapse in onto itself. The suffaw then awakes and gasps for air

* Pickwickiæi Syndrome describes obese patients who commonly suffer from O S ^  (elevated 

CO2 levels, and abnormally low blood oxygen levels). The condition is named after a character “Joe 

the Fat Boy” in the book “The Posthumous Papers of the Pickwick Qub” by Charles Dictois

(Dickens., 1836 and Thorpy and Yager., 1991).
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before falling back to sleep, the muscular tone being returned to the muscles as a 

consequence of arousal. These brief interruptions to the sleep pattern, typicaUy 10 to 

15 seconds duration, are so short that the patient does not remember them occuring. 

Micro-arousals may occur several hundred times during the course of one night. 

Consequently the subject is unable to reach the deeper sleep stages (stages 3 and 4 

NREM and REM sleep). There is not a consistent anatomical site for the occurrence of 

OSAS. The region posterior to the soft palate is recognised as being one of the most 

common (Homer et al., 1989). The extent of a collapse will vary between patients, a 

severe collapse being over 20mm in length (cf: pressure transducer spacing in catheter 

- section 3.3.1).

Apnoeas may also occur due to failure of the respiratory centre (central apnoea), 

these are however extremely rare. Central apnoea has in the past been either mis

diagnosed or occurs as a result of combined effects arising as a result of OSAS. The 

condition is caused by a failure of the inspiratory neurones in the medulla. The brain 

either Ails to evoke the necessary neuromuscular signal, or the respiratory system fails 

as part of reflex action. Reported cases may usually be attributed to neuromuscular 

disease or underdevelopment of the brain stem, and are common in pre-term babies 

and neonates (Thorpy et al.,1991).

A mixed apnoea begins as a result of the pharyngeal muscles becoming atonic 

whilst asleep causing an obstractive apnoea (section 2.2), but is con^licated by an 

imbalance of the blood gases: CO2 and O2 Carbon dioxide stimulates respiration, 

hence an increase in PaCOi will increase the respiratory effort and tidal volume.

During the apnoea the blood carbon dioxide level steadily rises to an abnormal level. 

When the patient wakes, retmmng tone to the dilatory muscles, the sudden increase in 

breathing reduces the PaCOz to less than the limit, necessary to stimulate respiration. 

The apnoea then re-occurs as part of a reflex action. Mixed obstructive sleep apnoea is 

a cyclic process. It has been reported that mixed apnoea accounts for between 53 and 

71 percent of apnoeic episodes in pre-term infants (Santiago et a l, 1986).

The lack oîgood quality sleep, i.e. sleep not persistently irc^aired by micro- 

arousals, causes symptoms including excessive daytime sleepiness (EDS) and cognitive 

impairment. If OSAS is allowed to persist it may lead to hypertension, headaches and
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in some sufferers, enuresis and impotence (GuUleminault et a l, 1990). There are 

several groups of patients which are at risk, each has in common sleep related 

occlusion of the upper airway. Obese adults are known to suffer from nocturnal 

hypoxaemia caused by the reduced lung tidal volume due to increased effort to 

breathe. This Actor combined with an abnormally large coUar size makes them among 

those at highest risk (Crumley et a l, 1987). Young children may suffer as a result of 

enlarged tonsils and adenoids, a condition which may be easily remedied by routine 

surgery. Older patients (over 60) may also be considered to be a high risk group. 

Studies of volunteers over 60 years of age concluded that a large percentage of 

patients suffered from OSAS arising from the reduced response time of the pharyngeal 

dilator muscles (Santiago et a l, 1986). It was suggested that prolonged OSAS may 

contribute to brain dysfiuiction and senility. Other synqitoms include pulmonary, 

cardiac and neurological disease.

The associated reduced pressure across the larynx of a patient suffering from 

OSAS promotes fluttering of the palatal region and pharyngeal wall, producing often 

loud and unbearable snoring for the partner.

23.4 Invasive and nonWnvaslve assessment techniques

The known cause of OSAS is the abnormally narrow airway. Prior clinical 

investigations of the condition have previously been conducted using two and three- 

dimensional imaging techniques to produce a cross-section of the airway in question.

Cephalometry is a two-dimensional static image of the skeletal tissue and 

paAtal region. An X-ray is taken with the patient in a seated or standing position at the 

end of expiration. Using this technique it is possible to determine the exact location of 

the tissues at the end of a respiratory cycle. Known reference points are measured and 

a narrowing or occlusion may be measured directly (Sheppard et a l, 1991). Features 

of interest include obvious deformation such as elongation of the soft palate and a 

naiTowhig of the posterior air space. Although they provide only a limited amount of 

information, cephalograms are cheap and easy to perform Conqilications do arise 

because of the orientation of the patient, maiding comparison of the data to that 

occuring during sleep difficult.
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Somnofluoroscopy is an extension of cephalometry. It is able to provide a 

dynamic illustration of the location of the soft palate in a patient whdst asleep and in a 

supine position (Suratt et al., 1983). This is usually &cihtated by the coating the 

relevant tissues with a radio-opaque dye such as iodine. Unfortimately the image is still 

two-dimensional and given the number of frames required for animation, the patient is 

subjected to a considerable dose of ionising radiation. It has however provided 

invaluable information regarding the role of the soft palate as a gate in the oropharynx 

(Pepin et a/., 1992).

A CAT scan (Conçuter-aided tomography, also called CT) takes a series of 

radiographic sUces through the tissue or organ under study. A series of two- 

dimensional pictures may then be collated to produce a three-dimensional image. A 

typical human head requires 8 to 15 shces to produce reasonable anatomical resolution 

(Haponik et al., 1983). The patient is subjected to radiation, but modem techniques 

are able to perform a fast-CAT scan in 50ms, making exposure time minimal

mm

Figure 2-4a An X-ray of the upper airway

Figure 2-4b Figure 2-4c Figure 2-4d
Figure 2-4b-d CAT scans of the upper airway 

(Gonflements of Dr. C.Hanning - see acknowledgements)
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The diagrams shown in Figure 2-4 show a cephalogram and three CAT scans at 

three different levels through the airway of an OSAS patient. The first CAT slice, 

Figure 2-4b, is high in the airway (corresponding to slice number ‘1’ in Figure 2-4a) 

and illustrates the nasal cavities and sinuses. At this level the airway is apparently 

no rmal and there are no obvious abnormalities. The second slice. Figure 2-4c, 

(corresponding to CAT slice number ‘7’ in Figure 2-4a) shows the airway narrowing. 

The constriction can be visualised if it is conf ared to the third slice, Figure 2-4d, 

(corref onding to slice ‘9’ in Figure 2-4a). The airway has now widened.

The substantial reduction in radiation exposure is advantageous. The resulting 

image is of excellent clarity and anatomical detail, whilst being non-invasive (Crumley 

et a l, 1987). Studies have been performed during wakefirlness and as part of sleep 

studies (RL.Homer et a l, 1989). Installation, maintenance and running costs are high.

Nuclear magmetie resonance imaging (NMRI) is the most recent of the 

imaging techniques used to date. In a similar maimer to CAT, NMRI is able to 

construct a three-dimensional image fi:om a series of two-dimensional slices. It is also 

able to scan in more than one direction of the axial plane, such that adjacent slices need 

not be parallel (Rodenstein et a l, 1990). Problems associated with ionising radiation 

are not applicable, the energy source being a powerfiil radio firequency magnetic field 

(2 to lOMHz). The image produced is static, but with excellent anatomical detail 

(Payne., 1987). Currently a full scan of the upper airway may take up to 5 minutes. 

With increased computer power and more efficient mathematical algorithms this time 

scale should be reduced to a fi’action of a second making real-time images possible.

Mbre-optic pharyngoscopy is able to investigate the mucosa of the upper 

airway in close detail with a minimum of discomfort (see chapter 3). Features of 

interest include the presence of polyps, septal deviation and narrowing of the nasal 

valve region (Sheppard et a l, 1991). Direct visualisation of the uvula and soft palate 

are possible with the patient relaxed and in any posture. Crumley et al (1987) observed 

the airway of a group of patients with and without OSAS. A narrowing from 15 to 

3mm was reported in the posterior tongue base region, depending on whether the 

subject was in a supine or upright position. Such findings have been validated by many 

papers and widely accepted (Bradley et a/., 1986, Hudgel and Hendricks., 1988). The
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Chapter 2 - An overview of obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome

use of endoscopy as an e^lorative technique has proved successM. It is possible to 

insert a device through the nostril and collect data with the patient asleep under 

sedation (Pringle and Croft., 1993). The main disadvantage is the fidl extent of the 

collapse may not be easily determined. The fidl length and severity of the collapse 

cannot be viewed.

Tmagiiug techniques, although usefid, produce data dependent on the patient’s 

posture. The conditions under which the scan is performed are often dissimilar to those 

under which the disorder occurs. The result is uncertainty between physicians. It has 

been suggested that an image of the airway whilst the patient is awake is not a reliable 

method of predicting the site of OSAS. The conflicting results lead to the following 

conclusions (Hudgel., 1992):

o Anatomical disorder can lead to OSAS, but not in all patients;

o The current techniques are too crude to define anatomic abnormality 

accurately.

o Pharyngeal size may not be a primary factor in OSAS.

2.3.5 Corrective surgical techniques

Revision of the upper airway is now a routine method for eliminating or reducing 

the effects of OSAS, however for a surgical technique to be successfid a careful 

diagnosis of the patient must be performed. An incorrect choice of surgery may not 

ordy inconvenience the patient, but also make the snoring and apnoeic episodes more 

frequent and severe. The goal is to be able to reliably identify the site of obstruction so 

that it may be logically treated.

The use of lasers in medicine permits accurate, precise and hygienic surgery to be 

performed. Lasers coupled to optical fibres are able to reduce the number of necessary 

incisions; hence reducing the length of patient recovery time. There are two types of 

laser surgery. The first method involves using the laser as an optical scalpel to cut or 

modify tissue (Kamami., 1994). The second, less extreme form of surgery, modifies the 

tissue by causing superficial damage which leads to the generation of scar tissue. The 

function of the soft palate is modified by scarring it along its length. The resulting
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increase in rigidity reduces movement and he^s to prevent vibration during respiration 

as occurs in morers.

A considerable number of sleep studies have been conducted involving the 

screening of sleep apnoea patients prior to siugery. Some patients respond more 

positively to ahemative treatments such as continuous positive airway pressure® 

(CPAP), or the nasal dilator (Keenan et al., 1994). Surgery is reported to increase the 

Kfe ejqiectancy of a patient suffering from OSAS (Keenan et al., 1994). The excessive 

strain on the heart as a result of periodic apnoea being reduced.

2.4 Sleep monitoring

2.4.1 Current techniques

There are currently a wide variety of clinical diagnostic aids available to 

characterise the existence and extent of upper airway inçairment in OSAS patients. 

Prior to the commitment of the physician to a radiological scan, it is usual for the 

patient to be admitted for an overnight sleep study. At this early stage of investigation 

physiological parameters are recorded such as oxygen saturation*”, abdominal 

movement, body-trunk movement on the bed, oral and nasal airflow and sound. 

Occasionally a polysonmograph may also be conducted, involving an unipolar EEG, 

EOG** and EMG* ,̂ to examine during which level of sleep (section 2.3.2) apnoeic 

episodes occur.

® CPAP operates by monitoring airflow and f l y i n g  a positive gauge pressure into the top of 

the airway through a &ce-mask to prevent an airway œllapse and t^noea.

“  Oximetry measures the level of oxy^n in the haemt^obin using spectrophotometry. The 

presence of more oxygen renders the red blood cells redder in appearance, hence changing the optical 

absorption and reflection characteristics of given wavelengths (see c h ^ e r  7).

“  EGG: Electrodes are attached to the outer comers (canthi) of the eyes, the differential 

between each and a reference is recorded. The signal recorded from each eye is the reverse of that of 

its neighbour in a normal patient.
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The effidency of respiration may be monitored by analysing the airflow into the 

body through the nose and mouth. A tightly fitting mask is fitted over the nose and 

mouth, the output of which may then be fitted to a pneumotachograph (a device Wiich 

will meamire the constituents of the gas entering and leaving the body, and flie 

firequency at which breafliing takes place). Analyds then provides information on lung 

tidal volume. The presence of the mask over the fece causes problems when atten^ting 

to measure breathing patterns over a long period of time: condensation and other 

secretions will collect in the mouth piece. The presence of the mouth piece may also 

inherently effect the characteristic breathing of the patient, this is particularly 

significant it the patient is consdous.

An alternative to the mask is a ventilated canopy which encloses the entire head. 

Oxygen and carbon dioxide are monitored and tidal volume calculated. This technique 

correlates to within 96% of the dired measurement of the pneumotactograph.

Both techniques clearly have some major disadvantages. Practically they are only 

usefiil for taking quantitative measurements as part of energy studies (Wihnhurst and 

Shah, 1994). Pneumotachography also only indicates the presmce of apnoea, giving no 

information on the collapse she, only severity. The only quantitative method of 

measuring the extent of airway collapse and its location, independent of patient 

podure, is by pressure and hence flow meamrement in the pharyngeal i^ace. Accurate 

measurement of the tidal volume is not usually necessary. It is normally suffident to 

measure airflow by placing a thermistor at the nose and mouth, or by monitoring chest 

wall and abdominal movemmt.

2.4.2 Airway pressure measurement • diagnosing OSAS

The continuous measurement of pressure throughout the varying sites in the 

upper airway produces inq)ortant diagnostic information on a collapse as it occurs in 

patients suffering fi-om OSAS, inchuflng the extent and location.

EMG: The electromyogram is taken from beneath the jaw to measure the muscular tone of

the chin.
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A detailed sleep study, paAmned by Koilæ et al (1992), used a single channel 

pressure transducer to measure pressure in the hypophaiynx. The study was conducted 

to investigate the existence of OSAS and its influence on respiratory pressure. 

Oxinwtry, abdominal movement, oral airflow and sramd w«e also measured. 

Recordings of pressure were observed in a group of 201 patients during the pre

operative period in the age range 7 months to 14 years. Patients w«e then classified 

depending on the extent of snoring and duratitm of apnoea. Following an 

adonotonsillectomy the j^ak pressure was seen to fall from ISOcmHgO, in the sevdest 

case, to just SOcmHzO. Aldiough the technique was useful in this application, the use 

of a single transduce is limited. It is unable to provide information regarding the site 

of collapse should an obstructive apnoea occur. Tvinnereim aiul Miljeteig (1992) 

proved that multiple measurements were possible using a catheter into which were 

integrated five solid state semiconductor pressure transducers at 35mm intavals. The 

transducer reported apnoeic episodes due to OSAS from between 8 and 25 seconds in 

duration. Occurrences of snoring and nasal stenosis were also observed.

A similar study was conducted by Woodson and Wooten (1992), using an 

identical device as described above, but with only four transducers. Etu:h transducer in 

the cathetCT coirqrrised a solid-state ultra-miniature semiconductor sensor enclosed in a 

stainless steel housing. The transducticm element was an elastic diaphragm. The 

condition of the airway was also monitored with the aid of an optical fibre endœ ct^ . 

The images received were used to confirm the prognosis implied by the pressure 

transducers. Partial or total obstruction was obsaved as a reduction or absence of 

respiratory artefact observed on the transducers above the obstruct^ site. Below the 

occlusion increased anqrlitude of the signal due to increased muscular effort frtxn the 

respiratory motor units in the abdomen was observed (Figure 2-5).

OkSrt

Figure 2-5 A obstructive apnoea occuring at the distal palate 
(Woodson and Wooten., 1992)
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The above figure illustrates the occiurence of an apnoea due to an occlusion of 

the diMal palate (uvula), in this case transducers ‘1’ and ‘2’. The pressure on 

transducers ‘3’ and ‘4’ steadily increase until the obstruction is cleared.

Work by Skatvedt (1993) has been able to validate the conclusions drawn fi-om 

the study discussed above. A series of transducers were placed in the pharyngeal space 

and oesophagus and recording taken with the patient in an unconscious state. A 

separate erqiloration was conducted on the same set of patients with a 

nasopharyngoscope. The results Aowed that visual inqiection of the mucosa lined 

airway was able to predict the occurrence of apnoeic episodes in 25% of patients. The 

use of the pressure transducer was able to isolate 55% of patients suffering fi-om 

OSAS, considerably more efficient than the former method. An earlier study by the 

same author (Skatvedt., 1992) anafysed 18 subjects in a pre-operative study at 6 sites 

along the oesophagus and upper airway. The purpose of the study was to examine the 

reduction of airway inqiedance after surgery. The catheter used during the research 

was chosen so as to be able to respond to transient pressures with bandwidths of up to 

500Hz, adequate to provide all necessary dynamic information.

2.5 Motivation

OSAS is clearly cause for concern in extreme sufferers. If it is left untreated 

OSAS may be either life threatening, or result in a reduction in life expectancy. A 

report by Keenan et al, (1994) suggested that the life e?q)ectancy of a patient suffering 

fi-om OSAS may be reduced by as much as five years. The clinical and physiological 

problems of OSAS may be investigated by a selection of diagnostic equ^ment 

including imaging and polysomnography. The advantages with the direct measurement 

of pressure and hence flow and airway impedance are clearly that of a more 

representative picture of an apnoeic incident. The combined forces of muscular tone 

and gravity render the results taken with the patient in an upright and supine portion 

inconqiarable when performing an accurate diagnosis. Skatvedt (1992) showed that 

patients are able to sleep with a catheter in the pharynx if the device is small enough. 

The devices currently available range from 2 to 3mm in diameter. Unfortunately,
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although they do produce high quality data which is both repeatable and representative 

of the pressure profile in the nasopharynx and hypopharynx, there are still some 

disadvantages. It would be unwise to perform a NMRI or CAT scan of the subject 

whilst the catheter is in place. The presence of metallic objects vrill distort the image, 

and in the case of NMRI may lead to localised heating which may damage the airway 

mucosa. Metallic objects are desirable when performing cephalometry, serving as 

radio-opaque markers indicating the location of the catheter inside the throat. The 

catheters currently produced are also extremely expensive due to the micro-electronics 

required to integrate a large number of devices into a single catheter.

The motivation stimulating the research discussed in the first part of this thesis is 

the application of optical fibre technology to OSAS in the development of a multiple 

pressure transducer catheter to overcome some of the aforementioned problems. The 

scope for miniaturisation is vast. The optical fibre, being an inherently dielectric 

material, does not suffer firom the radiographic problems associated with metallic 

objects. The cost of optical fibre is low. The cost of the active optical conçonents is 

still relatively high, however once purchased, optical devices should not need to be 

replaced for normal use. The catheter, being considerably less expensive, may be 

considered disposable whilst still being viable for use as part of a routine pre-surgical 

procedure.
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Chapter 3

Design of the optical fibre pressure transducer for use in the upper airways

3.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the currently available pressure transducer technology for 

addressing the problem of obstructive sleq) apnoea syndrome. Specific design 

considerations are outlined, and with referraice to chapter 2 , a series of design Actors 

particular to optical fibres is presented. The objective of this chapter is to summarise 

the fidl design process and give the reasoning behind choice of materials and the 

physical constraints of the optical fibre pressure transducer v\hen designed for use in 

the human body. The design begins with the development of a mgle pigtailed device. 

This is then integrated into a catheter housing seven pressure transducers. Details 

regarding the selection of materials, hardware design and the design of a catheter for 

in-vivo use are discussed. The clinical methods and results are reported in chapter 5.

3.2 Pressure transducers

3.21 Pressure measurement

Pressure transducers are used to measure in-vivo pressures in many situations 

including the muscles, gastro intestinal tract, airway and the cardiovascular system 

There are a wide variety of pressure transducers, however each possesses a 

transduction element which modulates a signal, electrical, optical or otherwise into a 

signal which is monitored by a detector. There may also be some fiirther signal 

conditioning circuitry (Figure 3-1).

Modulated_____

OutputTransduction signal
Detector Signal conditioning

element electonics (optional)

Figure 3-1 A block diagram of the elements of a pressure transducer 
(Bicking., 1982)
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Selection of an appropriate pressure transducer for a specific task may involve a 

conqiromise between selecting the most relevant properties at the expense of others. 

The general requirements and physical construction restraints will often significantly 

reduce ftie choice of tran^ucers available. Performance is characterised under the 

following headings:

• Presaire range
• Senâtivity and resolution
• Long-term drift and hysteresis
• Resilience to vibration, diock and transient over-pressures
• Reliability and cost

Transducers for use in the biomedical field must also be assessed for size, 

sterilisabihty, toxicity and electrical isolation (Priest., 1979). In order to describe the 

dynamic limitations as well as those under static conditions the transfer fimction and 

slew-rate must also be considered.

Pressure^ is measured either with reqiect to a vacuum: abmhite pressure or with 

respect to atmosphere: gauge pressure. A differential pressure transducer measures one 

pressure with respect to another.

3.2.2 Current commercial pressure transducers

One of the most popular pressure transducers available is the long established 

thin-film strain gauge transducer. The action of such a transducer is essentially 

electromechanical. The transduction element is an elastic diaphragm with either a thin 

film strain gauge or strain-gauge bridge bonded to it. As the diaphragm distorts under 

pressure the resistance of the strain-gauge is modulated (Rajanna et al., 1993). Long 

term use of such a device may be unreliable due to ageing of the adhesive binding the 

strain gauge to the diaphragm To overcome these problems the strain gauge is either 

suspended and a linkage used to deform it, or the semi-conductive material is 

deposited directly onto the diaphragm using gas glow discharge techniques. Strain- 

gauge transducers are both reliable and accurate, a ânqile device is also extremely 

cheap to produce. Using silicon etching a strain gauge may be etching directly onto a

‘ The SI unit of pressure measurement; 1 Pascal (Pa) = 1 N/m
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silicon wafer making single chip solutions possible. The pre-processing circuitry and 

transducer can then be integrated into the same device (Kim et ah, 1992).

The diaphragm is the most common transduction element, however the Bourdon 

tube, named after its inventor, is an alternative. It consists of a collapsed, twisted tube 

wdiich applies torque on the onset of pressure onto one end. The ensuing mechanical 

movement may then be detected.

The remaining transducer designs, using linear-variable differential transformers 

(LVDT), variable-rehictance transformers, capacitance (Kudoh.,1991), piezo-electric 

and resistance (Roberts and Burton., 1992), all rely upon electrical properties 

(magnetism, charge, capacitance etc). Consequently at least two electrical conductors 

are required to carry the signal If transducers such as these are to be miniaturised 

there are inherent problems associated with the physical space required for the 

transduction element and the wiring. The transducer is also susceptible to short- 

circuiting due to danq>ness or wetness.

3.23 C^tical fibre pressure fransducers - an overview

As discussed in chapter 1 , optical fibre transducers operate on a multitude of 

different modulation princqtles. Typically optical fibre pressure transducers are 

anq>litude modulated, although interferometry is not uncommon. The depth of an 

optical cavity is measured by examination of the constructive and destructive 

interferoice of light following two optical paths, where one of the paths changes with 

respect to pressure: the Fabry-Perot interferometer (Wohhuis., 1991) (section 1.4.2).

It may also be argued that a birefiingent optical fibre is, in itself a pressure transducer. 

Monomode high birefiingent optical fibres are used in interferometry to ensure that 

only one mode of polarisation is populated. The high sensitivity produced by 

interferometry makes the technique usefiil where the transduction element 

displacement is small («1pm ). Such devices are seldom used for direct pressure 

measurement, but there has been âgnificant success in the construction of hydrophones 

to measure pressure arising from sound waves (Jackson., 1987). Studies involving 

multimode optical fibre have been conducted, their application in interferometric
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transducer design is yet to be eiqploited as the speckle pattern produced is not easily 

quantified (Taniguchi, 1991).

The photoelastic pressure sensor differs from other pressure transducers. The 

transduction element is solid state and its optical properties directly modulate a light 

source. Hydrostatic pressures of 95Pa were reported to have been detected by 

Spillman (1982). The optical absorption of polarised light is depmdent on the appMed 

presmre to a glass transduction element. In a similar manner a gallium-arsenide (GaAs) 

crystal is able to shift its absorption edge (cut-off wavelength) when eiqiosed to high 

pressures (~100MPa) (Bock., 1992). The orientation of the optical fibres in such 

designs cannot be miniaturised sufficiently so as to be integrated into a catheter. The 

frequency response is also limited. Such tranMucers are designed for hydrostatic 

pressures in environments where tenqierature is stable: a tenq>erature change of 65° 

produced an apparent pressure change of200MPa in the system described by Bock 

(1992).

A transparent ^co n e  rubber optical fibre to measure force, pressure and 

di^lacement has been described by Muhs et al (1991). The optical fibre was able to 

cope with over 200% strain by changing the elongation of the optical fibre core. The 

design relies on the deformation of the silicone rubber optical fibre core. As pressure 

increases the cross-sectional area of the fibre core decreases causing a proportional 

increase in transmission loss. The appUcations in pressure sensing are limited, but have 

the advantage of almost conq>lete immunity from tenq>eratuie drift: <5% from 0 to 

100°C (Muhs., 1992).

The optical fibre pressure transducer without an elastic diaphragm was first 

described by Jones and Papageorgiou (1988). The system replaces the standard 

diaphragm associated with anq>litude modulated optical fibre systems with a gas / 

liquid interfiice. A column of gas is trapped inside the transducer housing and is 

conqiressed or e?q>anded as the liquid is coinpressed and expended reflectively. The 

deformation of the gas/hquid interfiice is then detected optically. Such a system is 

potentially cheaper and easier to manuActure than a dkphragm ahemative, and there is 

potential for miniaturisation. There were however problems associated with bend loss. 

The original system used a single optical fibre to both transmit and receive light from
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the gas / liquid interfece. If the design were to be viable unquantifiable losses must be 

conqiensated (section 1.4.1).

Optical filse

Gas / liquid htier&ce

Liquid
/  —   — ...

Itensducer housing

Figure 3-2 The optical fibre pressure transducer without an elastic diaphragm 
(Jones and Papageorgiou., 1988)

The main disadvantage of anqilitude modulated optical fibre pressure sensors is 

their susceptibility to loss during bending, giving riæ to phantom pressures (section

3.3.2). Several researchers have atten^ted to overcome this problem with the addition 

of extra optical sources at secondary wavelengths (Wohhuis et al., 1991). A ratio is 

taken between incoming wavelengths to overcome loss and produce a linear 

characteristic. The pressure transducer discussed in the remainder of this chapter 

ei^lohs this idea to produce a sensor wdiich is immune from bending loss using the 

transducer described by Jones and Papageorgiou as a starting point.

3.3 Design criteria

3.3.1 Physical constraints

The specification of the transducer, as defined by the Department of 

Anaesthesia^, described a muhi-transducer catheter containing an array of seven 

pressure transducers. The system was to be designed for real-time monitoring of the 

upper airway as part o f an overnight sleep study, to aid in the dkgnosis and evaluation 

of Obstructive Sleep Apnoea Syndrome. It was hoped that the device would provide 

information on the occurrence of an airway collapse, hs location and severity. The 

following was proposed:

University Dept, of Anaesthesia, Leicester General Hospital, Gwendolen Road, Leicester. LE5 4PW
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• Each transducer should have an operating range of ±400nnn of water gauge 
presane (3.9kPa).

• The resolution of each transducer Aould be better than 10mm of water pressure 
(98Pa).

• One transducer to be located at the t ç  of the catheter, a second 200mm from the 
first and the remaining five to be ftaced at 2 0 mm intervals thereafter in order to 
dWnguish the collapse of the airway adequately as occurs during OSAS (see 
chapter 2 ).

• The tip of the longest channel to the conditioning circuitry no less than Im in length.
• Outside diameter of catheter containing transducers < 3mm.
• Aft materials should be non-toxic if ingested.

It was proposed that the catheter be inserted through the nasal passage; 

consequently to be able the cope with the curvature of the pharynx (almost 180° 

through a radius of curvature of approximately 1 0 0 mm): file device should be flexible 

and without any sharp edges.

One of the most fimdamental physical constraints was that o f the catheter 

diameter. If it is too large it will not only be uncomfortable for the patient, but the data 

produced will not be an accurate representation of the pressure in the airway: the 

catheter itself promoting collapse.

3.3.2 Transducer design; location of the optical fibres In the transduction element

To fijfty understand the operation of the optical fibre pressure transducer it is 

usefiil to consider the principle of the optical fibre di^lacement transducer as it forms 

the basis of the design.

Planar refiective surface

Receiving optical fibre

Emitting optical fibre

Figure 3-3 An optical fibre displacement transducer with duplex fibre orientation
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A simple optical fibre displacement transducer consists of a single emitting 

optical fibre, and a second separate unrelated receiving fibre (Figure 3-3). This gives 

rise to three distinct operating zones (as shown in Figure 3-4, labeUed ‘1’, ‘2’ and’3’ 

respectively). The first zone is a dead-spot and occurs when the fibres are too close to 

the reflecting sur&ce. light emitted fi-om an optical fibre emanates within a cone 

whose solid angle is a fimction of the numerical aperture (NA) and cross-sectional area 

of the optical fibre. Only light whhin this cone o f acceptance can be successfully 

launched into an optical fibre, hi the dead-spot zone the projections of the cones of the 

receiving and emitting fibres onto the reflecting sur&ce do not overlap. A second zone 

occurs when fiie reflecting light traverses across the fece of the receiving optical fibre, 

Le. the projections of the cones partially overlap, hi this area the gain is potentially 

very high and may be suitable for applications where the displacement of the reflecting 

surfece is small The width of zone ‘2’ is a fimction of the diameter of the core and NA 

of the optical fibres. Zone ‘3’ occurs when the fece of the receiving optical fibre is fiilly 

illuminated by that emitting. The light received then decays with distance. This region 

may be approximated by the inverse square law, the received light being a ratio 

between the cross-sectional area of the receiving optical fibre and the effective area of 

the ermtted light due to the fibre NA at a fixed distance away (chapter 4 - 2D model). 

Zone ‘3’ is a more desirable operating region for the design of the optical fibre 

pressure transducer, not only is it wider, but the positions of the of the fibres are less 

critical

Characteristic yields the same reading 
for two diffoent distances

Distance (2x)

Figure 3-4 The operating characteristic of a duplex optical fibre displacement
transducer
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Once the appropriate part of the operating characteristic is selected: zone 3% it 

is inq)ortant to ensure that the transducer does not wander into any other zone which 

may give rise to a false reading. If the receiving optical fibre gets too close to the 

reflective surface zone ‘2’ will be breached. Should this occur there will be two 

distances, and hence two pressures, which will give the same reading (Figure 3-4). The 

unwanted reading is rejected by of&etting the emitting optical fibre fi-om that receiving: 

distance ‘/j’ (Figure 3-5).

Considering the bend-radius the optical fibre must go through en-route to the 

oesophagus, measures must be taken to ensure phantom pressures arising due to 

bending loss do not occur.

The design of the pressure transducer uses three optical fibres: one emitter and 

two receivers.

The optical fibres are positioned to be as close as possible to 
their neighbours in the arrangement shown

PLAN VIEW

Emitter "L" (long) 

1st Receiver 'NT (medium)
2nd Receiver 'S' (short) \

Reflective element 

Polymer optical fibre (0.25mm diameter)

End of transducer housing

SIDE VIEW

Figure 3-5 The location of the optical fibres in the transducer housing

Consider an optical fibre spaced distance V/ from the reflecting surface with one 

further offset by a distance 7  ̂' (Figure 3-5) (cf: Figure 3-3).

Light path length ‘x’ = (lls+h)

also from Figure 3-3:

Fibre spacing ‘y ’ = (Fibre diameter '(j),') - (Fibre spacing across centres
W )
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w&ere ‘h  ’ = Oflfeet between emitting and receiving optical fibres 

‘h  ’ = Distance fi-om emitting optical fibre to mrfece

In the boundary case: = (2 /3  + /2 )tan 0 , (Eqn 3-1)

vriiere 0c = Angle at which the light leaves the optical fibre (defined by NA).

hence _ / | (Egi 3-2)
 ̂ 2 I  tan^, V

The distance fi-om the emitting optical fibre to that receiving, via the reflective 

surfece, is (2 /j+/;) vriiich inqilies that the variable path length can never fell to zero {h 

being the only variable). If the distance 7j’ is set to at least half fee sum of fee distance 

defined by zones ‘1’ and ‘2’ (Eqn 3-2) of fee operating characteristic, zones ‘1’ and ‘2’ 

will never be reached.

The second stage of fee design process was fee introduction of a second 

auxiliary optical fibre in a différent location and distance from fee transduction 

element.

If  two optical fibres are located in fee same position in a catheter, it is reasonable 

to assume feat they feould bend through fee same radius of curvature, and hence suffer 

fee same bend loss. The two signals may then be combined to produce an output 

independent of bend radius assuming fee fibres are not bent too far. Research by libo 

and Anping (1991) used a pair of optical fibres wife a white light source and a 

diaphragm transduction element in a similar manner.

The simplicity of fee LED micro-lens system launchmg light into fee optical fibre 

means fee light is also able propagate along fee cladding as well as fee core of fee 

optical fibre. The length of fee optical fibre used for each receiver (»lm) is not 

sufficient to attenuate these cladding modes conçletely. Optical fibres suffer from two 

types of loss due to bending, known as micro and macro bending (see chapter 1 ).

Micro bending occurs wfren fee bend radius of fee fibre is conq>arable to fee
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dimensioiis of the optical fibre core: in practice the fibre will usually fracture before the 

critical radius is reached (Eqn 3-3) (Powers., 1993).

« 2  = Refractive index of fibre
X = Wavelength of source
NA = Numerical Aperture

A solution is a mode stripper, however these are expensive to buy commercially 

and awkward to make reliably in laboratory conditions. Such an addition to fee 

manufrtcturing process would also fiirther increase fee conçlexity of fee design and is 

undesirable. Given fee number of optical fibres inside a pressure transducer catheter 

(2 1 ) it is also hqpractical since fee mode stripper itself is large and cumbersome^.

Macro bmding gives rise to appreciable loss in fee optical fibre due to a small 

angular change in direction of fee optical fibre (Figure 3-6)

Air d2
Light mode leaves optical fibre 

High order light mode Staight optical fibre as critical angle of intmnal reflection
\ is breached due to the fibre bending

Optical fibre bent through radius 
of curvature'R' , ...C^cal fibre cladding

Figure 3-6 Ifigh order modes escaping from fee optical fibre due to bending

The light contained within fee core of fee fibre changes direction changing fee 

angle of internal reflection. The energy of one mode is shifted to anofeer: mode 

coupling. High order modes, wife their modal angle ‘0c’ close to fee angle of total 

internal reflection will be refracted out of fee fibre and lost. In a similar manner light in 

fee cladding is lost (Figure 3-6). The detection system : a PIN diode and micro-lens,

There are various methods for implementing a mode stripper, but the most common comprises a 
cone which has the optical fibre wound around it in order to vary the radius of bending and hence 
remove all cladding modes.
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WÜ1 detect the presence o£secondary light modes in the optical fibre cladding and is a 

âgnificant portion of the âgnal («5%).

To cong)@asate for bend-loss, a second receiving optical fibre was integrated into 

the design: ofifret di^ance 7 /  fi-om the first receiving fibre (Figure 3-5). The location 

of the auxiliary fibre is in^ortant. If it is placed too fer away fi-om the reflective sur&ce 

an unacceptabfy low light level will be detected, making the fibre worfeless as a 

referaice. Alternatively if the two receiving fibres are placed too close to one another 

the difference between them will be so small that the high gaiu required in fee pre- 

anqilification stages may make fee system unstable and force it too close to fee noise 

floor. It was also found feat in order for fee approximation for fee difference between 

optical fibres to be linearly related to fee ratio, fee signal in fee second fibre should be 

considerably less than feat in fee first (section 3.4.5.2).

0.010

0.008

P 0.006

0.004

0.002

0.000 -it-m

The inverse square law 

Offset”  1mm 

Offset ”  2mm 

Offset”  4mm 

Offset = 6mm 

Offset”  &nm 

Offset = 10mm

4 6
Distance (mm)

Figure 3-7 The light received by an optical fibre displaced by different distances 
(h): 1mm to 10mm fi-om fee emitting optical fibre. “Normalised power” is fee 

proportion of light received by fee receiving optical fibre to feat emitted firom fee
emitting optical fibre.

Figure 3-7 is a prediction of fee light received by an optical fibre firom fee 

emitting optical fibre following fee inverse-square kw  (see chapter 4 - mathematical 

modelling in two-dimensions) for fee following conditions:
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NA=0.5; Fibre spacing ‘<|>s’=lnim; Fibre diameters’(j)d’=0.5nim

As fee distance from fee emitting fibre to feat receiving decreases (Distance 7;' 

for fee first receiving optical fibre and distance 7;+/;’ for fee second receiving optical 

fibre in Figure 3-5) fee ançlitude of fee received signal fells. The transducer combines 

two of these characteristics to produce a single output.

3.4 Concept design

3.4.1 The pressure transducer fransductlon element

The design of fee anqilitude modulated optical fibre pressure transducer relies on 

fee deformation of a reflective surfece. Although others are used, fee most common 

transduction element used for pressure transducers is an elastic membrane (section

3.2). Although it is possible to make a small diaphragm, such a device would be 

extremely delicate and to make reprodudbly would be expensive. An optical fibre 

pressure transducer constructed by Papageorgiou and Jones (1988), described a fluid 

filled device. The transduction element was a saline meniscus, fee transducer requiring 

priming prior to use. The early prototype designs attempted to duplicate this design 

without success. It was concluded feat such a device would be extremely cumbersome 

to use, and it was felt doubtfiil feat saline would prove to be a sufifcient reflector to 

modulate fee light arriving from an emitting optical fibre. Ideally a low viscosity white 

liquid should be used as fee reflecting medium White liquids as such do not exist: they 

are either suspaisions which tend to settle-out, or emulsions (requiring an 

émulsification agent) which crack and separate.

Early prototype designs used a soybean oil emulsion and a glycerol wife titanium 

dioxide (TiOz) supension. The apparent whiteness of fee fluid did provide sufiELcient 

reflection to produce a signal, and fee frequency réponse was extremely high 

(>lkHz). However it was found feat fee device was not very rproducible, and did 

sufifer from fee aforemraitioned problems of cracking or settling. A more practical 

problem found was feat of transducer a^ation during use, invalidating any prior 

calibration as fee fluid will either shift inside fee tube or leave fee tube completely. This 

was found to occur should fee subject cough whilst fee device was in position. Several 

alternatives for replacement of saline wife a more stable element were considered,
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mchidmg a ferrous suspensiou vtMch may be restored by magnetism and replacing the 

saline with higher viscosity oils or water-based products with a high boiling point.

The design chosen for the final device used an inert silicone gel. Preliminary 

prototypes used the gel alone, however the small volume used (0.5 pi) permitted the 

light to be reflected off both flie meniscus closest to the optical fibres and that fiirthest 

away making the output unpredictable. The Young’s modulus '(f of the gel, 

summarised in F%ure 3-8, is affected by any residual element suspended in it: the 

addition of small reflective particles such as titanium dioxide make the suspension 

stiffer. This will affect the fi-equency reqionse. To overcome this problem the meniscus 

closest to the optical fibres was coated with fine grade titanium dioxide to prevent the 

fight reaching the second, more reflective'*, meniscus (section 3.4.3).

50000

40000

30000

20000

10000

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4
Ti02 : Si Gel

Figure 3-8 The Young’s modulus of silicone gel/titanium dioxide suspension

Figure 3-8 Aows the increased Young’s modulus of the gel as the quantity of 

titanium dioxide (TiOa) in the silicone (Si) suqienmon is increased. The relationA^ is 

approximately linear.

'* The greater the change in refiactive index (n) of the conducting medium, the greater the change in 
direction of an incident beam of light. Light travelling fi-om a higher to a lower RI will be deflected 
towards the normal to the incident beam. Above a critical angle the light will be reflected back into 
the (R eally  denser material.
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3.4.2 Design to achieve sensitivity and resoiution

The optical fibre pressure transducer relies on a column of trapped air being 

congtressed or eiqtanded on the introduction of a pressure difference across an elastic 

transduction element (Figure 3-9).

Column of air inride
transducer housing  ̂ Pressure

iiqmt

— ^ — %  '— ~ X ^Ĉ iëeel%btgUMk /  \
/  P rw ^tiam dactioo

Transducer housing eJemmit

Figure 3-9 An optical fibre pressure transducers air column and transduction element

hi order to meet the specification the volume of the column of air mu^ be 

chosen to allow the pressure transduction element to deform sufficient^ to produce a 

signal within the elastic limit of the gel. The diameter of the transducer housing is fixed 

(0.76mm ID), hence the only variable is the Imgth of the tubing.

As a first approximation, the transduction element was assumed to be planar and 

fi-ee to move perpendicular to the transducer housing wall It was also assumed that the 

pressure required to deform the gel is insignificant with respect the force required to 

congiress the gas (Note: very low Young’s modulus. Figure 3-8). The column of air 

trapped inâde the transducer housing was assumed to be a perfect gas for low pressure 

changes.

The ideal gas law Pq F /  = V / (Eqn 3-4)

wliere Po, Pi = Pressure before and after respectively (N/m^)
Vo.Vi = Volume before and after respectively (m^)

Assuming adiabatic conditions (y » 1.5 for adiabatic conditions) and the contact 

angle between the fluid and tube wall is 90° (Eqn 3-5):

(P^V^y = (Po + x ) ( K  - y A f  (Eqn 3-5)

where x  = Change in pressure (N/m')
y  = Displacement of Uquid gas inter&ce (m)
A = Cross-sectional area of interfece
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Lmeaiismg

3/4A

(Eqn 3-6)

(Eqn 3-7)

The starting pressure Po is dependent on the atmospheric conditions under which 

the transducer was prin^d (= 101x10^ kPa). The tube’s diameter is constrained so as 

to be able to fit into a catiieter 3mm in diameter. The tube chosen was 0.76mm ID and 

0.94mm OD. Polymethylmethacrylate multimode optical fibre (0.25mm OD) was 

selected due to the restricted space in the transducer housing. The working range of 

the pressure transducer was designed to be ±500mm of water pressure (4.9kPa).

Optical fibre radius "rfu,„’ 
Transducer housing radius 
Atmo^heric pressure ‘Po’
Closest fibre to meniscus 
Permitted displacement ‘_y’ 
Cross-sectional area ‘̂ 4’
Distances I2 and h  see Figure 3-5

0.125mm
0.38mm
I.OlxIO^N/m^
3mm (section 3.3.2) 
1mm
0.454mm^

0̂ = -  3 4  -  2 4  -  4) (Eqn 3-8)

substituting (Eqn 3-8) into (Eqn 3-7) (see Figure 3-5)

{2yAPQ-27t + 2 /3  + 3 /3 ))
Length of transducer housing h =  -------------------- rr--------- (Eqn 3-9)

From Eqn 3-9 for pressure ±4.9kPa (500mm of water pressure)

Transducer h o u ^ g  length = 44mm

It is ingiortant to note that the final transducer design used a silicone gel 

(section 3.4.4). Consequmtly the surfece does not displace, it changes in curvature 

(chapter 4). The approximation did however prove to be satisfectory for selection of
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the transducer housing for the final design vdiere the apex of the gel meniscus is 

diqilaced (0.28mm for a pressure of ±4.9kPa)

3.4.3 Constaiiction of a single channel pigtiill pressure transducer

To avoid a poor fi-equraicy response caused by the use of a suspension (Figure 3- 

8 ), only the meniscus closest to fiie optical fibres was dusted with titanium dioxide, 

chosen because of its high reflectivity and inert properties*. A 0.5pl column of âlicone 

dielectric gel was then injected into a 100mm length of O.76mm0 ID autoclavable 

Nylon tubing at 25mm fi-om the tube orifice and allowed to cure. A small amount of 

titanium dioxide was tipped into the longer portion of the tube and agitated to ensure 

that it comes into contact with the meniscus, the excess titanium was then the removed 

by inverting the tube. Having removed the loose material there remained a coating of 

titanium on the meniscus as drown in Figure 3-10.

The second stage of the transducer production was the mounting the three 

optical fibres, one emitting and two receiving, into the end of the tubing. Three two 

metre lengths of O.25mm0 polymethylmethacrylate optical fibre were placed as 

follows®;

Distance between emitter & first receiver = 1mm (±10%)

Distance between first and second receiver = 5mm (±10%)

(Section 3.3.2)

The three optical fibres are firom here onward referred to as 'M, 'L' and ’S’, 

representing medium, long and diort are connected to the first receiver, emitter and 

second receiver respectively (Figure 3-10). The transduction elemmt and housing were 

tiien slid over the three optical fibres, titanium coated meniscus end first, where upon 

the distance fi-om the coated meniscus is 3mm (±10%) away fi-om the emitting optical 

fibre "L". The fibres were held in place uang a two part epoxy redn sealing the tube at 

the end Wiere the fibres emanate.

’ Further details of the manufecture of the transducers is given in ^ipendix A. Summaries are 
presented in section 3.4.3and s«Aion 3.4.4.
* Using a two-dimensional simulation (Figure 3-7, section 3.3.2), this yields a difference of 33% 
between the two signals at a displacement of 3mm if the transduction element is assumed to be planar
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O^Smm polymer optica] fflxes

0.76 mmID
0.94mnK)D

Epoxy ream Pressoie w&^ve gel 
ntanhim dioxide

Pressure miet
(open Old)

Figure 3-10 The construction of a single pigtailed optical fibre 
pressure transducer.

3.44 Fibre-optic pressure transducer catheter manufacture

The following section gives details on the catheter constructed to house seven 

pigtailed pressure transducers. Prior to catheter construction a radio-opaque marker 

was attached to each individual transducer body, this was a short length of gold leaf 

(2mm X 5mm) which was held 10mm from the transducer tç .

A 1.5m length of PVC tube was then slid over the twenty-one fibres of the seven 

transducers until it was 5mm away from the tq) of transducer '7', the top-most device 

(^pendix  A.2). When the tube was in position a flowable silicone sealant was 

adnmistered through a 5cc syringe with a (licensing needle.

The second stage of the skeleton construction is the addition of the nylon 

supporting collars which also act as the seal between adjacent transducers’. Each collar 

consisted of a 10mm length of 3mm0 OD nylon tubing sealed in a similar manner to 

that described above. A collar was fitted betweai the following sets of transducers: 7- 

6, 6-5, 5-4,4-3 and 3-2, and sealed wfrere upon transducer ‘7’ is the topmost 

transducer. The result is the isolation of transducers 7-3 in separate windows by air

tight seals at each end, but still exposed to atmosphere. In order to isolate transducers 

'2' and T' in a similar manner to '7' to '3' the lower section of the catheter must be 

added. This consisted of a 200mm length of PVC tube with two 10mm windows cut at 

each aid 10mm from the ends (Figure 3-11). Two 30mm lengths of silicone filled 

nylon tube w ae  secured on each window to reinforce the construction. Transducers T' 

and '2' are hence located in their respective windows, and separated by an air-tight seal

’ The layout of the individual transducers in the catheter housing is detailed in Appendix A 4.
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LoeadoB o f  mnwhiMC'1

■ locadanoftnnadaoarT  \

IQmm tOmm IObbb T V C tube Utaim l O m

230mm

Figure 3-11 The PVC tube used for the lower half of the catheter.

Prior to the addition of the optical connech>rs the catheter skeleton was enclosed 

in a latex sheath (Appendix A.l). A 130mm length of 4mm0 latex tube was slid alcmg 

the length of the skeleton so as to cover transducers *2' to 7 ’ leaving equal portions of 

tubing at each end. The sheath was held in place tenqxxraiily by a series of cotton ties: 

two ties at each eiui (5mm apart) ami two over each of the collars (5mm apart). In a 

similar manner a shorter length (5(knm) of 4mm0 latex was fastened over transducer 

number T. Acrylic sealant was used to fill each of the ten 5mm long chambers to fixm 

an air-ti^t seal (Figure 3-12).

mjECTOiO LXIEX TO FC«M AR-UGHT SEAL

Aoylie M laat nyacted inlo w in of 
iBoc tidie to a n te  led

Figure 3-12 The ties to isolate adjacent pressure chambers when 
introducing sealant into the latex seal.

The result is seven air-tight chambers, each containing a transducer, isolated 

fiom the atmosphere and each of its one or more neighbours. PricM* to coating the 

catheter with latex solution, four 10mm collars made from 3mm0 latex were stretehed 

over the ends of the 4mm0 sheath and onto the PVC tube to create a smootha- finish.
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The device was then painted with latex solution over Im and air dried for twenty-four 

hours and coated with french chalk for storage.

The final stage of production was the addition of modified 21 SMA90S optical 

connectors (appendix A.3). Each connector was held in place using a two-part epoxy 

resin and poliAed to 0.3pm. The weakest section of the catheter design was that of the 

grouping of the 21 fibres into sets of 3, corresponding to each transducer. To remedy 

this each set was encased in a custom built, epoxy reân filled fibre optic clanq). The 

seven clamps then held together in a clanp holder (appendix A.S). Figure 3-13 shows a 

semi-constructed transducer.

Figure 3-13 A photograph of the unassembled catheter. A single pigtail pressure 
transducer, 3 optical fibre connectors, the transducer housing and a fibre optic damp

for a single transducer is shown.

3.4.5 Electronic hardware design

The hardware design of the optical fibre pressure transducer may be sub-divided 

into several parts, and for reasons discussed below, is also split between two boxes for 

clinical use. The output of the circuit had to be unipolar DC so as to be compatible 

with the existing data acquisition system in the hospital sleep laboratory. The single 

channel device, for use in a secondary application in pre-term babies and neonates, is
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exactly the same as die multple transducer design, but the signal conditioning 

electronics are one seventh of the size .̂ The electronics for each channel are 

summarised below (Fig^ire 3-14).

SIGNAL AMPUFICATION & CCXCXTIONINO

I WUmymumil PCmmpllfied

RXCQ Diff-anqi

g

g

-►

PracUion
-►

OSaLLATOR
Stoe
r u

ACeoq̂ flOpul

POWER sum v
Signal canffitiHitiB :+A ISwdli 
OneUaiar :-</■ SmUa 
AU poweriiUn an  de-CM)Pied

Figure 3-14 A block diagram of the signal conditioning electronics for the optical fibre
pressure transducer.

As part of a sleep study a patient is required to spend a night at the hospital in 

order to monitor the occurrence of a disorder and is required to duplicate a typical 

relaxed sleep pattern as would occur in the home environment. If this is not the case 

die diagnosis produced fi'om the study will not be reliable. The minimum of equpment 

was made visible to the patient, the majority of the apparatus being stored in a large 

container out of s i^ t. A small bed-side pre-anplification box, containing pre-anp 

stages and the optical devices (PIN diodes and emitters) was constructed and placed 

next to die patients head (Figure 3-15).

* The single channel device (section 3.5) was split between two boxes, the first containing pre- 
amplification and signal conditioning, and the second the power supply.
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Extra care with electrical isolation is not necessary, the transducer itself being an 
insulator.

.w : .s g p 5 i :

Figure 3-15 The heàûàe pattent-friendly pre-anplification stages of the optical fibre
pressure transducer.

3.4.5.1 The signal modulating circuitry 

As discussed in chapter 1, techniques for modulating light include phase, 

fi^equency, polarisation and amplitude. The design of the optical fibre pressure 

transducer uses amplitude modulation. The transduction element translates a 

significantly large distance in comparison with the wavelength of light, hence 

interferometry is not appropriate. An amplitude modulated system involves the 

modulation of a carrier with respect to the signal. Amplitude modulated systems are 

susceptible to external effects, such as bending of the optical fibre waveguide (this 

problem is addressed in section 3.4.3). The system used an LED and micro-lens 

designed for coupling to optical fibres to light at a wavelength of 850nm This provides 

sufificient coupling as the diameter of the fibre was large: 0.25mm multimode (core and 
cladding).

The emitting LED was modulated at 5kHz so as to avoid interference fî om 

mains fi'equencies and artificial lighting and provide sufldcient bandwidth to permit the 

transducer to have a fi-equency response equal to or better than currently available
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transducers (>lkHz). At peak the emitting LED draws 100mA, and hence an 

appropriate driving transistor circuit was selected, and driven by a relaxation oscillator 

inq)lemented using an CA3140E operational ançM er wbich has a fest slew-rate: 

9V/pS.

O.luF

47K lOK
LEDSSOnm
wilii standard SMA90S
connector

Power
at+/-

lies are itecoiqpled

Figure 3-16 The circuit diagram of the oscillator for the optical fibre pressure 
transducer modulating the LED fibre optic l i^ t  source

The receiving circuitry conqirised a PIN diode and a h i^  gain FET-input current 

anqiMer (AD712N). The output was then fed into a non-inverting anqilifier with a 

variable gain (Figure 3-19).

3.4.5.2 The signal conditioning circuitry 

When designing circuitry for use in medical applications it is a legal requirement 

to isolate all equ^ment from the patient®. The use of optical fibres and their inherent 

electric isolation deems this unnecessary and so considerably reduces cost. The optical 

emitters, receivers and pre-ançlifiers were fixed in a small box, whilst the remaining 

conditioning circuitry, power supplies etc. were located elseWiere. Signal lines 

connecting the pre-anq>lification stages to the signal conditioning were constructed 

uâng twisted pairs. The receiving PIN diode was connected to the input of a FET 

input anqilifier, and the earth and ouqmt of each anqilifier was connected to an

® IEEE standard for transient voltage protMtion (472-1974: surge withstand capability) requires 
equipment to withstand 5kV 10ms pulses. Underwriter’s laboratory (UL544) standard for safety in 
medical and dental equipment limits leakage current from the mains to 35pA. In order to meet UK 
safety requirements ISO (International Standards Office) regulations are adopted.
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appropriate twisted pair. In order to minimise noise further all PCBs were constructed 

with a ground plane and conductors were screened. On arrival to the signal 

conditioning ^age a differential amplifier was used to take the difference between 

associated signal and ground lines to remove noise that may have been induced m 

tranrit.

A bandpass filter was used to select the 5kHz carrier fi-equency. A biquad 

implementation was used for ease of adjustmoat since the centre fi-equency and Q- 

value could be adjusted independently (Horowitz and HilL, 1990).

The next stage of the circuitry rectifies the ançlitude modulated 5kHz carrier 

using a precision rectifier, conq>rising a diode bridge in the feedback loop of an 

inverting unity gain anqilifier loading a resistor. The voltage drop across the resistor is 

measured using a differential amplifier. The final stage of the rignal conditioning prior 

to the anplification is that of the low-pass filtering to remove the carrier. The design of 

this filter is important as it will determine the phase distortion and Jfrequency response 

of the output. Three filter derigns were considered:

• Butterworth - This design has the flattest reqionse in the passband, and

a &st cut-off Phase characteristics are poor.

• Chebyshev - In a similar manner to the Butterworth filter, the phase

characteristics are poor. The cut-off is extremely sharp and there is ripple in 

the pass-band.

• Elliptic - There is rpple in both the pass-band and stop-band. The

phase characteristics are poor.

• Bessel - The Bessel filter has linear phase, resulting in a constant

time-delay for all fi-equencies in the pass-band. The cut-off of fire filter is the 

poorest of the three derigns.

The Bessel filter configuration was selected for the linear phase characteristics 

and lack of distortion due to overshoot ringing. The poor time-delay and cut-off 

required the use of an e i^ th  order filter (appendix A4). The pre-anplifier, differential 

amplifier, bandpass filter, precision rectifier and lowpass filter are duplicated for each 

of the fourteen PIN diodes contained in the bedside unit as are the emitters. Each
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transducer requires the output from two PIN diodes connected to the two receiving 

optical fibres fitted in each optical fibre pressure trmsducer in the catheter. In order to 

conserve the signal, the ratio between the two receiving optical fibres sàoidd be 

calculated. Assummg both fibres are attmuated by the same fector, the ratio between 

them is conserved. In order to sinplify the electronics the differential between the two 

fibres may be taken as a first order approximation to the ratio (see below).

if a = Output from channel ‘1’ 
b = Output from channel ‘2’

^  s  1̂ -  —̂  wliere x = (a -  ô) (Eqn 3-10)

Eipanding into a Taylor series (Munday and Farrar, 1979):

| z |<l  (Eqn 3-11)

Re-arrangmg (Eqn 3-10) to form first two terms of series (Eqn 3-11)

<1 (Eqn 3-12)f - S

substituting for x  in (Eqn 3-12)

id —1)\ wflfj —  11 = a —-a  
y b

(x~ b
< 1 (Eqn 3-13)

The ratio and difi&rmce are linearly related under the conditions specified m (Eqn 3- 

13) (see Figure 3-17).

If the change m channel ‘a’ is kept small with respect to channel ‘b’, ‘a’ is less 

than ‘b’ and ‘b’ does not change too much (<50%) the approximation is valid (Figure 

3-17). In the case of the pressure transducer, channel ‘a’ is the lower gain channel and
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does not change as much as the higher gain channel ‘b’. Channel ‘b’ changes more than 

channel ‘a’, but not sufficiently to invalidate the approximation (<5%) (See chapter 5).

0 .1 1 0  — I

0.105 —

^  0.100 —

0.095 —

0.090

0.80 0.84 0.88 0.92 0.96 1.00
A/B

Figure 3-17 The difference between two receiving optical fibre as a first approximation
to the ratio.

B<A; B=0.1;A=1 (±10%)

The final part of the circuitry is that involving the gain of the output and the 

coupling. The nature of the pressure transducer design, i.e. a column of air trapped 

inside the transducer, means that it is susceptible to ten^erature drift; this phenomenon 

is discussed in chapter 5. To condensate for this the output is fitted with an RC 

network configured as a highpass filter; the output being coupled with a time constant 

of 30 seconds. The output of the channel with the higher gain is also fitted with a 

summing andhfier, summing the signal with a regulated voltage. The purpose of this is 
to provide the output with an of&et control, and was also used for diagnostic purposes 

during the development process.

A fiill circuit diagram of die signal conditioning circuitry is given in Figure 3-19. 

The PCB is depicted in Figure 3-18.
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1
m

Figure 3-18 A photograph of the signal conditioning PCB, note ground plane to reduce 
noise and single edge connector to allow easy PCB interchange
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*0 I

s s  n«

Figure 3-21 The circuit diagram of the PIN diode receiver, pre-amplifier and signal
conditioning.
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3.5 A portable single transducer for use in pre-term infants

It is not possible to measure pleural pressure directly in infants. Lung coixpliance 

and pulmonary resistance maybe calculated by measuring oesophageal pressure. Early 

studies by Drorbaugh et al (1963) and Chu et al (1964) used liquid-filled catheters and 

air-fiUed balloons. The limited fi~equency response, susceptibility to movement and 

necessary flushing of hquid-fiJled devices make their used limited. The suggested 

design criteria of a single channel device for use in pre-term babies was as follows;

• A single chaimel catheter diameter less than French Gauge 8 (<2.5mm)

• A length of 1.35m, penetration typically being 0.35m

• Easily sterilisable.

• Design should be robust and realistically priced.

A single channel device was constmcted fiom the pigtailed design detailed in 

section 3.4. A side hole was used to allow the airflow into the catheter, and the tip 

modified to allow ease of insertion into the airway (OD=0.94mm). The signal 

conditioning electronics were housed in a single portable box, and the power supply 

provided separately. This system was used to acquire data using the single optical fibre 

pressure transducer (see chapter 5).

Figure 3-20 The single channel optical fibre pressure transducer instrumentation for
use in pre-term babies and neonates.
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3.6 Summary
After carefiil consideratioii of the commercially available pressure transducers it 

was decided that an optical fibre pressure transducer had the greatest potential for 

development into a device for assisting in the diagnosis of Obstructive Sleep Apnoea 

Syndrome (chapter 2). The potential for miniaturisation is limited by the physical 

strength offtie optical fibre, tiie volume of air required in the transducer housing to 

achieve the required sensitivity and the type of gel transduction element used. The 

inherent electrical isolation achieved by optical fibres cannot be matched by any other 

technology.

The optical fibre pressure transducer first suggested by Jones and Papageorgiou 

(1988) has been developed considerably. The problems associated with anqilitude 

modulation have been conquered by adding a secondary receiving optical fibre at a 

different distance away from the reflective transduction element. The location of the 

optical fibres was chosen specifically to select the appropriate part of the operating 

characteristic. From the design of a pigtailed device two separate transducers were 

developed: a muhÿle pressure transducer catheter containing seven devices, and a 

single channel device for use in pre-term babies and neonates (results from both are 

shown in chapter 5). The transduction element suggested by the aforementioned 

researchers: gas / saline interfiice, was not found to be adequate for the development of 

this transducer. The integration of each transducer inside an enclosed catheter renders 

the transducer houang inaccessible, and hence cannot be primed with saline minutes 

before use. A white low viscosity liquid to increase reflectivity and hence sensitivity is 

either a suspension or emulsion. The low viscosity also made the transducer 

inq)ractical for insertion into the upper airway due to the loss of the liquid wfren the 

catheter was agitated. The final design used a two-part sihcone gel vriiich was liquid 

when administered, but cured in tiie transducer housing: adhering to the transducer 

housing wall To increase sensitivity and prevent secondary reflection from the 

meniscus fiuthest from the optical fibres the meniscus closest to the optical fibres was 

dusted with titanium dionde.

All materials selected during the design of both the multiple and single transducer 

catheters were inert and harmless if ingested.
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Chapter 4

Mathematical modelling and analysis of the optical fibre pressure transducer

4.1 Introduction

The following chapter is a detailed exaimnation of the operation of the optical 

fibre pressure transducer. It attenq>ts to fiuther the understanding of the physical 

transduction element operation. A mathematical model using ray-tracing techniques 

was developed to assist in the design of the transducer and to validate its operation.

The transduction element of the transducer is not a planar sur&ce, a first order 

approximation to a curved surfitce is presented. Prior to the development of a three- 

dimensional model a two-dimensional model was developed. The role and limitations 

of this model as a tool in the transducer design process are discussed. Finally the 

advantages and disadvantages of both of the models are examined and regions of 

fiiture inçrovement are presented. Results validating the model by conq)aring it to 

data taken fi'om an actual transducer are illustrated in chapter S.

4.2 Ray-tracing

Ray tracing is a method most commonly associated with three-dimensional 

graphic animation. Conq)uter languages exist purely for the purpose of ray tracing. The 

concept involves the tracing of physical rays firom a source back to the viewer (or 

screen). If  secondary objects are obscuring the path of the ray back to the viewer 

shadows and reflections will be formed, it is this effect that gives a ray-traced object a 

three-dimendonal appearance.

The two-dimensdonal representation on a conq>uter screen is a means of 

simulating perception. Graded diading of two-dimensional objects is dependent on the 

angle at wbich a ray hits the surfitce. If the ray is perpendicular to the surface the 

resulting pixel will be of maximum brightness, should the contact angle be less the 

apparent brightness is represented as a darker shade (Figure 4-1).
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ProjeclioD point
( U ^  iqr at fill! brininess)

Projected lay

T  , (Planar reflective surftce)
Li^t source

Figure 4-1 Commercial ray-tracing showing the principle of deception of the eye.

M o^ ray tracing is produced uring three-dimendonal vectors. Any point on the 

graphic is deJBned by both position and direction. The discrete manner in which ray- 

tracing is inqilemented involves the calculation of the intercept between lines and 

planes. The change in direction of a ray, represented by a vector, should it strike a 

reflective, semi-reflective or transparent surflice, is calculated by the solving of the 

equations describing the planes, objects and surfaces.

A dedicated mathematical package is used to optimise this process (Jennrick et 

al., 1989). It was felt necessary to develop an algorithm dedicated to the optical fibre 

pressure transducer due to the specific requirements of the light source (emanating 

fi'om an optical fibre) and the receiver (a second optical fibre). Such packages are 

dedgned for creating visual effects and cannot account for such tight constraints. The 

ray-tracing algorithm developed uses tiie techniques mentioned above, but is not 

limited to a Lambertian or spherical light source.

4.3 Model design

43.1 A fiMO-dimensiona! analysis

The sinçlest way to view an optical fibre pressure transducer is to consider the 

optical fibre displacement transducer (chapter 3). If the reflective sur&ce is planar and 

perpendicular to the optical fibres and is firee to move laterally the light received may 

be approximated to by an inverse square law* (Eqn 4-1).

*The inverse square law assumes that the distribution of light leaving the emitting optical fibre 

is uniform thrcmghout the fiice of the fibre.
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Power received ' I'<x 1

Ray path length
(Eqn 4-1)

The ray path length is the distance from the emitting to the receiving optical fibre 

via the pünar reflective surfrce. If separate optical fibres are used to receive and emit 

the light there are two regions vydiere the acceptance cones of each fibre partially, or 

feil to overlap (chapter 3). These three zones of the operating characteristic were 

modelled as a first order approximation to the pressure transducer.

SmiOiiig critical 
fibre ______

Receiving optical
.fibre I ,

Viitual image of optical 
fibre

Reflective lui&ce

BotmdigofrecWvin 
optical flhre nflliis r

Chord

Area defined

Reflected
light

Figure 4-2a 
The virtual image of a duplex optical fibre 

displacement transducer

Figure 4-2b 
The fight arriving on the fiice of 

the virtual optical fibre

The partial ov^lap of the acceptance cones of the optical fibres was defined by 

calculating the sector cut by the chord of the of the edge of the reflected fight on the 

free of the receiving optical fibre (Figure 4-2).

The area of the fight defined by the chord defining the edge of the fight 

traversing across the fiice of tiie receiving optical fibre and the fibre boundary (Figure 

4-2b) is defined by Eqn 4-2;

Area defined by chord c o s " ^ ^  -  sin^2 c o s ~ ^ ( E q n  4-2)

where ‘r ’ is the radius of the optical fibre and ‘rf is tiie distance from the centre of the 

chord to the boundary of the optical fibre perpendicular to the chord.
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Whai the receivmg optical fibres are fully ilhuninated the intenâty of the fight is 

defined as an mverse square law dependent on the numerical aperture of the optical 

fibre. The two receiving optical fibres present in the pressure transducer give rise to 

the following two equations:

Intensity ' 7/ at fibre offset ' / /  « ---- —

hitensity ' at fibre offset ' «

(2x + A)

Assuming the difference between intenrity is an approximation to the ratio 

(chapter 3, section 3.4.5.2) then the signal received by the pressure transducer is 

defined in Eqn 4-3 :

Difference between intmrities = -— -î— (Eqn 4-3)
(2% + /,)= (2x4-

vriiere ‘ki’ and are constants of proportionality and the receiving optical fibres are 

o # e t distances 7 /  and 7j’ fi-omthe emitting optical fibre respectively, which is placed 

distance ‘x’ back fi-om the reflective surfitce.

4.3.2 The significance of transduction eiement dimensions

Consider a column of fluid held in a length of tubing by capillary action, the 

interfitcial taision gives rise to a contact angle between the fluid and vessel wall (Fell., 

1988). This phenomenon is best known as the cause of capillary action: vriien a tube of 

very narrow diameter is lowered into a low viscosity solution, the solution is seen to 

climb up the lumen (Moore., 1974). The curvature of the liquid meniscus arises 

because the forces of cohesion between the molecules in the liquid are different to the 

adhesive forces between the tube wall and the liquid. If the adhesive forces are 

stronger than the coheave forces, than the liquid will prefer to stick to the vessel wall 

rather than itself
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On introduction into the transducer housing, the gel transduction element has 

fluid properties including contact angle and inter&cial tension. The gel thai stays in 

equilibrium, held in place by capillary action until it cures. Once cured the gel is no 

longer able to diift longitudinally due to its adhesion to the vessel wall (See Figure 4-

3). As the size of the vessel containing the reflective fluid fells in diameter the surfece 

meniscus may no longer be treated as a planar surfece and may be approximated to a 

continuous curved surfece.

Silicon. Od ____
Curved- 
mmiacua ^^Iied pressure

Curvature cha%M Opposing friction 
under fxessure forces

Figure 4-3 The process of adheâon of the fluid to the vessel wall giving rise to a 
contact angle vAich is maintained after the gel has cured.

When e?q)osed to a pressure difference on opposite ends the gel will deform 

changing the meniscus curvature. This was observed under the microscope (Figure 4-

4): the tube is made from nylon with and internal diameter of 0.76mm and an outer 

diameter of 0.94mm

(c) (d)
Contact armie

h------

+3kPa +1.5kPa OPa Schematic

Figure 4-4 The sihcone gel transduction element changing curvature with respect to
pressure.

Although the fluid does not physically shift, the curvature was observed to 

increase or decrease as pressure was increased or decreased respectively. This was feh 

to be difficult and unnecessary to model mathematically. Difficult because not only 

does the gel distort in a non-linear and non-uniform maimer, but also the pressure of 

the gas trapped between the fibres and gel changes. This pressure change is also non
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linearly related to its volume. It was also felt unnecessary since its measurement was 

straightforward. An approximation to the curvature of the fluid meniscus was 

calculated by measuring the distance '8' between the apex of the meniscus and the 

highest point of the gel adhering to the tube wall from the apex (Figure 4-4d).

0.50

% > o ^

| l

I I

I I«  S

0.40

0.30

0.20

0.10

Pressure kPa

Figure 4-5 The variation of curvature of a column of sihcon gel transducer 
transduction element as a fimction of height of apex.

A reasonably linear relationshqi between the diqilacement at the centre of the 

meniscus and pressure was established. Figure 4-5. This apparent linearity is, perhaps, 

surpriring but may be due to tiie restricted range of displacement found within the 

required pressure range.

It is probable that the meniscus is parabolic, eqiecially at high pressures. To 

sinqilify the calculations, the meniscus was approximated by a spherical surfece 

(Hecht., 1987). This is justified by considering a sphere offset by a radius ‘R ’:

+ {x -  R f  = (Eqn 4-4) 

(Eqn 4-5)
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Binomial series expansion:

Iv  ̂ l'3v^

Considering the first term only 

=> = 2Rx (Eqn 4-7)

of: equation for a parabola y^ = A jx , vriiere the vertex is at the origin and has a focal 

length ihmf=R/2 (Le. ÿ^=2xR i î lR  » x ) .

A spherical mtrfece was fitted to these measurements after establishing this is a 

reasonable approximation by making measurements at various points along the surfece. 

A series of photographs were taken of the gel whilst under pressure to establish 

distance ‘0‘. The diameter of the transducer housing is known (0.76mm). Eqn 4-8 

was then used to determine the radius of curvature for the spherical fit to the reflecting 

meniscus.

Spherical curve fit r[ô) = ---- —  ' ( Eqn 4-8)

The minimum radius of curvature is restricted to the radius of the transducer housing.

It was also found by measurement that the reflecting meniscus did not become convex 

within tiie limited pressure range for which it was designed for (±5kPa). Having 

determined the appropriate fit this was validated by measuring the depth of a sector cut 

by a chord joining tiie apex of the meniscus to the point where the gel meet the vessel. 

The contact angle may then be measured.
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4.3.3 Power disMbution of optical fibres

The power distribution of light leaving an optical fibre is depmdent on tiie 

numerical aperture. This was found to be Gaussian in appearance, and confirms the 

findings by Perlin (1992) (eiqieiimental results - Figure 4-6).

1.0 —1

X Data (NA-0.5) 

  Gausaian fit0.8

I
M

i 0.4 —

High order modes 

travelling aloi% cladding0.2  —

0.0

-V.O -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0
Angle of rotation (pi)

Figure 4-6 A plot of the light emitted fi-om the core of a 
polymetbyhnethaciylate optical fibre conqiared to the fitted data derived fi-om the 

Gaussian curve fit (NA=0.5).

The duplex orientation of the optical fibres make the effect of the Gaustian 

distribution significant. The curve contains two sets of data. The majority of the light 

travels along the core of the fibre, but there some high order modes also travelling 

along the cladding confined by the air/cladding inter&ce.

A scaled Gaussian distribution, Eqn 4-9, was fitted to the data shown in Figure 

4-6 to model the intensity of the light leaving the optical fibre at a given angle (Mean 

error = 0.011984).

0(z) =
v 2

(Eqn 4-9)
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4.4 Model Implementation

4.41 Raytracing using vectors

The mathematical model was inqilemented using a set of weighted trajectories 

corresponding to light rays emitted from the t ç  of the optical fibre. A series of points 

on the surfitce of each optical fibre were traced through their path from the emitting 

optical fibre to the reflective surfitce and back to the receiving optical fibre. The launch 

angle at each point was defined by the numerical aperture. The model was split into 

several different stages, each covering different aspects of the path of the ray on its 

journey to the receiving fibre or otherwise. The model consists of the following 

featmes:

• Location of ray origin on the surfrce of the emitting optical fibre and tracking to a 
point on the reflective medium

• Course adjustment of the light ray depending on contact angle of ray against 
reflective surfrce.

• Tracing of ray back to receiving optical fibre.

The ray tracing process was calculated using three dimensional vector algebra. 

A set of points launched from the same radial distance around the central longitudinal 

axis of the emitting optical fibre was described as an isophotal.^

The cylindrical co-ordinate system is anqile to visualise, the transducer housing 

being cylindrical bi order to handle the qiherical fluid maiiscus easily (minimising 

conq)utation time) a Cartesian co-ordinate system was selected. The power of each 

isophotal was selected depending on its location on a normalised radius on the emitting 

optical fibre as defined by Eqn 4-9.

To minimise conqmtation time fiirther a series of exploratory points were 

traced as a part of a low resolution isophotal, the conq)utation process moved to the 

successive isophotal if at least one point did not lie within the free of the receiving

 ̂The power along each isophotal is constant. When each point in the isophotal strikes the 

reflective surflice the points will either reflect straight back in the boundary case, converge or diverge 

depending on the angle at Miich they strike.
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optical fibre. If this condition was true the exploratory points, evaluated using a COST 

fimction (below), were used as the initial guesses for the niunerical optimisation. The 

intersection of each point with the spherical reflective sur&ce was calculated using 

(Eqn 4-10) to (Eqn 4-12)3:

Consider a vector of position and direction

and a spherical surfrce: +z^ = ^

Mersection of trajectory with qjherical sur&ce is given by :

Z = c X + d

yH X + ^ + i \+y\

(Eqn 4-10) 

(Eqn 4-11)

(Eqn 4-12)

wfrere

X . - X ,
b = x

d  = x̂ +  Zi

wbich may be solved analytically. The two roots of Eqn 4-12 give rise to the two 

points of intersection of the sphere.

3 A point of intersection is the intersection of three planes, the intersection of two planes is the 

path the trajectory travels before striking the reflective surfece.
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The algorithm used to determine the change in direction of the of a ray upon 

striking the reflective surfitce was determined by calculating the angle of the trajectory 

vector ‘ â  ’ to a normal vector ‘ n ’perpendicular to the spherical surfitce. Vector ‘ b ’ is 

the path of the trajectory reflecting at the same angle at vsdiich it struck the tangent to 

the spherical sur&ce.

M xâ = » x b  (Eqn4-13)

i.e. a vector X to â  and n is also X to b and n \\&ere â , b and n are unit vectors

« x ( ü - b )  = 0

=> b = â - À n  (X is a scalar such that = 1 ) (Eqn 4-14)

Solving for %

| ô - X  =1: (Eqn4-15)

Discounting trivial solution, X=0

X = 2(ai«i + fl2 « 2  + ̂ f h )  = 2(â • n) 

hence b = a -  2(a ■ n)n (Eqn 4-16)

â  and n are unit vectors and are known, b is the unknown and describes the 

new trajectory of the ray after striking the reflective maiiscus and uniquely defines its 

direction (Figure 4-7).
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Reflecâvc meniscus 
Incoming ray i

Returning light fiiom 
Intercept evaluated reflective meniscus 
by COST function

Normal to 
reflective meniscus n i

Reflecjedray 5 Isophotals leaving 
optical fibre

SIDE VIEW
ii Receiving optical fibres 

FRONT VIEW

Figure 4-7 Reflected isophotals striking a receiving optical fibre after being reflected 
ofiFthe spherical transduction element.

The intercepts between the reflecting isophotal and the boundary of the optical 

fibre were established by numerically calculating the point at which a COST function 

(Eqn 4-17) has a root. The fimction is defined as the difference between the radius of 

the optical fibre and the distance between the centre of the receiving optical fibre and 

each reflected point. If the modulus of this function is found, the minimum (Figure 4-8) 

indicates the points of interception'*.

Reflection algorithm 

Optical fibre radius

hence

f  (Ray origin. Curvature, NA) 

fi:X0,Y0,Z0,9l,NA)
Fr

COST function : |f(X0,Y0,Z0,9î,NA)-Fr|=0 (Eqn 4-17)

The minima is found using a Nelder-Meade simplex algorithm (Whidbome et a l, 1994)
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Figure 4-8 The cost fimction evaluated for a single isophotal.

The redirected trajectory was then traced back to a position level to the surfitce 

of the appropriate receiving optical fibre to check whether it lies within it and that tiie 

numerical aperture has not been exceeded.

4.4.2 The i^photal weighting function

The significance of the proportion of each isophotal is calculated by combining 

its weight (Eqn 4-9) with the change in effective area and integrating numerically over 

the fibre surfiice.

Power = ^  X Weight x Fraction inâde fibre (Eqn 4-18)
Original isophotol area
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Figure 4-9a Unweighted isophotals
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Figure 4-9b Weighted isophotals

Figure 4-9 The proportion of the light received by the receiving optical fibre and 
weighted according to the Gaussian power distribution of the optical fibre

The graphs in Figure 4-9 illustrate the proportion of weighted isophotals lying 

within the Ace of the receiving optical fibre. An Optical fibre 250pm CD (10pm 

cladding) was used, with a NA of 0.5 (the NA was normalised and used to determine
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the weight of each isophotal). The nature of the discrete numerical calculation inqtlies 

that the model has error related to the number of isophotals used in each simulation 

and the number of points in each simulation. If the optical fibre is small with respect to 

the effective area of each band defined by the boundary of two isophotals the error 

may be up to 50%; the receiving fibre being equally dissected by the isophotal. The 

error is non-linearly related to the number of isophotals defined in each simulation and 

the extent at Wiich they disperse or converge. The error can be sem in Figure 4-9a as 

a lack of curve continuity.

The significance of the error with respect to the received light is dependent of 

the weight of the associated i^photaL Both curves shown in Figure 4-9 show that 15 

isophotals (#72 to #87) of a possible 250 were captured by the Ace of the receiving 

optical ffl)re. Any isophotals outâde these boundaries are lost. Figure 4-9a illustrates a 

trend, isophotal normalised amplitude increases Readily fi"om 7% to 23% where there 

is a plateau before tailing off Each of the isophotals are given a weight in Figure 4-9b. 

The plateau region becomes a peak due to the higher associated power of the higher 

order isophotals. It is apparent fi'om this simulation that of all of the power received by 

the receiving optical fibre, fiie greatest contribution is by isophotal #84. Although 

higher orders have a higher power, the area of each is not sufficient to exceed the 

aforementioned lower powers.

4.5 Results

The following section presents the results from the two dimensional and three 

dimensional model respectively. The validation is performed by conçaring simulated 

data to a displacement transducer with an ideal planar reflective surAce. This is 

intended to show the inçrovement of the Ater model design uang a Gaussian flux 

distribution across the Ace of the emitting optical fibre. Resuhs conçaring the model 

to a pressure transducer are presented in chapter 5, section 5.6.
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4.5.1 Two-dimensional modelling

4.5.1.1 Compauison with a cfisplaœment transducer 

As part of the preliminaiy research an optical fibre displacement transducer was 

developed. The device con^rised an optical fibre probe made fi-om lm m 0 duplex 

optical fibre (see chapter 3). The feces of the optical fibres were lapped to 0.3pm. This 

was then mounted onto a travelling micrometer. The distance fi-om the t ç  of the probe 

to the fece of a surfece planar mirror was then measured. The data obtained was 

compared to the two-dimensional mathematical model using the inverse-square law

2E-2

Key

-A—  Mathematical model 

- 0 —  Displacement transducer

lE-2

5E-3

OE+O

0 10 20 30 40 50
Distance (mm)

Figure 4-10 The comparison of two-dimensional simulated data to actual data obtained 
fi-om a displacement transducer mounted in fi-ont of a surfece planar mirror.

The displacement transducer was averaged during 5 cycles over 50mm and the 

mean was calculated (Figure 4-10). The standard deviation was insignificant and is not 

displayed on the graph. The mathematical model did not require any averaging. 

Ahbough the general topology of the two graphs are similar, the two-dimensional 

model is a gross approximation to the displacement transducer. The dead-spot at the 

start of the each of the curves is 2mm in both cases. The model assumes that there is a 

uniform power distribution across the fece of the emitting fibre, and hence when the 

acceptance cones of the receiving and emitting fibres overlap there is a step indicating 

the onset of the reflected light traversing across the receiving fibre. As shown in 

section 4.3.3, the power distribution is Gaussian in appearance. For this reason the
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transition from the dead-^ot to the first part of the operating region is more gradual 

The sensitivity of the left-hand side of the characteristic is similar in each case, 8.0x10 

^mm ' and 5.3xlO'^mm ‘ for simulated and actual data respectively. The peaks of each 

curve are at different distances, 3.5mm and 6mm respectively. This is also a feature of 

die non-Gaussian distribution.

The second part of the operating characteristic, that chosen for the pressure 

transducer operation (right-hand-side of the peak), has the same gain initially (although 

translated 2.5mm). The simulated data attenuates quicker than the recorded data. This 

is due to the uniform ^reading of the power over the effective area of the fight spot 

once reflected. The mean error was measured to be 0.62% normalised power (44% of 

peak value^) over the range 2mm to 8mm (cf: section 4.5.2).

4.5.1.2 Conr̂ arison with the pressure transducer 

Although the two-dimensional model is limited it was found to be usefiil in the 

early design stages vriien determining the location of the receiving optical fibres within 

the transducer housing with reqiect to one another.

3.5

3.0

2.5

2  2.0

1.5

1.0

Onentition (1)

Onentition (2)

20 30
Distance (mm)

40

Figure 4-11 A comparison of the ratio between receiving optical fibres when offset 
differences from the emitting fibre.

Orientation (1) O&et from receiver ‘ 1’ to emitter 0mm

 ̂Peak value was measured fi-om the t^e-line  (0% power) to the peak of the curve (1.4%)
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Offret from receiver ‘2’ to emitter = 1mm
Orieiitatioiif2l - Offeet from receiver‘1’ to emitter = 1mm 

Offset from receiver ‘2’ to emitter = 5mm

Figure 4-11 illustrates the inqiortance of selectmg the ofifeet between the 

receiving optical fibres so to ensure that the ratio between them has a high enough to 

achieve adequate senatMty.

If the difference between the two signals is to be a first order approximation to 

the ratio, the amplitude of the dgnal received by the second receiving optical fibre 

must be considerably less than that received by the receiving optical fibre closest to the 

reflective element (<10%) (see chapter 3). This model was also able to illustrate the 

inçortance of making flie emitting optical fibre closest to the reflective surfiice. If this 

is not the case the peak of the characteristic will translate along the x-axis when the 

difference is evaluated.

4.5.2 Three-dimensional modelling

4.5.2.1 Conparison with a displacement transducer 

The first three-dimensional simulation modelled the optical fibre displacement 

transducer (chapter 3). The planar reflecting mirfirce was represented by a curved 

sur&ce with a large radius of curvature (100mm) with respect to the diameter of the 

optical fibres. Having produced a set of simulated data, an optical fibre displacemoit 

transducer was used to produce a set of data for conparison (Figure 4-12). The 

dimensions used were: a duplex pair of 0.25mm diameter optical fibres, spaced 

0.25mm apart across their centres. The distance was then varied over the range 0 to 

50mm It was expected that this investigation would demonstrate the inproved 

accuracy achieved by modelling the Gaussian distribution of the light leaving the 

optical fibre.
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Figure 4-12 A conparison of data taken from a duplex fibre optical diplacement 
fransducer with actual data.
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Figure 4-13 The pressure transducer operating characteristic modelled on a planar 
sur&ce in conparison with the two-dimmsion square law approximation.

Figure 4-12 illustrates the three-dimensional model conpared against the 

displacement transducer plotted on a linear axis. The optical fibre was 250pm (10pm 

cladding), NA of 0.5. The peaks of both curves are in the same position, and tiie gain 

of the left-hand-side of the curve is to within 0.62% of the recorded data peak value 

(1.465x10'^). Both of these factors are attributed to the closer approximation to the
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Gaussian light flux power dktrihution across the fltce of the emitting optical fibre in 

conparison to the uniform distribution assumed in the former two-dimensional 

algorithm Figure 4-13, illustrates the same set of data on a log-log plot in order to 

identify the deviation away from the inverse square law. The gradient of tiie model, 

recorded data and inverse square law were measured to be -1.03, -1.38 and -2 

repectivefy using a best straight line fit.

The error of the model is due to the non-ideal characteristics of the ejperiment. 

The model does not take account of the reflection on the fece of the cleaved fibre or 

the angle of the cleave. It is also unlikely that the location of the optical fibres in the 

transducer are going to be exactfy those pecified in the model. The model also 

assumes that all light striking the fece of the receiving optical is collected Wiich is not 

true in the ideal case: a proportion of the light (the high order modes) will be refi-acted 

straight out of the fibre core.

4.S.2.2 Variation of reflective surface curvature

The compensation for curvature of the reflective transduction element is the 

second main design feature of the three-dimensional model. To examine this 

phenomenon, the distance fi-om the fece of the emitting ffl>re to the transduction 

element apex was kept constant and curvature varied in order to simulate pressure 

change.

The pressure transducer comprises three optical fibres, one to emit light and two 

to receive. Each of the receiving fibres is oflfeet a different distance fi-om the emitter 

(chapter 3, section 3.3.2). A selection of of&ets between the emitting and receiving 

optical fibres were investigated, two of wfiich were later combined to produce the final 

ouput fi-om the pressure transducer.

The titanium dioxide gel transduction element adheres to the vessel wall and 

hence changes curvature Wim exposed to a pressure difference (see section 4.5.2.2). 

The apex of the gel meniscus then translates along the vessel pependicular to the 

optical fibres.
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1.0

Power a t 0mm offset

Power at 1 mm offset

Power at 3mm offset
k  0.6 —

I  -
^  0.4 -

i
Z  0.2

0.0

Radius of curvature

Figure 4-14 Data obtained from the three dimendonal model nang a angle optical 
fibre to receive light ofifret 0mm, 1mm, 3mm and 5mm from a similar fibre emitting

fight

The data obtained and illustrated in Figure 4-14 used a single optical fibre to 

receive and a second to emit. The graph shows the effect of offsetting the two fibres 

wM a varying curvature given the following dimensions:

Optical fibre diameter 
Optical fibre location

Distance from emitting fibre to 
transduction element 
Numerical aperture

0.25mm
Adjacent and qiaced 0.25mm across their 
centres in the centre of the housing

3mm
0.5

The of&et between the emitting and receiving optical fibre means fire 

characteristic is translated along the x axis. This is due to the increase in fight ray path 

length that the fight must encounter before being received

The optical fibre pressure transducer discussed in chapter 3 combines the output 

from two receiving optical fibres of&et 1mm and 5mm from the emitting fibre 

respectively; these results are presented in chapter 5, section 5.6. The graph also shows 

the problems Wiich would be encountered Aould the fibres be placed too close to the 

gel and is characteristically illustrated as a peak in the characteristic at an offset of
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0mm. At this point the desired operating region is breached and the output wiM become 

unpredictable (cf: Figure 3-4, chapter 3).

The addition of the curved gel transduction element considerably con^licates the 

path of each light ray widiin the transducer housing in conparison with the idealised 

two dimensional model using a planar reflective sur&ce (see section 4.3.1).

Rays couvage and locus of focal poto .  Ugh* my: of assodOed powa
trai»latC8 towards nomial \  defined by NA of <^cal fibre

SphoiWanAce 
(Uaasduction demoit)

NORMAL

Emitting optical fibre
FOCAL LENGTH-JÎ/2

Figure 4-15 Ray diagram indicating the deformation of an isophotal when striking a 
spherical surAce wbdst varying radius of curvature ‘i î ’ and keeping the distance ‘x’ 

from the apex of the spherical surfrce to the fece of the receiving optical fibre
constant.

Examination of tiie geometry of the reflective transduction element and the 

location of the optical fibres defines wiiether the isophotals converge or diverge. When 

the radius of curvature is comparable with the dimensions of the optical fibre, and the 

emitting fibre is not on the normal to the transduction element, the image will be 

focused on the opposite side of the normal (Figure 4-15). As the curvature increases 

the locus of the image will traverse across the normal, at vAich point the radius of 

curvature is large in conparison with the dimensions of the fibre and the transduction 

element approximates to a planar surfece.

The size of the image at a fixed distance away is dependent on the focal length of 

the gel surfece and hence tire radius of curvature®. The isophotals will diverge or

® A spherical mirror with radius of curvature /Î has a focal length RH.
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converge, depending of vdiether the light emanates from inside or outside the radius of 

curvature re^ectively.

lE+O

lE-1 -A —  PovMBr at 0mm offaet 

- 0 — Square law (Gradient 2)

lE-2

lE-3

lE-4

lE-5

Radius of curvature

Figure 4-16 Conparison of the mathematical model to a square law

The graph shown in Figure 4-16 is the conparison of data obtained from the 

model by variation of curvature to a square law. Earlier models used an inverse square 

law as a first approximation, the output decaying as a fimction of distance. The graph 

shows the same phenomena, but transposed. As the radius curvature increases the 

centre of the meniscus moves closer towards the optical fibres and the âgnal increases 

in anplitude (cf: inverse square law, section 4.3.1). The resuhs show that initially the 

mathematical model has a mean error of 24.4 % of the idealised square law (gradient = 

2.61 ), however beyond 1.5mm the gradient is more positive (gradient = 8.47).

The size of the transducer housing (0.76mm ID), die contact angle and the 

distance from the emitting optical fibre to the transduction element (3mm) means that 

the transduction element cannot be treated as a planar sur&ce v\fren forming an 

accurate model of the pressure transducer.
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4.6 Discussion

The development of two numerical models to describe the optical fibre pressure 

transducer have been presented to assist in the development of the hardware. The 

inverse-square law, two-dimensional approach, was found to be useful to determine 

the optimum location of the optical fibres inside the transducer housing: providing a 

fast solution due to die small amount of conputadon involved. The three-dimensional 

approach was able to mprove the mean error fi-om 44% to 0.62% in the case of the 

optical fibre displacement transducer indicating that die Gausâan weight function is an 

effective method for improving the accuracy of the model

The radius of curvature of the transduction element cannot be neglected due to 

the contact angle between the gel and the vessel wall. As the radius of curvature 

becomes increasingly large with respect to the dimensions of the optical fibre, the 

change in light received will become increasingly less with change in curvature as it 

then approximates to a planar sur&ce. Beyond this threshold and the transduction 

element becomes convex, hi practice this was only found to occur when the transducer 

was eiposed to pressures of over 5kPa, outside die original detign criteria, and hence 

neglected for the purposes of the simulation.

Validation of the model was performed by measuring the dimensions and 

location of the optical fibre transduction element under varying static pressure, and 

inplanting them into the model These results are presented and discussed in section 

5.6, chapter 5.
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Chapter 5

Validation of the optical fibre pressure transducer catheter

5.1 Introduction
The following chapter details both the clinical investigations and the laboratory 

trials performed on the optical fibre pressure transducer designed to assist in the 

diagnosis of OSAS. Two transducer designs are discussed, a single and a seven 

channel device. Static and dynamic teeing were performed. Readts were obtained 

fi-om patients and volunteers under both local and general anaesthesia, and are grouped 

accordingly. The clinical âgnificance of the data obtained in each subject is discussed 

with the physiological explanation of each subject regarding catheter portion in the 

pharynx.

In the final section of the chapter the usefidness of the optical fibre pressure 

transducer in the diagnosis of obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome is explored, outlining 

the main design lessons learnt in the design of the catheter. In chapter 9 these are 

conpared to those of the endothelial cell damage probe. The aim is to present the 

usefidness of a physical optical fibre transducer, and validate its usefidness as a clinical 

tool for in-vivo applications.

5.2 Static and dynamic evaluation

5.21 Static analysis

5.2.1.1 Cdibration data

All transducers were calibrated prior to conducting both the clinical and 

laboratory trials. A pressure chamber was constructed to contain either the single or 

seven channel ^stem  Pressure was varied uang an air-loaded syringe and measured 

using either an analogue Bourdon gauge or water-filled manometer. In the case of the 

seven channel device, all channels were zeroed at OPa gauge pressure and a 10 second 

epoch recorded on all channels simultaneously at a known pressure uang a data
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acqiiisition system ciuraitly used to acquire data from an overnight sleep study 

(Cardas, Oxcams™) (See chapter 2). The calibration data obtained was then used to 

scale the recordings to provide a quantitative output by removing the mean of the 

signal and linearly interpolating over the pressure range of interest.

Conqwtm̂□
Signal ConditioningOxcams (ADC)

Figure 5-1 The semi-automatic arrangement for calibrating the seven channel 
transducer prior to clinical use.

0.8 —

0.4£
&

0.0

-0 4

-200 -100 0 100 200
Pressure mm H20 (xlO=Pascals)

Figure 5-2 Calibration of a single channel optical fibre pressure transducer showing 
hysterisis and non-linearity.
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The operating characteristic of the pressure transducer is not linear, and was 

predicted so by the mathematical model (see section 5.6). Linearity was found to be 

8% over the presmire range ±2kPa, given Eqn 5-1:

linem ty -  ^  x 100% (Eqn 5-1)
FSD '

Characteristics over ±2kPa range (Figure 5-2):

Hysterisis = 5.1%

Sensitivity = <10Pa

5.2.1.2 Long-term drift and usage 

A criticism of using low-viscosity white-liquids for use in the transducer is their 

existence only in the form of a suspension or an emuMon; both systems suffering from 

instability during long-term storage. Le. they will either settle out or crack. The use of 

a gel prevents the suspension settling out, however the operating characteristic is 

dependent on the atmospheric pressure and tenqierature of the operating conditions 

since the signal measured is dépendait on the conditions under which the pigtail 

transducer was initially primed. A set of calibration data was taken from a single 

channel pressure transducer using the arrangement in section 5.2.1.1, atmospheric 

pressure, tenqierature was recorded over 110 days.

4-

4
4

-200 0 200 
Pressure m m H 20 (xlO=Pascals)

Figure 5-3 The long-term testing of a single channel pressure transducer over 110 days 
showing the mean and standard deviation.
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The atmospheric pressure varied over the range 728. ImmHg to 769.7mml%, 

vM st the ambiait tanpa^ature varied 17.9°C to 24.9°C.

Pressure -> 
(Pa)

-3kPa -2kPa -IkPa OkPa IkPa 2kPa 3kPa

Mean |i -2.710 -1.921 -1.048 0 0.987 1.868 2.419
Std Dev o 0.417 -0.254 0.143 0 0.0912 0.202 0.539
Coeffof 
var (ct/h)

-0.154 0.132 -0.136 - 0.0921 0.108 0.223

Figure 5-4 The statistical deviation of the ou^ut voltage taken from a single chaimel 
pressure transduca during long term analysis given varying atmospheric pressure and

ten^aature

The results diow that the transducer is dependent on the anibient conditions at 

the time of the recording, and hence to produce quantitative results the calibration data 

from preceding use diould not be deemed reliable. The deviation is due to tire non- 

linearity of the pressure transduca. The change in tençerature and pressure of the 

operating conditions translates the calibration curve along the pressure axes (see 

section 5.6 - Validation of the mathematical model).

5.2.2 Dynamic analysis

In order to daermine the fimdamental frequency ‘tOo’ of the pressure transducer 

a sinqile spring-mass and danqier system may be analysed and related to the 

mechanical properties of the transduaion element.

Mass
W xA

Figure 5-5 The sin^lified spring-mass and dampa system for the optical fibre pressure 
transducer transduction elemmt

Ax (Eqn 5-2)
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vsAich has:

Resonant frequency

Danqiing ratio 2ymk

(Eqn 5-3) 

(Eqn 5-4)

If the transduction element is a low viscosity fluid, and it is assumed that the 

fluid meniscus moves peipendicularly to the vessel wall, the spring constant k  is 

dependent on the conq>resâbility of the air in the tranMucer houmng. The 

approximation becomes less valid \\hen the soybean emulsion is replaced by the gel: 

the gel adheres to the vessel wall and does not physically Aifl along the tube. Alfliough 

it is theoretically possible to estimate these parameters, in practice the only relmble 

means of determining the fimdamental and resonant Jfrequency is to measure them 

mechanically.

The fi-equency réponse of the transducer was analysed using a wbite noise 

generator and a mechanical shaker with a fi-equency réponse flat to lOkHz coupled to 

a piston. The system was then driven with white noise and the transfer function 

calculated uang a digital signal processor data acquisition system and a DSP 

TMS320C25 agnal processor at a sanqpling fi-equency of 50kHz. The resuhs of the 

analysis are illustrated in Figure 5-6a and Figure 5-6b.

-40

I
3

-80 —

£
-120

1 10 100 1000 10000
Frequency Hz (Log)

Figure 5-6a The fi-equency response of an optical fibre pressure transducer with a low- 
viscosity soybean emulaon transduction elmnent (output fitted with a IkHz fiber).
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I

I

1 10 100 1000
Frequency H z (Log)

Figure 5-6b The frequency response of an optical fibre pressure transducer with a 
dusted silicon gel transduction element (output fitted with lOOHz filter to reduce noise 

and permit low pressures to be measured more accurately).

The results from two transducer designs are shown. Figure 5-6a is the frequency 

response of a transducer with a soybean oil emulsion transduction element, and 

illuarates that the design may be used to monitor pressures of at least that frequency 

as long as the modukting frequency of tiie light source is at least that to be measured. 

Figure 5-6b is the frequency response of the transducer used during the clinical trials 

and illustrates the 20dB rofl-off of the first order low-pass filter fitted to the output of 

the device used to limit the noise to achieve the low-resohition (lOPa) required in the 

design specification.

5.23 Thermal considerations

One of the main features of the optical fibre pressure transducer is that it 

measures absolute presmire. Its design means that it is susceptible to tenoperature drift, 

particularly in the upper airways*. The tenq>erature change is dependent on the 

temperature of the ambient air, efficiency of the airway to warm and humidify the air, 

and Wiether the subject is breathing orally or through his nose. Several studies have 

been performed by researchers to determine the temperature change, including the

The pressure reading recorded tqr the pressure transducer is measured with respect to the 
temperature and pressure of the atmosphere at the time that the pressure transducer was sealed.
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influence tenq)erature change has on the cross-sectional area of the airway itself. The 

cross-section of the nasal airway changed firom 42.3mni^ to 37.6mm^ for a temperature 

change of-25®C to 23°C respectively (Laine et al., 1994). The change in airway cross- 

section due to air temperature is not significant if the air is ambient le . approximately 

20X.

The temperature of the air is dependent on vsflether the subject is breathing orally 

or nasally. Assuming the temperature in the airway is the temperature of the airway 

mucosa (37°C) (KôhL,1990) and the ambient temperature is 20°C the worst case 

scenario would be a temperature change of 17°C. In order to quantify the temperature 

drift of the optical fibre pressure transducer, a series of two experiments were 

performed on both the single charmel device and the seven transducer catheter (below).

5.2.3.1 Steady-state analysis 

The instrument was partially submerged in ice-cooled water (4°C) and allowed 

to stabilise. When the reading was constant the ouput was zeroed and a heating 

element used to heat the water to 50°C. To ensure uniform heating the water was 

stirred at a constant rate by an automatic stirrer. Also suspended in the chamber was a 

thermocouple (type B). The reading fi-om this was acquired simultaneously with tire 

optical fibre pressure transducer using an automatic logging system and muhplexer 

connected to a TMS320C25 digital signal processor (Tran., 1994). The thermocouple 

was then used to relate the data to temperature.
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0.0

Equivalent pressure 
— |2kPa

-0.4

a1  -0.8
OkPa

I
-1.2

-1.6
20 24 28 32 36 40

Temperature (Centigrade)

Figure 5-7 The change in output of the angle channel pressure transducer with respect
to tençerature

Î

10 —

I Equivalent pressure0 —

0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Temperature (Centigrade)

Figure 5-8 The change in ouQiut of the bottom-most transducer (#7) of the seven 
transducer catheter with re je c t to tençerature.

The results obtained in each eiqieriment indicate the different behaviour and 

nature of the two transducer configurations even though they are, in principle, the 

same design. Pressure is measured with respect to the gas bubble enclosed in the
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transducer housing, and obeys the gases laws: e^qtanding and contracting with 

increasing and decreasing tenqterature respectively^ (Eqn 5-5).

Ideal gas law : PV=nRT (Eqn 5-5)

The titanium dusted gel transduction element is the easiest place to mq)ose 

volume change due to tenqierature drift, and hence will also act as a tenqterature 

sensor. In order for the transducer to be usefiil for measuring pressure, tençerature 

drift must be accurately quantified, or the operating conditions must remain constant.

Figure 5-7 shows an approximately linear re la t i o n b e tw e en  ten^erature and 

vohage output. This differs from the characteristic illustrated in Figure 5-8. There is a 

clear peak in characteristic and a plateau region at approximately 35°C. This difference 

in characteristic may be eiqilained by examination of the construction of the two 

catheter designs. A pigtailed catheter without any external diaphragm enclosing the 

catheter can be treated as a piston (from here onward referred to as the primary 

chamber), the transduction element is free to move within the bounds of its elastic 

limit. In the case on the catheter the pigtailed device is enclosed in a fiuther air 

chamber by the latex jacket of the catheter Figure 5-9 (from here onward referred to as 

the secondary chamber).

Latex diiQdiragin

Optical fibre
_____

Cohimnofair 
in transducer i T T i \

Transducer transduction 
element

Figure 5-9 A schematic of the thermal expansion of the seven channel optical fibre 
pressure catheter with the transducer enclosed in a latex jacket.

 ̂Air is not an ideal gas and the formula must take into account the specific heat ratio (see chapter 3).
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As the transducer heats up the air in both the primary and secondary chambers 

will e?q>and. Since the wall of the secondary chamber is free to e^gand, die pressure 

inside the transducer housing is greater than that in the secondary chamber and gel 

mraiiscus moves away from the optical fibres (hence apparent pressure drop). As the 

tenqterature rises the latex diaphragm enclosing the catheter tightens increasing the 

pressure in the secondary chamber and forces the transduction element back into its 

housing and the mmiscus closer towards the optical fibres (hence an apparent pressure 

rise at higher temperatures).

S.2.3.2 Dynarrtc considerations 

The ten^erature drift of the tranMucer is dependent on the frequency of 

respiration and the tenq>erature change (17°C) in the airway. The significance of the 

tenq)erature drift is dependent on the time taken for the transducer to respond to the 

change, i.e. the thermal mass. The time constant of the device was measured by 

lowering it into water of known tençerature and allowing it to stabilise (4°C). The 

catheter was thm removed and the time taken for it to return to ambient room 

ten^erature (22°C) measured.

1.2

1.0
- 0 —  Multipto channel transducer 

-A —  Single channel transducer0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

-0.2
-20 0 20 40 60 100SO 120 140

Time (seconds)

Figure 5-10 The time constant of the optical fibre pressure transducer wfren used as a 
single channel device, and integrated into a catheter containing seven devices of a

higher thermal mass
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Figure 5-10 illustrates tiie output change with temperature of the angle channel 

presaure transducer and the seven channel equivalent. If the presaire transducer is a 

first order system (Eqn 5-6) the transfer fimction is described by (Eqn 5-7):

In the time domain : (Eqn 5-6)

wiiere (o„ = — and f  =
" T 2;r

Taking Laplace Transform : (Eqn 5-7)
Y{s) i+sT

v^ere A = Gain
T = Time constant
tOo = Angular fi-equency (radians)

The time constant ‘F  for sinsle channel device : 0.3 sec

The time constant ‘F  for multiple channel device 78.3 sec

Since respiratory signals are usually no less than 0.2Hz (cobrorthe = 1.26rad/s) (see 

clinical trials: Test CT 6-14) the long time constant makes the temperature dependence 

less critical, hi steady state the apparent pressure change for a tenperature change of 

20°C to 37°C is 6kPa and 2kPa for the single channel and multple channel device 

respectively (Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-8).

The anplitude of the signal at the comer fi'equency j^ fo r  the transducer is 

defined by the modulus of the transfer fimction (Eqn 5-8) (Gain is unity, i.e. ^=1):

Modulus of transfer fimction :

hmce:

1

» / Y
(Eqn 5-8)

Temperature drifi = AT——— (Eqn 5-9)
CDbreathe
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vriiere AT = Change in airway tenperature
CDo = Comer frequency
oibrtathe = Frcquenty of breathing (rad/s)

The time constant associated with each of the two devices hence reduces the 

effect of tenperature drift. A tenperature change from 20°C to 37°C produces an 

error of 15.6kPa and 17.3Pa for the single channel and multple channel pressure 

transducers respectively. From these results it is clear that the use of the single channel 

device must either be tenperature compensated, or restricted to areas where the 

tenperature is constant or its thermal mass be artificially increased. In contrast the 

multiple channel transducer has an extremely long time constant and yields only a very 

small error (»1.7mmH20) even if the temperature change is large, hi conclusion 

tenperature effects for the muhple channel transducer maybe neglected for normal 

use, whilst measurements taken from the single channel transducer are only reliable if 

the air is reasonably stable due to nasal breathing. The reading will become more 

reliable as the transducer penetrates further into the airway .̂

5.3 Clinical methods and sterilisation

Systems for use in the upper airway, although capable of being sterilised, need 

not be clinicalfy sterile. The standard method of sterilisation is auto-ckving. The 

transducer’s housing and adhesives are not able to withstand the high temperatures 

necessary for auto-ckving, ako the air column trapped behind the transduction element 

will expand pkstically deforming the gel and either inpaiiing operation or destroying it 

completely. Sterilisation was performed uang a 20:1 dilution of sodium hypochlorite 

(Milton^“) in water and a different transducer was used on each patient.

Calibration was performed prior to each test using the equipment illustrated in 

section 5.2.1.1. The catheter was referenced to zero and pimped to a series of known 

pressures and calibration curves plotted. In the case of the seven channel device each 

channel was calibrated against its neighbours to ensure adjacent channels had a similar 

sensitivity.

 ̂All experiments detailed in the suœessive parts of this chapter involving subjects using the single 
channel pressure transduœr were performed by nasal breathing only.
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5.4 Tests on the single channel transducer

5.41 Specification and operation conditions

The transducer was 0.94mm OD and, to minimise cost, was not fitted with a 

pressure transmitting diaphragm, the gel maintaimng the seal A side window (lm m 0) 

was cut into the side of the device to allow transmission of pressure, and the tp  coated 

with epoxy resin to ensure smooth entry into the airway and oesophagus (Figure 5-11). 

The open end of the catheter was initially felt to be a cause for concern being a 

potential site for the accumulation of bacteria, however the cost of the material for a 

single device (~£15 incL 3x optical SMA905 connectors. This cost would be 

conâderably reduced if the catheter was manukctured commercially) makes the device 

disposable eliminating the problem. The single channel pressure transducer was 

designed for use with the equpment discussed in section 3.5, chapter 3 targeted for 

use in pre-term babies and neonates.

5.42 Clinical trials

The single channel device (Figure 5-11) was constructed and passed into the 

nasal pharynx and oesophagus. The nasal passage was anaesthetised locally using a 

Lignocaine pray by a hôpital anaesthetist. The subject was seated in an upright 

poPire, and the catheter fed in a series of 50mm stp s  marked along the length of the 

transducer housing. The pressure inlet was 10mm fi-om the transduction element, 

(50mm away fi-om the first marker) (Figure 5-11). When the tip of the transducer was 

located at the back of the soft palate, it was swallowed with the assistance of water. 

The subject was then allowed to relax for several minutes before readings commenced. 

A series of breathing exercises were then performed with the device in various 

locations in the pharynx and oesophagus. Due to tenperature stability emanating fi-om 

the transducer’s low thermal mass, all experiments were conducted with nasal 

breathing and hence relied on the efficiency of the nose to warm and humidify the air.

Epoxy resin 
d )  (?) (Î) Pressure inlet

0.94mm d ia m ^  50mm 10mm

Figure 5-11 The single channel pressure transducer as passed into the oesophagus
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5.4.2.1 TestCTI

The first exercise performed was that o f normal slow repiration (Figure 5-12). 

The repiratory signal is periodic at ~ 0.27Hz. The trace has an ofi&et due to the 

calibration and scaling, however if epiration is assumed to be the base-line, inpiration 

rpresm ts a pressure of 90Pa to 112Pa in fids subject. The transducer was located 

20mm firom the nasal entrance (leA-âde). It may be concluded that the transducer inlet 

window is situated slightly below the uvula of the soft palate. The subject was an adult 

non-obese male, without history of airway disorder.

/ “ - * V v V \ / W N

10 20 
Time (seconds)

Figure 5-12 Slow repiration 
The transducer located with mark ‘3’ at the nasal vestibule

S.4.2.2 TestCT2

The transducer was anchored in the position described in section 5.2.2.1. The 

right-hand nostril was blocked and the subject instructed to breath normally. The 

frequency of primary repiration has not changed and remains at ~0.3Hz (cf : Figure 5- 

12), however the anplitude has changed. The upper airway rpresents about 50% of 

the total airway inpedance. The apparent halving of the airway orifice increases tire 

pressure in the airway at the lower palatal region significantly in the range 230Pa to 

260Pa during inpiration and epiration. In order to overcome the increase in 

inpedance the pressure more than doubled. If the flow in the airway were to be 

laminar, we would epect the irrpedance to increase inverse proportionally with
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respect to the fourth power of the p çe  radius (see conductance of a vessel under 

laminar flow, section 6.2.1, chapter 6). It is unlikely that the flow will be laminar due 

to the non-uniform appearance of the airway mucosa. The contribution of inq>edance 

by each of the two nasal passages is also unlikely to be equal because of the diflfering 

physiological shape of the nasal mucosa.

400

6
0 —

(ë

-400

0 10 20 30
Time (seconds)

Figure 5-13 Occluded nostril with apnoea 
The transducer located with mark ‘3’ at the nasal vestibule

The trace also illustrates a non-obaructive apnoea shown as a 9.6 second pause 

between inspiration, as opposed to the nominal 2 seconds usually oqierienced by this 

patient (Figure 5-13). This was performed by mstructing tiie patient to stop breathing 

momentarily at the end of expiration. These data shows the limitation of using a single 

pressure transducer in the evaluation of the upper airway, particularly in OSAS. An 

obstructive apnoea is characterised by a pressure drop across the occlusion. The 

pressure information arriving fi-om a single level of the airway only provides an 

indication of the occurrence of an apnoea and not the occurrence site.

5.42.3 Test CIS

The most common synçtom of OSAS is loud snoring: rqiresenting a partial 

collapse of the airway through vibration of the soft palate. Snoring was simulated by 

the conscious patient by forced palatal vibration. Figure 5-14 shows two traces as part 

of the same diagram. The fundamental frequency of respiration is 0.25Hz (averaged 

over 4 cycles). The anqilitude of the âgpal is also quite high 312Pa to 380Pa. This is
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due to the deep breaths required to execute the snoring manoeuvre. Closer 

examination of the inspiratory wave shows the snoring or vibration of the soft palate as 

a h i ^  fi-equency conq>onent (see inset). The palatal vibration fi-equency was foimd to 

be 14Hz. Closer examination of the ançlitude of the waveform inqtlies evidence of 

flow limitation. Initial^ the pressure fells by 220Pa. The partial obstruction causes the 

pressure to rise by 130Pa at which point palatal vibration begins. This then fedes 

before e^qpiration. From this data it is reasonable to assume that the transducer is 

slightly above the point where the uvula rests against the back of the tongue. The 

significance of this to OSAS is discussed fiuther in section S.5.2.6 (Test CTl 1), in 

conqiaiison with the multq)le transducer catheter.

Snoring bigh campaBnit

400

Time (secooifa)

-400

0 10 20 30
Time (seconds)

Figure 5-14 Simulated snoring by palatal vibration 
The transducer located with mark ‘5’ at the nasal vestibule

5.4.2 4 TestCT4

Although data from the gastro intestinal tract does not yield any diagnostic 

information about OSAS, the single channel pressure transducer was passed into the 

oesophagus as the bottom-most transducer of the sevai channel device will be 

anchored mid-oesophagus (Figure 5-15). The presence ofreqiiratory waves is almost 

con^letely lo^ among^ the cardiac artefect which is the most predominant feature. 

For the first 5 seconds of the recording the peak-to-peak pressure is 370Pa. The lack 

of muscle tone in the oesophagus means that the oesophageal wall is prone to rhythmic 

movement due to the heart beating; tiie transducer is located direct^ behind the heart.
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The transducer has a low mass (0.5g for a Im device not including the optical 

connectors). The transducer transduction element, being designed to detect lOPa is 

very susceptible to movement and consequently will move wiien the transducer 

housing is agitated, recording both pressure and vibration. The frequency of the 

cardiac cycle, taken from the data, was measured to be 1.4Hz (averaged over the first 

5 cycles).

The second main feature of these data is the appearance of a peristaltic wave 

after 13 seconds in v\èich the pressure increases to 900Pa, peaking at 15 seconds and 

for a duration 4.9 seconds. The wave is in two halves as first a positive-going and then 

a negative going cycle. As the oesophagus constricts the pressure increases as the 

peristaltic wave approaches the transducer inlet, having passed over the transducer 

inlet a negative gauge pressure is produced momentarily before the pressure returns to 

its nominal value.

1000 — I

I

-1000

0 10 20 30
Time (seconds)

Figure 5-15 Cardiac oscillation and peristalsis 
The transducer located with mark ‘5’ at the nasal vestibule

5.4.2.S Test 015

The final manoeuvre involved the insertion of the catheter 100mm beyond the 

sixth mark on the catheter. This would inçly that the tip has penetrated the 

oesophageal sphincter and entered the stomach. Assuming the qihincter forms a 

reasonably tight seal around the transducer during inspiration the ensumg abdominal 

movement will conqiress the stomach and raise the interior pressure. Similarly 

expiration reduces the pressure. The result is the waveform observed in Figure 5-16.
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The waveform is similar to that in Figure 5-12, having a fundamental frequency of 

0.2Hz (averaged over the last three cycles). The waveform inversion is apparent (cf; 

Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-13). The cardiac artefrtct has M en to ~10% of fiiU-scale and 

is no-longer the predominant feature.

1000

g

-1000

0 10 20 30
Time (seconds)

Figure 5-16 Sub-qihinctal (stomach) pressure inversion.
The transducer located with mark ‘6’ 100mm beyond the nasal vestibule

S.4.2.6 Discussion

The single transducer was found to be extremely useful for determining ejçected 

respiratory and gai^o intestinal data. The sdgnals obtained cannot be considered 

quantitative in the higher portions of the airway, le. in the nasal pharynx the 

ten^erature drift will be significant as the air would not have reached a stable 

tenqierature at this point.(see section 5.2.3): the ambient room tençerature was 24°C 

at the time offtre experiment. Thermal effects become more significant if ambient 

conditions were cooler as the tenqierature gradient will penetrate further into the 

airway.

The single transducer study is also usefirl in further motivating the development 

of file multiple transducer catheter. Although the single chaimel device did provide 

information regarding the presence of flow limitation during snoring, location 

information providing a profile of the pressure along the subject area is not available. It 

is inqiortant to anchor the transducer in position to ensure the pressure information is 

not lost in noise due to vibration.
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The resolution of the device is defined by the size of the pressure inlet: Innn in 

diameter. A pressure balloon of 30mm or more is usually inflated around the inlet to 

the transducer to achieve sensitivity during airway manometry, and hence the 

physiological resolution is limited to 30mm (Beardsmore et a l, 1982). The increased 

resolution due to miniaturisation means the transducer position is critical (resolution of 

1mm possible). The location of transducers in the seven transducer device was assisted 

by the use of a radio-opaque marker (see chapter 3) vAereby the resolution was 

limited to 10mm (the lengfii of each of the pressure balloons confining each of die 

pressure transducers in the catheter).

5.5 Tests on the multiple channel transducer catheter

5.5.1 A simulated airway

5.5.1.1 Method

Prior to the introduction of the multiple channel optical fibre catheter into the 

upper airway of a living subject, a series of Emulations were performed with different 

upper airway models. The purpose of these erqrerimaits was to ensure that the 

instrument did not suffer fi-om cross-talk between adjacent transducers, and to confirm 

that the catheter was indeed able to diagnose airway narrowing by pressure 

measurement. The models were as follows:

• An airway of rigid construction - A 15mm ID tube with a 20mm long, 5mm ID 

constriction.

• A non-rigid latex airway (Figure 5-17) vriiich is susceptible to collapse during 

inspiration.

Rigid pecspesx tube
Latex tube colhgwM 
due to airfiow

I T !
Î Aiifiow

LocatKm of I _______________J
Diaance vatiaWe 

to adjust muscle tone

Figure 5-17 An upper airway simulator used for preliminary testing of the multq)le
transducer catheter.
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Figure 5-17 is a schematic of the latex upper airway model The upper airway is 

known to become atonic during obstructive sleep apnoea (chapter 2). Given this 

hypothesis a model airway was constructed using a Imgth of 10mm OD latex tube 

(0.5mm thick) ifixed between two tubes of ri^d construction (perspex). Airflow was 

produced by a 100ml air-filled syringe driven by a motor. “Muscle tone” was adjusted 

by stretching the latex tube longitudinally. The early experiments replaced the latex 

diaphragm with a narrow gauge (4mm) rigid tube.

5.5.1.2 TestSAI

During the first experiment (Figure 5-19) airflow was provided by a volunteer 

breathing normally through a rigid model airway, tAilst the catheter was 

simultaneously withdrawn over the constriction. The catheter was coated with a water 

soluble jelly to allow the catheter to move freely inEde the constriction. The tight fit of 

the catheter almost conq>letely prevented the air from flowing though the tube. Figure 

5-19 shows a series of epochs (labelled ‘1’ to ‘5’) with the catheter in different 

locations along the airway, and hence different transducers lying across the 

constriction. By examination of each of the sets of data it is clear that the presmce of 

the catheter was almoE completely blocking the flow of air through the constriction.

• Epoch ‘ r  is located with collar separating transducer #1 and #2 across the 

constriction. Pressure was measured to fell by 88% (788Pa to 97Pa).

• Epoch ‘2’ and ‘3’ show the constriction is located at transducers #3 and #4 

respectively. The quantisation error of the data acquiEtion system means that flow is 

almoE undetectable on the uppermost transducers.

• Epoch ‘4’ clearfy illustrates the presence of the conEriction by a peak in 

pressure. The catheter has not occluded the vessel and a local rise in pressure due to a 

constriction to maintain volumetric flow rate is observed. The constriction is located at 

transducer #5.
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Transducer number againE recorded pressure
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7

OOR»
OPa

OOR
«OPa

48Pa 90Pa 1.40kPa 958Pa 461Pa

OOR = Out O f Range due to quantisation error

Figure 5-18 A table of the peak amplitude change observed on 
epoch ‘4’ (TeE SAl)

• Epoch ‘5’ was recorded with a double constriction, the firE located between 

transducers #6 and #7 (50mm below #6), wM e  the second was at the entrance to the 

tube at transducer #1. Both constrictions are apparent by observation of the 

waveforms, however the amplitude of the pressures recorded is lower vriien given an 

identical stimulus to the previous recordings. Transducer #7 is located at 200mm from 

#6. The catheter is 1mm narrower at this point and consequently air flow is not as 

severely restricted as whrai the transducer array is across the constriction: the pressure 

change in the bottorormoE portion of the airway is larger as a result.
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Figure 5-19 A series of five epochs recorded on seven transducers using a shnukted 
upper airway of rigid construction vsMst simultaneously withdrawing the catheter over

a constriction (TeE SAiy
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5.5.1.3 TestSA2

A second simulation using the apparatus in Figure 5-17 was performed using a 

collapsible tube. Airflow was provided by a 100ml syringe driven by a motor to 

promote collapse of a latex diaphragm representing the upper airway. The peak 

amplitudes to the recorded pressure in each of the transducers are summarised in the 

table below (Figure 5-20).

Transducer number againE recorded pressure
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7

82Pa 85Pa 550Pa 3.06kPa 588kPa 353Pa 294Pa

Figure 5-20 A summary of pressure amplitude on seven transducers using a catheter in 
a shnulated latex airway (#7 bottom-moE device).

The effect of airway collapse was greatly exaggerated by the model due to the 

motor being able to supply sufficient torque to force the latex diaphragm to collapse in 

onto the Ede of the catheter and then be withdrawn into the airway prior to e>piration 

(Figure 5-21). Consequently the pressure increase at the site of the collapse is greater 

than would be expected in a real airway.

The results also shown a pha% Eiift between adjacent pressure Egnals : 

transducer #1 lags #7 by 160°. This is due to the pressure being introduced at the base 

of the apparatus, and the low group velocity'* of the pressure wave.

Distance from transducer #1 to #7 

Phase delay

Group velocity of air

= 300mm 

= 160°

= 0.53seconds 

= 566mm/s

' The group velocity is defined as the rate of propagation of the atoms in the pressure wave.
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Figure 5-21 Data recorded uâng a latex model of the upper airway to simulate collapse 
as occurs in obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome (Test SA2).
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5.5.2 Clinical trials

To evaluate the technique fully for clinical use a detailed study should be 

performed on a large group of patients both with and without airway abnormaUties, 

upon which an unbiased statistical analysis may be performed. A small group of 

patients was examined with an age range of 40 to 65 years and of mixed sex with the 

assistance of a consukant anaesthetist. This preliminary study was performed to 

investigate Wiether the device warranted such an in-depth, time-consuming 

investigation.

Patients were investigated under both local and general anaesthesia. The purpose 

was to provide an accurate reconstruction of the atonic effect of the muscles A^ch 

occurs during sleq) to promote the airway disorder as it occurs naturally. Local 

anaesthesia was used so to allow the subject to perform a series of respiratory 

exercises (as in section 5.4). A conqiarison between consciousness and posture with 

respect to the airway may then be obtained.

Investigations during general anaesthesia were performed in recovery following a 

non-sleep related operation. The catheter was inserted 10 minutes prior to the end of 

the operation to allow it to stabilise, and the location of the transducers behind the soft 

palate checked by visual inspection. Analysis commenced during a 10 to 15 minute 

period prior to the patient becoming fiiUy conscious. An X-ray of the catheter in the 

airway is depicted in Figure 5-22.

A - The top of the catheter in at 

the back of the nose

B - Radio-opaque marker below 

transducer #1

C - Radio-opaque marker at 

entrance to oesophagus 

(transducer #6)

Figure 5-22 A lateral x-ray of a subject with the multiple transducer 
catheter in position: transducer 1 to 6 are illustrated.
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Prior to taking the measurement from the airway the catheter was calibrated. 

Given that the transducer is approximately linear over a limited working range (see 

section 5.2.1), the catheter was enclosed in a pressure chamber and exposed to a series 

of sinusoidal varying pressures so as to ensure IkPa provided a fiill scale deflection. 

Calibration data was then collected during a ten second epoch and used to scale the 

data vriien the recording was conçlete. Calibration data and airway data were acquired 

using the arrangement shown in Figure 5-1 (section 5.2.1.1). The system is capable of 

rimuhaneously acquiring data from 16 channels through 16 individually calibrated 

analogue to digital converters (8 bits): 8 channels patient isolated at 4kV RMS and 8 

channels non-isolated (used for pressure transducer). The sangle frequency is lOOHz 

maximum per channel by the serial port of a laptop 386SX PC, and is sufficient for 

respiration and snoring signals. Once acquired the data was e7q>orted as ASCII code 

into the mathematical modehmg package Matlab™ for scaling and then to appropriate 

graphics software. Data conversion was performed using code written in C

The nasal passage and soft palate were anaesthetised locally uring Lignocaine 

and the transducer coated with water soluble jelly (KY Jelly^“) for analysis of 

conscious subjects. The catheter was inserted through the nostril and swallowed into 

place so transducers #1 to #6 were located from the back of the nasal pharynx to the 

entrance to the oesophagus (Figure 5-22). The patient was then allowed to relax for 5 

to 10 minutes to allow the catheter to reach the nominal airway tenperature and to 

allow the oesophagus to become accustomed to the presence of the catheter.

5.5.2.1 Test CT6 - Local anaesthesia 

The waveforms illustrated in Figure 5-23 were acquired from a subject breathing 

normally tiurough the mouth and seated in an upright posture. Normal respiration can 

be observed on channels #1 to #6, however #1 to #3 are inverted in conparison with 

channels #4 and #6. This is due to the process of oral breathing, the vast proportion of 

airflow being over transducers #4 to #6. The frequency of breathing is 0.18Hz. The 

anphtude for the transducers peak at the level of the soft palate (#4) at 1040Pa. 

Transducers below the uvula &11 in anplitude steadily: #5 at 700Pa, #6 at 520Pa, as do
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the transducers above it: #3 at 870Pa, #2 at 430Pa #1 at 170Pa. This peak in anplitude 

along the length of the six transducer array is characterise of oral breathing.

Transduce #7 is located mid-oesophagus and shows evidence of cardiac 

artefrct. The ADC of the data acquisition ^stem  is clpping because anplitude of the 

pressme signal has gone too high. The large apparent change in pressure (2S00Pa) is 

due to the deformation of the oesophageal wall as the heart beats and is also due to 

respiration. The fimdamental frequency of the change in pressure due to the heart was 

meaaired at 1.2Hz, conparable with the ECG (Figure 5-23). The signal inverts. This 

inplies that the entrance to the oesophagus is partially occluded. As the abdomm 

expands during inspiration the oesophagus is conpressed; the pressure inside increases 

due to the blockage at the entrance.
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Figure 5-23 A pressure proffle of the upper airway of a patient breathing normally 
illustrating the reqiiratoiy and cardiac cycles.
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5 5.2.2 Test CT7 - Local anaesthesia 

Figure 5-24 illustrates the change in respiratory pressure when simulating 

snoring by forced vibration of the soft palate, vAilst being seated in an upright posture. 

In order to promote vibration of the soft palate, the vast proportion of air is inhaled 

through the oral airway, this is characteristically illustrated by the opposing polarity of 

channels #3 and #4. In the oropharynx the pressure during inspiration and ejqiiration 

increases to 710Pa, but returns to 170Pa Wren normal relaxed breathing resumes after 

27 seconds. The site of the collapse is illustrated by transducer #4. During inspiration a 

high frequency palatal vibration is observed (snoring). When ftie palate strikes the 

sur&ce of the transducer the pressure made that particular element rises and is drown 

as a positive qrike (170Pa) immediately after or at the end of the inspiratory part of 

the cycle on chaimel #4 (cf: general anaesftiesia, test CT9). This is due to the initial 

negative gauge pressure allowing the tissues to collapse around the device. 

Consequently, although the pressure is seen to fell initially, the interior pressure of the 

transducer increases and is reflected in the data.
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Figure 5-24 Changing anplitude of the respiratory wave during the onset of heavy
breathing.
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S.5.2.3 Test CT8 - Local anaesthesia

The patient data Aown in Figure 5-25 was taken during the same session as 

Figure 5-24, the transducer was pulled further into the oesophagus by peristaltis. The 

feature of interest in Figure 5-25 is the phase diift shown between the peaks on 

transducers #6 and #7 between 55 and 65 seconds. The subject is breathing through 

the nose normally. This is then interrupted by two swallows causing peristaltic waves 

to travel down the oesophagus. If all sevm transducers were to be located in the 

oesophagus there would be a phase shift steadily increasing between adjacmt 

transducers. The first action of swallowing is the closure of the soft palate agamst the 

back of the throat, i.e. the location of the transducers #1 to #6. The transduction 

elemmt was designed to detect lOPa, and so will be susceptible to slight vibration: as 

the uvula strikes the top of the transducers #1 to #6 register vibration. Transducer #7 

is far enou^ away (200mm) not to register this movement, but does detect the 

peristaltic wave as it passes. Assuming the wave starts at transducer #6 and passes #7, 

the qieed of the wave is 35.7mm/s (covering 200mm in 5.6 seconds).

Observation of the respiratory waveform of transducers #1 to #6 provides a 

profile of the airway. A constriction of the airway will require an increased flow rate, 

and hence pressure will rise. By observation of the data it is apparent that the array of 

transducers are located between the nasal pharynx and oesophageal entrance. The 

po^erior to the nasal pharynx k  narrow in diameter (»15mm), this is detected by a 

mean anplitude of 190Pa, Alhng to 130Pa and 50Pa in transducers #2 and #3 

reflectively. Unlike test CT6, the transducer is not obstructing the oesophagus, and all 

waveforms are consequently of the same polarity. Further evidence of the location of 

the catheter in the airway is the broad peak of the peristaltic wave on transducer #6 

(cf: transducer #7). This is not caused by the shock of the uvula striking the catheter, 

but the wave itself.
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Figure 5-25 The peristaltic wave in the oesophagus.
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5.5.2 4 Test CT9 - Local anaesthesia 

Results of test CT9 are shown on three graphs. The same subject was used in aU 

cases, but posture and the breathing pattern were varied. Figure 5-29a shows a normal 

relaxed nasal breathing pattern: transducers #I to #5 describe the flow of air through 

the pharynx. The pressure of the higher transducer is lower than that of the bottom 

(#5). Transducer #2 has a peak-to-peak pressure of 94Pa, vshich increases 

successively: #3 at 125Pa, #4 at llOPa, #5 at 210Pa. Transducer #6 is recording a low 

anplitude, this may be due to its location in the entrance to tiie oesophagus.

Transducer #7 is saturating. If Figure 5-29a and Figure 5-29b are compared it is 

posmble to observe the effect of posture on airway cross-section. The head of the 

subject was tqiped back and breathing exercised in a similar manner to that in Figure 5- 

29a. There is little change on transducers #1 and #2, 109Pa to 120Pa and 94Pa 

reflectively. The increase in amplitude as a consequence of orifice constriction is 

apparent on transducer #3 to #6 inclusive (Figure 5-26).

Transducer Upright posture 
(Pa)

Head back 
(Pm)

Change AP 
(Pa)

Change
(%)

#1 117 109 -8 6.8
#2 94 94 0 0
#3 125 194 69 55
#4 109 140 31 29
#5 210 220 10 5

Figure 5-26 Changing pressure observed in the pharynx caused by the adjuf ment of
patient posture.

The table diown in Figure 5-26 illustrates a percentage increase in pressure at 

maximum at transducer #3, this steadily fells fiuther along the length of the catheter. It 

may be concluded fi'om these results that the t ç  of the soft palate (uvula) has closed 

the orifice at the back of the throat slightly due to gravity, hi order to maintain the 

flow rate the pressure increases.

The head of the subject was tipped back and snoring simulated by forced 

vibration of the soft palate. In order to exercise this manoeuvre breathing was deeper. 

The is shown as an increase in respiration anqilitude of 198% on transducer #2 felling
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to 22% on transducer #5. The percentage increase in anqilitude is not linearly related 

to the change in diameter of the airway, and will be dependent on Wtether the air flow 

is turbulent or laminar (chapter 6).

Transducer Upright posture 
(Pa)

Snoring
(Pa)

Change AP 
(Pa)

Change
(%)

#1 117 170 53 45
#2 94 280 186 198
#3 125 250 125 100
#4 109 140 31 28
#5 210 256 46 22

Figure 5-27 Changing pressure during snoring with re je c t to normal, relaxed,
breathing.

By close examination of transducers #2 to #4 it is possible to observe the high 

fi-equency conqtonent characteristic to snoring (palatal vibration) and was measured to 

be at 17.3Hz^. Examination of the waveform does not show any evidence flow 

restriction, purely pressure transients due tiie movement of the palate. This frequency 

corresponds to the 14Hz measured during aaoring Wien using the single channel 

device (Test CT3). Snoring was observed on transducers #2 to #5. The occurrence of 

apnoea, airway obstruction and aaoring is discussed fiiUy in section 5.7.

500
High frequency implies snoring

&

I
-500

10 11 12 13 14 1
Time (seconds)

Figure 5-28 Ifigh resolution plot of transducer #3, inspiratory cycle 2 
(see Figure 5-29c).

The high fi-equency component is not tqqjarent on Figure 5-29c, this is due to the g r^ h  plotting 
process.
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Figure 5-29a The pressure profile of a patient seated in an upright posture and 
breathing normally.
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Figure 5-29b The pressure profile of the pharynx with the subject’s head tapped back 
to emulate a supine position.
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Figure 5-29c The pressure proile of the pharynx illustrating a mean increase in 
pressure due to the increased effort required to force the soft palate to vibrate 

(See Figure 5-28 for inset).
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5 5.2.5 Test CT10- Generstf anaesthesia

Patient Profile; Age
Sex
Build

50-55
Female
Slim

Figure 5-30 illustrates the pressure profile of a patient with a normal airway. 
Breathing was slow and periodic and primarily through the oral airway. Each of the six 
upper pressure transducers register extremely low pressures and are approaching the 
limit of the data acquisition system: this is apparmt due to the quantisation error 
(particularly prominent on transducers #4 to #6). The breathing pattern is almost 
conçletely invisible on transducer #3, however above and below shown clear signs of 
respiration. Transducer #3 is at the back of the mouth and hence in part of the airway 
with large cross-section. This dead-spot is characteristic of the airflow in the pharynx 
and may be used to determine the location of the transducer in the throat without 
taking an X-ray. The outputs of the transducers above the dead-spot (transducer #3 
<10Pa) are of approximately the same anqilitude: ITPa. The pressures below fliis point 
successively increase: 38Pa at #4, 55Pa at #5 and 108Pa at #6.

The data also Aows the unusual breathing pattern of the patient, transducers #5 
and #6 show that Wfilst the first breath is large the second appears to be a lot 
shallower.
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Figure 5-30 The pressure proffle of a patient under general anaesfflesia breathing 
through a normal upper airway (Test CT9).
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5 5.2.6 Test CT11 - General anaesthesia

Patient Profile; Age
Sex
Build

65-70
Male
Slim

The second set of results presented with general anaestheaa illustrate a non
obstructing patient and is the result of the sixth patient investigated in the group of six. 
The dead-spot is clearly visible on transducers #3 and #4. The polarity of the traces 
changes throughout the airway. Inspiration gives rise to a negative pressure on 
transducers #3, #4 and #5, Wiilst tihere is a positive going pressure on transducers #1, 
#2, #6 and #7. The posture of the patient lying in a supine position has allowed the 
entrance to the oesophagus to close around the transducer. The expansion of the chest 
conq>resses the oesophageal wall increasing the pressure inside. Transducer #7 shows 
evidence of the cardiac cycle as a high frequency (1.8Hz) signal superinqtosed over the 
respiratory signal at 0.2Hz®. The non-uniform conq>ression of the oesophagus also 
leads to a phase shift between these signals on transducers #6 and #7 of 78°.

The change in polarity of transducers #1 and #2 is surprising, but was also 
observed test CTl under local anaesthesia. This may only be explained as the 
prognosis of a high nasal impedance worsened by the presence of the catheter 
obstructing airflow in one nostrü. When air enters the oral airway it flows both into the 
pharynx, and also into the nasal pharynx. The air trapped at the back of the nose and 
sinuses will increase in pressure.

* The fiequency of respiration has slowW down in all patients under general anaesthesia and is 
characteristic of natural sleep.
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Figure 5-31 The pressure profile of a patimt under general anaesfiiesia breathing
heavily through the oral airway (Test CTIO).
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5.5 2.7 Test CT12 - General anaesthesia

Patient Profile: Age
Sex
Build

55-60
Male
Heavy

The third patient to be examined under general anaesthesia arrived in the 
recovery area with audible moring and possible obstruction. Being of heavy build this 
patient is a candidate for OSAS.

All traces recorded pressures higher than that illustrated in test CTIO (above). 
This is due to the heavier breathing. Transducer #1 and #2 are located in the back of 
the nose and display presanes of âmUar anq)litude: 78Pa and 88Pa respectively. 
Transducer #3 (illustrated in Figure 5-32) is the site of airway partial obaruction and 
shows evidence of flow limitation due to palatal vibration. Snoring occurs during 
inspiration. Mtially the flow is maximum and pressure fells by 340Pa: a higher 
fi-equency conq)onent of 21.2Hz is detectable. As the palate begins to obstruct the flow 
the pressure rises by 47Pa and aays conaant for 0.5 seconds (inspiration occurs for 
1.8 seconds).

-200

V-300

32 Flow limKation and palatal vibration

400 —

-400

30 35 40 45 5
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Figure 5-32 Vibration of the soft palate during aioring in a patient under general
anaesthesia.
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The pressure below the palate rises from 72 Pa to 1 lOPa on transducers #4 and 

#5 reflectively and is characteristic of the upper airway. The final transducer in the 

array conquises a null followed by a peak. The negative part of the cycle corresponds 

to the onset of inspiration, whila the positive to expiration. Transducer #6 is in the 

entrance to the oesophagus, the relaxed oesophageal wall resting againa the 

diaphragm of the transducer. During inspiration and expiration the catheter is either 

conqiressed fiuther or released momentarily causing the aforementioned waveform. 

Transducer #7 shows cardiac arte&ct superin^osed on a respiratory wave.
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Figure 5-33 The pressure proJBle of a patient under general anaesthesia wMi an
obstructing airway and snoring (Test CTl 1).
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5.S.2.8 Test CT13 - Generstf anaesthesia

Patient Profile: Age
Sex
Build

70
Female
Medium

The patient in this study arrived in the recovery area snoring heavily. Evidence of 

palatal vibration is clear on transducers #3 and #4. Transducer #1, located in the nasal 

pharynx, does not show evidence of moring, but can be used to analyse the effect of 

tidal volume on the vibration of the palate Comparison of breatiis ‘1’ and ‘2’ (see 

Figure 5-35) show two different tidal volumes as different pressures on transducer #1 

(the subject is predominantly nasal breathing). Breath ‘2’ has a peak-to-peak amplitude 

of 96Pa on transducer #1, and examination of the transducers successively lower 

down the airway show no evidaace of palatal vibration. In comparison breath ‘2’ has 

an amplitude of 183Pa on transducer ‘1’. The increased pressure is also apparent on 

transducer #5.

Pressure increases during both breaths through transducers #1 to #4, however 

during cycle ‘1’, flow is so severely restricted that the plateau region of the flow 

profile (plotted against time) is clearly viable on transducer #4.

Transducer Pressure (Pa) 
#1

Pressure (Pa) 
#2

Pressure (Pa) 
#3

Pressure (Pa) 
#4

Breath (1) 183 122 52 97
Breatii(2) 96 139 261 148

Figure 5-34 A comparison of breaths taken fi'om the same patient illustrating the effect 
of tidal volume on palatal vibration and occlusion.

The airway of this patient is narrowed behind the soft palate, but is wide at the 

rear of the nose and below the uvula. A small pressure change lower in airway, ie. 

transducer #5 (56Pa), is not sufficient to promote coUapiæ, however if this pressure is 

increased to approximately lOOPa a collapse will occur in this patient in a supine 

posture. The oesophageal transducer shows the cardiac cycle superimposed in the 

respiratory waveform. The waveform is of the same polarity of the proceeding 

transducers implying that the entrance to the oesophagus is not blocked by the 

catheter.
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Figure 5-35 The pressure profile of a patient under gmeral anaesthesia with an
obstructing airway and snoring (Test CT12).
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5.5.2 9 Test CT14 - General anaesthesia

Patient Profile; Age 
Sex 
Build

57
Male
Medium

The pressure profile illustrated in Figure 5-36 was taken fi-om a patient suffering 

firom airway obstruction on arrival in the recovery area. Transducer #1 is located in the 

back of the nose, and shows a low pressure due to the obstruction at the site of 

transducer #2 vriiich is saturating due to the palate con^ressing the diaphragm of that 

particular transducer. This evidence means that the transducer has been either placed 

fiirtiier down the airway initially, or peristalsis has pulled it a fiirther 20mm into the 

oesophagus (transducer #3 being level wWi the uvula in prior sets of data). This 

e7q>lains the data obtained on transducers #5 and #6 (saturating) vriiich are both in the 

oesophagus (transducer #5 at the oesophageal entrance, transducer #6 inside 

oesophagus). The waveform shown on transducer #5 is characteristic to the airway 

collapsing around the neck of the catheter showing a peak in opposite directions 

during a single respiratory cycle. Transducer #7 also shows cardiac arte&ct and is the 

reverse of transducer #6. This is caused by the manner that the oesophageal wall is 

deformed by abdominal movement and does not yield any fiirther information about 

upper airway air flow.
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Figure 5-36 The pressure profile of a patient under general anaesthesia with an
obstructing airway (Test CT13).
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5.6 Validation of the mathematical model
In order to validate the usefiihess of the three dimensional mathematical model 

for detemnning fitture pressure transducer designs, the model was corcpared to a 

transducer of known characteristic.

lE+O
-A —  Povwr at 0mm offset 

" □  Power at 1 mm offset 

- 0 — Power at 3mm offset 

- 0 —  Power at 5mm offset

lE-1

lB-3

lE-4

lE-6

Radius of curvature (mm)

Figure 5-37 The variation of curvature of the reflective transduction element plotted 
against normalised power \^Mst keeping the distance to fi-om the receiving optical 

fibre to the transduction elemmt apex constant

Figure 5-37 presents calculations showing the effect the curved meniscus has on 

modulating the light emanating fi-om the enutting optical fibre (diameter 0.25mm) of 

dimensions identical to that of the real pressure transducer. Each of the curves 

presented is the predicted normalised light received by a optical fibre at different 

distances back from the transduction element. Two of these curves are combined in the 

real pressure transducer to overcome bending losses of&et 1mm and 5mm fi-om the 

emitting optical fibre reflectively.

The radius of curvature was converted into a pressure axis by examination offlie 

gel transduction element dimensions under various static conditions.
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Figure 5-38 Validation of the mathematical model by con^arison of real data to
simulated data

Figure 5-38 illustrates two curves representing data obtained from a single 

channel pressure transducer under static conditions, and a transducer of identical 

dimensions shnulated by the tree dinmisional mathematical model described in chapter 

4. In both cases the emitting optical fibre was placed 3mm away from the gel 

transduction element. En^irical data was obtained from the device and fed into the 

model in order to predict the output. The difference between the flux received by two 

optical fibres, offset 1mm and 5mm respectively, was then calculated to produce a 

pressure reading.

The atmospheric pressure varied by 450Pa (3.4mmHg) between taking the static 

calibration and recording the dimensions of the gel transduction elemmt as the reading 

were taken on different days. The sensitivity of the transducer means that this pressure 

change can easily be detected and consequently the graphs were mis-aligned by 450Pa. 

High atmospheric pressure makes the gel meniscus less concave, ie . the reflective
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sur&ce is closer to the optical fibres. If the emittixig optical fibre gets too close to the 

surfiice the first half of the operating characteristic will be breached and a peak will be 

observed’ (see chapter 3, section 3.3.2).

As the pressure M s  the reflecting gel is pulled away fi-om the receiving optical 

fibres becoming concave and the output tails ofl  ̂this is visible in both curves. If the 

pressure is increased above that o f flie enclosed air bubble the gel meniscus becomes 

less concave, until it becomes planar and beyond that convex. The mean error betwem 

the model prediction and the physical data is 0.0284% of the normalised power.

The model is limited in the respect that it cannot simulate a convex surfiice, 

however it is useful as an approximation to predict the output fi-om an optical fibre 

providing the pressure change is within the original transducer detign criteria. It is able 

to detect the operating limits of the transducer, and determine vdien it should saturate 

given different ambient conditions.

5.7 Discussion and conclusions

This chapter has summarised both the clinical and laboratory investigations 

performed on the optical fibre pressure transducer vihen integrated into a catheter 

containing seven devices, or used individually. The first set of clinical trials used a 

single channel 0.94mm OD device to determine the signals expected during respiration 

using a series of breathing exercises to simulate breathing by taping the head back and 

vibrating the soft palate against the back of the tongue. A profile of expected pressures 

was produced in the upper airway and oesophagus: respiratory, gastric and cardiac 

signals were observed. This investigation emphasised the limited data that may be 

obtained uting a angle channel device. Ihe  occurrence of an apnoea may be observed, 

but location information is not available.

This feafiire can also be simulated by the mathematical model, see chapter 4, section 4.5.2 2
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Following the development of the seven channel design, the two studies were 

conducted with locally and generally anaesthetised patients reqtectively. The first set 

of studies showed the h i^  level of oesophageal activity associated with awake state. 

Peristaltic waves were not observed in patients under general anaesthesia. By 

observation of the pressure profile along the airway it was possible to observe the site 

of airway collapse. The extent of the collapse can be determined by classifying the 

waveform under one of three headings:

0 An undistorted respiratory wave, tifcie anq>litude of which increases at the site of the 

occludon

0 A negative gauge pressure promotes the airway to con^letely collapse onto the 

catheter housing, squeezing the air-filled balloon to raise tiie interior pressure of the 

catheter. Such waves are sigmoid in appearance.

0 Flow limitation due to palatal vibration: this occurs due to the palate vibrating 

against the back of the tongue during inspiration and gives rise to a high fi-equency 

componmt 15 to 20Hz on the waveform. This represents partial occlusion of the 

upper airway and may often be observed in transducers below the obstructive site as 

a negative-going pressure followed by a slight increase in pressure and thm a 

plateau region.

The optical fibre pressure transducer catheter has been diown to work 

successfiiUy in a small sample of patients with and without history of airway disorder. 

The mam disadvantage of such transducers is their susceptibility to tençerature drift.

In the case of the single channel system the low thermal mass and hence a short time 

constant makes tençerature drift due to airflow significant, however it is linear and 

may be conq>ensated uang a high speed tenqierature transducer. The increased thermal 

mass of the integrated system leads to a time constant of 78 seconds, and hence 

thermal conqjensation with normal respiration is not necessary. The increased physical 

mass of the seven transducer in con^arison with the single channel system also
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prevented the catheter being agitated in the oesophagus due to cardiac induced motion 

of the oesophageal wah  ̂as drastically.

The final transducer design has satisfied the criteria specified in the initial design 

protocol. Although the transducer is not currently smaller than recent pressure 

transducers the potential for miniaturisation is limited only by the mechanical strength 

of the optical fibres in the transducer housing. The packaging of individual transducers 

in the catheter was limited by the materials and equipment in the laboratory, using 

industrially refined techniques it should be possible to reduce the diameter of the 

catheter to less than 2mm using tin-walled tubing to house the devices. The volume of 

air contained inside the transducer housing must however be conserved to maintain the 

sensitivity (lOPa).

For this particular application the frequency response was limited by placing a 

lOOHz low-pass filter on the output to minimise noise. From the calculations shown in 

chapter 3 it should theoretically be possible to operate the device at over IkHz. High 

accuracy is also not important, even through the catheter has a sensitivity of lOPa. It is 

apparent fi-om the waveforms that the physician will only have to look firom trends 

between the pressure readings of each of the transducers to make a diagnosis. The 

seven pressure transducers inside the catheter must be calibrated against one another in 

order to make a meaningful diagnosis.

The transducer is disposable, the main cost arising from the optical SMA 

connectors which may be reconditioned in order to recuperate some of the cost. 

Currently available transducers comprise a series o f  miniature components which are 

too expensive to deem disposable. Although the labour cost for catheter manufacture 

is h i^ , this would fall should a device be mass-produced commercially.

The quantity of transducers selected for the prototype was chosen by the 

University Department of Anaesthesia. It can be argued that cost could be minimised 

further by reducing the number of transducers in each catheter. The site of airway 

collapse generally occurs at the back of the tongue or sofl; palate, and consequently the 

transducers lower than these points provide little more information than those higher

** Future miniature designs may be useful for applications were size is extremely important such as 
applications in pre-term babies and neonates (Slcatvedt and Groe^ard., 1994).
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up the airway. Only one transducer below this point is required to give evidence of air 

flow limitation. The most distal transducer provided a combination of cardiac and 

respiratory data. Although it was found to be inportant to anchor the transducer in the 

oesophagus for the reasons discussed above, the oesophageal transducer did not 

provide any information about the occurrence of OSAS. If experiments were to be 

performed on real OSAS patients a respiratory signal would still be measured on the 

oesophageal transducer even if the airway was totally occluded.
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Chapter 6

Rationale for the optical fibre endothelial cell damage probe - An overview of 

atheroma, angioplasty and vascular restenosis

6.1 Introduction

The following chapter is the motivation of the development of the optical fibre 

biosensor for measuring the healing process of the coronary arteries and is a 

conparison of the former optical fibre pressure transducer (chapters 2 to 5). The 

anatomy, physiology and histology of the vascular endothelium is introduced as part of 

the arterial wall The Actors leading to arterial stenosis and restenosis following 

percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA) are introduced. Angioplasty 

using balloon catheters, ultra-sound and lasers are summarised.

Particular attention is paid to the vascular mdothelium, and its potential role in 

causing restaiosis following angiopAsty. Methods of biologically marking the 

damaged vessel wall following angioplasty are reviewed as a rationale for die 

application of optical fibre technology to develop a biological probe to monitor the 

endothelial healing process.

6.2 Anatomy and pathoiogy of the cardiac arteries and 
vascular endothelium

6.21 Cardiac anatomy and physiology

The aduh mammalian heart conprises two nmscular punps acting in series: the 

right atrium and right ventricle constitute a low pressure pump transferring 

deoxygenated blood firom systemic veins to the pulmonary artery, and the lefl; atrium 

and left ventricle constitute a high pressure punp transferring oxygenated blood fi-om 

left atrium to aorta for distribution around the rest of the body Figure 6- la.
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The mçedance of the pulmonary and systemic circulation result in mean 

pressures of approximately 22mmHg (2.9 kPa) and 120mmHg (IS.8 kPa) in the 

pulmonary artery and aorta respectively^ Biological vascular pressures are 

conventionally measured in mmHg (lOkPa » 760mmHg). Pressure and flow 

waveforms in the major vessels are determined both by ventricular output and by the 

static and dynamic conq>liance characteristics of the respective arterial trees.

Cardiac muscle is supplied by the coronary arteries, A t̂ich arise from the aorta 

just above the aorta valve cuq)s. The phasic contraction of cardiac muscle causes large 

changes in the conductance of the coronary circulation down-stream of the arterials - 

such conductance is very low in systole and large in diastole. As a result distal 

coronary artery blood flow occurs predominantly during diastole (Figure 6-lb).

PULMONARY CIRCULATION
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SYSTEMIC CIRCULATION

Figure 6-la Figure 6-lb

Figure 6-1 Blood flow in the systemic and pulmonary circulatory system 
(Guyton., 1981 and Wilmer ef a/., 1990)

 ̂The study of the flow, pressure and properties of blood circulation is called haemodynamics.
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Figure 6-la schematica% illustrates all of the veins and arteries of the pulmonary 

and systemic circulatory system grouped together in single chambers. Each of the two 

chambers are analogously linked by a narrow gauge tube Wuch represents the arteries 

and capillaries.

Blood flow through a vessel is determined by the following two factors:

• The pressure difference - hence the force of the blood through the vessel

• Vascular resistance - this is a flmction vessel diameter and fluid viscosity.

Volumetric flow is closely linked to the metabolic requirements of individual 

organs. There are currently many systems available to measure blood flow, each of 

vAich yields a value either in millilitres or litres per minute (section 6.4).

Each system atten^ts to describe the following equation:

Q = —  (Eqn 6-1)

Q = Volumetric flow rate (ml/sec)
AP = Pressure drop (mmHg)
R = Vascular in^edance (PRU)

Measured flow is a function of pressure loss, vessel diameter and fluid velocity 

(Eqn 6-1). The unit of arterial resistance or inqiedance is stated as peripheral 

resistance units (PRU) :

1 PRU = ImmHg pressure loss at 1 ml/sec

Wiere: Pulmonary vessels 0.12 to 1.00 PRU

Systemic vessels 1.00 to 4.00 PRU

A shght change in vessel diameter by a constriction or otherwise will result in a 

marked change in vessel resistance (Eqn 6-2 to Eqn 6-5). Steady flow in a narrow 

vessel inçlies that the flow is constant in any given concentric ring in a vessel cross
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section. Flow rate Q is defined as velocity Vmult^lied by cross-sectional area of 

the vessel (Duncan., 1987 and Nichols and O’Rourke., 1990).

hence: Q = V nr^  (Eqn 6-2)

Poiseuille’s law states: Q = ^  (Eqn 6-3)
StjI

vsfrere AP = Pressure drop along vessel length /
T1 = Coefficient ofviscoâty 
/ = Length of vessel 
r = Radius of vessel

Conductance of vessel: C =  ̂s  Ar”* (Eqn 6-4)

Resistance of vessel: / ? o c ^  (Eqn 6-5)

The flow of blood is also dependent on the vessel himen sur&ce, and may be 

either turbulent or laminar flow. The friction between the blood and vessel wall leads 

to parabolic laminar flow. The blood moves at maximal velocity along the neutral axis 

of the artery, and is almost stationary at the boundary. It is this scenario that a 

physician would e7q>ect to observe in a healthy artery of regular and uniform cross- 

section. If the artery is partially occluded or bent Aarply the flow is disturbed and 

becomes apparently random in nature (Guyton., 1981). It is inqjossible to characterise 

the specific flow details, other than to describe it as turbulent. Turbulent flow is said to 

be occuring if the blood is both crossing the vessel, forming eddy currents, as well as 

travelling along it. The result is a frufher increase in resistance.

The vessel is also pliable, and will introduce a considerable amount of non- 

linearity. In the extreme case, if the pressure is low enough, the vessel will phyacally 

collapse in onto itself The presmire below wbich this phenomena occurs is known as 

the critical closing pressure. For normal vessels this is 20mmHg, but will vary if the 

artery is stimulated by other circulatory reflexes (Guyton., 1981).
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The elasticity of the vessel wall will determine the vascular conq>liance  ̂ and the 

vascular distenabdity^ of the artery. If  the blood pressure increases due to a 

constriction or otherwise the heart will be placed under increased stress, and the artery 

will risk damage. Blood pressure is also determined by the orientation of the subject. If 

the person is in an upright posture the pressure wül either increase or decrease, 

dqiending on the location of the measurement instrument.

The cardiovascular sy^em is a finely balanced high pressure system A blocked 

narrow gauge vessel, conducting lower pressure blood returning to the heart, can have 

potentially catastrophic consequences and will be affected more by stenosis than a 

similar vessel of larger diameter.

6.2.2 The vascular endothelium

A mammalian artery involves the combination and interaction between different 

types of cell The artery structure is clasâfied under three headings (Figure 6-2) :

The Tunica Interna describes the irmer lining of the vessel: the endothelium, 

basement membrane and internal elastic lamina.

The Tunica Media is the centre-most and thickest section of the vessel wall: the 

external elastic lamina and smooth muscle cells.

The Tunica Externa is the outer-most layer, and is princçaUy constructed from 

ela^c fibres.

The combination of each of the vessel con^onents leads the vessel to perform 

two fimctions: contractility (vasoconstriction) and elasticity (vasodilation) vvben vessel 

stimulation is removed. The force arises from the smooth muscle cells. The proportion

2 Vascular compliance : A measure of the ability of a mechanical system to respond to an 

^ l i e d  force. It is the reciprocal of the system stiffiiess.

^Vascular distensibility : Ability of a vessel to expand
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of each of the aforementioned vessel conq)onents will vary depending on the type of 

artery (Tortora and Anagnostakos., 1990) (Figure 6-2).

External elastic
lamina j Smooth

Q  ____. Internal elastic / muscle Tunica ExternaB a s ï ^ t  i ^ ù i a  
membrane

Endothelium

—  Lumen

Figure 6-2 The structure of an arterial wall 
(Tortora and Anagnostakos., 1990)

The vascular endothelium is the mediator wbich controls the tone of the smooth 

muscle cells, as well as preventing platelet adhesion to the vessel wall (section 6.5.4). 

If the endothelial cells are damaged the result is localised spasm of the vessel as well as 

thrombosis (Badimon., 1992). The added conq)lication of endothelial cell death is the 

secretion of growth corrçonents which promote smooth muscle cell proliferation.

Vascular stenosis, and hence the need for interventional cardiovascular surgery, 

often begins as damage to the endothelium''. The fragility of the cells means that they 

may be disrupted by turbulent blood flow (see section 6.2.1). Endothelial damage 

allows the aggregation of monocytes on the surface of the endothelial cells which are 

able to migrate into the sub-endothelium and become loaded with cholesterol. This 

may be followed by calcification and thrombosis as a result of damage to the 

endothelial layer.

 ̂The structure of endothelial cells combining to make the vessel wall is called the vascular 
endothelium.
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6.3 Arterial stenosis

Atheromatous narrowing of the coronary arteries is one of the commonest 

forms of heart disease in modem society. Narrowed arteries caimot maintain adequate 

blood supply to heart nmscle during exercise, and the result is an accumulation of 

muscle metabolites causing chest pain. The syndrome of chest pain on exertion is the 

clinical manifestation of coronary artery narrowing and is called angina.

Calcification occurs wben the smooth muscle cells become overloaded with Câ  ̂

ions, destroying the cell mitochondria (Lossnitzer et a l, 1984). The pathologically 

changed cell transforms the arterial wall into a calcified plaque. The eventual 

accumulation of the calcium in the artery lumen will restrict the blood fiow along the 

vessel, and eventually lead to stenosis of the vesseP. The restriction or prevention of 

blood fiow will lead to ischaemia (Figure 6-4). Vascular stenosis is classified by one of 

two possibilities (Figure 6-3).

Figure 6-3 a Figure 6-3b
Figure 6-3 Eccentric and concentric stenosis of the coronary arteries occuring

on the arterial wall 
(after Lossnitzer et a l, 1984)

Eccentric coronary stenosis describes the presence of atheroma on only part of 

the vessel wall through a given cross-section. Concentric coronary stenosis is wben 

atheroma is present on the conq>lete vessel wall through a cross-section.

Stenosis is regarded as a loss of ̂ iproximately 70% of the vessel lumen.
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Stenosis ^.^^Cardiac vessel

^ n e  of ischaemia^ ^ ^ M i^ ^

Figure 6-4 Cardiac ischaemia caused by vascular stenosis 
(after Lossnitzer et ai, 1984)

6.4 Methods of investigating coronary stenosis

The demand for techniques for the examination of the cardiac arteries is 

extensive. Unlike the initial onset of restenosis, arterial stenosis is easily recognised. 

The blood pressure along the length of the vessel either changes, or the vessel becomes 

swollen and deformed. Given these prognoses, current exploratory methods involve 

either the unaging of the vessel, or the measurement of blood flow and blood pressure.

6.4.1 Angiography

Prehminary investigations of the cardiac arteries typically involve direct coronary 

angiography (DCA). The technique is the combination of image enhancement by 

introducing radio-opaque material, such as iodine, intravenously, with image 

processing and enhancement. The quantity of contrast material present means that a 

considerable number of X-rays must be taken (> 30 per second). To maximise the 

signal-to-noise ratio subsequent frames are averaged with previous frames; mask-mode 

subtraction. The duration of the X-ray pulse is short enough to ensure that the patient 

is not e?q)osed to an excessive dose of radiation and stops the image being blurred due 

to the blood flowing in the arteries (MancinL, 1994). The technique does provide 

excellent clarity, however it does lack detail DCA is useful for determining the 

presence of arterial stenosis and the extent of the blockage, but it lacks details on the 

type of occlusion: calcification etc. The clarity of the image permits its use with 

interventional cardiac catheterisation to determine catheter location with respect to the 

occlusion. Laser, balloon and ultrasonic catheters are placed in position in this way.
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Angiograms are performed in the pre and post-operative period to quantify the success 

of angioplasty or bypass surgery (Lyon et a i, 1987).

6.4.2 Histological investigations

The technique providing the most information about the healing of the vascular 

endothelium is the histological examination of the vessel post-mortem or by harvesting 

the vessel during bypass surgery. The vessel is cut into histological slices and examined 

under the microscope. This technique is able to discover the depth of damage caused 

to the vessel wall during angioplasty: balloon angioplasty, laser assisted or otherwise 

(Waller et a l, 1992). Initially it was thought that damage was restricted to the intimai 

layer, however such analysis confirmed that damage can penetrate into the medial 

vessel wall (Lyon et a l, 1987).

6.4.3 Ultrasound

Ultrasound is used in cardiology to both measure blood flow by calculating 

Doppler shift (Satomura., 1959) and as a tomographic technique (Waller et a l, 1992). 

The Doppler piezo-electric crystal is mounted on the tip of a coronary catheter and 

placed directly in blood flow, hitracoronary Doppler is able to isolate specific coronary 

arteries and examine blood flow reduction due to arterial stenosis directly (Serruys et 

al, 1994). The most recent development in arterial imaging is the application of 

ultrasound to imaging to investigate localised dissection of an artery following balloon 

angioplasty (Figure 6-7, section 6.5.3). This is the most common form of arterial 

damage associated with PTCA, and is closely related to acute conqilications such as 

abrupt closure. The ultrasonic probe corrqrrises a number of transducers arranged 

radially around a balloon catheter. The resulting image, arriving in real-time, provides 

information regarding the extent of arterial damage, and also information on balloon 

inflation, elastic recoil etc. Modified catheters and the integration of lateral two- 

dimenâonal images are able to provide three dimensional reconstructions of the vessel 

under study. The technique is still in its infincy. If the acoustic transmission path is 

inq)aired, details local to this dead-spot will be obscured or missed conçletely. There 

are also problems associated with the withdrawal of the ultrasonic catheter, should the 

catheter twist the reconstructed image will be distorted. Blood flow will also distort
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the image: flow is not synchronised with catheter withdrawal. Calcified arterial stenosis 

is easily visualised (Yock et al., 1994).

6.4.4 Angioscopy

Vascular endoscopy was first used in 1913, and is the most common of medical 

instruments associated with optical fibres. The first prototype aidoscopes were of rigid 

construction and were limited in use due to the non-existence of modem optics and 

optical fibres (Ramee and White., 1994). The image resolution, flexibility and size are 

determined by the number of optical fibres contained within the angioscope: 3000 

fibres is normal. In a similar manner to PTCA (section 6.5.1), the angioscope is passed 

from either the femoral or brachial artery into the target site using a guide wire. The 

catheter is also slowly perfiised with saline to prevent platelets accumulating on the 

end of the scope and inqiairing the image. Blood flow is halted during the imaging 

process by the inflation of a cuff around the perimeter of the angioscope, and the blood 

obscuring the image is tiien displaced by perfiising the area with sahne. Angioscopy is 

often performed in conjunction with angioplasty to assist in placing the angiopksty 

catheter in the correct position in the artery. The size of the angioscope (<1.8mm) 

permits safe in-depth study of the stenosised vessels, and the examination of the heart 

valves. Direct visualisation is said to be able to detect stenoâs and its severity more 

accurately that eMemal imaging (see below). A report by Ramee et al (1994) de^ribed 

a detection rate of 36% using angioscopy. The colour information is avaikble, due to 

illumination by a wbite l i^ t  source. Le. the type of thrombus can be identified. 

Angioscopy has undergone a considerable evolutionary phase, the inqirovement of 

optical fibres has permitted development of ever increasing resolution, there are 

however limitations. The image is produced by illumination of the target, consequently 

only sur&ce morphology is visible and pathological conqiosition below the sur&ce is 

unknown. Angioscopy is capable of providing high-resolution myocardial information 

about damage to the inner vessel wall, and about the presence of thrombus. As 

currently used, it is not capable of giving information about the deeper kyers of the 

vessel wall, and only limited information about the flmction and integrity of the 

endothelium can be obtained.
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6.5 Methods of treating coronary stenosis
There are many techniques available to treat coronary stenosis, including 

angioplasty, coronary bypass and, in minor cases, drug therapy. Angioplasty (section

6.5.1 to section 6.5.3) is one of the most popular forms of treatment. It may be 

performed under local anaesthema, and can provide immediate relief in acute cases.

The âde-ef&cts may however lead to restenosis of the vessel due to damage of the 

vascular wall during die procedure (section 6.5.4).

6.5.1 Balloon angioplasty

The introduction of angioplasty as a treatment for arterial stenosis has only been 

regarded as a common surgical procedure since the late 1970's and early 1980's (Myler 

and Stertzer., 1994). Since its introduction success rates of over 90% have been 

achieved. The original coronary catheters used were 1.5mm to 2mm in diameter, and 

comprised of a double lumen: the central lumen permitting pressure measurement and 

perfiision, Whilst the second eccentric hunen was used for balloon inflation and 

deflation.

Coronary angioplasty involves inserting a guiding catheter fi-om the brachial or 

femoral artery (Figure 6-5). and manipulating it under X-ray control until the tp  lies in 

the mouth of a coronary artery in the heart. Radio-opaque dye containing iodine can be 

injected to check the catheter portion and to identify the site of restenosis. A fine 

guide wire is passed through the guiding catheter and manipulated across the 

restenoâs again under X-ray control Once the guide wire is in portion, a balloon 

catheter is passed over the guide wire through the guiding catheter, to lie across the 

stenoâs (Bourassa et al., 1984). The balloon is then inflated to 600kPa to 800kPa. The 

balloon is con^xucted of non-conpliant polymer material so that the maximum 

diameter on inflation does not exceed a specified measurement.
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Figure 6-5 The main arteries of the human body 
(after Rop«:., 1987)

6.5.2 Laser angioplasty

The use of lasers in cardiovascular surgery is extensive. A considerable amount 

of work has been achieved in the medical field regarding the prospect for lasers, and 

their effects to tisaie neighbouring the target area (Forrester., 1994). Applications of 

lasers in vascular angiopla^ may be c lashed  in one of the two following headings:

• Direct laser angioplasty

• Laser assisted angioplasty

Direct laser angioplasty (DLA) involves the use of a laser, Nd: YAG 

(neodyrnium-dopedryttriumhaluminum-gamet), argon ion or excimer to ablate 

occluded vessels. Earfy research used a Hd: YAG, operating at infrared wavelengths, 

(1.064pm) and argon ion (488-515nm), in the bhie/green part of the ^ectrum, in a 

continuous vs^ve mode. The leâon produced by DLA is affected by three Actors. The 

fixndamental issue is that tiie absorption of the light by the tisaie is dependent on the 

wavelength being used. The power of the laser is significant, as is the manner in vdiich 

the energy is delivered: pulsed or continuous wave. The early use of continuous wave 

lasers were plagued with problems. The laser boiled the water in the tissues and the 

resulting leâon lead to perforation of the vessel wall As a result the medical field has 

not been quick to adopt the new laser techniques for use in cardiovascular surgery.
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Current techniques use pulsed wave lasers, energy is delivered for intervals of only 250 

pS and with a power of 50 to 250Watts (White et al., 1993). A catheter delivery 

system, conqtrising a number of fibre-optics, is used to channel the light to the 

occluded artery (Figure 6-6). The catheter is then pulled through the thrombotic 

region, vtàilst laser energy is being simultaneously delivered. The process is repeated 

until the artery is sufficiently recanalised. Although this technique has been successfiil 

in treating coronary atheroma, the resulting hunen diameter is limited by the size of 

catheter used. Consequently DLA is often used in conjunction with balloon 

angioplasty.

The excimer laser, emitting in the high energy ultraviolet region (308nm), is now 

used to treat atheromatous arteries and is also used in dentistry (Eduardo et al., 1994) 

and orthopaedics (Gibson et al, 1994). The shorter wavelengths and the short burst of 

energy required permit higher precision, and lower temperatures (65°C) to be 

achieved.

Fibre bundle

Y-Adaptor
Eccentric 
fibre array

Guidewire

Torque transmitter
Optical connector

Figime 6-6 A schematic representation of a directional laser catheter. The fibre-optic 
bundle is steered through the artery using a torque transmitter wMch is able to twist 

ihs fountain pen tip into position (after litvack., 1994).

Laser assisted angioplasty (LAA) is most typically referred to as laser balloon 

angioplasty. The laser is used to heat an angioplasty balloon vAilst it is simultaneously 

inflated, forcing it to rise in tenqierature from 80°C to 100°C. The applied heat is able 

to fuse weakened or tom tisaie vsfrich arises as a result of balloon inflation. The design 

of a catheter to achieve LAA is a formidable challenge, and holds many problems
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wMch had to be overcome in the early design stages. The laser is potentially high 

power (>50W) and operates in continuous wave mode in order to maintain the heating 

effect. Consequently, should die fibre break, the resulting leakage may permit heating 

of the catheter in the wrong location. This may not only damage the device, but may 

cause an unwanted leâon in the artery. The balloon must be able to withstand the high 

ten^eratures present (90°C to 150°C). Early studies used a continuous-wave argon 

ion laser (488nm to 514nm), but the tissue penetration was found to be only 0.5mm, 

not sufficient to fiise tissues (Cheong et a i, 1991). A Nd YAG laser is now used more 

frequently. The device con^rises a fiised silica optical fibre with a diffiising t^ : a 

helical fibre wound around a core contained inâde the angioplasty balloon. In order for 

recanalisation to be achieved successfiiUy, die balloon is heated to at least 80°C and 

maintained for approximately 20 seconds^ (<150“C to prevent charring).

The success of LAA catheters is attributed to the thermal reshaping of the artery 

as a result of the cooling process wMst the balloon is still inflated. This prevents 

elastic recoil of the artery upon balloon deflation. The cost of the catheters is high due 

to the inherent safety mechanisms required to detect fibre breakage and prevent 

localised heating in the undesignated areas.

6.5.3 Ultrasound angioplasty

Ultrasound angioplasty differs from the ultrasound used in imaging in the 

frequency wbich is used in each application. Doppler ultrasound and imaging is in the 

frequency range 2 to 30MHz, wMst therapeutic ultrasound is 15 to 30kHz. Ultrasound 

angioplasty is a method of delivering mechanical energy to the target site without the 

thermal problems associated with laser angioplasty.

The probe is placed in physical contact with the target and the motion arising 

from it (20um to 1 lO^m) rapidly disintegrates the contact site (Siegel et al, 1994).

This does not occur if the frequency is too high: the probe oscillation not being

®Past research also discusses the heating of the angioplasty balloon by radio-frequency energy. 

Ionic fluid within the balloon is heated to temperatures up to 100°C using RF waves in the spectrum 

lOOkHz to 300MHz (Fram and McKay., 1994).
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sufficient to cause ablation. Ablation occurs due to the generation of heat, the presence 

of micro-currents on the target sur&ce and micro-bubbles expanding to destroy the 

structure.

Studies conducted by vascular surgeons have proved the method to be 

successfiiL The lack of rigidity of the arterial wall once the calcified region has been 

removed, means that it is not damaged by the probe. Consequently the stenosis does 

not reoccur in 80% of treated vessels (Seigel et a l,  1993). Problems do arise if the 

artery is subjected to secondary balloon angioplasty, the trauma to the vessel being 

considerably higher.

6.5.4 Arterial restenosIs and the process of healing

Angioplasty has both long-term and short-term effects, and will not be 

performed on patients with significant cardiac valve disease or Wiere stenosis has 

already been treated by previous bypass surgery. The probability ofrestenosis^ is 

reported to be higher in these subjects (Alexander et al., 1993). The initial success of 

angioplasty is reported to be over 90%, however the quantity of patients suffering 

fi-om restenosis has not altered significantly. Rq)orts of restenosis vary fi-om 30 to 

50% (Preisack and Karsch., 1993).

Restenosis occurs due to the healing process of the vessel wall, and is caused by 

two pathophysiological processes classified as early restenosis: 0 to 3 months, and late 

restenosis: 3 to 6 months. Beyond 6 months and restenosis is less likely to occur 

(Preisack and Karsch., 1993). The condition arises fi-om the excessive trauma of the 

vessel and the subsequent vascular damage caused to the vessel lumen during 

angioplasty. The damage caused is dependent on the type of angioplasty. Balloon 

angioplasty is theoretically able to conq>ress the plaque on the vessel wall on balloon 

inflation, in feet fiie wall is stretched considerably prior to the plaque fracturing or 

tearing. The result is localised dissection of the arterial wall The elastic recoil of the 

vessel permits it to bounce back and split the internal layer (Bormer., 1994). The injury

Restenosis is defined by the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute as a loss of more than 

50% of the initial improvement in the cross-sectional diameter of the vessel immediately after surgery 

(McBride eta/., 1988).
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to the calcified plaque results in haemorrage and subsequent thrombosis (Figiue 6-7). 

A report by Van Erven (1991) suggested tiiat acute occlusion is not dependent on the 

type of angioplasty used. Lasers and heat treatment, used to adhere debris to the 

arterial wall, severely damage the vessel media and ablate tiie vascular endothelium 

Directional atherectomy attenqits to remove the obstruction by cutting into the vessel 

wall to remove the calcified region, however the resulting lesions have a similar effect 

to angioplasty (Sketch et a l, 1994).

Localised disection

"Stretching" o f artery with minimal 
plaque compression

Plaque fracture or tear

Figure 6-7 Damage of the arterial wall following percutaneous transluminal balloon 
angioplasty (afi:er Anderson., 1993).

Restenosis o ri^a tes  fi-om the denudation of the vascular endothelium Platelets 

are then able to adhere to the sub-endotheUum and obstruct further blood flow. Post

mortem studies of vessels post-operative fi-om both human and animal models have 

observed a considerable reduction in endothelial cells in the treated site (More et a l, 

1994). Slight contact is sufficient to destroy endothelial cells. The damage leads to 

cellular profilation and hence the smooth muscle cells migrate towards the centre of 

the vessel before the mdothelium regenerates.

The current methods for the examination of a vessel in the post-operative period 

involve the removal of the vessel and in-vitro investigation. It is not currently possible 

to perform an in-vivo study of the endothelium Imaging techniques: fluoroscopy and 

radiography, are used to view the vessel non-invasively, but are limited in detail and 

resolution. If a vessel is identified to be a candidate for thrombosis, pharmacological 

measures may be taken to prevent clotting and platelet adhesion to the vessel wall 

(Anderson., 1993).
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6.6 The antibody-antigen reaction

6.6.1 Pathology

The antibody-antigen reaction is the fundamental principle of any mammalian 

cellular immunity defence system. Each chemical conqiound is unique in its molecular 

construction, this part o f the substance is the antigen. The immune system of the 

human body is a learning process. The lynqihoid tissue, located in high-risk areas of 

the body: the gut, phaiynx etc, intercepts the antigens of any foreign body and 

gmerates antibodies as a counter-measure. Each antibody produced is specific to a 

particular antigen. Subsequent exposure to the same antigen will trigger a fester 

response (Guyton., 1981). The antibodies produced are able to bind to the specific 

antigens to form an antigen-antibody complex.

6.6.2 Biologically labelling monoclonal antibodies

A monoclonal antibody, generated in-vitro, is able to bind to specific antigens in 

a similar manner that mentioned above. A technique by Cuello et al (1982) described 

internally labelled monoclonal antibodies containing either a radio-nuclide or 

fluorescent material (Figure 6-8). The labelling of the antibody does not affect the 

binding characteristics. Hence if a labelled monoclonal antibody is introduced into the 

blood stream, a concentration of antibody may be detected by searching for tiie 

presence of its biological label Research by Pringle and deBono* (1988) developed 

monoclonal antibodies able to bind to damaged and regenerating vascular endothelium 

The two aforementioned techniques may be combined to provide a method of 

determining the location of damaged and regenerating vascular endothelium as occurs 

the in PTCA post-operative period.

* Prof. D.P.deBono, Dept, of Cardiol(%y, Clinical sciences wing, Glenfield general hospital, 

Groby Road, Leicester. LE3 9QP, UK.
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Fluorescent label

Figure 6-8 Damaged vascular endothelial cells labelled with internally fluorescent 
labelled monoclonal antibodies. Photograph supplied by Prof. D.P.deBono®.

6.7 Rationale for the cell damage probe

PTCA as a method of treating atheroma and calcified vessels has a proven record 

of initial success. Little is known about the healing process of the vessel wall following 

the operation. The aim of this part of the research was to develop an optical fibre 

probe, for use in-vivo, to monitor the healing process of the tunica interna: specifically 

the vascular endothelium Optical fibres are particularly suited to this application for 
two main reasons:

• Inherent electrical isolation

• Size of final catheter

The development of this probe is in contrast to the former pressure transducer 

(chapters 2 to 5) as the problem is one yet to be solved. It is not merety an 

mg)rovement of an existmg technology, but a method of overcoming a previously 

insoluble problem

The proposed research involved internally labelled monoclonal antibodies treated 

with an appropriate marker so as to be detectable optically. In conq)arison with the 

former pressure transducer for use in the pharynx, the catheter size is particularly
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iiiqiortant. Further restriction to blood flow is undesirable as it may cause more serious 

secondary problems. The significance of electrical isolation is important. Any risk of 

electric shock must be avoided vriim dealing with a living body. This device is for use 

in the cardiac arteries and will be extremely close to the heart itself Unwanted 

electrical activity may disrupt the rhythm of the ECGP.

The technology also differs fi-om the optical fibre pressure transducer in that it is 

a biosensor, relying on a biological reaction.

® ECG: Electrocardiogram - A recording of the electrical activity in the heart
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Chapter 7

The design of the endothelial cell damage probe for use in the cardiac arteries

7.1 Introduction

The second type of ançhtude modulated sensor addressed in tWs thesis is 

presented. The following chapter details the design of an optical fibre biosensor and 

uses a biochemical reaction to monitor the healing process of the vascular endothelium 

following PTCA. Two types of optical technology are examined coupled with two 

types of labelled monoclonal antibody-antigen reactions for detecting vascular damage 

to the inner lining of the arteries: the eudothelium.

Scintillation, intended for use with for use with a radio-labelled antigen found 

that the emanating radiation from such a system could not provide sufficient sensitivity. 

A second design is detailed fiiUy using a fluore^ent labelled monoclonal antibody as an 

alternative.

Hardware and software was produced to acquire the data from the optical fibre 

probe in order to permit analyâs in real-time. The selection and deâgn of optical 

conq)onents are also discussed. Experiments were conducted both in-vitro and in-vivo 

uang Emulated and animal models and are summarised in chapter 8.

7.2 Proposed system and project evaluation

In-vivo methods for the examination of the vessel wall during the post

operative period have not, to date, been developed (chapter 6). The design criteria are 

more restricting in may respects than the optical fibre pressure transducer catheter 

because it is more invasive and was designed to be inserted by the method described by 

Bourassa et al (1984) and his co-workers, through either the femoral or brachial 

arteries (chapter 6, section 6.5.1).
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• A typical adult hiuuan coronary artery has a hunen diameter of approximately 

3mm, hence the probe size should not prevmt fiuther blood flow: a diameter of no 

greater that 1mm OD was proposed.

• The probe is highly invarive and the location close to the heart makes the 

issue of electrical isolation paramount.

• The probe Aould be diposable due to its close proximity to blood.

• Construction Aould be rugged and conpletely non-toxic.

Although the aim of the project was to develop an optical radiation probe able 

to detect endothelial cell damage, two clearly parallel but different probe designs were 

envisaged:

• Labelling of monoclonal antibodies using a radio-nuclide.

• Labelling of monoclonal antibodies using a fluorescent material

For reasons discussed in section 7.3 of this chapter the latter design was chosen 

for clinical investigation, although a limited series of tests were compiled using radio

nuclides

7.3 The radiation probe

7.3.1 Current techniques for the detection of iabelied antibody-^intigen reactions

Gamma-emhting radio-nuclides, such as 1251 and 11 Ha, are conventionally 

used to label monoclonal antibodies in-vitro. The concentration of the antibody in-vivo 

is determined by viewing the target area of tissue through a gamma-camera. Although 

this method has in the past been usefld for determining the presence of radioactivity, 

the limited resolution is not sufficient to permit detailed examination of small areas of 

vascular damage: as occurs in the vascular endothelium during PCTA. The signal-to- 

noise ratio is limited because of the background radiation emanating fi-om the 

radioactive dye in the intrathoracic blood pool and pulmonary endothelium (typically 

iodine) (Prys-Roberts., 1969 and Popma and Bashore., 1994). The signal-to-noise 

ratio may be improved if the detecting probe is manoeuvred close to the target area.
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To reduce effects of background radiation a long range gamma-emitting radio-nuclide 

may be replaced by a sàorter range beta-emitting radio-nuclide such as tritium, making 

the distinction between the background count and the signal ânpler.

Internally-labelled monoclonal antibodies of high specific activity have already 

been established using the method of Cuello (1982) and his co-workers and may be 

readily modified for such an application.

Scintillation counting' is a technique used in biochemistry to analyse the 

behaviour of a non-radioactive material by combining it with a similar radioactive 

material (a tracer) and assuming the two to be identical The radiation may then be 

observed to determine the reactions that are taking place. The tedmique of liquid 

scintillation counting provides an alternative to such techniques as spectrophotometry 

(section 7.4.3).

liquid scintillation counting Spectrophotometry
Count rate Optical density
Primary solvent and scintillator Colour reagent
Spedfic activity Concentration
Pulse voltage spectrum Colour absorption spectrum

Figure 7-1A conqxarison of terminology in liquid scrutillation counting and 
^ectrophotometry (Neame and Homewood., 1974)

The use of a scintillating probe to detect radiation is not a new idea, past 

research lead to the development of a fibre-optic coupled scintillation probe designed 

to measure the decay of plutonium (Swinth et a i, 1976). The system used the organic 

scintillant NaI(TI) which could be excited by low energy photons such as those arising 

fi-om '“ l, Hg, ' “ Ga etc. The problem wMi this previous design was the physical 

rize of the final device, the optical fibre being of a diameter of 5mm or more. It also 

required a considerable level of radiation: 14keV to 150keV to produce light of a 

detectable level

'  Scintillation describes the action of a chemical that emits light when exposed to ionising 

radiation.
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Further to the application in medicine it was envisaged that such a device 

would be extremely useful in other non-medical applications Wtere low-levels of 

radiation must be meamired without disturbing the meamrement site.

7.3.2 Radiation probe feasibiiity

The final probe was designed ultimately for use in the coronary arteries vÆere 

the vessel hunen is restricted. The design was hence limited to the current size of 

angioplasty balloon catheters (volume ~150mm^). The design discussed by Swinth et al 

(1976) was restricted to available scintillants: solid and liquid, at the time of the 

experimmtation. The efficimcy of currently available scintillants has now inçroved 

and is currently of the order 60% (see below). Given this inqirovemmt, it was hoped 

that the volume of the former mentioned device be reduced below that qiecified in the 

prior investigation (450mm^).

Prior to experimentation, a series of feasibility calculations were compiled 

using commercially available scintillants to decide whether radio-labelled monoclonal 

antibodies could provide sufiScient radiation to generate a detectable amount of 

photons. The envisaged design was that illustrated in Figure 7-2.

Light fimn scintillator Damaged ewlodielial cells

Optical fike
Artery Scintillator

Figure 7-2 An illustration of a possible prototype optical fibre scintillation probe uang 
a scintillator mounted at the tip of an optical fibre

A typical sensor system, such as a low dark current photomultiplier tube, is 

able to detect approximately 300 photons/sec. Systems more sensitive than this are 

available, but require highly controlled electrical and optical environments unlikely to 

be obtained in a hospital The ^ape of the scintillator is a cylinder, hence the 

proportion of light received by an optical fibre of a particular size may be calculated. 

Given these figures a &aability study was conducted.
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When an electron in the scintillator is excited to a high energy level by the 

presence of radiation or otherwise, it may release its energy as a photon of a 

wavelength dependent of the scintillator w&en it returns to its normal “groimd” level, 

hi order to calculate the theoretical level of light captured by an optical fibre the 

following assun^tions were made:

• light emitted from a molecule did so uniformly in three-dimensional space

• The light travelling towards the receiving optical fibre was not absorbed inherently 

by the scintillating material

The l i^ t  flux received by an optical fibre of specified numerical aperture distributed 

uniformly is defined by the sohd angle (in steradians). The solid angle is defined by the 

angle subtended at the centre of a sphere, radius ‘r ’ by an element ‘&4’ at the surfrce 

ofa unit sphere.

Angte defined by NA 
y f  optical fibre

ScintUlator

Optical fibre

Figure 7-3 A schematic of the theoretical design of an optical fibre radiation probe
using a scintillator.

If the diameter of the scintillator approaches that of the optical fibre distance 7/’ 

may be neglected, and the light captured by the optical fibre arises only from the 

column of scintillant of length 7 / ,  radius 7 ’.

A volume of size (rSO. âr. âc) emits light as a fimction of the sohd angle using a 

cylindrical co-ordinate system (Eqn 7-1).

A
Sohd angle = — t - / —^ . rS0. Sr. Sx (Eqn 7-1)

4;r(x + r  j
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wiiere

 dr Cross-sectional area of optical fibre
Distance fi'om volume (rSO. &. âc) to fece of receiving optical

fibre

Integrating over area of cylinder forms (Eqn 7-2):

0 0 0
Normalised light flux received

.rdd.dr.dx

7jR / ( xI^)
(Eqn 7-2)

t^ere
h Length of column

Radius of receiving optical fibre

0.04 —I

g  0.03 —

I
O 0 .0 2  —

-s

I5 0.01

0.00

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25
Radius of optical fibre (mm)

Figure 7-4a The light received by an optical fibre of varying radius Wien coupled to a 
column of scintillating material 5mm long, fibre radius wide at 100% efficiency.
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Figure 7-4b The light received by a 0.25mm diameter optical fibre vAen coupled to a 
cohmm of scktfllatmg material of variable length assuming 100% efficiency

Figure 7-4 presents two graphs generated by evaluating the integral shown in 

(Eqn 7-2f.  The power received by an optical fibre coupled to a scintillant is dependent 

on the radius of the optical fibre. A 0.5mm fibre with a source mounted at the tip will 

receive approximately 3.8% of tiie l i^ t , assuming that the scintillant is fiilly 

illuminated and is 100% efficient. The scintillating material fiuther away from the 

optical fibre is less significant than that closer. This is shown by Figure 7-4b, as the 

graph is asymptotic to the x axis.

These are purely illustrative calculations. In order to make a quantitative 

measurement a measure of photons per unit volume (efficiency of the scintillmit) must 

also be known.

7.3.3 Preliminary results

fri order to investigate the posabihty of currently commercially available 

a întiUants to implement a radiation probe for determining endothelial cell damage, a 

series of preliminary experiments was conducted with a liquid scintillant. A Uquid 

scintillant was chosen because of its higher efficiency than sohd state alternatives: a

The diameter of the scintillant was made equal to that of the optical fibre.
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sodium-iodide crystal, as used by Swinth et al (1976), is typically 2% efficient. It was 

envisaged that a balloon catheter similar in design to that used in balloon angioplasty 

be primed with scintillant prior to or during tiie operation.

A liquid scintillant (Biofluor™, Sigma Chemicals, 1995), a high efficiency 

emulsifier cocktail, was primed with a Tritium isotope as follows^:

0.1 MBeq Tritium : 2.3ml Biofiuor

The test sanple was then placed into a liquid scintillation counter, along with a 

standard in order to calibrate the counting equpment and find the efficiency of the 

liquid scintillation counting system

Calibration standard data:

Age of standard at time of experiment 
Half life of standard
Activity of standard at time of manuActure

2789 days 
12.4 years 
294.8MBeq

If the half life of tritium and the time elapsed since manu&cture is known, it is 

possible to calculate the theoretical level of radioactivity and hence conpare that to the 

reading taken to calculate the efficiency of the scintillating material

Decay of tritium Y = (Eqn 7-3)
t = time

Theoretical radiation = 192318 counts/sec
Measured radiation = 122150 counts/sec

Efficiency of liquid scintillation counter Ç « Measured radiation level
ExpectW radiation level 

122150
192318

X100% = 63.2%

 ̂A Becquerel is equal to one atomic disintegration per second.
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The efficiency of the scintillating material was specified by the manufiicturer to be 

approximately 8%.

6000

0  4000
1

I
§3 2000
Ü

100000 200000 300000
Radioacivity on sample (Beq)

400000

Figure 7-5 The recorded count of a photomultiplier tube as a fimction of tritium 
qiecific activity during ten seconds.

Figure 7-5 illustrates the recorded counts during 10 seconds when using a 

varying dilution of tritium in a liquid scintillant. A quartz cuvette was placed in direct 

line with the photomultiplier tube and photons counted for the qiecified elapsed time .̂ 

Theoretically a 0.5mm diameter multimode optical fibre should be able to detect 3.3% 

of this light (Figure 7-4). It is however unlikely as the attenuation of the optical fibre 

is significant at these diort wavelengths, and the scintillating material will scatter and 

absorb a large percentage of the light emitted.

The theoretical power that a photomultq>lier tube (PMT) can detect is defined as 

the number of photons arriving per second (Eqn 7-4):

he (Eqn 7-4)

The number recorded by the IMT is not a direct measurement of the number of photom 

arriving during the el^îsed period, purely a figure proportional to that figure.
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vsiiere Eph - Energy of photon (J)
À - Wavelength (m)
c - Speed ofhght in a vacuum (2.9979x lO W  s)
h - Planck’s constant (6.626xlO'^^Js)

This inches that an optical fibre probe connected to equqiment able to detect ~ 

2x10 *® Watts at ultra-violet (300 photons per second, pps) should be coupled to a 

scintillant generating at least 156250 pps (assiuning PMT, scintillant and optical fibre 

coupling efficiency to be 60%, 8% and 4% respectively). If 1 Beq generates a single 

photon a 12.5kBeq concentration is required. Labelled monoclonal antibodies are able 

to generate levels of radioactivity of one order of magnitude less at maximum. It is 

likely that the concentration would have to be even higher to make the idea feasible.

7.3.4 [Mscusslon

By examination of the data acquired during the e?q)erimmtal analysis shown in 

Figure 7-5 it may be concluded that a PMT is not an adequate method for determining 

the quantity of light arising from a scintillator mounted on the tip of a receiving optical 

fibre. It is posable to measure much lower levels ofhght that measured in this 

e^eriment: Dodd et al, (1992) was able to measure 1.2 photons per second. The 

underlying frctor )^bich would however always be cause for concern is the high 

toxicity of the scintillant. A high efficiency hquid scintillant («8%) such as xylene or 

naphthalene in phenylcycohexane is extremely toxic, and although it may theoretically 

be punned into a conq)liant chamber only Wien required, balloon rupture into the 

cardiac or indeed any artery could cause serious damage or frtality. This fiiçtor was 

apparent Wien conducting the experimentation using Biofiuor™. The scintillant vehicle 

Toluene CgHeCHs was able to quickly dissolve the polymer optical fibre cable and is 

also carcinogenic if ingested.

7.3.5 Conclusions

The optical fibre radiation probe using scintillation may have applications in 

other areas of engineering that are not medical in Wiich radiation levels are higher. 

Currently available materials are not viable for in-vivo use for the reasons discussed 

above. Solid-state plastic or crystalline scintillants are available but have a fiuther
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reduced efficiency (<2%) The system may be inçroved by replacing the polymer 

optical fibre with that of quartz construction to reduce attenuation at UV wavelengths. 

The low levels of radiation arising from the labelled monoclonal antibody are not high 

enough to make tiie photons detectable without carefiil design considerations and 

exposing the inlet window of the PMT for long periods of time.

7.4 The fluorescence probe
To overcome the toxicity and low efficiency problems associated with the radio

labelled monoclonal antibody it was proposed that a fluorescent dye labelled antibody 

be used as an alternative. The fluorescent marker could then be detected optically by 

an intravascular probe.

7.4.1 An overview of fluorescence

Fluorescent labelling of tissues is used in cardiology and other medical fields to 

target specific sites of interest. A report by Bartorelli et al (1991) described the use of 

a heliun^cadmium laser (325nm) launched through a quartz optical fibre to distinguish 

between non-calcified and calcified atheroma for selected targeting of sites for laser 

ablation. The technique of fluorescence qiectroscopy involves the analysis of light 

returning from the target area in conq>arkon with the light striking it. Spectral analysis 

of this data defines the fluorescence: typically a high-ener^ UV laser is used. Expert 

systems have been developed to provide decision support to evaluate the emitted 

spectra (Cothren et al., 1994). Systems have also been developed to examine, not the 

arterial wall, but the constituents of the blood directly: Water, oxidised and deoxidised 

haemoglobin (Nahm and Gehring., 1994).

Fluorescence is the ability of a material to re-emit a photon at a lower energy 

(longer wavelength) wfren struck by a h i^ e r  energy photon, this is known as Stoke’s 

shift (Wilson and Hawkes., 1989). Phosphorescence is a case of fluorescence where 

the material is able to re-emit photons a longer time (>~lmS) after the excitation light 

source has been removed: the electron takes an increased period of time to &11 to a 

lower energy band. Phoq)horescence and fluorescence can be measured by a technique
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known as time-resolved fluorescence. The material or sanple is excited with a short 

burst of energy (~10nS) and the decay of photons re-emitted is measured 

(Schneckenburger et a l, 1993).

Time-resolved fluorescence was performed in-vivo by Schneckmburger et al, 

(1993). Individual mammalian cells contain varying concentrations of photosendtising 

poiphyrin. If the sanqile is excited with a high power light source, such as a 

firequency-doubled Hd-YAG laser (532nm), then time-gated microscopic equqiment is 

able to determine the levels of each porphyrin by tinoing tiie decay of re-emitted 

photons at a characteristic wavelength.

Fluorescence is best analysed by quantum theory. Each electron in a material 

possesses a discrete energy level, Ei, which, vriien struck by a photon of sufficient 

energy, will rise one or more levels higher to a level, Ez. A photon is re-emitted wflen 

the electron returns to a lower energy band.

heEpf, = —  vriiere Ep^ > -  E, for absorption to occur (Eqn 7-5)

Since phonons as well as a photon are usually released, the photon is of lower 

energy, le. of longer wavelength.

The unique ability of a fluorescent material to re-emit photons at a different 

energy to those exciting it make detection of fluorescence an apparently sinqile task. 

The standard method, as adopted in this case, is to sanqile the absorption and emission 

wavelengths optically and calculate the ratio between the two (Eqn 7-6):

Fluore«:a.ce (R a io ) -  h « n » ity  o f  light Knitted a  emission wavelenalh ' Xj  
hitœsity of l i^ t  absorbed at excitation waveloigth '

(Eqn 7-6)
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7.4.2 Designing a fluorescent probe for inbavascuiar use

The fundamental difference between the design of the radiation probe and that 

of the fluorescent equivalent is the manner in Wnch the internal energy is not 

responsible for providing the output dgnal. Le. photons do not arise fi-om the probe t ç  

directly as a consequence of a beta particle raising an electron to a higher energy level 

Fluorescence represents the release of a photon as a electron Alls to a lower energy 

level having previously been stimulated to a higher energy band by an excitation light 

source at a wavelength characteristic of the fluorescent material used.

The proposed design was considerably sinpler than that of the radiation probe 

discussed earlier. Two probe designs were conddered (Figure 7-6), and differ only in 

the manner in Wiich the fluorescent material is excited.

(a) (b)

External lUmninalicm
^  Internal niumination Vessel vmll

"""  ^ '

Recdving optical fibre \  One or more p{^cal fibres
Fluotescendy labelled both recetving and emitting
monoclonal antibody

Figure 7-6 The configurations of the optical fibre fluorescent probe udng an external 
and in-vivo launched light source.

The main condderation witen dedgning an optical probe for intravascular use is 

the condition in Wiich the device diould operate. The presence of Wiole blood flowing 

along the vessel during the study will dgnificantly attenuate the light travelling fi-om 

the fluorescent target to the probe tç , and in the case of Figure 7-6b, that illuminating 

the target. The optics, fluorescent material and light sources must be carefidly selected.
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7.4.3 Fluorescent probe feasibility

Prior to development of the optical fibre probe a series of preliminary 

investigations and calculations were performed to determine whether the design was 

more feasible than the radiation optical fibre probe.

Non-reflcctive
 plde V

Sodium fluorescein 
Optical fibre * : ' " "

/ \  ::
JÜMÜÜ1

Acceptance cone of optical fibre li 
defined by numerical aperture (N ^l

'«MB

niumination at peak absorption 
wavelength of sodium fluorescein

Figure 7-7 Determining the feasibility of the optical fibre fluorescence probe by 
calculation of the sohd angle defined by the acceptance cone of the optical fibre.

It was envisaged that the probe would consist of a modified optical fibre (section 

7.4.5.2) and would not contain an active element as in the aforementioned scintillation 

probe design. By consider the sohd angle of each of the elements in the cone length 7’ 

(Figure 7-7) it may be seen that:.

J / f V
0 0 0 4;ri

Normalised hght flux received = —------  '
X* + r ^

. rdO. dr. dx

/ M S  2 ,
J I \rd6.dr.dx

(Eqn 7-7)

Wiere Aj =

7ï/6 =
/

Cross-sectional area of optical fibre 

Acceptance angle of optical fibre 
Length of cone
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%  lE-3

lE-4

0.0 0.1 1.0
Radius o f  receiving optical fibre (mm)

Figure 7-8a The proportion of l i^ t  received by an optical fibre of vaiying diameter 
wiien immersed in a fluorescing solution (100% efficient) subtending and angle defined 

by the numerical aperture (NA=0.5) showing a square law.

lE + l

lE+0

It
lE-1

%  lE-2

lE-3

1 10 100
Length o f  cone T (mm)

Figure 7-8b The l i^ t  received by an optical fibre 0.25mm diameter vshen varying the 
depth of a cone aibtended by the acceptance cone of the recraving optical fibre: cone 

depth is 50mm (100% efficiency is assumed).

The above figures illustrate the solution to Eqn 7-7, varying the radii of the 

receiving optical fibre and the depth of the cone subtended by the acceptance cone of 

the receiving optical fibre respectively. The percentage of light received by the optical 

fibre increases fi'om 0.04% to 0.16% Wien the radius is increased fi-om 0.125mm to 

0.25mm When the Iraigth of the cone subtended increases, the volume of tiie material
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at a fiirdier distance away is not as significant as that closer to the fitce of the receiving 

fibre and e^qilains the overall proportion of light Ming.

Power received oc
(Length of subtended cone ' / )

(Equ7-8)

Although file percentage received is low (and wül be even lower due to the photon 

counting technique and the efficiency of the fluorescent material) the fluorescent 

material may be excited by a light of a higher intensity to conqiensate. This is the 

fundamental difference between the fluorescent and radiation probes.

To confirm this hypothesis an experiment was conducted using a fluorescent 

solution: sodium fluorescein, at varying dilution illuminated by a 20Watt filtered 

halogen light source. A 0.25mm diameter optical fibre was then lowered into the 

solution and the light recorded at the excitation and absorption wavelength. The ratio 

was thm calculated to produce a measure of fluorescence.

1 . 0  — I

Î 0.8 —

5

I
0.4 —

0.2 —

0.0

0 100 200 300 400 300 600
Concentration o f  fluorescein diluted in water 

(micro-moles/litre)

Figure 7-9 Measuring fiie fluorescence of sodium fluorescein with a 0.5mm diameter 
optical fibre, NA of 0.5 and a subtended cone of depth 7’ 50mm plotted on a linear

scale
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The data clearly illustrates the sodium fluorescein can be detected using narrow 

gauge multimode optical fibres: 0.5mm diameter. The curve has a plateau region above 

~100pMole/L This is because the vehicle (in this case distilled water, see section 8.2, 

chapters) is saturated and cannot dissolve any more solution; hence does not 

contribute any fiuther fluorescence. This issue is discussed fiirther in chapter 8.

The use of fluorescence as a optically detectable biochemical label is feasible.

The selection of the material is dépendrait on tiie absorption spectrum of the blood 

(section 7.4.4), the power of the light source can be increased to condensate for this. 

The wider selection of commercially available fluorescent materials means that an 

appropriate non-toxic condound may be found.

7.4.4 Selection of the fluorescent material

Spectrophotometry is used for determining the concentration of an unknown 

dilution given a control solution at a known concentration. The technique is able to 

produce a measurement of absorption in arbitrary absorption units (AU), but does not 

provide information regarding absolute absorption (measured in decibels, dB). hi the 

selection of the fluorescent material and the power of the light source it was necessary 

to find the absolute value of the optical extinction coefficient (m*) of the blood. Blood 

absorption data only appears to have berai reported in the literature in arbitrary 

absorption units. The following procedure was used to estabhA the absolute 

absorption spectrum

light from a HeHum-Neon (HeNe) laser was fired througji sandles of dilute 

blood solution of known concentration to determine the extinction co-efficient at 

632nm (Figure 7-10). A series of blood / saline dilutions were mixed and loaded into a 

cuvette: the path length of the laser through the cuvette (not including flie cuvette wall 

was 3mm). Readings were also taken with the cuvette loaded with saline to 

compensate for absorption not originating from the blood. Le. in the wall offlie 

cuvette and the saline vehicle of the blood dilution.
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Figure 7-10 The absorption of blood at 632nm at vaiying concentration

The absorption of monochromatic light in a material is defined by Beer- 
Lambert's law, stating the intensity of the light at a given distance through the material 
(Prys-Roberts., 1969) (Eqn 7-9).

;  = (Iwpi7-9)
I  g = light intensity at distance zero
E  = Extinction co-efficient
c = Concentration of sanqile
d  = Distance through sample

c ocln (Eqn 7-10)

The gradient of this curve (Figure 7-10) is proportional to the extinction co
efficient. The absorption of the blood / saline dilution at higher concentrations is less 
reliable that that of low concentrations due to the scattering of the light, diverting the 
light away fi-om the detector.

Extinction co-efficient 'E ' at 632nm (Figure 7-10) = 1.95xl0W^

Usmg a spectrophotometer the absorption of blood at 1:8 concentration was 

determined to be 91.2AU.
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.Extinction co-efficient of blood Ebiood = 21.34 AU m at 632nm

The absorption of blood across tiie range of the spectrophotometer is now 

defined and may be e?qpressed in absorption in decibels (dB) fi-om (Eqn 7-11) where:

( E # 7 - l l )Power ' dB' = lOlogj —

80

§ 40•a

20 —

300 400 500 600 700 900800
Wavelength (nm)

Figure 7-11 The absolute absorption of oxygenated blood firom 300nmto 900nm
expressed in dB/mm

Figure 7-11 shows that the absorption of blood at unit concentration is 

considerable, and peaks at *s420nm To maximise the efficiency of the system, 

absorption due to blood should be minimaL This inqilies two possible operating 

windows:

• Above 600nm

• 480 to 560nm

Ideally the material selected for labelling the monoclonal antibodies should be 

selected to have a peak absorption and emisdon in either of these windows.
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Poiphyiins naturally exist in the human body and can been sem to fluoresce in 

the red end of the visible spectrum. A i^stem developed by Kônig et al (1992) 

desœbed the development of an optical fibre probe for determining the level of three 

types of porphyrin: zinc protoporphyrin (600nm), coproporphyrin (620nm) and 

protoporphyrin (640nm), in the skin by illuminating the area externally with a krypton 

ion (Kr*) laser (406.7nm). The technique was used as a therapeutic aid to assist in the 

destruction of bacteria acting as cytotoxic sendtisers. An earlier study by Sayer et al 

(1974) described a series of experiments conducted with oxygenated and 

deoxygenated blood and demonstrated that the porphyrin contained within the 

haemoglobin was responsible for the series of two peaks shown in Figure 7-11 at 

600nm and 650nm The level of fluorescence detected is dqxendent on the level of 

haemoglobin in the arteiy at the time of the measurement, and hence an unreliable 

wavelength to select for fluorescently labelling the monoclonal antibody. Biochemically 

labelled antigens have however hem used in the past to determine antibody-antigen 

reactions: viewed as an increased fluorescence spectra when antibody-antigen binding 

occurs (Turko et al., 1992).

Sodium fluorescein (CzoHmNazO;), an inert fluorescent salt, was considered to be 

more suitable for labelling the monoclonal antibody. It differs fi-om the porphyrins in 

the respect that the absorption and emission wavelengths are close togeflier in the 

second low absorption window. Porphyrin is already present in the blood haemoglobin, 

and it was envisaged that there could be difficulty in sqxarating that naturally present 

to that labelling the monoclonal antibody (Stryer., 1975). The absorption, and hence 

peak spectral response of the sodium fluorescein is at 492nm This is in a lower 

absorption window than that of UV light (~300nm) which is used to excite porphyrins. 

UV is attenuated by the haemoglobin more readily (Figure 7-11). For this reason 

sodium fluorescein was selected to label the monoclonal antibody, and was also used 

as a dilution of variable concentration during the experimental development of the final 

probe design. The absoption and emission spectra of sodium fluorescein is depicted in 

Figure 7-12.
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Figure 7-12 The absorption and emission qiectrum of sodium fluorescein. 
(Sigma Chemicals UK Ltd., 1995)

7.4.5 Hardware design and construction

The following section gives fiill details of the hardware and soflware developed 

to control the endothelial cell damage probe withdrawal fi'om the vessel and the data 

acquisition and analyâs. Use of the probe in a clinical environment would require the 

use of a guide wire (see chapter 6). This includes the selection of the optics and the 

light source used to excite the fluorescently kbeUed monoclonal antibodies. A 

summary of the equ%ment and its interconnection is ^ e n  in Figure 7-13.

RAM Disk

Stepper
motor ECL

Counter
TWggg

Anqilifier
Discriminator

ECLPuIm

Light Source 
(Las»)

Figure 7-13 The hardware and software interaction and interconnection for the 
prototype endothelial cell damage probe using a fluorescently labelled monoclonal

antibody.
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7.4.5.1 The excitation light source 

The two fluorescent probes (illustrated in Figure 7-6) required the developmmt 

of two different types of light source; an external and in-vivo device. The sin^lest 

method to inclement, and that used in the early deâgn stages, was an external source. 

It was hoped that a h i^  power light source of appropriate excitation wavelength be 

placed outdde die patient wbilst amukaneously monitoring the absorption and 

emission wavelengths offlie sodium fluorescein label fi’om an optical fibre probe within 

flie vessel A 20Watt tungsten halogen dichroic lanç (chosen because of its efi&ciency 

at the blue end of the electromagnetic spectrum) was fitted with a 470nm close-hand 

bandpass filter® as part of laboratory bench-top tests. For reasons discussed in chapter 

8, section 8.3.3.3 it was later replaced wifli an in-vivo launched device given the 

conàderable level of absorption offlie tissue of a thickness of 10mm or more: at 

492nm the absorption of whole blood was measured to be ~15.7dB/mm using the 

method described in section 7.4.4.

The in-vivo excitation light source must be efficiently focused into the Ace of the 

optical fibre carrying the light to target area to provide adequate sensitivity. The 

dichroic lanqi, described above, is designed to focus the visible and UV to a spot (the 

diameter of which is dependent of the profile of the dichroic reflector) whilst the IR, 

Ar-IR and heat passes through the back of the reflector away fi’om flie focal point. If 

such a light source is to be used it must be able to be focused to a point less than the 

diameter of the optical fibre core, and with a NA less than that defined by the fibre 

core-cAdding interAce.

I :

Figure 7-14 Ray dkgram of the standard lens equation lens diameter

® The absorption and emission wavelength of sodium fluorescein are separated by 58.8nm, 

yhilst the non-itteai bandwidth of the optical filters were 60nm. The filters were sel^Aed to ensure 

that the skirts of passband of the absorption and emission filters did not overlap significantly.
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The iiqplicatioii of the requirement of an optical fibre launched light source 

initially lead to the developmmt of a conqiound collimating optical system for the 

dichroic lanqi, however the parabolic profile of the lanç reflector made an apparently 

ançle technique inqiossible. At its best correctly matched optics can only reduce the 

image of the source (in this case the tungsten filament) to its original size, and not to a 

point source (see below):

The standard lens equation : y  = ^  + -  (Eqn 7-12)

If angle ‘0‘ is small

Numerical aperture of optical fibre 'N A g ^ '» ^  (Eqn 7-13)

Numerical apoture of light source 'N A ,^ , '«  ^  (Eqn 7-14)

=> Magnification ' M' » — (Eqn 7-15)

Lens coupling effidmcy Xic'= {— = ^  = (Eqn 7-16)

le. the magnification M is fixed by the NA of the source.

Having e^abliAed that only a parallel beam may be focused down to a point, 

tiie obvious choice is that of the laser. The use of the laser also removes problems 

associated with the filtering of a broad band light source due to its narrow line width. 

The peak absorption wavelength of the fluorescein is 492nm (Figure 7-12), in order to 

obtain maximum efficiency the princqile wavelengths of the laser should be as close as 

possible to 492nm. There are three possible viable alternatives:

• Dye laser - Tuneable across a wide range of wavelengths, wben
pulsed it is able to provide up to 50W average.

• Nd-YAG - The Nd-YAG has a princçal wavelength of 1.064pm,
w&en fi-equency doubled this may be reduced to 532nm.

• Argon Ion - The argon ion gas la^ r has a series of lines, the closest
being 488nm, continuous wave (CW).
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The Dye laser is generally of a pulsed type (PW), and usually of extremely high 

power. AKhou^ the power may by reduced, the system may stop laang if the power is 

reduced too much (I0-20mW, the power may be however be reduced using a neutral 

density filter). Such high power lasers may cause fiirther vascular damage if latmched 

in~vivo pimctuiing the vessel wall. This was a problem with the early atheromatous 

plaque ablation techniques w&en uang a PW laser (Litvack., 1994). The fi-equency 

doubled Nd-YAG laser will provide a single wavelength, but at 532nm it is extremely 

close to that of the emission wavelength (550nm). The wavelength is also of a lower 

energy and may not be sufficient to produce a fluorescent reaction. The optimum 

solution is the argon ion laser. The active medium is a plasma of excited argon ions, 

the muhqile collisions of the ions within the plasma tube excite them to a series of high 

mergy bands. They are excited still higher into the lasing wavelengths by the 

introduction of a high current across the plasma tube.

The laser was focused into the fibre using a microscope objective. The NA was 

chosai so as to be less than that of the optical fibre (NA=0.3, Olympus #103844), and 

aligned usmg a custom constructed laser alignment system with 3 degrees of fi-eedom 

(Schematic in appendix B. 1).

7.4.S.2 Consfruction of optics and probe design 

The optical fibre probe optrode was derigned in consideration for its use in the 

blood stream. The light rays entering and leaving the optical fibre will be refi^acted 

more in a polymer/air or silica/air interAce than that m blood®. From Snell’s law 

(Powers., 1993):

^  ( E #  7-17)
%

where «; and are the refractive index of the core and cAdding of the optical fibre, 

and is the refractive index of the blood.

® For the purposes of the probe design the refractive index of blood was assumed to be that 

same as that dF saline » 1.33 (Kajita et ah, 1987).
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The design of the optrode t ç  has been ei^lored extensively by several 

researchers involved with lasers in medicine (Benner et al., 1991). Depending on the 

application, the probe tq> is deâgned to either converge or diqierse the radiation over 

the target area. The commonest probe design is the addition o f microbulbs or micro- 

spherical lenses to the tq> of an optical fibre. The bulb-ended surAce may then be 

made either concave or convex to diverge or converge the light re^ectively.

The endothelial cefl damage is on the wall of the cardmc vessel and hence parallel 

to the neutral axis of the optrode. Given the h i^  absorption of the blood even at the 

optimised sodium fluorescein wavelengths;490nm and 55Qnm, the ray path length fî om 

flie target to the optrode should be minimal. Le. ideally flie ray should be perpendicular 

to the neutral axis of the optical fibre. A sapphire tip is the closest that can be achieved 

(Fankhauser etal., 1989) (Figure 7-15).

Optical fibte light ̂ lide

Tqqieied s^ h iic  tÿ

Modes escqiiog from tapper

Figure 7-15 The path of a light ray travelling through a sapphire tip 
(Fankhauser et al., 1989)

The mam disadvantage of the design is that the high-order modes are coupled 

out before they reach the end of the optical fibre and consequently the amount of 

radiated energy is small. Tapered optical fibres are also expensive and difficuh to make 

m a miniature form (<0.5mm OD).

The final design of the probe used two 0.25mm OD polymethylmethacryAte 

optical fibres: one to emit the excitation radmtion: 488nm from the Ar^ laser, and a 

second to receive at 550nm. The duplex pair was thm enclosed m a 0.94mm diameter 

tube which was perfused with saline to form a bolus at the probe tip to assist in 

reducing the attenuation effects of the blood. The 10pm cladding was dissolved 1mm 

from the probe tip by doping it mto toluene. The solvent also had the effect of making
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the optical fibre Ace convex fiuther asristing in dispersing the light at the probe tqi 

(Figure 7-16).

0.94mm OD 
nylon casing

FhiarMoem re-emitted 
«UHgy^SStam

Receiving optical fibre

Saline flowing along ratheter 
to diaperae blood at probe tq>

Rmitting optical fibre

Caldding removed from optical fibre to 
pwanote scattering vdiilat salii» is flowing 
out of dw tip to dhipaae the Mood.
Face of the fiMe is made convex due to 
the tMuene dipping process.

Figure 7-16 The derign of the optical fibre fluorescent endothelial cell damage probe 
with in-vivo launched light source

The removal of the cladding means that the high order modes leave the fibre, 

similarly high order modes wiH be permitted to enter the optical fibre and will be 

refracted towards the core as it is the optically denser material. Further details on the 

optical fibre connectors and modifications are given in appendix B.2, along with 

materials used in appmdix B.3.

J.4.5.3 The beam-splitter 

A  order to sample the incoming light at the absorption and emission wavelengths 

of the sodium fluorescein a low-dark-current PMT was fitted with an optical chopper 

wheel consisting of two bandpass filters at 490nm and 550nm and an opaque blanking 

plate to provide a means of monitoring the dark current’.

The input window of the PMT was quartz, selected because of its low attenuation at the blue 

end of the electrom%netic spectrum. Monitoring the dark current was performed to ensure that the 
output did not drift due to an excessive amount of light felling on the dynodes.
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Filter at absorption 
wavelength

/=

Incoming llg^t
 >

filter at emission 
wavelength

Opaque blanking 
plate

Photomutdplicr tube
Optical fibre

Rotating chopper wheel 
(See inset)

Figure 7-17 The PMT and optical chopper wheel beam-splitter arrangement used for
detecting fluorescence.

The light leaving the receiving optical fibre is coupled to the photomultiplier tube 

fi'om the optical filter whh two aspheric crown glass condenser lenses. It is inqiortant 

to ensure that the first lens is matched to the NA of the optical fibre (0.5), and the Ace 

of the fibre is located at the focal pomt of the lenses. Parallel rays will then emerge, 

passing through the optical filter and mto the window of the PMT. The dynodes of the 

PMT are 10mm m diameter and inqily that the NA of the recovered filtered light is not 

critical The details of the PMT calibration are given m appendix C.

Diameter of lens ' D/ '  Number =
Focal length of lens ' t

(Eqn 7-18)

The diameter D must be large enough to ensure that all of the light is captured by 

the lens when the optical fibre is at the focal pomt. Hence

wliere 0c = Critical angle of mtemal reflection

(Eqn 7-19)

Given the NA of the aspheric lenses and fibres, and the efficiency of the 

bandpass filters the overall efficiency can be calculated:

NA of aspheric lens = 0.47
NA of optical fibre = 0.50
Efficiency of bandpass filter at centre frequency = 0.4 (specified by manufacturer)
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0.47^
0.50^

X 0.40 X 100% = 35.3%Coupling efficiency 

(cf: Eqn 7-16)

Pulses arising from the photomultqiler tube are injected into an anqiMer 

discriminator, in order to reject the pulses at low anq>litude ariring from Johnson noise, 

and are then coimted with a 32-bit ECL (emitter-coupled logic) counter inter&ced to a 

notebook-size PC. The photon counting process is initiated wfren the ECL cotmter is 

triggered from a +5 V rising edge and continues until a software determined count 

duration has elapsed (Figure 7-18).

Mode Software available photon count times
Repeated 100ms 200ms 500ms Is 2s 5s 10s 20s

F.Repeated 1ms 2ms 5ms 10ms 20ms 50ms 100ms 200ms
E.F.Repeated 50ps lOOps 200ps 500ps 1ms 2ms 5ms 10ms

Figure 7-18 The photon count times available from the software controlling the 
photomultiplier tube triggered either internally or by an external positive

clock pulse.

The photomult^lier tube can be configured in three modes: Repeated, Fast 

Repeated and Extra Fast Repeated. The mode selected is determined by the required 

photon count time, and vriietiier an external trigger was required (Extra Fast Repeated 

mode cannot be triggered externally). Acreasing the photon count time mcreases the 

senativity, but also mcreases the time required to withdraw the probe over a given 

distance and hence reduces the feasibflity to use such a device m an operatmg theatre. 

A count period of 1 second was found to be sufficient for the majority of the 

experiments. The count period is however stated with each set of data in chapter 8.

The use of a smgle detector means that data must be acquired sequentially whilst 

the probe is withdrawn back along the artery at a speed syncAonous to the chopper 

wheel Both the chopper wheel and probe withdrawal device were driven by 1.8° 

stepper motors. A gray-code shaft-encoder coupled to the chopper wheel and an 

appropriately programmed EPROM provided 3 pulses per turn and was used to initiate
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the photon count sequence for the absorption and emission wavelengths of the sodium 

fluorescein, and the dark current of the PMT respectively (Figure 7-19).

P M IT rig g n

27128

Contact shaft encoder (S0-S7)

Figure 7-19 A schematic of the endothelial cefl damage probe chopper wiieel trigger
control system.
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7.4.5 4 The probe constant velodty wiflidrawal system.

The location of the probe in the arteiy is calculated by analysing the time pacing 

between adjacmt sangles of data as it is buffered from the ECL counter. A constant 

withdrawal rate is achieved uang a belt and pulley arrangement vAich in turn is driven 

by a stepper motor; hence given the physical sizes of the pulleys and the mechanical 

advantage gained due to the gearing it is possible to calculate the distance covered by 

the moving probe when feeding each of the stepper motors with a fixed frequency 

(Figure 7-20).

Probe clamp
Clamp guide railsM icroswitch

Toothed belt 
(Attached to probe clamp)

Pulley attached to stepper motor
Diameter D'

Figure 7-20 A schematic illustration of the optical fibre 
probe withdrawal device.

Elapsed counting time during ‘n’ sanoples 

Velocity of withdrawal device x S x  7iD )  m/s (Eqn 7-21)

vriiere S
Few

D
n

Stepper motor step size as a fraction of a single revolution
Clock speed of chopper wiieel stepper motor
Clock speed of withdrawal device
Diameter of pulley attached to withdrawal device
Number of counts in data stream

The distance 7 ’ representing a serial stream ‘u’ sanq)les arriving from the 
chopper vriieel is the product of the velocity of the withdrawal device and the time 
elapsed during samples:
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L6. 7 ’ m (E #7-22)

Both the chopper vsiieel and the vascular withdrawal device are driven by 
identical stepper motors with a step size of 1.8° (S = 0.005). It is now possible to 
calculate the position of the optical probe by calculating the of&et from the starting 
position.

If the probe is to be of practical use to a physician the equipment must be 
relatively easy to use. For this reason additional control circuitry was integrated into 
the automatic withdrawal system, consisting of an auto-reverse and manual start 
feature wèich was also able to control the light source (Figure 7-21).

NO

obe reached 
idoftlkler^

Turn

Figure 7-21 Flow chart of withdrawal system control

The control circuitry was constructed using a SR flip-flop arrangement 
inplemented in TTL logic, the change in state of the ouq>ut can then be used to 
reverse the direction of the stepper motor at digital level Micro-switches located at the 
end of the linear track provided the appropriate logic state to start and stop the stepper 
motor (Figure 7-22).
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,R4

m O BE WITHDRAWAL 
STEPPra. MOTOR O-

-o ouimrrsTo 
O  STEPPER MOTOR COILSICI

MOTOR ENABLE

Manual Start

SETj 06
RELAY TO CONTROL

Figure 7-22 The circuit diagram of the optical probe constant speed semi-automatic
controller.

7.4.5.5 Software inplementation and data acquisition 

The operation of the photomuhqilier tube was controlled principally at 

software level, the output being a series of discrete current pulses. In order to take a 

measurement the photon tube must be assigned a finite time slice during which photon 

counting occurs (Figure 7-18). During this time it is assumed tiiat all other operations 

are stopped. The count-rate was minimised to remove non-linearity arising from tiie 

PMT dead time.

The software provided by the manufrcturer of the PMT did was not able to 

group and display the incoming data to calculate fluorescence in real-time and had to 

be written specifically for this application. A software package was written in C to 

solve this problem The original object code, congilied from Quick Basic V4.5 

(Microsoft™), was utilised to access the original count routines. The interlinking 

process at object code level allows the production of a single piece of executable code 

Wiilst still uang the original hardware control procedures, but v\#i the added 

advantages of the flexibility of C. Although both languages are written by Microsoft™, 

the linking of C and Quick Basic yields conçlications which initially were not
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apparent. When producing the final code there nmst be only one executable address. 

This is provided by Quick Basic and cannot be changed unlike C which is dependent 

on the definition of the main(void) fimction. Consequently the entry address exists in 

Quick Baâc and the C code is treated as sub-routine even though it contains the vast 

majority of the procedures and fimctions.

C version 5.1 (chosen to be compatible whh Quick Basic) is not able to support 

large arrays. A huge memory model and dynamic memory allocation could not be used 

whh Quick Basic as the allocated ^ace deletes the Quick Basic code from within C.

To overcome this problem a RAM disk was inplemented, the array size is then only 

limited by the RAM disk allocated memory; the data was then swapped as required.

The hardware access routines were read from within Quick Bade and the 

resuhs passed back to the C for storage and display. The arguments for the fimctions 

are of reverse order in each of the two languages and also Quick basic can only 

support 16 bit addresses when using a call by reference implementation. The fimctional 

prototypes of the Quick Basic code declared in C involve the use of near pointers whh 

a Pascal operator to re-order the arguments.

The fimction prototype for calling a Quick Basic routine from within C as defined in 

the C header file:

extern int pascal counter(int near ""PERIOD, int near ♦QTY, int near ""TRIGGER, 
int near ""FULLSCALE, int near ""OFFSET, int near ""OPT);

Whm the data acquisition option is selected from tiie menu the Quick Basic 

fimctions are tran^arent and are sinply called from within C, a sinplified block 

diagram of the acquisition software is shown in appendix B.4.

Sanple screen outputs are shown in Figure 7-23.
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REPEATED
aUNTED MODE 

FAST.REF EX.F#«T.REP
SVSTEH SETUP 

COUNTER DURATION
102US 52us NUHBER OF COUNTS 

ADC: COUNTS FOR 10U F/S
10ns 202us 102US OFFSET OF PHOTON TUHE 

TRIGGER
20ns 502US 202us SET RAHDRIUE 

SET CURRENT DRIVE
50ns

0 .1 s

In s

2ns

502us

In s

RETURN TO MAIM MENU

0 .2 s 5ns 2ns FILE STATUS 
FILENAME : t e s t . d a t

0 .5 s

I s

10ns

20ns

5ns

10ns

Ran D riue : 3 
C u rren t D riue: 3

2s 50ns 20ns CURRENT SETUP

5 s 0 .1 s % n s COUNTS
DURATION

300
0.100000

10s 0 .2 s 0 .1 s ADC F/S 
OFFSET

0
0

20s 0 .5 s 0 .2 s TRIGGER
C.TÏPE

INTERNAL
Repeated

Figure 7-23a The data acquisition software - the setup menu displaying ECL-counter 
setup options. A similar menu is available for data display, recovery and storage.

N o.of Counts A uto-Cain D isp lay
303 Counts o f 300

FSD l :  110424_ 
PSD 2 : 110424 
FSD 3 : 110424

X FSD: 35.20nn-

D istance

Figure 7-23b The data acquisition software - acquired data recovered fromram-disk 
displaying the absorption and re-emission of sodium fluorescein.
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H o.of Counts Hanual-Clain D isp lay  R atio
101 Counts o f  300

10

K FSD: SS.ZOm 
% FSD: 1.399

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0
10

D istance

Figure 7-23 c The data acquisitioii software. On-line calculation of die ratio between 
the intmshies of the absorption and emission wavelengths of sodium fluorescein. 

Centre peak indicates evidence of fluorescence.

7.5 Discussion - Radiation or fluorescence?

The optical fibre fluorescence probe has a fer more promising fiiture in this 

particular application than that using radio-labelled monoclonal antibodies (see action 

7.3.4). Its shqplicity and lack of active conqionent parts makes the design more viable 

for in-vivo use and the preliminaiy studies proved that it is possible to detect extremely 

low concentrations of fluorescein (19pMole/l - chapter 8): increasing the power offlie 

excitation light source at the excitation wavelength increases sensitivity. For this 

reason the fluorescent concept was considered a worth-vAile pursuit in the 

development of a probe to detect endothelial ceU damage in the post-operative period 

of PCTA. The fluorescent optrode design does however require considerably more 

conqilicated and eiqiensive optics than that designed on scintillation. The wavelengths 

of the photons generated from the scintillant are not well defined because of the 

cœktail of chemicals in the manu&cture of the material This means that aU of the light
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must be captured by the PMT in order to make a measurement, and there is no 

distinction between wavelengths; the optics are hence less conçlex.

It is envisaged that as the technology inçroves, detectors becoming more 

sensitive, and scintillants more efficient that tiie radiation probe may again be 

addressed for an in-vivo study. The current main concern is the leakage of the highly 

toxic scintillant into the blood stream.

A series of fiirther laboratory and clinical trials were conducted on the 

fluorescein probe to fiirther validate its potential for in-vivo use and as a tool for 

evaluating damage to the cardiovascular wall These results are presented in chapter 8.
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Chapter 8

Validation of the optical fibre endothelial cell damage probe

8.1 Introduction
This chapter summarises the results obtained using the equ^ment described in 

chapter 7 obtained during the development of the endothelial cell damage probe 

biosensor. Eiqieiiments were conducted using vaiying dilutions of sodium fluorescein 

contained in a dummy artery simulating fluorescently labelled endothelial cell damage 

to confirm the viability and methodology. The experimentation was then extended to 

using fluorescently labelled monoclonal antibodies bound to damaged aidothelial 

grown in-vitro and using mammalian (human, rat and rabbit) models. This involved the 

use of sodium fluorescein injected into the wall of a harvested vessel, and sodium 

fluorescein conjugated heparin introduced by a perforated angioplasty balloon.

8.2 Clinical and laboratory methods

It was initially envisaged that the subject area would be illuminated fi-om outside 

the body. Consequently, during the investigation results were obtained using both an 

external and in-vivo light source. This also permitted earlier laboratory e^qjeiiments to 

be conducted without tiie need for laser safety precautions such as interlocking doors.

A sodium fluorescein solution was prepared at a concentration of622pMole/L, 

fi-om here onward referred to as the control and was the most concentrated dilution 

used. The control was then diluted in succesâve Actors of two to form the following;

Dihition of sodium fluorescein (pMole/1)
Control s o r ( i ) so r(2 ) Sol" (3) Sof (4) Sol" (5) Sol" (6) Sol" (7)

622 311 156 78 36 19 10 5

Figure 8-1 The dilutions of sodium fluorescein used to simulate varying degrees of 
endothelial cell damage in the preliminary eiqierimentation
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Experiments were not conducted on living tissue and ccmsequently clinical 

sWlisation was not necessary, however due to the low cost of each device each 

catheter was deemed to be disposable*.

8.3 External light source

This first group of experiments is a summary of the investigations performed 

using an external light soiuce for illuminating the target area containing the fluorescent 

materiaL

8.3.1 A slmubted artery

8.3.1.1 Method and motivation

A false vessel, simulating endothelial cell damage, was oxistructai fiom a length 

of translucent PVC tubing conqiarable in size to the diameter of a typical human 

cardiac artery («3mm ID). A helix of transparent narrower gauge nylon tubing 

(0.25mm ID) was then arranged in 5 timis arotind the circumference of the farmer 

tube. The helix could then be perfused with a sodium fluorescein solution of variable 

concentration to simulate varying levels of damaged labelled endothelial cells. The 

tetrode, cotrprising a single 0.25mm po lyn^  cptical fibre with a shaped tip (see 

chapter 7), was then withdrawn at a constant velocity along the vessel past the 

fluorescent region. The effects of attenuation due to the presence of blood was 

simulated by filling the device with 0.5ml of deoxygenated venous blood.

20W  haktgen U ila soiBoe

470nin bandpass 
optical fiJte — Helix tubing filled 

with sodium fluorescein

/, /////
________  False artery

  '""""T!'"..... . (2"«nn>)
Sihrer m iim e d  sm&ce

Figure 8-2 A simulated artery excited using a 470nm filtered halogen light source

‘ The figures expessed in diis clupt^ are dimensionless unless odierwise stated due to the 

ratio between absoiptkm and onission wavelengths calculated to describe fluorescence.
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8.3.12 Test EL 1 - Saline perfusion

The resuhs illustrated in Figure 8-3 a-h show varying concentrations of sodium 

fluorescein dissolved in distilled water (cf section 8.2). A simulated artery was 

enclosed in a light shielded casing and erqiosed to fihered light; 470nm +30nm 

emanating from a 20W halogen light source. A 0.5mm diameter 

polymethylmethacrylate optical fibre was withdrawn along the vessel over a length of 

lOOmm vM st sarrpling absorption, emisâon and PMT dark current at 1mm intervals 

(300 sanqiles taken in total). The ratio between the absorption and emission 

wavelengths was then calculated as drown in chapter 7. A 0.25mm ID tube was used 

for the helix and consisted of 5 turns. The simulated artery was filled with saline and so 

absorption due to blood flow was not represented.

The peak intensity shown hr the centre of each plot: Figure 8-3a-h, corresponds 

to sodium fluorescein concentrations as shown on the labels of each graph. The peaks 

of each graph are also sunrmarised and plotted as a fimction of sodium fluorescein 

concentration in Figure 8-5 (The former graphs are not drown in the later erqreriments 

as they do not yield any further hrformation which caimot be displayed on a peak- 

intendty plot).

There are three peaks shown on each graph. The centre-most peak (at «54mm), 

corresponds to the sodium fluorescein, whilst the two outer-most peaks are caused by 

the light source. The light source, being a combination of all visible wavelengths 

contains radiation at both the absorption and emisdon wavelength of the sodium 

fluorescein and cannot be distinguished from fluorescence by sanqiUng each of the two 

wavelengths and taking the ratio. The combination of the two wavelengths 

consequently registers an apparent fluorescence. This is shown on both the left-hand- 

dde and right-hand-dde of the graphs and is caused by the white light leaking around 

the side of the filter and onto the vessel This would not occiu in-vivo.

The optical fibre will only capture light within its acceptance cone forward of the 

cleaved Ace. If the light source is adjacent to the fibre, but outdde the acceptance 

cone it will not be detected. As the fibre Ace passes the target the light arising from 

the fluorescein is detected and will flren stay in the field of view unless the vessel is 

bent or occluded. The signal is also attenuated due to the presence of blood. The light
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detected will then decay as a fiinction of distance (cf: chapter 4), dependent on the 

extinction coefihdent of the medium through wdiich the light is propagating^. This 

phenonmia can be observed if the decay of the peak either side of the maximum value 

is measured. When using a solution of 622pMole/l (Figure 8-3a) the ançlitude of the 

peak rises from 0.59 to 1.56 over 6.6mm, Wiilst is takes 17.9mm to return, at Wiich 

point the an^htude begins to rise because of the wfrite Hght leakage. The prevention of 

the light to fell to its original minimum means that the nulls before and after each peak 

are of different anqplitudes and differ by 0.54 (35% of frill scale deflection). The longer 

decay time is apparent on all graphs and is summarised in the table shown in Figure 8- 

4.

Prak eotratponiing to

Appannt fluorraeanea 
l<kja tB aiMta Nght laakag •

omwt dua to daeay 
o fN ^asflb n p aa ii

I

Figure 8-3a Concentration 622pMole/l Figure 8-3b Concentration 31 lpMole/1

 ̂This is the ideal scenario, in practice if a light ray strikes the cladding of a fibre fi'om the side 
it will be refiacted. If the transmission angle is such that it is less that the critical angle of internal 
reflection that particular mode will be contained within the core or cladding and will propagate along 
the length of the optical fibre
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I
I
1

1

I “
I

Future 8-3c ConcentratioiL 156^Mole/l Figure 8-3d Concentration 78|iMole/l

Figure 8-3e Concentration 38|iMole/l

DËLmc*(mm)

Figure 8-3f Concentration 19iiMole/l

I ..

DutBM«(inm)

Figure 8-3g Concentration lO^MoM Figure 8-3h Concentration S^iMole/l
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Concentration of sodium fluorescein in distilled water (pMole/1)
622 311 156 78 36 19 10 5

17.9mm 19.2mm 18.6mm 18.3mm 18.4mm 18.0mm 16.8mm 18.3mm

Figure 8-4 A table summarising the distance taken for the anq>litude to decay

The absolute quantity of sodium fluorescein present = Concentration x Volume 

vriiere volume « Circumference of artery x Cross-sect. area of helix x No. of turns 

= 21.4mm^ (21.4|xl) (for 5 turns)

The peak arcphtude of each plot was plotted against sodium fluorescein 

concentration and yields a logarithmic relationshp (Coefficient of determination, r^= 

0.989) with a gradient of 0.186 (see test EL2). Anphtudes of the data taken using the 

622pMole/l and 311pMole/l were similar in anpUtude; 1.560 and 1.589 repectively. 

From this we can conclude that the solution is saturated, and cannot dissolve any 

Anther fluorescein. If particles in the fluid have not fully dissolved they will scatter and 

absorb the light travelling through it, hence attenuating the signal and reducing the 

fluorescence. This e?plains the &11 in amplitude observed for a concentration increase 

from 311 to 622pMole/l (see Figtue 8-3 a and Figure 8-3b).

I
1.0

1
.1

1 10 100 1000

Figure

Dilution Moles/1 (xlO^-6)

8-5 The peak fluorescence detected using varying dilutions of sodium 
fluorescein (unit of dilution are pMole/1)

(Photon count time = 1 second)
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According to the deflnition of fluorescence (section 7.4.1, chapter 7), the ratio 

between the absorbed and re-emitted light o f a fluorescent material should not exceed 

unity, ie . the intensity of the light emitted 6om the Sodium Fluorescein (at 550nm) 

cannot exceed that it absorbs (at 490nm). This is not the case in Figure 8-5 as it has a 

maximum value of 1.56. The receiving optical fibre does record tire light vriiich the 

Sodium Fluorescein emits, but it does not meamre the light it absorbs, it measures the 

light remaining. As a reatit the value produced is a function of fluorescence, but it 

does not reflect fluorescence directly.

8.3.1.3 Test EL 2 - Venous Wood perfusion

In order to produce a more reliable model of the cardiac artery the experiment 

was repeated with an identical filse artery, but with the saline replaced by 

deoxygenated blood. The oxygen content of the blood haemoglobin affects the optical 

absorption spectrum in the visible red and infra-red end of the electronragnetic 

spectrum: deoxygenated haemoglobin and oxygenated haemoglobin begin absorbing at 

approximately 580nm and 680nm repectively (Prys-Roberts., 1969). Sodium 

fluorescein (490nm to 550nm) is not affected by these wavelengths.

If the resuhs obtained are conpared to that obtained from an artery perfused 

whh saline (Test ELI), the effect of attenuation of tire blood can be observed. Figure 

8-6a-b illustrates the ratio between the absorption and emisrion wavelengths for 

fluorescein concentrations of622pMole/l and 31 lpMole/1 repectively. The blood has 

a considerably higher extinction coefficient than that of saline, and consequently vriien 

the probe tp  traverses past the fluorescent region the decay on the left-hand-side of 

the peak is much steeper. The trace returns to baseline 2.5mm after the peak value, a 

reduction of approximately 16mm (see table in Figure 8-4). The secondary peaks, 

observed on either ride of the peak representing fluorescence, have also decreased 

rignificantly. When the probe leaves the blood the trace rises sharply to match the 

anplitude recorded during test ELI vriiere blood was not present.
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raduoM ampWud* 
of saeendary praks

Figure 8-6a Concentration 622pMole/l Figure 8-6b Concentration 3 llpMole/l

10.0

8

1.0

I
Io
Q

0.1

10 100 1000
Dilution Moles/1 (x 10^-6)

Figure 8-7 The peak fluorescence detected using varying dilutions of sodium 
fluorescein in an artery perfiised with oxygenated blood (unit of dilution are pMole/1) 

(Photon count time = 1 second)

The results shown in Figure 8-7 Aow the peak anqilitudes of the six most 

concentrated dilutions of sodhun fluorescein in distilled water plotted as a logarithmic 

rektionshqi. The gradient of the ciuve has increased to 0.542 and can be attributed to 

the increased extinction co-efficient. Mgher concentrations of sodium fluore^ein 

produce more light Wiich is able to penetrate further through the blood before being
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attenuated. This also further validates the steeper decay experienced by the probe as it 

passes the target.

8.3.1.4 Discussion

Conçarison of the two ciuves illustrated in the above ejqjeriments show the 

significance of introducing the blood into the vessel. If Beer-Lambert’s law is 

considered the decay of light at a specific wavelength through blood is an exponential 

relationshÿ involving the concentration ‘c’ (constant), distance ‘rf (constant) and the 

extinction coefficient ‘£ ” vAich is different for each of the two absorption and emission 

wavelengths respectively.

I  T
Fluorescence =  ——  oc—j - j  (Eqn 8-1)

h J u  « •

where /;* and/o« are the intensities of the emission wavelengths at distance 0 and 
distance ‘d’
Ee is the extinction coefficient at the emission wavelength (SSOnm)
Iiamàloa are the intensities of the emission wavelengths at distance 0 and 
distance ‘d’
Ea is the extinction coefficient at the emission wavelength (490nm)

Given this relationshq) the correction Actor for the presence of blood m the 

simulated artery is defined. If the extinction coefficient for both were to be equal for 

both wavelengths the ratio between the intensities should remain constant independent 

of the presence of blood.

8.3.2 Cellular model

B.3.2.1 Method and motivation 

hi order to satisfy the research objectives from the original design proposal a 

series of experiments was conducted using endothelial cells grown and damaged in- 

vitro. The experiment consisted of two halves aimed to produce a set of both expected 

(Test CM 1) and actual data (Test CM 2). The first experiment was aimed to validate 

the claim that fiuorescently labelled antibodies could specifically bind to damaged and 

regenerating vascular endothelium and this could be detected by the probe. The second
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experiment was used to determine the reduced amount of fluorescence detected due to 

the labelled cells only exdsting in one plane, and not the perphery of a vessel

8.3 2.2 Test CM 1 - Labelled endothelial cells 

Experiments by Cuello et al (1982) have shown that it is possible to internally 

label monoclonal antibodies without inpairing their binding characteristics. To 

extamine this finding in the present contexct endothelial cell specific antibodies were 

prepared. During PCTA the vascular endothelium is damaged around the entire lumen 

of the vessel, the length of which is determined by the length of the angioplasty balloon 

used; typical 30mm long. Such damage is difficult to simulate in-vitro. Endothelial 

cells were grown in culture and then scratched along the length of the culture plate. 

This procedure damages the cells immediately adjacent to the scratch (Figure 8-8).

Damaged endothelial

Figure 8-8 Endothelial cells grown in-vitro and damaged by scratching the culture
plate along its length

The photograph shown in Figure 8-8 shows the scratch on the culture plate and 

the resulting damaged cells labelled with a visible marker (a darker shade adjacent to 

the scratch). The cells were then washed with a supension containing the monoclonal 

antibodies bound to sodium fluorescein to fiuorescently label the damaged region. It 

was proposed that the damaged region be illuminated fiom the filtered halogen light 

source and an optical fibre probe be withdrawn over the subject area.
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Figure 8-9 The detectioii of fluorescent^ labelled endothelial cells vidien grown and
damaged in-vitro 

(Hioton count time = 1 second)

The graph in Figure 8-9 illustrates arte&cts due to the non-ideal halogen light 

source (see teA EL 1), Aown as peaks or side-lobes on the left-hand-side and r i^ t-  

hand-side of the graph. Fluorescence is shown as a broad peak (3.5mm wide at 21mm 

dimance) at an amplitude o f0.034 v^en a 0.5mm diameter polymethymethacrylate 

optical fibre was used to capture the light. The graph shows that using fids technique, 

the sodium fluorescein labelled cells at the sides of the scratch (Figure 8-8) could not 

be distinguiAed from one another. If the method of fiuorescently labelled monoclonal 

antibodies were to be adopted in real artery the level of fluorescence would be 

significantly greater. This is examined during test CM2.

8.3.2.3 Test CM 2 - Glycerol + sodium fluorescein 

This experinKnt was conducted in order to quantify test CMl. The aim of this 

experimmt was to determine the correction frctor required to interpolate the results 

obtained from real labelled endothelial cells to an artery which has hem labelled around 

its perphery.

Sodium fluorescein is an inert fluorescent salt )Aich will only re-enrit light when 

it is dissolved in a solution. To prevent the solution drying and inpairing fluorescence
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sodium fluorescein was dissolved in glycerol, its high boiling point making it less 

susceptible to evaporation. lOpl of600pMole/l (6nMole) of solution was held between 

two microscope slides and illuminated by the filtered (490nm) halogen l i^ t  source. A 

0.5mm diameter po^mefliymethacrjdate optical fibre was that withdrawn over the 

fluorescent area and the fluorescence calculated (Figure 8-10).

0.15

z  5  0.10 Fluorescence corresponding to 
sodium fluorescein suspended in 
glycerol

25 30 35
Distance (mm)

Figure 8-10 Predicting the characteristic produced by fluorescent labelled cell in a 
single plane parallel to the optical fibre 

(Photon count time = 1 second)

The graph above illustrates the level of fluorescence detected v te n  trapping 

6nMoles of sodium fluorescein between two microscope slides in order to predict tiie 

reduction in signal due to tiie sodium fluorescein being present in only one plane. The 

amplitude of the peak is considerably higher than tiiat obtained during test CMl and is 

attributed to the increased quantity of fluorescent material in the vicinity of the probe 

tip: 0.069. This is 202% higher than the value measured fi-om the sodium fluorescein 

labelled cells.

The measured material (peak anplitude) is not necessarity linearly related to the 

proportion of the fluorescent material as the location of the probe is significant. The 

relationAp may however be used to determine the expected increase in anplitude if 

the aforementioned quantity of fluorescein were to coat the inner lining of the vessel 

Consider test EL 1:
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Anplitude of fluorescence at 622pMoW = 1.560 («1.5 at OOOpMole/l)
in felse artery perfiised with saline.

Anplitude of fluorescence at 600pMole/l =0.069
in Figure 8-10.

This inplies that the signal would increase by at least one order of magnitude 

due to the increased volume of fluorescein being within the acceptance cone of the 

receiving optical fibre .̂

8.3.2.4 Discussion

The u% of sodium fluorescein to label pecific antibodies for binding to damaged 

endothelial cells can be detected by an optical fibre probe wiien the cells are grown in- 

vitro and devoid of blood. In an artery, post PTCA, the fluorescent label would be 

present around the periphery of the vessel himen and hence of a considerably higher 

volume than that demonstrated. If eiploration is limited to narrow gauge vessels the 

senativity will increase by at least on order of magnitude. The presence of blood in the 

vessel will attenuate the signal by at least one order of magnitude per mm of blood 

(diapter 7), but the rignal Aould still be detectable. This feature is not necessarily a 

disadvantage, the high attenuation of the blood does mean that the probe has to be 

very close to the target, but it also means that once detected the location of the 

damage can be very accurately determined.

8.3.3 Mammalian models

8.3.3.1 Method and motivation 

The final set of the experiments demonstrated with an external light source 

(490nm filtered halogen, 20W) was to determine the viabflity of exciting the subject 

vessel from outside the patient whilst the intervening tissues were in place: it was 

envisaged that the patimt be in a darkened room and subjected to a high power source

 ̂This approximate relationship assumes the optical fibre to be the same distance away fi-om 

the fluorescent material in each case.
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such as a xenon flaA lanp. The felse translucent arterial model was replaced by 

harvested human umbilical vessel and the aorta of a recently sacrificed rat.

8.3.3.2 Test MM1 - Umbilical vessel and rat aorta 

A lOOmm long homogenised umbilical vessel, devoid of blood, was injected with 

two doses of 0.1ml of sodium fluorescein in distilled water at a dilution of622|tMole/L 

The halogen l i^ t  source was then placed in close proîdmity of tiie vessel wall and the 

probe, consisting of a 0.5mm diameter polymethylmethacrylate optical fibre, 

witiidrawn along its length.

f i
cS

I I

r
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2.0

1.5
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to second dose of 
sodium fluorescein

Fluorescence due to first 
dose of sodium 
fluorescein

10 20 30 40 50
Distance (mm)
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Figure 8-11 The sodium fluorescein injected in 0.1ml doses at 622pMole/l 
concentration into the wadi of an umbilical vessel 

(Photon count time = 1 second)

The graph shows that sodium fluorescein was detected using an external light 

source. The vessel wall was approximately 2mm thick, and will significantly attenuate 

the excitation light «)urce. The fluorescence is visible in the form of two peaks: 1.18 

peak between 13mm and 32mm and 2.64 peak between 52mm and 66mm hi both 

cases an identical quantity of sodium fluorescein was injected, yet in practice the 

second peak is 124% higher than that of the first. The vessel wall will vary in thickness 

and the depth that the sodium fluorescein is injected into it will produce a diflferent 

réponse. The location of the excitation light source will also effect the sensitivity of 

the probe as the exciting light source will be attenuated by the intervening tissues.
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An eTqieriment was conducted in a sbnilar manner to that described above using 

a rat aorta. A 0.1ml dose of sodium fluorescein: 622|xMole/l, was injected into the 

tissues adjacent to the vessel wall The organs and skin were then replaced and the 

animal illuminated by the halogen light source.

1.6

I
Sodium fluorescein

1 0.8 —

0.4

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Distance (mm)

Figure 8-12 Fluorescence of a rat aorta detected by injected 0.1ml of622pMole/l 
sodium fluorescein into the tissues adjacent to the vessel wall 

(Photon count time =10 seconds)

The fluorescent region is only just visible on the graph as a peak of 1.27 above 

the average (mean=0.98, standard deviation=0.11) (Figure 8-12). In both of the above 

graphs photons were captured during a 10 second time interval in order to increase the 

signal to noise ratio, however the noise is still considerable: 0.3 peak-to-peak. This is 

due to the low number of photons arriving during the elapsed time: typically only 20 to 

30 counts per second were recorded. The reduced number of counts reduces the 

resohition of the probe and gives the curves a more jagged appearance making the 

distinction between the presence of a damage fluorescent portion of the artery and a 

normal artery more difficult. The increased photon count time required to form a 

reliable diagnosis, proportionally increases the time takm to perform the analysis and 

will make it eventually become inqpracticaL
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8 3.3.3 Discussion

The usefiihess of external H ^t source is limited. The intensity of the light 

permitted to penetrate the vessel wall and excite the target area is highly dependent on 

the quantity of tissue obscuring the vessel waE Studies using the rat aorta concluded 

that an external light source would not be sufficimt due to the depth of the coronary 

arteries beneath the rib-cage: over 50mm. Pulse oximetry works because the selected 

wavelengths are in the viable red end of the qiectrum (in the low absorption window) 

and the probe relies on determining the absorption of the blood at two specific 

wavelengths. The porphyrins in the blood mean that fluorescent materials at these 

wavelengths are inqiosable to use.

There were also found to be more practical problems of using a continuous Hght 

source fitted with the appropriate 490nm optical filter. Even though a dichroic lanp 

was used to disperse the IR and heat radiation away Jfrom the focal point, the heat 

emanated fi'om tiie source was sufficient to bum and dry-out the skin. The optical 

filters was also subjected to extreme heat (>100°C) for vriiich they were not designed 

and had to be cooled by either forced convection or pping cool water over the sur&ce.

Li conclusion the external light source does work vtiiere the subject vessel is able 

to be openly illuminated, but Ails Wtere it is surrounded by extraneous tissues. The 

study was however useful in determining the viability of the system with in-vitro 

AbeUed endothelial cells, and effects of blood flow in the system. In order to make the 

device operate in-vivo without harvesting the vessel, the external light source was 

replaced with an alternative in-vivo light source (chapter 7).

8.4 /n-wVo light source

The following section is a summary of the results obtained using an in-vivo 

launched light source, specifically an argon ion laser focused into an emitting optical 

fibre. During each of the experiments the simulated artery was used with varying 

dilutions of sodium fluorescein in distilled water. Experiments were performed in both 

saline and deoxygenated blood and conq>ared to the results obtained usmg the 

external, filtered halogen (470nm, ±30nm), light source.
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8.4.1 In-vivo light source powœr selection

The power of the laser to be used as the in-vivo light source was selected by 

exammation of the sodium fluorescent efficiency, absorption of the blood and the solid 

angle defined by the receiving optical fibre.

Conâder the solid angle:

Assuming the probe is placed in a vessel radius "Ry thickness ‘C / and returning 

light is only captured if the trajectory of the returning photon strikes the Ace of the 

receiving optical fibre cross-sectional area ‘A /, it can be shown that:

Ai(Ry+C,)2m ^

1 1
Flux received by solid angle ‘ST= —-----------------    (Eqn 8-2)

J  J  jrdO.dr.dx
4 a, 0

wtere

C, = Thickness of cellular wall containing sodium fluorescein
Ry = Radius of vessel
Af = Cross-sectional area of optical fibre
(see Figure 8-13)

Optical fibre "NA' defines
solid angle

Vessel wallFluorescein labelled 
damaged endothelial
cells

Figure 8-13 A optical fibre enclosed in a coronary vessel showing labelled damaged 
endothelial cells in the himen and the solid angle of the optical fibre and a point source

on the vessel wall
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Figure 8-14The proportion of light received by an optical fibre emanating fi-om a 
cylinder representing endothelial cell damage assuming sodium fluorescein is 100% 

efficient and the absorption of blood is negligible

Figure 8-14 illustrates the proportion of light received by a 0.25mm diameter 

optical fibre (NA=0.5) fi-om fluorescing damaged endothelial cells on the surAce of the 

vessel lumen. The vessel diameter was 3mm, with a wall thickness of 0.1mm. The 

proportion is described as a fimction of the total amount emitted. A typical angioplasty 

balloon is 30mm long, and hence approximately 0.1% of the light emitted would be 

detected (Figure 8-14).

The amount of light re-emitted from the sodium fluorescein is dependent on 

concentration and the intensity of the source irradiating the fluorescent cells.

Irradiance of sur&ce T  = flux per unit area

X n (Eqn 8-3)

vAere ‘0 ‘ is the flux density over a surAce area ‘A ’, and ‘O ’ is non-linear varmble 

describing absorption of the blood. This is a conçlex mathematical problem to solve if 

Lambert-Beer’s Aw A considered (Prys-Roberts., 1969), but if the emitting optical
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fibre A treated as a pomt source the problem may be ançlified. The solid angle fi-om 

the Ace of the emitting optical fibre to a p omt on the vessel wall and back to the 

receiving fibre can be approximated to be the same if the diameter and location of the 

optical fibre A the same m both cases.

The intercept of the acceptance cone of the optical fibre m the vessel A defined 

by the numerical aperture of the fibre. If the flux power distribution across the Ace of 

the fibre A uniform the closest point will produce the largest contribution to the total 

power received (Figure 8-13). The power received by an optical fibre using an 

identical optical fibre to excite the fluorescent material contained in the vessel wall:

Power reduction ‘P ,’ « (Solid angle)^ (Eqn 8-4)

( I x lO 'Y  =  1x10"^

Attmuation of blood assuming the closest point to the Ace of the receiving 

optical fibre and within the numerical aperture gives the most significant contribution 

to the total power received. Considering Beer-Lambert’s Aw (Extinction coefficient of 

3.62 for mean attenuation of 15.7dB/mm at 490nm, see chapter 7):

Power reduction T»’ = e  ̂ (Eqn 8-5)

19x10-^

wiiere 8a A the acceptance angle of the optical fibre (30°), c A unity concentration of 

blood and the radius of vessel i?v A 1.5mm.

Miscellaneous losses:

Lenses + filters 

Fibre loss

Sodium Fhiorescem

0.35 (section 7.4.5.3)

0.40 (~ldB/m at 490nm) (4m to emit and receive) 

Efficiency « 1% (specified by mmuActurer)

Combined efficiency of system = 2.7x10'
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Minimum number of photons detectable'* by PMT « 1000 s'*

3.83xlO'*^V

Hence minimum power of light source required assuming all light A coupled into 

the emitting optical fibre:

Power of hser(miainmm) = M i n i ^  d e te r^ le  power
Efficiency of system

= 14.2mW

hi practice tiie power was run higher than this to produce the maximum possible 

signal to noise ratio (lOOmW). ThA power level was found to be too high vi&en using 

an artery perfiised with blood due to destruction of the blood proteins (see test PD2/3, 

section 8.4.2 3). It A also possible probable that the high power will cause cellular 

damage. ThA figure assumes that the sodium fiuorescem is 1% efficient wMch A only 

an approximation.

8.4.2 /ii-Wvo probe design

8.4.2.1 Mettiod and motivation 

During the course of the probe development two designs were considered.

• The simplex optical fibre probe - A bifiircation was constructed uâng a 

bundle o f20 125pm diameter multimode polymethylmethacrykte optical fibres i^lrt

By definition photons of different wavelengths have a different energy (see section 7.4.1- An 

overview of fluorescence). For the purpœe of this calculation an average was taken between the 

absorption and emission wavelengths : 490nm and 550nm.
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into two equal bundles of 10 evenly distributed optical fibres (Figure 8-15). The probe 

consisted of a Inam diameter optical fibre connected to each junction^.

Housmg

Hbies in first branch 

O  Rhea in second branch

XoaÊDŒ
Optical fibres

Figure 8-15 The optical fibre bifiucation consisting of 20 optical fibres evenly 
distributed into two separate bundles.

• The duplex optical fibre involved a pair of250pm polymer fibres. A single 

fibre was used to receive the light with a second disassociated fibre to emit (see 

chapter 7. section 7.4.5).

Each of the two probe designs has advantages and disadvantages. The objective 

A to ensure that the sensitivity of the system A optimum and fire size A within the 

physical constraints of the original specification. It A undesirable to have a 

mtravascular catheter greater than 1mm m diameter as it A both awkward to 

manqmkte and will irrçair blood fiow.

8.4.2.2 Test PD1 - Sinr̂ lex probe in saline 

The sinqrlex optical fibre probe design A the amplest to envisage. The same 

optical fibre A used to both receive and transmit light by utiUsing an opto-coupler to 

couple the transmitted and returning light into the same optical fibre. The main benefits 

are the size and cost. The probe consists of a single hght guide with a fibre junction 

outâde the body. A hhou^ the initial cost A h i^ e r  due to the coupler the nmning 

costs are lower as the probe A cheaper to produce.

Coupling of fibres was performed in conjunction with a layer of refractive index matching gel 

made from phenylmethyl silicone.
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Single mode optical fibre couplers are used with considerable success in 

transducers using interferometry (Jackson., 1987, see section 1.4.2, chapter 1), and are 

the integral part of the classic optical fibre interferometer configurations; Fabry-Perot 

and Mach-Zender.

liinction

Optical fibre

Figure 8-16 An optical fibre bi-directional coupler for using with 
single mode optical fibre

ITie termination or insertion loss of a pair of optical fibres can be reduced to 

levels <0. IdB if the ends of the optical fibre are cleaved and hot welded with high 

precision apparatus. The loss using a bi-directional coupler is high due to the division 

of flux at the junction (Figure 8-16). When light travels fi-om a source located ‘B2’, it is 

divided between branches at ‘Ai’ and ‘A2’. Construction of an optical fibre coupler 

using a split optical fibre bundle, section 8.4.1, found the loss to be 7. lOdB and 6.46dB 

with the source at the common and 5.15dB and 5.45dB with the source at each of the 

branches repectively.
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Figure 8-17a The fluorescence of sodium fluorescein contained in a 5 turn helix 
(section 8.2) using a sinplex optical fibre probe 

(Photon count time = 1 second)
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Figure 8- 17a Figure 8- 17b
The peaks corre^onding to the fluorescence of sodium fluorescein in an artery filled 

with saline using a sin^lex optical fibre probe design

The plot of fluorescence against concentration is a linear relationshq) ânce the 

gradient of the curve is approximately unity (1.011, R^=0.985) on a logarithmic scale. 

Concentration is approximately proportional to amplitude of fluorescence and allows 

concentration to be calculated directly.

The second main observation is that only a single peak is present. Side peaks on 

either side of the fluorescent region (»12mm) are not present (cf; section 8.3.1.2). This 

is due to the more idealised light source have a bandwidth of ±2nm firom the peak 

emWon and the eradication of the broad band light source Wnch leaked white light 

into the target area around the sides of the filter.

The prototype device was constructed fi-om 1mm diameter polymer optical fibre 

wiiich may not be bent around a radius of less than 50mm without causing serious 

damage to the cladding. Although it may be envisaged that the final device would be 

constructed fi-om a narrower optical fibre, the reduction in senativity due to the optical 

coupler is inevitable and cannot be avoided. In order to investigate the in-vivo 

launched light source fiilly a second design was investigated (below).

8.4.2.3 Test PD 2/3 - Duplex probe in saline and blood 

The duplex optical fibre probe was constructed fi-om a pair of 0.25mm diameter 

polymer optical fibres, chosen because of their comparable size with the former
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sJnçlex design wdien housed in a protective shroud (0.94mm). The reduced fibre cross- 

sectional area inches that the quantity of l i ^ t  received will be considerably less 

(0.67% for 1mm OD fibre, 0.039% for 0.25mm OD fibre, chapter 7 figure 7-8a). The 

Hght that is coUected is coupled directly into the detector without secondary sources of 

coupling loss originating from the optical coupler. The reduced diameter of the optical 

fibre and hence the reduced longitudinal stress means that the probe (fibres and 

shrouding) can be bent through a radius of less than 10mm without permanent damage.

1.00

Ifi  ^  0.10
8

1
0.01

1 10 100 1000
Dilution Mole/1 (xl(K^6)

Figure 8-18a The peak fluorescence detected using a saline fiüed artery filled with 
sodium fluorescein of varying dilutions using a duplex optical fibre probe 

(Hioton count time = 1 second)
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Figure 8-18b The peak fluorescence detected using a blood filled artery filled with 
sodium fluorescein of varying dilutions using a duplex optical fibre probe 

(Photon count time = 1 second)

Figure 8-18a and Figure 8-18b illustrate fluorescence detected using the duplex 

fibre design in a fidse artery encapsulated in a 5 turn helix of varying sodium 

fluorescein dilutions. Vessels perfiised wifli saline and blood are depicted.

As was demonstrated in chapter 7 the attenuation ofWiole blood is considerable 

(15.7 dB/mm). The replacement of tiie external light source with the laser means that 

fiirtiier attenuation arising because of the intervening tissues between an external light 

source and the target site does not occur.

Consider the following:

Probe
description

Perfusion Power law e?q>onent 
( ^ e r e  log (y)r=p log(x) )

CoefiT of determination
Ff

Sinq>lex Saline 1.01 0.99

Duplex Saline 0.48 0.95

Duplex Blood 0.17 0.92

Figure 8-19 A table of statistics fitting a logarithmic fit to the data obtained Jfrom the 
sinçlex and duplex optical fibre probe designs

The gain of the duplex probe with blood falls 36% of its original level when 

using saline on a logarithmic scale. The coefficient of determination ( i f )  Jfrdls both
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w^en a smaller diameter fibre is used and Wien the saline is replaced with blood®. This 

may be attributed to the reduced signal-to-noise ratio due to the reduced solid angle of 

the fibre acceptance cone and the attenuation of the blood.

8.4.2.4 Discussion

The argon ion laser has proved that it is a viable means of exciting fluorescent 

material adjacent to the vessel wall both in and out of blood. During the majority of the 

above eiqierimmts the laser power was fixed at lOOmW continuous wave and the 

photomuhÿlier tube allowed to count for 1 second unless otherwise stated. The 

maximum power that the laser could deliver was limited by the presence of the blood 

itself and risk of fiuther injury to the vessel wall The high energy emanating fi-om tbe 

optical fibre tip Wfilst immersed in blood denatures the blood and caused hard plaque

like deposits to build up on the fece of the emitting optical fibre over a period of a few 

minutes seriously hrpairing its ability to launch light into the target area’. Continuous 

wave argon ion lasers were used in early laser angioplasty techniques, but later 

disregarded and replaced with pulsed exdmer lasers to prevent localised heating 

leading to further vessel trauma or puncture (Cheong et al., 1991).

8.4.3 Mammalian models - Ruoresceinated heparin

8.4.3.1 Method and motivation 

The final experiment conducted again used an animal model to produce the 

closest approximation permitted to damaged vascular endothelium and was designed 

to explore the capabilities in a real vessel as &r was possible without placing the probe 

in a living creature (cf: Test MMl)*.

* The coefficient of determination ( i f )  is the mean-square error of the logarithmic curve fit for 

each set of data.

’ Denaturing of the blood occurs Wien the long protein molecules of the blood are made to 

imravel by heat or chemical dam%e.

 ̂Damaged endothelial cells could not be examined in-vivo because of the animal licence 

restrictions.
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There are a number of unresolved ismies Wien attempting to deliver a drug 

intravascularly directly into the vessel wall (Hong et al., 1993). The technique is 

usually performed with a specially perforated angioplasty balloon loaded with drug 

Wiich is then pressured upon wddch the drug is released. The blood flow and only a 

semi-permeable vessel wall means that only a firaction of that delivered is retained in 

the vessel, the quantity of Wiich has not been accurately measured. To simulate 

fluorescence arising from labelled endothelial cells the drug was replaced by 

fluorescein labelled heparin. 20mg/ml of commercial heparin was conjugated with 

fluorescein isothiocyanate (FTTC) at a concmtration of 50pg per Img of heparin. The 

conjugate was purified by ion-exchange chromatography (aflBnity chromatography): a 

PD-10 column was eluted with a phosphate buflered saline (ph7.4). The purified 

conjugate was then diluted (see below) and concentration verified by 

spectrophotometry^.

8 4.3.2 Test FH1 A simulated artery 

The experiment was conducted in two halves. Firstly a calibration was carried 

out using a saline filled felse artery (section 8.2) to ensure that the fluoresceinated 

heparin was fluorescing at 550nm Wien excited at 490nm, and the binding of the two 

chemicals had not altered the spectral characteristic. The heparin was then used in 

conjunction with a length of recentty harvested rabbit iliac artery.

* Due to the purification process the dilution conœntrations are specified in international unit 

(lU) where 1000 IU=6mg/inl. Moles/l=Weigtht(g)/Molecular weight, hence lIU=0.3pMole/l Wiere 

the molecular weight = 20,000.
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Figure 8-20a 
Fluorescence of heparin at 500IU

Figure 8-20b 
Fluorescence of heparin at 310IU

Figure 8-20c 
Fluorescence of heparin at 80IU

Figure 8-20a-c illustrate the fluorescence detected using the felse artery perfused 

with saline in conjunction with the in-vivo light source. In order to improve the 

resolution the probe was withdrawn in 0.5mm steps (cf: F%ure 8-6). The power of the 

laser was adjusted to provide lOOmW of continuous power and tuned to 488nm using 

a Brewster primm As the concentration of the sodium fluorescein is reduced the peak 

at flie centre of each characteristic falls in anplitude and follows the characteristic 

logarithmic relationship Figure 8-20d.
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Figure 8-20d A summary of the results obtained from fluoresceinated heparin at 3 
concentrations: 80IU, 3 lOIU and 500IU. The probe was withdrawn along the vessel 8 

times for each concentration (Photon count time = 1 second)

The graphs also show improved clarity of the image due to reduced 

concentration. Figure 8-20a shows a sharp peak: 0.22 at 78mm, followed by a decay 

^Mch has been present in all of the experiments conducted in the felse artery perfiised 

with saline (section 8.2). Preceding the maximum is a series of shoulders which in later 

traces (at lower concentrations) manifest as separate peaks. Each peak corresponds to 

a single turn of the sodium fluorescein ladai helix around the plastic artery. As the 

concentration decreases the definition of the probe increases. The presence of saline in 

the replacement of the blood permits light arising from adjacent turns to overlap and 

blur the image. When blood replaces the saline the higher absorption should sharpm 

file image, although the anqihtude will be lower.

A series of eight sangle passes were performed in each vessel at the three 

concentrations, the resuhs of which are summarised in Figure 8-20d and Figure 8-21.
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Sample# Mean ‘p’ Standard Dev
‘o ’

Coeff of 
variation ^  ’

Concentration
lU

1 0.2085 0.0102 0.0487 500
2 0.1060 0.0215 0.2027 310
3 0.0322 0.0026 0.0793 80

Unknown 0.0411 0.0046 0.1110 -

Figure 8-21 A summary of results obtained from varying dilutions of 
fluoresceinated heparin

The viability of the system for recognising solutions of unknown concentration 

given series of controls of known dilutions was investigated. The data obtained 

showed that the peak fluorescence detected in dilutions of 500IU (sangle #1) and 

80IU (sangle #3) were distributed so a single standard deviation was within 4.9% and 

7.9% offlie mean respectively ( (o/p)xlOO% ). The curve plotted during sançle #2 

produced a coefBcimt of variation o f0.2027 assuming the data is distributed normally. 

This highly diverse data was attributed to the conditions under which the sangle was 

analysed. It was the first sangle to be analysed at which time the laser had not 

stabilised and the power delivered was not constant.

A curve was plotted for the three known dilutions and a fourth of unknown 

concentration deduced using a new felse artery. The unknown was presented to be 

80IU of fluorescein when the e^eriment was conq>lete, and hence a peak wavelength 

ratio identical to sample #3 was expected. Given the mean and standard deviation of 

sanqile #3 the probability of the mean value of the unknown sanq)le (0.0411) occuring 

is the same concentration is approximately 0.3%. Since this probability is extremely 

small (> 3 SD from the mean) it is clear that the two samples were either of sUghtly 

différent concentrations of the artery used during the second experiment produced 

different results due to differences in construction. It is inpossible to make an identical 

artery in each case, and although the same artery could be used for all experiments it 

was tiiough unreliable to do so due to the heparin remaining bound to the wall of the 

helix during successive experiments even when flushed.

It can be concluded that in order to make repeatable readings it is extremely 

important to monitor the conditions under which the experiment is conducted, ie. the 

probe is located in the same position in the vessel during successive investigations.
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8A3.3 Test FH2/3-Rabbit iliac artery 

The second half of the e;q>eriment involved introducing conjugated heparin into 

the aorta of an anaesthetised rabbit during blood flow using a perforated angioplasty 

balloon by the technique described by Hong et al (1993). The üiac artery was then 

removed, flushed with saline and suspended between the himen of two modifled 

arterial catheters. This produced a 50mm working section through Â hich the optical 

fibre probe could be passed. The arrangement was then enclosed in light shielded 

housing and the probe withdrawn along the vessel sançling absorption and emission 

wavelengths at 0.5mm intervals for photon count times of 1 second. The procedure 

was performed on two rabbit ihac arteries, 3mm ED, laced with fluoresceinated heparin 

60HJ and 400IU concentrations. It was surmised that the heparin would stick to the 

vessel wall and enter the tunica media Mhere-upon its fluorescent label would be 

detectable by the probe.

I

Figure 8-22a Figure 8-22b
The fluorescence of fluoresceinated heparin introduced into a rabbit iliac artery 

through a perforated angioplasty balloon at dilution s of 60IU and 400IU respectively

The diagrams shown in Figure 8-22a and Figure 8-22b are the profiles of 

fluorescence along the length of the vessel for concentrations of 60IU and 400IU 

respectively. The anq)litude of the signal increased from 0.0319 to 0.0375 (an increase 

of 17.5%). The method proved that not only could flie probe detect fluorescence 

emanating fi-om the vessel wall vbich may arise fi-om damaged endothelium, but the 

probe may also be usefiil for the analysis of local drug delivery (see discussion section). 

A set of 8 passes were performed on each of the two arteries. The signals obtained
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from each were seen to steadily degrade with each successive withdrawal and may be 

caused by the probe t ç  degrading the vessel wall and dispersing the hq>arin, or by the 

heparin diChising out of the tunica media (Figure 8-23).

0.040

’I

a

0.035

1 >  0.030 —

.11
0.025

0.020

1 2  3 4
Number of probe withdrawals fiirough 

fluoresceinated vessel

Figure 8-23 Die degradation of the peak fluorescence corresponding to the 
fluoresceinated heparin after repeated^ withdrawing the probe along the vessel

If the probe is to be used in surgery the design of the catheter is extremely 

inqiortant as it should disrupt the ves^l wall as little as possible so that measuremmts 

are repeatable.

S.4.3.4 Discussion

Die optical fibre fluorescence probe has shown that it may be feasible for use in 

a real mammalian artery. Although eiqieriments with labelled damaged endothelial cells 

in-vivo were not performed directly, fluorescence of a level conqiarable to that 

expected from labelled cells was detected. Die manufricture of the fluoresceinated 

conjugate in the laboratory on closer inspection was extremely inefficient, and it was 

suspected that only 1:38 parts of fluorescein bound to the heparin. Although this does 

not affect the experiment conducted in the felse artery, the sodium fluorescein being 

dissolved in the heparin, it does affect the results obtained using the rabbit artery. Die 

fluorescence detected is dependent on the heparin binding to the vessel wall If the 

heparin is not bound to the sodium fluorescein a peak will not be detected. If the
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binding is inefficient the signal-to-noise ratio wül increase by a Actor of 38 Wten the 

process is refined, making the probe 38 times more sensitive than it is currently, ie. 

1.5IU would be easily detectable.

The results also have enqihasised the inefficiency of the drug delivery system 

using a perforated angioplasty balloon. The leakage of the drug into blood stream 

produces a broad dispersed peak wMch is not as distinct as the idealised simulated 

model The majority of the drug is waAed away by blood flow, and only a small 

percentage reaches the target site.

The conditions under wbich the ei^eriment were performed were not fevourable 

to the probe due to the requirement to harvest the vessel fi'om the body. The tissues 

shielding the vessel fi-om an external light source (see section 8.3.3.2 ) are 

advantageous for the in-vivo l i^ t  source as the background photon count due to 

spurious light is reduced.

The derign of a probe for intravascular use in a real patient is mq>ortant if the 

results are to be repeatable. If the probe repeatably rubs the endothelium the 

endothelial cells will be damaged in^airing the healing process (More et al., 1994). It 

is envisaged that a further probe design may use a second transparaît tube, shielded 

from the blood, to act as a guide and preventing the tip striking the vessel wall.

8.5 Discussion

The main disadvantage of the fluorescent probe relative to the radiation 

apparatus described in the early part of chapter 7 is the susceptibility of the system to 

absorption of the blood. Prior arterial catheter designs have attempted to diqilace the 

blood from the target area using a catheter perfused with saline. This technique is ofien 

used in conjunction with angioscopy to produce a clearer image of atheromatous 

arteries (Ramee and White., 1994). The technique does however rely on maintaining a 

seal between the catheter and the vessel wall Such a seal is difficult to maintain, and if 

poorly defined will permit an unknown dilution of blood and saline to form around the 

catheter; the absorption of light due to the unknown dilution is thus unknovm and the 

measuremmt is meaningless, hi order to make quantitative measurements the diameter 

of the artery must be known and the probe must be kept either adjacent to the vessel
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wall or in the centre. Given the known position it is then valid to pass saline or a 

similar solution into the blood stream at a known flow rate in order to dilute the blood.

The use of the system on a clinical baas requires the design to be refined. The 

photomukplier tube is the obvious detection device as its high gain could not be 

rivalled until recently. Avalanche photo diodes were mentioned in the initial project 

proposal but the gains of such devices cannot match that of tiie PMT: a typical gain of 

a PMT is 1.3x10® with a quantum efficiency (QE) of 20% at the blue end of the 

electromagnetic spectrum The main disadvantage is the high photon count time 

required to produce a fluorescence characteristic fi-om a low amplitude signal wiffi a 

reasonable resolution. The PMT selected had a background dark current count of 700 

counts per second at maximum gain (see graphs in appmdix C). hicreased photon 

count time increases the time taken to withdraw the probe and hence the time takai to 

perform the analysis. Stability was also found to be a problem during the construction 

of the apparatus. When exposed to excessive light the dark current of the device will 

rise significantly and deems the device unusable for at least 24 hours. The current 

advancemait in charge-coupled devices (CCD) technology makes the replacement of 

the photomukpler equipment with such a device viable. CCDs are currently uæd for 

imaging applications in medicine and astronomy, but their high sensitivity could make 

them suitable for this application (Kim et a l, 1993 and Hohon., 1994).

It is desirable to use an excitation light source disassociated to the detector and 

outside the body, however due to the high attenuation of the blood, vessel wall and 

intervening tissues this is not possible: at least one order of magnitude per millimetre in 

vAole blood. The blood has a lower absorption in the red end of the electromagnetic 

pectrum  In order to exploit this the sodium fluorescein would ideally be replaced 

wifli a material of an appropriate emission wavelength such as occurs in porphyrins 

(Stryer., 1975). The excitation wavelength is still in the UV and is not able to penetrate 

the tissues satis&ctorily. The e?q)eriments conducted were confined to the laboratory 

containing the argon ion laser vAich was not portable as it was 3 phase and water 

cooled. This meant that the e?q>erimentation was restricted. It was not posable to 

conduct an experiment in a living animal model. Le. in blood flow, due to the 

restrictions of the animal licence. The best approximation was achieved given the 

conditions available. Future work would include the replacement of the water-cooled
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laser with either an air-cooled or solid state alternative. Ar^ lasers are now available at 

powers up to 150mW \Aich are both air-cooled and may be supplied from a mains 

supply (240V AC). The availability of solid state semiconductor lasers has to date been 

limited due to the non-existence of an appropriately doped semiconductor with a 

bandgap able to produce laser light towards the blue end of the electromagnetic 

spectrum Currently available devices have a life-time limited to 9 minutes, new 

devices using double heteroscructures are able to produce Ufe-times of 10,000 hours at 

wavelengths 450nm to S20nm in continuous or pulsed wave mode (Sony Corp. Res. 

Centre, 1994). It was feh however that vAen available such lasers would not be 

suitable as they are not able to provide sufficient power to overcome the attenuation of 

the blood: currently available devices at these wavelengths are not usually able to 

deliver more than a few milliwatts of power.

The optical fibre fluorescent probe is not limited purely for examining localised 

damage to the vascular endothelium, it may be used for any application (biomedical or 

otherwise) wfrere a fluorescent material is present. The size of the probe does however 

make it a candidate for an in-vivo catheter. It has been suggested that such a device 

could be used for measuring either blood flow or local vascular drug delivery. A drug 

can be delivered to a vessel directly using a perforated an^oplasty balloon. If the drug 

is linked to a fluorescent label the quantity of the drug wbich has penetrated the vessel 

can be examined. The probe would measure the quantity of drug left at the site at 

given times after the treatment. Blood flow could be quantified by placing a small 

quantity of fluorescent dye into the blood stream and timing it to travel a specific 

distance. If this were to be combined to the pressure transducer described in chapters 3 

to 5 both blood pressure and blood flow may be quantified. The Departmmt of 

Cardiology is particularly interested in this application and have sought fiirther fimding 

from the BritiA Heart Foundation to carry out further experiments boA on rabbits and 

man. The optical fibre to fight source coupling optics are to be made more efficient and 

Ae probe miniaturised in order to reduce obstruction to blood flow in living tissue.

The endoAefial cell damage probe differs from Ae pressure transducer caAeter 

in Ae respect Aat Ae main e^^ense is in Ae optical, detection apparaAs and laser 
equ^ment. The probe comprises of only two optical fibres and connectors. The
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disposability of Ae device is more relevant because of its highly invasive nature in Ae 

blood A-eam and so low cost is dearable.

8.6 Conclusions

The research into Ae optical fibre vascular damage probe has significantly 

contributed to Ae understanding of Ae use and detection of monoclonal antiboAes 

labelled wiA boA raAo-active and fluorescent biological markers. Clearly this research 

has opened a wider research horizon than was &st preActed, it holds a promising 

foture, particularly Aat of Ae fluorescence probe. The development of monoclonal 

antiboAes able to recognise specific antigens, is a recait research development in itself 

Ae integration of such technology wiA Aat of optical fibres AoAd lead to a 

conq)letely disposable caAeter \Aich woAd be a usefifl diagnostic Ad to Ae 

carAologist.

This investigation has Aown how opticA fibre technology has been able to 

overcome a previously insoluble problem OpticA fibres are Aus not only able to asmst 

Ae phyAdan, and so provide a means of performing investigative and Aerapeutic 

surgery more efficiently, but also allow totally new procedures to be undertaken.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions, comparisons and further work

9.1 Introduction
The research discussed in this Aesis has involved Ae investigation of two optic A 

fibre sensor systems developed to Ad in Ae diagnosis of specific climcA Asorders: 

Obstructive Sleep v^noea SynAome (OSAS) and ArteriA Restenosis (AR). The 

selection of Ae transducers for Ae investigation have contrasted Ae deAgn 

conAderations wbich muA be evaluated vAen constructing a syAem for in-vivo use 

(Figure 9-1).

Descrq)tion of 
property

Obstructive Aeep apnoea 
synAome

ArteriA ReAenoAs

Transducer
principle

PhyAcA ChemicA

Modulation
principle

Amplitude Amplitude

In-vivo use Semi-invasive Highly-invasive

Transduction
element

Complex 
(PhyAcA movement)

Simple 
(Polished fibre)

Disposability Yes 
(but expensive)

Yes

Manu&cturing time 13 Hours 2 Hours

Figure 9-1 A table contrasting Ae differences of Ae transducers deAgned to assist in 
Ae diagnosis of OSAS and AR

BoA of Ae syAems deAgned were constructed so as to be portable, data 

acquisition being performed on a notebook size conçuter, but Aat of Ae endoAeliA 

cell damage probe was limited due to Ae laser (safety and size). The two syAems 

enable a contraA to be made between two anqihAde modulated extrinAc sensors, 

using a chemicA biosensor and a phyAcA sensor as vehicles to examine Ae potentiA
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appUcation of opticA fibre transducers for in-vivo use. OpticA fibre sensors are not 

only useful in offering an alternative transducer syAem to commercial devices (e.g. in 

OSAS), but Aey are also able to access parameters previoudy unmeasurable (e.g. in 

AR). Moreover Ae data can be obtained in reA-time and, if an experienced climcian is 

present, Ae patient can be diagnosed immediately.

9.2 Summary of pressure transducer design lessons

The principle of determining Ae site of airway collapse by pressure measurement 

is not a new idea, and has been investigated by sever A researchers (Skatvedt., 1993 

and Tvitmereim and Miljeteig., 1992). Early research used a saline or air-filled Abe to 

transmit Ae pressure AgnA to a remote site as pressure transducers were not 

sufficiently small to be housed in a caAeter at that time. The development of silicon 

micro-structure technology has however now made this possible, and Ae advantages 

of Ae optic A fibre as a miniature sensor not are so apparent. The miniaturisation of 

micro-structures and micro-machines to Azes of only a few microns is a formidable 

achievement. The coA of such devices for in-vivo use is high and consequaitly it is 

unlikely Aat it can be deemed diposable.

The OpticA fibre pressure transducer caAeter (described in chapter 2 to chapter 

5) was approximately 3mm m diameter (Ae wide A pomt being Ae pressure isolation 

collars: 3.5mm). The main limitation encountered during Ae research was Aat of Ae 

materials equpment and knowledge. The main housing of Ae caAeter was a 

hyAophobic PVC Abe, wiA a lumen of less Aan 2mm If this Abing were to be 

replaced by a thinner walled Abe Aen Ae device would be narrower Aan any 

commercially available device, or any solid Aate device containing as many 

transducers. The oAer inportant issue is Aat of Ae so &r unbreached limits of Ae 

tran^ucer and caAeter deAgn The main fector in Ae deAgn of Ae opticA fibre 

pressure transducer, once Ae location of Ae fibres in Ae housing wiA respect to Ae 

reflective transduction element had been determined, was Ae volume of gas contained 

inAde Ae transducer. If senAtivity is to be maintained Ae volume of this gas must be 

maintained; hence a reduction in diameter must be conpensated by increasing Ae
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length of Ae transducer. The transducer was able to fulfil Ae origin A deAgn cAeria, 

and ahhough investigation was not conducted on patients suffering fi-om OSAS, Ae 

anAyAs performed on locally anaesAetised patients instructed to perform breathing 

exercises Ad distinguiAi palat A vibration associated wiA snoring. The model was 

fiuAer inproved by conducting an investigation on Ax patients under generA 

anaesAeAa wiA a cross-section of abnormA and normA airways. Pressure waveforms 

describing orA and nasA breathing, airway obstruction, palatA vibration (snoring) and 

peristalsis were observed.

In conchiAon, this transducer has not yet reached its AeoreticA limit for 

miniaturisation. Previous pressure transducer deAgns wiA opticA fibres have been 

constructed wiA outer diameters of350pm (Emanuelsson et ah, 1991) for 

intravascular use, however Ae measured pressures were greater (30mmHg to 

70mmHg for syAolic and diaAoUc respectively in a Aenosised coronary artery). The 

fin A pressure transducer was able to resolve pressures of lOPa, and is one of Ae more 

novel achievements (see section 9.5.1.1). The syAem was also able to overcome 

problems arising fi-om macro-bending losses.

9.3 Summary of endothelial cell design lessons

The development of Ae endoAeliA cell damage probe (chapter 6 to chapter 8) 

has demonstrated how opticA fibre technology is able to adAess an issue previouAy 

unsolved by former meAods\ The use of antiboAes, enzymes and similar agents for 

locating pecific biologicA conpounds in immunocytochemistry is one of Ae 

potentially moA exciting areas of meAcA research. Two opticA topologies were 

initially conAdered uAng raAo-labelled and fluorofluor-kbelled antiboAes to detect 

damaged endoAeUA cells repectively. The technology investigated differs from Aat of 

Ae pressure transducer in Ae repect Aat it is still in its infincy. The use of Ae raAo- 

nuclide to label Ae monoclonA antibody was possible in-vitro, but Ae apparatus for

'  The endoAelial cell damage probe is novel, and consequently protected under British patent; 

patent p lic a tio n  number 9413769.2 (1994).
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in-vivo detection was not feasible. The gain of Ae detection apparatus was not 

sufficiently high, and more inportantly Ae available chemicals were so toxic Aat 

leakage into Ae blood stream would always be cause for concern. The use of a 

Aiorescent label has made Ae investigation of a damaged coronary artery posAble by 

taking reA-time measurements, and hence removing Ae need for expensive histologicA 

investigations. Moreover Ae miniaturisation offered by Ae use of Ae opticA fibre 

means Aat Ae recovery time of Ae patient is conAderably Aorter Aan if a more 

invasive investigative techmque were to be used. Investigations were conducted on 

boA simulated and mammalian vessels perfused wiA boA blood and saline. The main 

disadvantage of Ae probe using fluorescence was its susceptibility to attenuation by 

Ae blood. This can be conpensated by increasing Ae power of Ae excitation light 

source, but it AoAd not be increased such Aat Ae blood is denatured at Ae probe tp . 

A scheme adopted by Warren et al (1995) integrated an A-mode Doppler probe and a 

OpticA fibre pectrophotometer into Ae same arteriA caAeter designed to detect 

fluorescence arising fi-om arteriA plaque. The distance information provided by Ae 

Doppler probe coAd Aen be used to conpensate for Ae attenuation of Ae blood 

between Ae probe tp  and target.

The design of Ae endoAeliA cell damage probe uses state-of-the-art optics, and 

alAough Ae efficiency may be inproved slightly by fiirther research Ae gains will be 

small in conparison to Aose available for Ae pressure transducer as Ae photon 

detection apparatus is Ae best available at Ae current time (see section 9.5.1.2).

9.4 Discussion

One of Ae most inportant issues to be adAessed in Ae construction of a umt for 

in-vivo use is its diposabihty ease of sterilisation. The levels of cleanliness for each of 

Ae two devices are different in each case because of Ae differing invasive nature. The 

upper airway and gastric tracts are arguably Ae most contaminated part of the human 

body, and contain a mAtiAde of normally harmless bacteria. Consequently Ae 

pressure transducer does not need to be medically sterile, ahhou^ it does need to be 

clean and fi-ee of paAogemc organisms. In conparison Ae endoAeliA cell damage
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probe penetrates Ae blood vessels, and contamination on Ae probe will be transferred 

into Ae blood stream. Autoclaving is Ae most common meAod for sterilising a device 

for in-vivo use and involves passing Ae equipment through superheated steam This 

woAd destroy Ae polymer opticA fibre used in boA of Ae transducers. For this reason 

boA transducers woAd ideally be disposable, and hence cost AoAd be kept low. The 

fimdament A difference between Ae two systems is Ae manner in wbich Ae pressure 

transducer is of conplex design, Wtere Ae endoAeliA probe is extremely sinple: 

comprising oAy two opticA fibres. This difference is also reflected in Ae design of the 

associated hardware. The pressure transducer uses relatively cheap emitters and 

receivers: approximately £20 each (a single transducer costing £60 in opticA 

conponents). For a seven channel device £420 covers Ae cost of Ae opticA 

conponents. AlAough Ae endoAelml cell probe is sinpler by Ae nature of its design, 

it requires state-of-the-art optics (collimating lenses and opticA filters), a high power 

argon ion laser (£8000) as well as Ae photomuhplier tube. In contrast Ae expense of 

Ae pressure transducer caAeter is markedly more in conparison wiA Ae passive 

biosensor. The conplexdty of Ae design makes Ae manu&cture of each pressure 

device exdremely expenâve, and requires a great many man-hours to construct (Figure 

9-2). In contrast Ae endoAeliA probe was constructed in 2 hours (not including 

polishing of optical terminations).

Transducer
preparation

OpticA fibre 
preparation

Construction of 
skeleton

Addition of 
connectors

Addition and latex 
preparation

1 hr 2hrs 2.5 hrs 3 hrs 2.5 hrs

Figure 9-2 The distribution of time for construction of a seven channel opticA fibre 
pressure transducer not including Ae time taken to polish Ae opticA fibre connectors 

and waiting for adhesives to cure.

A lesson learnt fi"om Ae construction ofboA devices was Ae inportance of 

ensuring Aat not oAy are Ae materials used for construction able to interact, but Aey 

are also suitable for long term storage. This was a particukr problem wiA Ae pressure 

transducer caAeter. The housing of Ae caAeter was a hyAophobic PVC Abe, and 

consequently Ae latex used in Ae fin A dipping process woAd not adhere to it. To 

overcome this problem Ae surfitce of Ae Abe was oxddised by heat treatment (see
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appendix A.2). A less obvious design consideration was Ae interaction of the cured 

latex wiA Ae silicon sealants used to isolate Ae adjacent pressure chambers in Ae 

caAeter. The sealant was initially able to maintain an air-tight sed for a Aelf Hfe of 

approximately one week, however beyond this Ae latex began to disintegrate. This 

was found to be caused by Ae chemicals in Ae sealant combining wiA ambient UV 

light Wiich Aen attacked Ae latex. The problem was solved by replacing Ae sealant 

wiA an acrylic alternative. Such problems were also encountered in Ae construction of 

Ae biosensor. The liquid scintillant, used in Ae preliminary research, began to dissolve 

Ae probe tip over a period of 2 to 3 minutes, and caused Ae opticA fibre to fracture. 

This was not a problem wiA Ae fluorescent probe, as Aere was no need for an active 

element. The finA design ofboA devices had an indefimte Aelf life if Ae caAeters 

were kept clean, dust caps intact and, in Ae case of Ae pressure transducer, in a dark 

dry container and not exposed to excessive heat.

One of Ae most inportant considerations vAen designing a device, opticA or 

oAerwise, for in-vivo use is Ae sAdy of Ae environment in vAich it is designed to 

operate, e.g. intravascular, intramuscular etc. The pressure transducer takes 

measurements firom boA Ae upper airway and Ae oesophagus and is subjected to a 

considerable amount of mechamcA Aock due to Ae presence of swallowing and 

coughmg manoeuvres, and Ae ensuing peristAtic waves. Peristalsis has Ae effect of 

persistently pulling on Ae caAeter m Ae direction of Ae stomach. There was also 

concern about Ae tenperature change and Ae presence of fluid and mucus in Ae 

airway inpairing Ae operation of Ae diaphragm to transfer pressure through Ae wall 

of Ae caAeter and onto Ae transduction element. AlAough Aere is a tenperature 

change in Ae airway during respiration, Ae time constant of Ae device was such Aat 

drift was negligible (ITPa). It was also found Aat Ae nose adequately saturated Ae air 

wiA water vapour by Ae time it had reached Ae level of Ae soft palate (Ae site of Ae 

airway collapse due to OSAS), and consequently mucus Ad not collect and congeal on 

Ae caAeter housing.

The endoAelial cell damage probe design had potential problems because of its 

higUy-extrinsic design. BoA probes are exctrinsic in Ae respect Aat light is able leave 

an emitting optical fibre, strike a target and Ae return to a second optical fibre 

collecting Ae incoming light, but in Ae pressure transducer Ae light is not intended to
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leave Ae confines of Ae transducer housing. The cell probe relies on laser light passing 

through Ae arterial blood to strike a target. It was found Aat it Ae laser was run at 

high power (>100mW) Ae proteins in Ae blood were destroyed and a denatured 

calcified-lilœ deposit would form on Ae face of Ae emitting optical fibre due to Ae 

high power density of Ae laser light in Ae optical fibre core (2.04W/mm ,̂ assuming all 

light is coupled into fibre core of Aameter 0.25mm).

The insertion of an in-vivo caAeter into Ae airways and blood stream not only 

subjects Ae patient to differing levels of risk, but it also varies Ae susceptibility of Ae 

caAeter to signal degradation due to Ae interaction of Ae caAeter wiA Ae body 

fluids in tissue. The semi-invasive nature of Ae caAeter and its location in Ae naso

pharynx means Aat accumulation of mucus and oAer secretions in Ae airway is 

unlikely due to Ae air being almost conpletely saturated wiA water vapour by Ae time 

it reaches Ae pressure transducers; consequently mucus does not have to opportunity 

to hard around Ae periphery of Ae caAeter impairing Ae operation of the pressure 

transmitting Aaphragm. The endoAelial cell damage probe however is subjected to 

considerably more har A  conAtions, and will be susceptible to Ae accumulation of 

platelets and fibrin on Ae end of Ae caAeter. This phenomenon was encountered by 

Spencer et al (1995) when developing a catheter-tip PO2 sensor for use in pre-term 

infants. AlAough it Ad not impair Ae operation of Aat particAar sensor Aastically Ae 

h i^ y  extrinsic nature of Ae endoAelial cell damage probe may be a potential 

problem Rolfe (1994) suggested a technique to coat Ae probe wiA a ceUAar layer to 

prevent this occurring, and may be an area for fiirther work.

The patient investigations conducted establiAed Ae importance of making a 

conscious patient comfortable wiA Ae sunoundings as this will dhectly effect Ae 

valiAty of Ae reading. This was apparent in Ae case of the pressure transducer, where 

peristAtic waves can Astort Ae signA. This Ad not occur in Ae anaesAetised patient.

The optical fibre sensor has many advantages over conventional measurement 

techmques, Ae details of which are presented in chapter 1. It is inqxortant to realise 

that Aere are also some inqxoitant potential Asadvantages in using optical fibres in Ae 

design. One of Ae main advantages of Ae optical fibre are its Aelectric properties. 

Conversely this means Aat shoAd any part of Ae sensor require electricA power, extra
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conductors have to be integrated into Ae caAeter. An exanqxle of this coAd be Ae 

requirement of a temperature sensor in Ae single channel pressure transducer to 

conqiensate for temperature change. OpticA fibre technology is in its in&ncy, and 

alAough it potentially holds many beneAs over conventionA sensors techmques 

applications are currentfy limited because Ae optics involved are ofl:en expenAve.

The exqploAon of data collected by phyAcA and biologicA sensors such as Aose 

discussed above emphasise Ae need for adequate computer and deciAon support 

syAems to analyse Ae data. BoA of Ae syAems presented are canAdates for semi

automated conputerised deciAon support syAems using a knowledge-based expert 

syAem This woAd be a worA\Aile and usefiil area for fiuAer work. Research into 

opticA fibres and Aeir associated opticA conponents: opto-couplers, detectors etc, is 

expanding and Ae technology is not yet eAabliAied. As a consequence Ature gains 

made in Ae technology of opticA syAems coAd be expected to be large in conparison 

wiA eAabUshed technologies. This will make deciAon support and data Aorage even 

more inportant.

9.5 Further work

OpticA fibres is currently one of Ae &AeA growing fields in engineering, and 

consequently previouAy inpracticA ideas may be worth fiuAer evAuation in foture 

years (e.g. Ae opticA fibre endoAeliA probe uAng scintillation, chapter 7).

9.5.1 Engineering based

9.5.1.1 The pressure transducer 

AlAough Ae opticA fibre pressure transducer caAeter Ad not suffer fi-om some 

of Ae practicA deAgn limitations, arch as sensitivity, Aat were due to Ae limitations in 

Ae technology some practicA problems were found. The seven transducers encased in 

Ae caAeter required 21 opticA connectors to be Asconnected every time Ae caAeter 

needed changing. It is envisaged Aat a foture deAgn woAd encompass an optical fibre 

ribbon cable to decrease Ae set-up time. The second main disadvantage again arises 

fi-om Ae pre-calibration stage vAich must be performed prior to each measurement.
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The data from this procedure is later used for scaling in order to make a quantitative 

measurement. Although Ae calibration cannot be avoided if Ae recording is going to 

be accurate, fiuAer sofiware development would make Ae system more user-friendly 

for Ae clinician. Such a package could include auto-scaling, auto-ranging and data 

acquisition. Given fiuAer evaluation of Ae data obtained, research could be extended 

into creating a knowledge-based decision mpport system for Ae apparaAs to Ad in Ae 

diagnosis.

The constroction of Ae device presented a formidable materiA challenge. FurAer 

investigation, and Ae adoption of Ae idea on a commerciA baas could foreseeably 

reduce Ae size of Ae device to less Aan 2mm (smaller Aan any currentty commerciA 

or researched Atemative (Skatvedt., 1993)). As well as Ae single transducers being 

made smaller, Ae latex AeaA mcapsulating Ae caAeter can also be inproved (Figure 

9-3) and Aaped such Aat Ae addition of sealants to isolate adjacent chambers is not 

necessary.

Pressure cham bm

Figure 9-3 The inproved pressure transducer diaphragm

9.5.1.2 The endotheliW cell damage probe 

The development of Ae charge-coupled device (CCD) for low-level light 

detection would offer a solid state akemative to Ae photomuhplier Abe and remove 

Ae need for long photon count times. It would Aso not require long recovery times 

AoAd it be exposed to an unacceptably high light level The CCD can provide higher 

gains Aan Ae Avalanche PhotoAode (APD) \Aich is Ae current conamercially 

available solid state akemative.

The light source used was a liquid-cooled, 3 phase argon ion laser. This 

wavelengA (488nm) is Ae optimum solution for Ae selected sodium fluorescein 

biologicA label, but Ae laser rating was over specified (750mW peak), and 

cumbersome to use. AlAough systems using high power lasers caimot be considered 

portable wiAout &st adAessing Ae necessary safety issues, Ae replacement of Ae
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system with a lower power (lOOmW) air-cooled, mains powered system is more 

desirable. Alternatively a or doped opticA fibre laser could be used. Poole 

(1992) reported Ae availability of a laser able to deliver laser light at 491nm (cf:

492nm required to stimulate Sodium Fluorescein). For limited use such a system could 

be made portable if Ae safety criteria were satisfied (BS EN60601(2.22) and BS 

EN60825: laser safety).

The finA criticism is Ae semi-automated nature of Ae measurement procedure, 

wiA fiirther research Ae system could be made fiilly automatic by implementing Ae 

control for Ae probe wiAAawA device at sofiware level.

9.5.2 Medical based

9.5.2.1 The pressure transducer

In order to evAuate Ae i^stem fiilly a large sAdy of patients (50 or more) boA 

wiA abnormA and normA airways, and sufferers from OSAS Aould be sAAed. The 

statisticA results from Aese sAAes can Aen be used to comment on Ae usefiilness and 

reliabAty of such a system for routine overnight deep sAdy.

Once Ae ability to localise airway collapse is confirmed, patients previoudy 

Aought unsuitable for palatA surgery by conventionA means (raAology) (see chapter 

2) will be investigated and, if deemed suitable, subjected to operation. The outcome 

will be evaluated by fiuAer deep sAAes and questionnaire.

9 5.2.2 The endothelid cell damage probe

In order to conduct a fiAer evAuation of Ae probe, it woAd be usefiil to 

conduct a series of experiments in blood within a mammAian vessel using antibody 

labelled endoAeliA cells, having previoudy damaged Ae vessel wiA an inflated 

angioplasty balloon. This experimmt was not conducted due to Ae restrictions of Ae 

animA licence, however such an investigation woAd combine all of the ideas and 

results present Aroughout this document.

The probe is not limited purely to Ae detection of endoAeliA cells labelled by a 

fluorescent material ^plications may exctend to measuring blood flow and locA 

vascular drag delivery systems (see chapter 8, section 8.4.S.4 for fiuAer details).
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9.6 In-vivo optical fibre sensors - the future?
Sensors are used as either part of a Aerapeutic procedure, or just to assist in Ae 

diagnosis of Ae patient. To examine Ae potential for opticA fibre sensors for in-vivo 

use is it usefiil to identify &st Ae parameters vAich can be measured wiA existing 

techniques, and Aen examine vAeAer Aey are canAdates for measurement by fibre 

optic transducers. The most obvious set of transducers which are applicable to 

physiolo^cA measurement are physicA sensors measuring pressure, tenperature, flow, 

displacement and force. There are very many locations in Ae human body vAere such 

measurements can take place, but in each case Ae measurement is fimdamentally Ae 

same, alAough Ae static and dynamic requirements will differ in each case. A good 

example is Aat of pressure vAereby Ae pressure range and size of Ae caAeter is 

dependent on Ae measurand and Ae measurement she.

ChemicA and biochemicA sensors or biosensors can be considered to be a 

subddiary of Ae primary phydcA sensors in Ae sense Aat Aey modulate physicA 

parameters to measure molecular changes: colour change for example. Ike wide range 

of biochemicA-reactions, particularfy Ae highly-pecific antibody-antigen reactions, 

suggests Aat biosensors will have a major role in biochemicA sensing. The ability of 

biochemicA reactions to produce optically-detectable changes suggests Aat opticA 

fibre biosensors will become an attractive technology in Ae fiiture.

The availability of biologicA parameters to measure is limited only by Ae 

imagination of Ae physician. Prior to this research it woAd have been almost 

impossible to foresee Ae need for an endoAeliA cell damage probe in Ae arteries. 

BiochemicA sensors measure properties such as tissue damage (chapters 6 to 8), 

biochemicA composition, pH, chemicA affinity and biochemicA interaction. The choice 

of available chemicals is constantly increasing. In contrast Ae pressure transducer 

would have been perhaps easier to envisage as it is less obscure.

The field of opticA fibres and Aeir associated opticA components is extremely 

dynamic. Manu&cturing techniques are constantly iuproving making Ae standard of 

Ae equpment better and Ae cost lower. The in&ncy of Ae technology means Aat Ae 

gains in opticA fibre sensors will be large in comparison wiA established technology. 

Some of Ae most promising fibre optic systems are Aose associated wiA oncology,
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\Aere opticA fibre sensors are used to analyse tumour cells. This is performed by 

fluorescence or pH mapping of an area of tissue (BAdini and Mignani., 1994). This use 

of opticA fibre parameters allows access to previously unmeasurable parameters.

9.7 Concluding remarks

Two amplitude modulate extrinsic opticA fibre sensors have been presented. The 

opticA fibre pressure transducer offers an alternative device to measure a physicA 

parameter vAich is accessible wiA commercially available equipment, but which has 

Ae potentiA for fiuAer miniaturisation so making it a canAdate for fiuAer 

development in order to replace existing conunerdA devices. The meAod of caAeter 

construction and Ae physicA transduction element is novel The endoAeliA cell 

damage probe accesses a parameter previously unquantifiable and is novel in its 

enAety. It provides a means of conducting reA-time analysis of Ae arteriA vascular 

wall wiAout subjecting Ae patient to a long recovery period in hôpital

This chapter argues Aat it is inportant for researchers to gain a clear 

understanding of Ae environment in which Ae transducer is to operate, and Ae key 

fields of development as outlined. The research discussed is a contribution to Ae 

international effort in Ae development of opticA fibre sensors for use in Ae human 

body, by taking two pedfic examples of a biochemicA and phydcA sensor and using 

Aem as vehicles to examine some of Ae major design considerations.

The systems discussed are boA prototype designs, but boA Ae pressure 

transducer caAeter and Ae endoAeliA cell damage probe Aould be a viable as Aey 

stand for assisting in Ae diagnosis of obstructive slep  apnoea synAome and arteriA 

restenosis repectively.
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Appendix A

The pressure transducer hardware and software components

A.1 Latex manufacture

The catheta manufacturing process requires a latex tubing of 3mm0 and 4mm0 which 

may be cut to length as required. The latex is formed on a polished stainless steel rod, either of 

3mm0 or 4 m n ^ , depending on the size of the tubing to be made.

The fbmrer is wamred to 70®C and lowaed into the latex solution (#AL340, Dunlop 

adhesives) and held for 60 seccmds before being slowly withdrawn at a slow steady rate so as 

to allow the excess material to drain off the former. Once removed the former should be 

allowed to air dry (5-10 minutes) and then immored into a coagulant solution (20% acetic acid 

in methanol) and immediately removed, the rctethanol in the coagulant will promote fast 

evaporation. The pre-coated farmer may now be dipped as many times as is necessary to 

produce the required thickness of latex, dipping in coagulant between dips. When the desired

thickness has been th ieved the forma* should be heated to 70®C for one hour to promote the 

cross-linking process of the latex.

The removal of the latex was achieved by ccmting the dipped fbmter with french chalk. 

130mm lengths may then be slowly rolled off the former, suitable for enclosing six transducers 

in the catheter, adding more french chalk as they conte off.

NOTE: It may be necessary to pre-dip the former sevo-al times, stripping the latex each 

time, to encourage the latex to adhoe to the former better during later dips.

A.2 Heat treatment of hydrophobic tube

PVC tubing 3mm0 CD and 3mm0 ID (#800/000/180, Portex UK Ltd) is used for the 

basic catheter body, however its hydrophobic properties will not permit it to be coated in latex 

as part of the catheter finishing process unless it is heat treated. The tubing is placed in a oven

for twelve hours at 80®C.
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A.3 Modification of opticai connectors
The c^tical fibre amphenol used to connect the catheter to ih& electronics is dependent 

on the PIN diodes and emitting LEDs used. Hie catheter described in this thesis usW standard 

SMA devices and connectors, SMA soies 905. The ferrule hole was opened to 350pm to 

accommodate the 250pm optical fibre and epoxy resin used in the design (a ceramic ferrule is 

not suitable for this purpose, a stainless steel device must be used: Tech Optics Ltd, #905-150- 

5001).

The optical fitee connector is supplied as a three part device, including the an^henol, a 

crimp connector and a strain relief shroud. As the device is designed to accommodate silica 

fibres enclosed in a protective jacket, the sheathing of which is designed to fit into the crimp 

connector, the device must be modified to accommodate a single 250pm optical fitee. A 

150mm length of fine bore polyethylene tube (#800/100/500, Pratex UK Ltd) was slid into the 

ferrule along with the uncrinped crimp tousing, this was then held in place by quick setting 

epoxy resin before the protective shroud was slid o v c t  the whole construction (Figure A-l).

Pi^ed^enetube Stainless steel optical filxe femile

Eÿoxyicrâi Uncriinpedstzam relief orinp
NOT TO SCALE

Figure A-l A schematic of a modified SMA905 stainless steel amphenol

A.3.1 Catheter construction - Layout of Mlvldual transducers

When constructing the seven channel pressure transducer a bench-top plan was drawn on 

a large plate of aluminium on which the catheter was constructed. Figure A-2 shows the 

distances apart that the individual transducers should be in the final device (ie: six transducers 

paced 20mm apart, with a seventh placed 200mm from the sixth), and also where the main 

upper body of the catheter starts (5mm away from transducer #1). Each transducer is 

allocatoi a 10mm window, see plan below (Figure A-2).
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200mm

20mm

Stmt of mliwlHriiHdni body 

20mm \  7

I. J
20mm Locttkn

Figure A-2 The pattern fw  catheter construction.

Seven of the pigtailed transducers should be taped onto the pattern so that the tip of each 

lies in the correct position within its allocated window. The catheter body can then be 

assembled.

A.3.2 Diagrams of connecting and fibre terminator blocks

Seven lengths of 90mm O.76nm0 ID autoclavable nylon tubing (# 800^00/175, Portex 

UK Ltd) are fed over each of the three sets of fibres that correspond to each of the transducers 

and secured in place using silictme sealant (#RTV118, GE Adhesives). A SMA905 optical 

connector is slid over each of the optical fibres grovped in sets of three corresponding to "M",

L ' and 'S' of each transducer. The SMA905 connectors are slid over the fibres and the 

termination enclosed in a fibre-optic clanp (Figure A-3). The clamps and the ferrules may now 

also be filled with epoxy resin, clanped shut and the whole assembly allowed to cure for 

twenty-four hours. The seven clamp are then secured in a fibre optic clamp holder (Figure A- 

4). All polished connectors should be covered with dust caps to prevent conmninatitm at a later 

date.
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Figure A-3 Scltematic of the optical fibre connector clamp (x7 for one catheto-)
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Figure A-4 Optical fibre connector clamp holder (xl for one catheter).
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A.3.3 Materials used in catheter consbiiction

Name Supplier Purpose / Notes
Epoxy Resin 555-027 RS Components Secure optical connectors and sealing 

individual transducers
Titanium Dioxide TiOz 
(Fine made)

British Drug Hcmses Ltd Coat pressure transducer transduction 
element

Latex Rubber #AL340 Dunlop adhesives Sheath for catheter, and final dipping
Propan-2-ol
(C%)zCHOH

Hogg laboratory supplies Cleaning all equipment coated with silicone 
gel after use

Sylgard 527 silicone 
dielwtoic gel

Dow Coming Pressure transducer transduction element

Flexible acrylic sealant 
(C42513)

Evo-stik Forming pressure seals between latex sheath 
and catheter housing

Silicon sealant RTV 118 GE Silicones Forming pressure seals between the catheter 
housing and optical fibres

Cyanocrylate Locktite Holding reinforcing members in place 
inside catheter housing

Nylon tube 0.76mmID 
(#800/200/175)

Portex UK Ltd Constructing individual pressure 
transducers

Polyethylene tube 
(#800/100/500)

Portex UK Ltd Guiding optical fibre into ferrule of 
SMA905 connMAor

PVC tube 3mmOD 
(#800/000/180)

Portex UK Ltd Main catheter bo<fy

Polymethylmethacrylate 
Optical fibre 0.25mm

Optronics Pressure transducer construction

Figure A-5 A table summarismg the main materials used in the construction of the optical fibre
pressure transducer catheter

A 4 Supplementary circuitry details

The following section gives design details of the low-pass filter hardware used for die 

optical fibre pressure transducer. The second order vohage-controlled voltage-source ‘VCVS’ 

filter is active, containing two-capacitors, two resistors and an operational amplifier (Figure A- 

6b). Ihe values of these conponmts may be selected to choose the pass and stop-bands of the 

filters, succesave stages may be cascaded together to produce filters of higher orders.

The VCVS circuit is able to emulate a Bessel filter by choosing the values for ‘R’ (Figure 

A-6a) in accordance with the table in Figure A-7.
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Poles Bessel VCVS filter
4 K

1-2 1.781 1.024
3-4 1.835 1.213
5-6 1.956 1.593
7-8 2.192 2.184

RI R2
OutputInput

C2

Figure A-6(a)
Coeffidents for calculation of Bessel filter

Figure A-6(b) 
Circuit for a VCVS filter

No. Poles 
(Bessel)

fsdoCHz) Step rise time 
(0-90%) (sec)

Over
shoot (%)

Settling time (Sec) Stopband attenuation
to 1% to 0.1% f-2^ f=iot,

2 1.0 0.4 0.4 0.6 1.1 10 (dB) 36 (dB)
4 1.0 0.5 0.8 0.7 1.2 13 (dB) 66 (dB)
6 1.0 0.6 0.6 0.7 1.2 14 (dB) 92 (dB)
8 1.0 0.7 0.3 0.8 1.2 14 (dB) 114(dB)

(-3.0dB at fb=1.0Hz)

Figure A-7 The time-domain performance of a Bessel filter 
(Horowitz and Hill., 1990)

Each VCVS filter contains two sets of passive components, and is able to provide two 

poles of the filter. The Bessel lowpass filter selected was dghth order to achieve a sharp cut

off The settling time (to within 0.1%) and rise time are affected, but only differ by 0.1% and 

0.3% respectively. The overshoot increases for the lower order filters, but is a m mim um  of 

0.3% (a reduction of 0.1% firom 2nd order) vAen inplemented as dghth order. The most 

significant feature is the h i^e r attenuation due to the Aarper cut-off: a difference of 4dB at 

twice the comer fi-equency and 78dB at ten times the comer fi-equency. Successive stage are 

cascaded by changing the constant K  and fimdammtal frequency^ as shown in the table in 

Figure A-6a.

1Filter centre fi-equency ' / '

cf: Figure A-6a

(Eqn A-l)
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The value of the reâstors R  and (K-l)R  (Figure A-6b) are calculated and correpond to 

the values calculated from Eqn A-2 describing the Bessel filter.

Bessel filter H{jo}) = (Eqn A-2)
Pn\p)

wliere P„(s) is the Bessel polynomial of order ‘w ’.
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Appendix B

Endothelial cell damage probe hardware and software

B.1 The laser alignment system for an SMA905 optical fibre

Laser aligommt and optical fibre positbn system 
(Main assembly)

A C A M M

MOTTOaCAIS

a

15 ^ /=  I

PbmofparfB' Plan of part'A* (x2) Plan of part'C

Mil&Mllibl*

maoaDYBft(6)iMs

Figure B-1 A schematic of the laser alignment system with six degrees of fteedom for focusing 
the Argon Ion laser into an optical fibre fitted with a SMA905 optical connector
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B.2 Construction of the probe
The probe construction is considerably simpler than the former pressure transducer 

ca the^, and does not require heat treatment in orda- to allow any chemicals to interact The 

probe congmses to 0.25 polymer qptical fibres. The first fibre is terminate to a SMA905 

optical connector (see section A.3) and connects to the laser alignment system (Figure B-l). 

The second fibre passes into a custom built connector comprising a optical fibre connector 

(supplied by RS components. Figure B-3) with the tip removed and replaced by a 55mm long 

length of pito tube.

Fhotmmdtbdier 
tube \

ChuppefW^el

\ Pmcldngtx) hold optical 
fibre in centre

2mm OD 
Pitotidbe

Aapheric glma candeaser 
lemea

Critical fibre connector 
(5mm tip removed

1^411111
SSftwn

Optical fibre+ 
polymer tube 
(#800/100/500)

Figure B-2 A schematic of the optical fibre connectors and optics arranged to focus the 
inccaning l i ^ t  into the photcanultiplier housing

B.3 Materials used during research

Name Supplier Purpose / Notes
Toluene Sigma Chemicals Ltd Dissolving optical fibre tip
Polymethylmethacrylate 
Optical fibre 0.25mm

(%)tr(mics Endothelial cell damage probe receive^ and 
transmitter

Kto-tube (2mm OD) Stmedmat^ial Modificatmn of optical amnectca
Optical connector 
#456-598

RS Ctanpoients Connection of cqgical fibre to 
idiotomultiplier tube

Nylcm tube 0.7&nmID 
(#800/200/175)

PtatexUKLtd Endothelial cell damage probe housing

Sodium Fluorescein Sigma Chemicals Ltd Simulating arterial damage

Figure B-3 A table summarising tte  main chemicals used during the development of the 
endothelial cell damage probe
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B.4 Implementing the software for the endothelial cell damage probe

ENDOmBUAL CEXI. DAMACæ 
PROBE USINO FLUORESCENT 

ANTIBODIBS

AcquireLoad
data

Data nco¥or and 
diagdagrmemi

Set Set
tamdriw

CoDe^
&omP%

HDiak
ECL
SetAoqu

Hafddiak(A-^ 
&idttBr Cmÿfed L i ^

Stop ECL 
count

Pnqnenqr of ricf^pen moton

Piotto

Figure B-4 A block diagram of the endothelial cell damage probe acquisition and display 
software (written in C 5.1, Microsoft™)
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Appendix C

Additional data on the photomultiplier tube and sodium fluorescein

C.1 Characteristics of the iow dark-current PMT

lE+S

lB+3 -g

lE-1

1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
Overall Voltage (volts)

Figure C-1 The operating plateau of the photcanultiplier tube dynodes obmined during
calibration

25 — I

Quartz
20 — Fused silicaI
15 —

5 —

200 300 500 600 700100 400 800 900
Wavdmgtfa (nm)

Figure C-2 Comparison of the quantum efficiency of the low dark-current photomultiplier tube 
when fitted with a fused silica aiui quartz photon inlet window
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P.D.Goodyer, J.CJFothergill, N.BJones, D.P.deBono (1994), Optical fibre probes for 
measuring endothelial cell damage in arteries, Phys. in Med. ami Biol, Abstr. World Congress

on Med. Phys and Biomed. Eng 
(Rio de Janeiro, Brazil), 3%t(2), pp.572
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OPTICAL FIBRE PROBES FOR MEASURING ENDOTHELIAL CELL DAMAGE IN

ARTERIES

PJ).GOODYER\ D.PX>e BONO*. J.CFOTHERGILL*, N.BJONES^

University of LeicestCT, Dépannants of Engineering^ and Cardiology*, UnivCTsity Road,

Leicester, LE17RH, UK

A anall diameter optical fibre sensor for measuring endothelial cell damage in the aorta, 
coronary aneries and âmilar vessels is being developed. The objective is to study in-vivo 
changes during the healing of vascular endothelium following percutaneous balloon 
angioplasty. Two optical technologies have been investigated both of which attempt to utilise 
the ability of monoclonal antibodies to recognise specific antigens associated with damaged 
endothelium. The antibodies are given a label' which can be detected at close range by an 
arterial catheter.

Preliminary research involved the labelling of the antibodies with a gamma-mnitting 
radio-nuclide such as 1251 or 111 In. Laboratory tests showW that this was not fearible 
because of the toxicity of the scintillants; an alternative fluorescent antibody marker was 
therefore used. Hie subject area of tissue is illuminated at the excitation wavelength of the 
fiuwescent material aiui a ratio between the excitation and emission wavelengths is then taken. 
An increased ratio is detected if there are any damaged endothelial cells local to the probe.

The system was tested using a simulated arterial wall perfused with red blood cells, a 
human umbilical cord aiui a recently sacrificed ra t The fluorescent material (fluorescein) was 
excited by a 40W halogen light source, external to the artoy, transmitted through a filter at the 
excitation wavelength. In the artificial artery 45 picomoles of fluorescein could be detected, but 
in the mammalian arteries detection was only achieved down to 0.04 micrcmroles. These 
preliminary results suggest that the tœhrtique v #  be useful but could be improved by using an 
excitation light source introduced in-vivo through another optical fibre. This will avoid 
attenuation in local vascular tissues.

Such probes do have a place in cardiological applications, but it is limited in this 
particular application by the

speed of the catheto* past the point of injury as a function of photon counting time: an 
increased speed results in a loss of resolution. For the lowest levels of flutwescën a speW of
0.5 mm/s was used.
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Appendix E

PJD.Goodyer, J.C.Fothergill, RBJones, D.P.deBono (1994), Fibre optic probes for 
studying cell damage in the arteries, Proc. of XHIIMEKO world congress: from measurement 

to innovation. International measurement confederation (Torino, Italy), 3, pp.2503-2508
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OPTICAL FIBRE PROBES FOR STUDYING CELL DAMAGE IN THE ARTERIES.

PD.GOODYERf, DP.De BONO*. J.C JOTHERGEXt, NBJONES*. 

University of Leicester. Dqartments of aigiiwering* and Cardiology*. 

University Road. Leicesta. LEI 7RH. UK

Abstract
Research is und^way to devekrp an cortical filnc probe for the detectmn of beta-gamma radio 

biol%ical markers and that of the fluorescence ype when linked to the antigens of damaged endothelial cdls. 
Preliminary research involved the mrploitation oi scintillation isoperties of both a solid state mid liquid 
scintillant, a soies c£ feasibility expoiments woe coidiKted and a prototype pnAe dev^qied. Results 
indicated tlmt although a pxAe would be tfaeoOicaily possiUe a similar method using a fluoescent marko 
would ovocome many imblems associated with background noise and toxicity.

Experimentation involved the use of a simulated artery which was illuminated using an external or in- 
vivo light source .The vessel was then pofiised with red Mood cells and the qitical pobe withdrawn aloig its 
length. Using an external 40W halogen light source a minimum erf 45 picomdes crfFluoescein was (Mectable. 
H oi^vo the used of an Argoi Ion laso lead to considerable improvemoits in sensitivity and resolution. 
Further experimoitation also involved the use of an animal m o^l in the form of a recmtly sacrificed rat. and 
human umbilical cmd.

i^ywords: Optical FiMe Biosensor. Flumescence. Scintillation. Mcmoclonal Antibody. EndeMhelium

1. INTRODUCTION

Percutaneous Balloon angioplasty is a well established technique for treating atheromatmis sténose in 
coronary blood vessels. A surpisingly small amount of research has beat imdertaken on the patlwlogy and 
effects of a dilated balloon m  the vessel wall in human vessels, because of the low mortality rate of such 
opermions. Even if the post-tqterative vessel can be examined post-mortem, this does not povide die physician 
with any infcsmatitHi about the healing pocMS or what l e ^  to restonosis. The aim of the weak was to attempt 
to monitor the healing jvocess of the cardiovascular lumen following ballocm angicqtlasty.

The cardiac artoy is an extremely sophisticated vessel consisting (rf several types (rf œil. Although the 
reastMis why complete or partial occlusion of vessels may occur are not discussed here such vascular obstruction 
can clearly have drastic dkcts. effect which may re-emerge if the healing {Hocœs is not mrmihaed [1]. The 
development of the tqttical fiMe œil damage pobe is based tm the ability of monoclmal antibodies to latch mto 
the antigens of the damaged œlls ci the vessel lumen. The inner lining <rf the cardiac v e s^  is compised of a 
laya of endothelial cells which collectively cmnpletdy covers the inner wall (rf the vesœl to make the 
Endothelium, it is diese œlls which are damaged during balloon angioplasty and are tlK target (rf the antibody. 
Priw to introdiKtitm into the blood aream the antilxxiies may be givoi a biological label which may then be 
^tected (%)tically: a ctmcentratitm (rf the label indicates a concaitratim of antilxxly and henœ (rf damaged 
cells.
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THE OPTICAL FIBRE SCINTILLATION PROBE.

Scintülaü(Mi is widely exploited in ladiatitMi cameras to detect gamma-emitting radio nuclides such as 
1251 and 11 lln . However, although this technique has been useful in the past for hxddng at large areas of tissue 
to inovide an overview o f die fsoblem, its limited resolulitm prevents close detailed examinatirai d  small 
tissue areas. The use a i scintilhûim as a method a i rktecting radiation is not a lœw idea, paa  research lead to 
the (kvelo{Hi»nt a i a fUne-tqwic coupled scintillatirMi fsobe designed to measure the decay of plutonium [2]. 
The problem with this pevmus design was the physical size of the final rkvice. the o p tW  A re  being of a 
diameter a i 5mm (x  mrae. The ultimate aim was to reduce fdiyskal size of the probe so as to m a k  it viable fiar 
intravascular use.

In o i t e  to achieve high oiough smsitivity and resolution a frfiotomultiplier tube configured 
as a photrai counter was œupled to a receiving optical fibre probe consisting of a high speed counter-timer 
board connected to a 486DX PC.

A fused quartz cuvette was filled with a tritium /  scintillant dilutirm and placed in a ckised light-poof 
container in fixmt a i a low dark count quartz window jdiotomultipli» tube. A set am  hundred samples liras 
taken with the scintillant solutkm brah pesent and r^laced with an onpty identical cuvette which vras 
matched at the UV end o i its absraptkm qiectrum. The diluticm was then varkd in rader to calculate the 
efficiency of the phottm counting process, Figl:

Liquid scintillatitm counting to calculate efficiotcy of photomultqtlio’ tube.

Level r t  radioactivity (Bq)

Fig. 1 The photon count of a tritium and scintillmt cocktail when using a ten 
seccxid counting window

The optical fibre can «dy  receive light which lies within its acceptance cone , any light outside this 
region will piss through the sitte a i the fibre, the angle of incidence being higher than that c i the critical angle 
required for total internal reflection. Hœ vdume a i fluid used during the experiment was (ksigned to be 
œmparable to that d  the vdume of an angiqplasty ballorai, a typical balloon size being: 2(knm long x 3mm in 
diameter

When struck by a beta particle the scintillant will emit light in all directions in three dimensional space. 
The intensity reœived by the optkal fik e  can be calculated by examining the solid angle (in sterMians). Hie
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solid angle is defined in tmms of the angle sutMended at the coitre d  a s|diae radius 'r' by an elemoit 'SA' at 
the surface of a unit sphere.

The prcqxMtion of the total light received by the optical fibre is:

P ( x , ,X 2 ,X 3 ,A ,4 > ) =
x,x.rnm2K A

c f  j J — f--------- :---------------- -rtrM.dr.dx
X, 0 0 4 « [{x -X i)  +(xtan(0)) J

X Photcms p a - unit voltm»

where x l - Solid angle calculation limit
x2 - Trq) of ctme d^ïiœd by NA of pitical fibre
x3 - Bottom of «me defined by NA of optical fibre
A - CrxKS-sectional area of receiving optical fibre.
O - Acceptance angle of optical fibre

This only represents two to three perçoit of the light onitted by the scintillant givoi the small 
diameter d  die rqitical fitee. Furtha compUcaticms arise due to the scintillation occuring at the UV end of die 
electromagnedc plectrum. High er^g y  UV is readily absorbed by most materials.

2.1 Optical fiin-e scintillation probe - Results & discuairm.
There was found to be a detectable change in mean count rate using a ten second sample window in 

conjunctkm with 370KBeq sample, howerar siKh a high level of radioacdvity would rarely be seoi to occur 
when using mcmoclonal andbcxiies. Ccmsi^rably hiw a kvels of radiation would not be detectable above die 
noise flcxx- of the Hiotcmiultiplia Tube, and may also be swamped by other sources of noise such as spurious 
badcground radiation arising firom the intrathcsaic blood pool.

It can be argued that thoe is a case for furtha research into the development d  a scindllant-lmsed 
optical fibre radiaticm probe using a light ^ e c t a  with a much kiw a noise flcxx. Hie underlying iadai which 
would always be cause f a  conœm is die high toxkity of the scintillant. A high efficioicy liquid æintillant (« 
8%) such as xyloie a  naphthalene in phenylcyclohexane is extremely toxic, and although thecxetically able to 
be pumped into a compliant chamber only when needed, balkxm rupture into the cardiac a  indeed any od ia  
artery could cause serious damage a  fatality. This was pardculariy apparent when conducting the 
experimoitation using Bioflua™, the scintillant vdiicle Toluene C6H5CH3 quicMy dissolved die dp cf the 
polymer cgidcal fibre and is also carcinogenic.

3. THE OPTICAL FIBRE FLUORESCENCE PROBE.
Fluorescence is the ability of substance to emit light at a givoi wavelength whilst being stimulated by a 

second wavdength at a higher o iag y  [3]. The ability of a flucxescent material to re-emit photcms at a  diffooit 
wavelength to tlxise striking it makes the detecdcm of flucxeæence an tqiparaidy simple task. Hie standard 
methcxl, as adopted in this case, is to implonent a beam splitting device which is able to optically sample the 
data at tlm abscxpdon and endssion waveloigdis and then take a rado between the two (Fig 2):

..
Intensity of excitadon source at excitadon wavelength'X, '
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BefCHe expaimentati(Hi was initiated, tl% flumescent compound used as the substitute for the 
biol(%ical label was selected so as to be cq>timised with respect to tire absmptkm sp%trum a i whtde human 
Mood. C o n si^ in g  the medical amplications wiren using toxic chemicals (secticHi 2) an important part M the 
^ s ig n  criteria was tire mm-toxic nature a i any diemicals used in tire prototype {Hobe . Sodium Fluar^cein, a 
rdatively in m  flutmscoit salt, was used to simulate flumescing damaged endothelial cdls.

CHWPER WHEEL
FtHerslenii8»oii

H itertt

RECEIVED UGHT 

Optical fibre

nmDnHikipiier'Dibe

y
Aligning optics

y
A n#fier

Descrnninator

Opaque 
blanking plate

Fig. 2 The oiKicalchtqq)»'wheel used f(M'detecting flucmscence of Flurmscein 
via an qptical fibre.

The qptreal chopper wheel is an important feature M the design, the main requirement bong the trend 
sejreration between each a i the filters in ( » te  to distinguish the onission and absmptkHi waveloigths of the 
fiuore«rein. The tower energy emission wavelength and die excitation wavetongths are separated by only 60nm, 
and would hence imply high m d a  filters. Tire ideal optreal filta  would oily let through the required fiequorey 
without attenuating the signal. This however is impossible in {oactical engineering terms and the signal m 
noise ratio of the ouqmt is a functimi of die piretical Irendwidth of the filter.

3.1 The fibre o |^c transillumination probe.
The excitation light source is placed outside the body and penetrates though the skin and other 

intervening btolqgical tissues into the vessel wall and lumen from where it is transmitted to a light detects via 
one or mme intravascular optical films. This is the simplest design df all of the flutmscent laobœ to œnstruct, 
however particular attentirm must be paid to tire light smirce because a i the attoiuaticHi of Mood and tissues. 
Beliminary experiments used a 40W halogen light scHUce with a ctose band ofKical filter to reject any 
wavMengdis close to that of dre emissicm wavelmgth of the fluorescein which may swamp the signal.

A false vessel simuMing emtodrelial cell damage was amstructed from a length o i translucent tubing 
(figure 3), comireiabto in size to that of a typical human cardie artery («2mm0) and a helix of narrowa* gmge 
tubing (O.2Smm0 ID) arranged around its circumfoence in sevoal turns. The helix could be filled with a 
fluor^cein solution M variable crnicoitration and die simulated vessel pofiised with red blood cells as a first 
% mximati(ui to that a i a real artoy. A {Hobe consisting of a single polymethylmethacrylate optical film  was 
then placed into the vessel, illuminated and withdrawn at a ccmstant velocity whilst sampling at the tqqntqiriate 
wavelengdi (49(him and SSOnm). U m g the mtificial Ktery the syston was able to detect a minimum of 45 
picomoles, a typical plot is diown in figure 4.
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lig h t at abaotptioo wavdraigtfi 
of fluorescent material

&
Tafaiiig TqnBsadiiig a i t ^

Nanrow gauge tubing 
oontainii^ fluorescentitmdBial

Receiving optical fibre
Red blood cells bd d  in tubing 

byc^nlaiyactir»

Fig 3. A simulated artoyporfiised with red blood cells.

Hie optical sampling of absorption and emissitm waveloigths of flumescein.

Emission wavslength (SSOnm)

I
I

Absorption M ^slanglh (490nm)

Sample Number

Fig. 4 The absorption and emission waveloigths of lOpl of a 622pMoM solution, using a simulated 
artery (Red cells not presoit).

FoUowit% cmfirmation that a flumescent material can be dented with red blood cells perent, 
expmmoitation was mctentkd to involve that (rf real mammalian tissue. Expoiments wrae (xmducted with a 
length of human umbilical cord devoid of Wood and a vessel in a recoitly stKxificed rat in order to investigate 
the problems associated with using an external light source to micite the fluorescein. In each case a subjœt area 
of tissue in ckire proximity of the vessd wall was injected with Khnl erf 622|iMoleA solution, the neighbouring 
tissues woe then replaced prior to bang illuminated from the halogen light source. 0.04pMoles of solution 
could be detected, the poor efkiaicy being attributed to the high attaiuation of the tissues. Although the 
optical probe did detect flu(Hescence its efBciaicy is considerably reduced when other tissues are present; a fret 
which becomes more significant if the level of endothelial cell damage and hence quantity of fluor^cait
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material is anall. The soludtm is to devetop a probe which is able to bodi launch and reœived light, thus in this 
case removing the {Hoblons of extrairons tissue completely. The only source of attmuation being the blood.

32 The fibre photo-excitation |Ht)be.
In wder to iminove dficiOKy a fintirr i^tical probe was developed in the form of two pnlotypes 

deigned to laimch directly to the sight ai interest via another optkal filne. The first design compised a 
bifiucatkm famed from a ^ lit  optkal filne bundle; hence oily one pnical fibre was required at the probe tip. 
Unfotunately this design is irot ideal due to the halving of the optkal oiogy on its return journey Wck to tte 
photo detecta at the bifiircatiai. The secoid device was simpler in design, introdiring a second neighboiring 
fibre isolated firan the first through which to carry the soiree. Again the probe is not i^ ak  the introdirtion rf 
a second optical filne results in a doubling of p t* e  diameta.

The in-vivo light source chosoi was an Argoi Ion laser having a principle wavelength of 488nm, just 
below that of the optimum absoptkn wavelengdi (rf the fluoescein at 493nm, above this wavelengdi and the 
oiergy of the {rfiotois would not be sufficient to cause fluoescence. The laser has advantages ova a bnmd band 
light source: conplkations fron localised Irating damaging the end of the optical fibre do not occur and the 
high ckgree ai paiallelian pomits the beam to be readily focused oiio the face ctf the pitical fitne. Both the 
duplex and simplex opkal fibre ptfoe desipi was investi^ted using the simulated artery and woe able to 
d e ^ t  concoitiatiais of below 45 picondes. Hie syston sensitivity can be improved by increasing the power ai 
the laser, pactical limitations being oily that of the risk of furtirr vascular damage as a result of the laser. The 
choke ai the probe design can be dictated by the jrtiysician depending o i the apilication d  tire probe, narrow 
diameta vessels best being investigared by as smaller pd re  as possible: 0.25mm in diameter using a single 
optical fide.

Detection of fluorescoice using a duplex optical probe with an Argon Ion larer

aoB

Sample Number

Fig. 5 The photo-excitation qptical fibre pobe using a duplex polymer optical 
fibre coupkd to a l(hnW Argon lo t laser, 1%1 of SOOpMoles/l solution..
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4. CONCLUSIONS & SUMMARY OF RESULTS.

The ultimate aim d  the poject was to detect eiKkMheUal cell damage. Although this is difficult to 
simulate using a mammalian vessel, endothelial cells can be grown to culture and treated in the laboratixy witii 
mmoclonal antibody marked with a f lu o e s t^ t  biological label. Otree cultured, tire cells were scratdied to 
oeate hx^alised surface damage. As in the transillumination probe tire subject area was then illuminated from 
an external light source and the pobe witiidrawn over the damaged area. Hie resulting ratio between the 
onission and absoptkm wavdoigths did indicate fluorescoice, however the signal was extremely snail. Hiis 
signal level wmild be cons^rably improved by the use of the optical fibre light source.

The pttical fide  scintillatiai probe does have a future in the transduca market, but the toxicity d  the 
chonical make sireh a syston imprretical for use in biomedical applicaticms. The system may be improved by 
the use d  quartz pitical fide, reducing attoiuation at the UV wavelengths, and also by choosing a m oe 
efficient scintillant There is a conpom ise in probe design. Solid state scintillants are tess toxic but are also 
less efficient. Clearly the use of such a solid state device will be restricted to application w œ  levels d  radiation 
are high.

The prtical fide  fluorescence pobe can be implemorted safely in sevoal biomedical applications. A 
large number of fluorescent materials are inert The sensitivity d  such a pobe can be improved significantly 
using a laser light source, which also remova poblans assodated with the optical filters. Both d  the optical 
fibre photo-excitation probe ttesigns w oe cmstructed so as to b e d  comparable itiiysical size: the shnptex type 
using a 1mm diameter fibre, and the duplex device using a pair d  0.25mm diameter optkal fibres contained 
within a 1mm diameter tube. Hre sensitivity d  the simptex device was coisidoably higher than that d  the 
latter. This can be attributed to the increased aross-sectioial area of the receiving prtkal fide. Although a 
higha background count will be present, because of the internal reflections of the bifurcation the signal to noise 
ratio is higher.

Research into the reduction of the probes physical size is still coitinuing. W ak  also proceeds in other 
biomedical applications using fluorescence, such as the monitoring of kxal vascular drug delivery.
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A fluorescence sensor for investigating vascular damage

P D GoodyCT, J C Fothergill, A H Gerschlick, N B Jones and D P de Bono 

Department of Engineering, University of Leicester, Leicester LEI 7RH, U.K.

Abstract. An optical fibre probe is being developed to detect radiation from 
fluorescein attttehed to endothelial cells using biological macro molecules. Endothelial cells 
grown in-vitro, when damaged, have been successfully labelloi with macro molecules 
carrying fluorescein. Two diffaont methods of exciting the fluorescein are reported, external 
illumination via a 40W halogen light and in-vivo illumination from an Argon Ion laser. 
Measurements have been made in simulated arteries, in animal models, and in human 
umbilical artay. The experiments indicate that an in-vivo probe for monitoring cell damage 
is possible.

1. Introduction

1.1. Endothelial cell damage in arteries
Die cardiac artery is a complex structure ctmsisting of several types of cell. The 

innermost layer is nmde up of endothelial cells. These arteries can become obstructed by 
atheromatous stenoses which can often be treated by Balloon Angioplasty. This opoation 
damages the endothelial cells and the return of vascular obstruction after operation can occur 
with drastic consequences. It is important to monitor the healing process of these cells both 
for research puiposes and for prognostic reasons (Preisack and Karsh 1993).

This project aims to find means to monitor the damage causa! by this operation and 
the subsequent healing process. It is propored that antibodies specific to endothelial cells be 
introduced into the bloodstream and that there antibodies are M illed in such a way that the 
extent of damage can be measured.

12. Measurement o f damage
If labels can be attached to the danmged cells using monoclonal antibodies or otha- 

macro molecules it would then be necessary to show that a schone can be devised to detect 
the markers. The substance chosen for the markos was sodium flucxescein since this is well 
tolerated by the body and has a peak spectral response in a low absorption window of blood.

The solution proposed is to excite the flucoescein by injection of light ena-gy and to 
observe the flimrescent respcmre with a fibre optic probe. The displacement of the probe in the 
artery aiul the intensity of the response can thus be used to estimate the degree and range of 
cell damage.
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13. Demonstration of principle
In order to demcHistrate the feasibility of the proposed scheme it is necessary to establish 

whether the markers can be successfully attached to the damaged cells and also that the 
fluorescein can be detected in the concentrations expected. It must be noted that the 
measurements need to be made in the presence of oxygenated blood and so account has to be 
taken of attenuation due to that

Two sets of experiments are reported; one which shows that fluorescein can be 
attached to damaged endothelial cells in preference to undamaged endothelial cells and the 
fluorescence detected, the other which shows that fluorescein can be detected in suitable 
concentrations in simulated and real arteries.

2. Experiments
2.1. The detection o f damaged cells in-vitro 

2.1.1. Preparation of the cells
Experiments by Cuello et al (1982) have shown that it is possible to internally label 

monoclonal antibodies without impairing their binding characteristics. To examine this finding 
in the present context endothelial cell specific antibodies were prepared. Endothelial cells were 
then grown in culture. The cell layer was scratched on the culture plate and the plate was 
washed with a suspension containing the monoclonal antibodies labelled with fluorescein.

2.12. Measurement of fluorescent response
Fluorescein absorbs energy at 490 nm and emits energy at 550 nm. A scheme was 

devised in which a filtered light source was used to illuminate the plate and an optical fibre 
was drawn across the plate to detect the fluorescent response. Appropriate filters and 
detectors were designed to measure the detected light at 490 nm and 550 nm and the ratio 
taken. Figure 1 shows the apparatus for controlling the position of the fibre and for measuring 
the fight energy. Figure 2 shows the ratio of the intensity at the two wavelengths as a function 
of distance. TTie increased response at the location of the damage is clearly seen. Further 
details are available from Goodyer et al (1992).

Figure 1. The apparatus for controlling the position of the optical fibre 
and acquiring the light energy.
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Figure 2. The intensity of the two wavelengths as a function of distance.

22 . Measurements o f fluorescence in simulated cardiac arteries
22.1. External illumination
In these experiments a false vessel was constructed from a length of translucent tubing 

comparable in size to that of a typical human cardhK artery («2mm0 ID) and a helix of 
narrowCT gauge tubing (O.25mm0 ID) arranged around its circumference in several turns. Hie 
helix could be filled with a spectrum flucaescein solution of variable concentration and the 
simulated vessel perfused with red blood cells as a first approximation to a functioning real 
artoty. A probe ccmsisting of a single polymethylmethaorylate optical fibre was then plaçai 
into the vessel, illuminated and withdrawn at a constant velocity whilst san^Iing at the 
appropriate wavelength (490 nm aiul 550 nm). Using the artificial artery the system was able 
to detect a minimum of 45 picomoles of fluorescein.

Figure 3 shows a specimen flucxescein response as a function of displaœment Further 
details are available fiom Goodyer et al (1994).

Following confirmation that a fluorescent material can be detected with red blood œlls 
present, experimentation was extended to involve real mammalian tissue.

Expoiments were coixlucted with a length of human umbilical cord devoid of blood 
and a vessel in a recently sacrificed rat in ordo' to investigate the problems associated with 
using an external light source to excite the fluorescein. In each case a subject area of tissue in 
close proximity to the vessel wall was injected with 0.1 ml of 622pMole/l solution, the 
neighbouring tissues woe then replaced priOT to being illuminated from the halogen light 
source. 0.04pMoles of solution couM be detected, the poor efficiency being attributed to the 
high attenuation of the tissues.
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Figures. The ratio o f wavelengths corresponding to fluorescence (5\iMolell dilution).

2 2 2 . Internal illumination
The in-vivo light source chosen was an Argon Ion laser having a principle wavelength of 

488nm, just below that of the c^timum absorption wavelength of the fluorcscdn at 493nm. 
The laser light is introduced via a fibre optic. The laser has advantages over a broad band light 
source in that conoplications fiom localised heating damaging the end of the optical fitee do 
not easily occur and the high degree of parallelism permits the beam to be readily focused onto 
the face of the optical fibre. The system sensitivity can be inçroved by increasing the power of 
the laser, practical limitations being only that of tiie risk of fiirth» vascular damage as a result 
of the laser.

Fluorescein was linked to heparin in varying dilutions and introduced into the aorta of 
a live rabbit by a perforated angioplasty balloon. It was hoped that the heparin would adhere 
to the vessel wall a i^  be detectable by the fluorescent probe once the vessel had been 
harvested fiom the animal. Using this technique the peaks corresponding to 60IU/ml and 
400IUAnl concentrations of fluorescein w œ  detected*. Figure 4 shows that a good response 
has again been obsoved in this case.

ITie fluorescein plus heparin soluticm was also investigated using the afœmentioned 
simulated artery. The dilutions of 500IU/ml, 310IU/ml and 80IU/ml were easily detected using 
a saline filled simulated artery.

Figure 4. The peak o f the ratio of the emission to absorption wavelengths using varying 
dilutions o f fluorescein with heparin.

*The technique for linking flucnescein and hqparin is yet to be refined.
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3. Conclusions
These pilot experiments have shown that it is possible to get biological macro molecules 

labelled with flutxescein to bond with damaged endothelial cells. Further it has been shown 
that it is possible to detect the fluorescein in appropriate dilutions in situations aiwi conditions 
very similar to those expected in living human cardiac artray. The use of heparin as a carriCT of 
the fluorescein is possible. Exciting the fluorescein by extœ al illuminaticHi is possible but may 
not be p ré c â b lé  due to the high attenuation of the tissue. In-vivo excitation by Argon Ion 
lasCT lodes like a more promising alternative approach.
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FLUORESCEIN-LABELLED DRUGS: A NEW METHOD OF DETECTING THEIR 
IN-VIVO CONCENTRATION AFTER LOCAL DELIVERY?

A.H.GCTshlick ,̂ P.D.Goodyar*, L.Kenyon% D J.deBono^, N.BJones*, J.C.Fothergill*

The Academic Departntent of Cardiology* and Department of Engineaing*, University of 
Leicester, University Road, Leicester, LEI 7RH, UK

Abstract

There are a number of unresolved issues in the developing area of local drug delivay. 

One important aspect prior to large randomised trials in man is developing a way of detœting 

how much of the intended drug is retained in the artery wall. To investigate methods of 

detamining local drug concentration we have developed and used a flwxescein detœting 

probe to determine whetha: different local concentrations of heparin could be de^xed in a 

simulated artery. 20mg/ml of commercial heparin was conjugated with fluroescein 

isothiocyanate (FTTC) at a concentratitm of 50pg per mg of heparin. Conjugate alone was 

obtained by passage through a PD-10 column and eluted with phosphate buffœ d saline (pH 

7.4). TTie conjugate was diluted, lin 2 aiKi 1 in 10, and the concentration of heparin determined 

by spectrophotometry. ITie final concentrations of heparin in the fiuoresceinated-heparin 

conjugate were SGEJ/ml, 310IU/ml and 500IU/ml. Each concentration of conjugate was in turn 

placed in a plastic tobe (diameter 0.76mm) wrapped x5 around a second plastic tube (diameter 

3mm) designed to simulate local drug delivo- in an arterial wall. Emission and absorption 

wavelengths were obtained for each concentration using a fluorescein probe and 

photomultiplier. The emission /  absorption ratio peaks were measured eight tinKS for each 

concentration and the mean (SD) were 0.208 (0.01) for 500IU/ml, 0.106 (0.02) for 310IU/ml 

and 0.03 (0.002) for 80IU/ml (r^=0.98). A straight line curve could be drawn. An unknown 

was also infused and the peak ratio nteasured at 0.04 (0.005) which corresponded to 102IU/ml 

(±10%). The unknown heparin concentration was measured at 80IU/ml.

We have developed an accurate and simple method of potentially detecting local 

concenu^tion of a drug after its delivery to the vessel wall. Further studies are ongoing.
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THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF AN 
OPTICAL FIBRE PROBE FOR MEASURING ENDOTHELIAL CELL 

DAMAGE IN THE ARTERIES.

PJ>.CXX)DYERt. DP.de BONO*, J.CPOTHERGDLLt, NPJONES*, A.GERSHUCK*. RAGGARWAL*

^Department of Btgineering, ^Department of Cardiology,
Univaâty oS Lmcesta, Univ«sity Road,

Ldcester,LEl 7RH.UK

Abstract-
Design and develo|mient of an optical fik e  sensor for measuring endcMhelial cell damage in the aom , 

corcHiary arteries and similm vessels is described. The soisor is intoided fw  the study of in-vivo changes during 
the healing of vascular oidothelium following percutaneous balloon angioplasty. Two optical technologies have 
been investigated both of which attonfH to utilise the ability of monoclonal antibodi% to recognise specific 
anti^ns associated with damagW auk)thelium. The antibodies are given a label which can be detected at close 
range by an artaial catheter.

Preliminary research involved the labelling of die antibodies with a gamma-emitting mdio-nudide 
such as 1251 w  111 In [1]. Labwatory tests showed that this was not feasible because of the toxicity and poor 
efficiency of die scintillant; an altonative fiutxescent antibody maiko* was therefore used. Hie subject area of 
tissue is illuminated at die excitation wavelength of the fiuwescent material and a ratio between the excitation 
and emission wavelengths is then taken. An increased ratio is detected if there are damaged oidothdial cells 
local to the probe.

The system was tested using a simulated arterial wall perfused with red blood cells, a human umbilical 
cord and a sacrificed rat. The flucaescent material (sodium fluwescein) was excited by a tungsten halogen light 
source, external to the artery, transmitted through a filter at the excitation wavelength; later an Argon 1cm laser 
was used to transit die light directly to the site also via an optical fibre. In the artificial artay 45pmoles of 
sodium fiuwescein could be detected, but in the mammalian arteries detection was only achieved down to 
O.CHpmoles.

1 bitroduction
The use of percutaneous balloon migicqilasty as a treatment for athaoma in both the coronary and 

paipheral blood vessels is rmw a comoKHi s u lc a l  technique. Although research into the pathology of vascular 
wall damage following ballocm angicqilasty has been conducted [2], results are limited due to the lack of 
mortality arising from the angioplasty. In at least 25% of the patients traded, restenosis re-occurs in the 
recanalised vessels [3]. A method fw  monitoring the progress of healing inside the vessel lumen, in particular 
the endcxhelium, has not been available up until now. Recent research in our labwatcnies has lead to die 
development of monoclonal andbodies able to recognise qiœifically the antigais of the damaged endodielial 
cells making up the enckMhelium on the inner vessel wall. The inna  lining of the cardiac vessel comprises a 
layer of endothelial cells which completely covers the irnia- wall of the vessel to make the endtxhelium, it is 
these cells which are dam ped during balloon angioplasty and are the target of the antibody. Prior to 
introduction into the blood stream the antibodies may be given a label which may thoi be (ktected optically: a 
concentratitm of die label corresponds to a cœiœntratitm of antibody and hmce of damaged cells.

The equipment (tevdoped is ultimately fw  use in-vivo widiin the lumen of the carcmary arteries and so 
must be inmt, non-toxic mid, as far as is possible, widiout any si^-effects. Two ptrallel lines of investigation 
were ^veloped, each with significantly different o ^ c a l technologies:

•  Radio-nuclide labelling, detectable by scintillation counting.

•  Flumescent dye labelling detectidile by photon counting.
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2 Methods and materials
2.1 DeveloiHneDt a scintOlatioii probe

Preliminary inv^tigati(Nis amcmitrated cm a scintillation probe as ctmventicmal technk[ues 
label mrniodtmal antibodies with radioactive gamma-emitting rmlio-niKlides. such a s l 2 5 1 w l l l l n  which 
can then be detected by G d ^  Mttllm' aiqiaratiis. a radiation camera. It was anticipated that this probe would 
be able to locate the sites of damaged emhNhelium mme accurately than a ladiatkm camera. The probe was 
based on a scintillatitm oystal mounted at the tip of an optical fibre which could then be passed into the 
damaged artery [1]. When the p obe  was moved close to the area of intoest the resulting rMiation excited the 
scintillant and the level of die resulting light measured.

Preliminary tests with gamma-emitting radio-niKlitks proved this design to be unsatisfactixy 
when investigating miall areas of vascular damage in the cardiac vessds. Prdilems cxiginate fiom tire 
relatively high level of background radiatkm in die intrathœacic blood pool and puimcmary emkthelium. The 
poor signal-to-noise ratio can be impoved by the use of beta-emitting radio-nuclide with a highe specific 
activity. Hie short range of the beta radiatkm would mean that the pobe would have to be mounted tm a very 
fine vaæular catheter in mder to get close enough to the damaged site; heiree removing some of die bad^ground 
poblons.

A feasibility study was ccmducted using the liquid scintillant Biofluw™ (Sigma Chemicals 
UK Ltd), a high effidency onulsifier cocktail, which was able to detect radiation. The volume of fluid used 
during the scintillaticm pdbe develpiment was designed to be comparable to that of the volunre of an 
angioplasty balkxm, a typical balloon size being 20mm Itmg x 3mm in diameter. Whrai stnrek by a b ea  prtic le  
the scintillant will emit light in all directions in three dimensional space; only a small poportion of this light 
will be czptured by the optical fide.

It was found that much higtrer levels of radiation (~22kBeq) than could be expected fiom the antibody 
labelling (maximum 2kBeq) were required in order to be detectabte using a sensitive phottmiultiplier detection 
system. An pitical fid e  can only accept light inddent tm its end firom within a given solid angle known as the 
acceptance cone. Any light outside tiiis crare will pass thrmigh the sife of the fide, the angle of iireidoree 
being higher than that of tire critical angle required for total intmnal reflecticm. Hiis reduced the sensitivity of 
the device to a level which was n p  fd t to be viable using current technology.

As the consfiuction of low loss pMical fides, and tire mPhods for measuring extremdy low levels 
light improve the system may becrnne mme viable. This would not howevp ranove the poblem of the high 
toxicity of the scintillatkm material: leakage into tire blood stream would always be cause for concon.

2J, Development of a fluorescence probe

An alternative (ksign to tiiat of scintillation again u sp  internally labelled monoclonal antibodies, but 
this time labelled with a fluorescent mark» [4]. An optical fibre pobe may be passed along the lumen of the 
damaged vessel and the level of flumescence recmded. The fundamental differenœ between the optical fibre 
scintillation probe and the flutnescent equivalent is the mann» in which the intamal energy of ezreh system 
may be viewed. The light arising fiom the scintillating material in the first (ksign is purely a function of the 
radiation level and haice indirectly the quantity of oidothelial cell damage, the fluorescent matraial however 
may be excited by as little or as much energy at a given wavelength as is necessary to achieve a given 
sensitivity.

Fluorescence is characterised by the Aility of a material to re-emit light at one wavelength, emission 
wavelength, whilst being excited at a low » (high» en»gy) wavelength, absorption wavelength. Hre ratio 
betwe»i these two wavelengths describes the flupescence of the material

3 Experimental arrangement.
3.1 Selection fluorescent biol%ical label

The flumescoit mat»ial to be used as the label must be carefully selected. The fluorescent pobe  has 
some disadvantages ov »  that of scintillation, the most obvious being the significance of the haonoglobin and 
otiier bkxxi craistitumits as sources of attenuation: defined by the Lambert-Be» law [S]. The level of attenuation
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is a functicm of the abspptipi qrectnim of whole bkxid, and consequently the fliK»esc»it label mua be ctresen 
in the lowest possible attenuatkm window.

Hre abspption spectrum of blood was measured using a qiectro^tom eter over tire rsaige 300nm to 
900nm; this is shown in Rgure H-1. Note diis gnqih is rather unusual as the attenuatipi units are absolute 
(dB/mm) and n p  arbitrary abspption units (AU) as is usually pesoited. Two regipis of low » attenuatipi were 
examined as a basis f p  fluorescent material selection: great» tiian 6S0nm and b e tw ^  4S0nm and SSQnm. 
Two materials were considered f p  use as a biological label: ppphyrins (excited by UV and re-emitting in the 
red and infra-red) the o th»  sodium fluorescein (excited at 49(him. and re-emitting at SfKhun). Although both 
materials are potentially suitable as a mark», the porjtiiyrin must be excited in die ultra-violet a id  of die 
spectrum which is reWily abspbed by the oxygenated htremoglobin, porphyrins are also naturally present in the 
blood and though difBcidt to separate [6]. An rq^ppniate monoclpial andtmdy had been peviously labelled 
with sodium flupescein und» labpatpy  cpiditipis using die technique described by Pringle et al, 1988 [7]. 
Although sodium fluorescein is not iâeai, ie: luk in the whutow of minimum abspption (>6S(him) it is in the 
window between 4S0nm and SSfhim. It Aould also be noted diat the sample (Ascribed bdow (Figure H-1) is 
that of voious blood and n p  arterial. Aldiough there will be diffoeirees in the absorptipi charact»istic 
between the two the most signiA:ant source of attenuation will arise fiom the haemoglobin which is present any 
where in the blood streon.

Figure H-1

A Sodium Fluorescein solution was used to bodi simulate labelled mpiockmal antibody and also la t»  
to mark the antibodies themselves. The simulated artery was used as part of a feasibility stmly to design the 
optical filne fxcdres. Two designs are discussed; tire fundamental difference boween tire two is the m anr^  in 
which the target tissue m d  irence the sodium flupescein is illuminated.

3 J  The Apparatus
In o rd»  to separate the abspptipi and emissipi wavelengdis of the sodium fluormein, the light 

arriving fiom the optical fibre fnobe must be sampled at tire ajqnqniate wavelengths. The prcdre first {stdre 
design comprised a 025mm diamet» polymethylmethm^ylate optical filne. Tire ouqrut of whkh was 
collimated and filtered by two close boid t ^ c a l  filters befpe being colkcted by the detectipi equijntrenL

F%ureH-2

The low tevels of light involved imply that a photomultiplier tube (PMT) with a low daric current is an 
qrprtqniate method of detection. The PMT was configured in phpon counting mode and interfaced to a 
notebook size PC for portability. The chopp» wheel was rotated at a well ^fined  velocity using a 1.8° stqrp» 
m otp  (Figure H-2). Pulses arising fip n  tire phpomultiplier tube are injected into an amplifrer discriminatp in 
o rd» to reject pulses at low amplitudes caused by noise and ensure they are all of equal amplibute. The pdses 
are then counted by a 20MHz, 32 bit onitt»-coupled logic (BCL) count» intofaced to a npebook PC. The 
photpi count period is Mjusted by the software.

To relate the optical informatipi and hence the level of flupescence to die location of the cqitreal {Hobe 
inside the lumen, a cathet» wididrawal (tevice was constructed and synchronised to die counting tq>i»ratus. 
Stepp» m otps w oe used in both the wididrawal device and chopper wheel, die input fiequoicy of which can 
thoi the used to provirk cathet» location infpmation.

The assembled system sampled the iireoming light at the two wavelengths along the length of the vessel 
at regular intovals. The ratio of the received light flux to that onitted was then used to compute an indreation 
of flupescoice, and die time qNreing between etreh of the samples was used to detomine tire locatipi of the 
(^tical filwe within the vessel (Figure H-3).

F%ureH-3
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3 J  Design the (# icn l |H-obe

Variatims in catheter design are defined pimarily by the light source: illumination in-vivo w  by an 
external means. A bifurcated, duplex or rqitical filne bun^e may be used to incorporate the light source and the 
receiving tqiparatus into a single cathet». Alt»natively the subject area of tissue may be illuminated Ckhh 
outside the body, povicted the cmrect wavelength is u ^ .  The second simpler ̂ rprœreh was used initially in an 
attempt to establiA the viability of the syston. A model vessel was illuminated using the arrangement in Figure 
H-4. The diamet» of the tubing was c h t^ n  so as to be comparable to that of a human cardiac art»y. A length 
of secondary narrow gauge tubing was then wrtqrped around the simulated artery in a helix; the number of 
turns being variable, provided a means of adjusting the quantity of fluorescent matoial encapsulating die 
tubing. A control sodium fluorescein solution was then pumped armind the ou t»  diameter of the vessel. For tire 
purpose of the experiment the apparatus was phreed in a dark environment and flooded with light at the 
absorption waveloigth. Hie tubing was then perfused with red blood cells and a rerreiving optical fibre 
withdrawal along its length past the fluorescoit region.

Figure H4

The absorption of the intervening tissires when using an external light smirce is significant A 
prototype probe was developed designed to guMe light direcdy to the sight of interest using another qptical 
fibre. A second neighbtmring fibre, isolated fiom the first was introduced to carry die source. The in-vivo light 
source chosen was an Argon Ion laser having a principle waveloigth of488nm which is very close to the 
cqitimum absorption wavelength of the sodium fluorescein: 493nm. The laser has Avantages over a broad band 
% ht source: complications fitrni localised heating damaging the end of the tqitical fibre do not occur and the 
high degree of pôallelism permits the beam to be focused easily mito the face of the tqitical fibre. The system 
sensitivity can be imjHoved by increasing the pow » of the laser, practical limitatitms being the risk of further 
vascular damage and the (knaturing the blood at high powers.

The ArgcMi Ion las»  as the monochrtxnatic light scMuce was a class four, w at» cooled, Spectra-physics 
las», having a maximum ouqiut of 750mW, although it was not found to be necessary to run it at this pow». 
The beam was focused into the onitting r^tical fike  by a microscope objective with a numerical ap»ture of 
0.3. The pow » of the las»  and the el^ised idiotiHi counting time may b(Mh be increased to improve sensitivity, 
however changing such paramet»s requires a re-calikatkn of the syston.

Complications arise when the probe is immersed in a fluid, in this case blood or saline (section 4), 
having a diff»ent refiactive index to that of air. The introdiretimi of a fluid such as saline »  blood at die point 
where the light leaves »  alters the core reduces this numerical tqrerture (Eq° 1):

I 2 2
Numoical qierture ' NA' = ———  —■ j

NAinair

W hae ni and n% are die refiactive index of the c » e  and cladding of the ofMical filae and % is the 
refiactive in<kx of the bkxid.

In order to imfHove the scattering of the light leaving the emitting optical filne, and convasely that 
received, a small laigth of the cladding (1mm) fiom the end of the inobe was dissolved by a solvent to increase 
the NA at the probe tip (Figure H-5).

W hai struck by die «qgrnqniate wavelength a particle of fliunescent material wUl re-emit as a point 
source. The light then seen by an observing optical fibre will by desoibed by the solid angle betweai the 
okervers field of view and tW source. This phenomenon implies that less than one p»cent of the light will be
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collected by an tqMical filne just millimetres away (fibre diamet» = 0.25mm). The removal of the cWding 
effectively improves die fidd of vkw, ie: the numerical ^lerture of the qitical filne.

FigiireH4i

3.4 Mammalian tissue models.

The simulatkm of enAMhelial cd l damage by the substitution of living tissue with a sodium flu(n»cein 
filled helical tube was usefiil as a feasibility study, but it do not pove whether the system will wtnk with the 
living oidothelium. In end» to iqiply the techniques discussed in section 2, a series of furth» studies were 
amducted in-vitro and with mammalian vessels.

Endothelial cells were cultured and stained with a sodium fluorescein and glycerol solution 
(tiOOpMoldl). The sample was the illuminated by an ext»nal source (section 3) and the optical fibre prdie 
withdrawn over the surfAe.

The final set of exp»iments involved the use of rabbit atnta. Fluorescein with heparin was introduced 
into the living animal by a perfmated angitqilasty ballotm. The animal was then t»minated and die acMta 
ronoved. Hre probe was then withdrawn alcmg tte  vessel. Unlike the above experiments the in-vivo launched 
light source (Argcm Ion las») was used to » c ite  the material to overcome the absorptitm of die int»vening 
tissues.

4 Results.
4.1 Artificial vessels

A sodium fluorescdn solutkm was prepired at a cmcentrtuim of 622 pMolesA. Irere aft»  re f» ra l to 
as the control and was the most concoitrated. Hre control was then diluted in successive factors of two and the 
experiment repeated m  tire simulated art»y. In each case the simulated artery was prqiared with either red 
blood cells »  saline with a five turn helix ccmtaining sodium fluorescein enctqisulating the lumen. The 
abscHption effects of the vessel wall w oe neglected. A real mammalian art»y has en^Mhelial cells only on the 
absolute surface of the irm» circumference of the vessel.

The ittealised model also tocdt no accmmt of distance. The amount of the sodium fluorescein was 
calculated from die volume of the helical tube and the concentration of the solutirm.

FH|iireH-6a-b

Figure H-6a and Figure H-S> UluAate results using the simulated PVC artery (figure 5) p»fused with 
whole blood with an mttemal and in-vivo launched light source respectively. In each case the art»y was 
illuminated at the abscxpticm waveloigth of the sodium fluorescein, and the rqitical ]»obe drawn akng the 
length of die vessel: 2mm OD. It was assumed that the probe followed a similar path for each scan, making 
results comparable with (Hie anoth».

The results illustrate the differences of using the external light source, constructed fimn a halogen 
Irnip fitted with a 490nm cl(»e km d (qxkal filt» , and the in-vivo launched Argon Itm las»  at 488nm. The use 
of a well defined light source (laser) makes die separation of the absorption and emission wavdength simpler 
and m(He efficient, the excitation waveloigdi is no Icmger a broad band of wavelengths, but a narrow line of -  ± 
2nm. Ideally the subject vessel should be in total darioiess, ensuring that the (Hily light being received is that re- 
onitted by the fluorescent material. The {Hobes design f »  use in-vivo is sim plif^  the problon, the body 
attenuating all but the Mghtest of light stmrces befcHe the it poietrates into the wall of the v»sel und» study. 
Hie las»  light source is a considerable improvonent over a filtered incandescent source.
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4 2  Mammalian vessels

42.1 In-vitro studes using an endothelial cell tnodd
Endodielial cells w œ  grown in-vitro and die petri dish scratched alcmg its length. Monoclcmal 

antibcxly was thoi introduced and treated by the method described by Pringle and deBono, 1988 [7]. Tire cells 
w œ  then placed in a dark room and illuminated at 49(hun with the extonal light source.

FH]ureH-7

The external illumination of the subject area produces a peak on rach side of the coitre peak. The use 
of the ArgcHi Ion laser Acmld remove this poblem. The peak indicating the pesence of the sodium fluorescein 
is low in amplitude, and it may be diat a low level of flucxescence may not be visible using a shcxt photon 
counting time (< 1 second). The pow » of the light source and the photcm count time can be increased to 
increase soisitivity

4.2.2 Itmwo stuctos using mammalian model
To further simulate endothelial cell damage as cxxurs in ballcxin angioplasty, fluorescein linked to 

heparin was introduced into the aorta of a rabbit by a perfmated angioplasty Wlloon. The heparin penetrates the 
tunica media of the vessel and Aould be cktectable by the pobe once the vessel is harvested. A calibralicm was 
prform ed cm th r»  concoitraticHis; 60IU, 310IU and SOOIU .̂

Figure H4a-b

Figure H-8 shows the caliWation curve and the a typical peak recorded craresponding to the scxlium 
flucHescein labelled heparin treld in the media of the vessel wall The fluorescence is clearly visible as a peak in 
the coitre of Figure H-8 of amplitude 0.8. These levels of flucxescoice are similar to that one wcHild expect 
from labelled endothelial cells coating the p»iph»y of the vessel lumen. Although the expriment was devoid 
of blcxxi the ^ p u a tu s  was not oprating at its limits of sensitivity.

5 Discussion
The aim of the experimoitaticm was to determine whether a labelled moncrelonal antibcxly is prtretical 

as a means of Icreating endothelial cell damage in the ccxonary arterial wall following Percutaneous 
Transluminal Coronary Angicgilasty (PICA) using optical fitxes. The feasibility study has simulated 
oidothdial damage by varying the ccmcentraticHi of the dye contained within a helix of narrow gauge tubing 
enctqisulating a false vessel The two experiments with the saline and wtrele blood/ heprin  perfmed false 
arteries w œ  able to com pre the effects of the pr»oice of blood m a vessel. Once the receiving optical fibre 
has passed the targ» the Lambert-Be» law [S] relates the absorption of the blood and the distance to the signal; 
the result is a decaying offs» cxice the fibre has passed the flucxescence. The abscnpticm of blood at the ultra- 
vkilet end of the qrectrum is so large that the offset is quickly attenuated.

The las»  light source has some d e »  advantages o v »  th»  of the filtered halogen source. The 
manufacturing methods of critical filters means that although the passband of a bandpass filter maybe narrow.

2 Due to the purification process the diluticHi ccxicentrations are qiecified in international unit (lU) where 1000 
IU=6mg/ml. Mole^=Weigtht(g)/Molecul» weight, hencre lIU*0.3pMole/l where the molecul» weight = 
20,000
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it is ncH ideal. Hie transmissicMi evoi in the centre of the passband is typically only 40% (specified by 
manufacturer. Oriel, UK). Hiis means that any extonal light source is not only likely to dWort die signal by 
emitting in the onissitm band of die sodium fluorescein, but when light is pesent in the broad band light 
source (halogen lamp) it will be greatly attœuated. In pactice it was also found that the light source, being of 
high power, became voy hot ov »  sev»al minutes evoi if fcxced convectkm and a dichroic reflect» was used. 
Although this did not prove to be a poblem in the presoice of the false art»y it hM the effect of drying the 
tissue out if the experiment was allowed to run f »  too king. Although a high p w »  flaA, such as a xomn arc 
lamp, was ccMuidered it was felt diat the coupling efflckncy would still be too small to make it wordi while. 
Hiis hypothesis was validated by the use of a recoidy tominated ra t In a similar manner to the umbilical ccnd 
the vessel had injected into the wall a series of 0.1ml doses of sodium flumescein (622pMoleA). With the 
external organs pealed back the subject area was illuminated fiom tire halogen l%ht source and the probe 
withdrawn. Having detected the pesoice of sodium fluwescein all ottemal organ and skin w »e dioi replaced 
and the animal re-illuminated. Hre signal was n p  visible to the prPre evoi when the PMT count time was 
increased to ten soxmds. The light source was attenuated almost completely ov »  the 4(knm of tissue between 
die light source and trerta. Hre 20watt light source was increased to ISOwatt. The heat emanating fiom the 
scMirce at close range was unacceptably high, and it was felt that close poximity would seriously damage the 
tissues.

6 Contusions
The p d c a l f ike  fluorescoice transduc» clearly holds some m aj»  advantages over that of the 

scintillation probe, in particular the pobe  with the integrated in-vivo optical fibre launched light source. 
Although the rtdio-labelted monoclonal antibodies have be used by rathatitm cam»as, the level of resulting 
radiation required to excite the scintillant is unaccqitable. The efficiency and toxicity of currently available 
scintillants imply that such a system would not be practical for use in tire body. The scintillant may be injected 
into a cpnplim t chmnber immediately befcxe use, howev» leakage into the blood stream would always be 
cause f »  concern. Future advances in the (kvelpm ent of saf»  and mcxe efficient scintillants may prm it the 
rœ arch  to be re-examined but currently sireh a pobe is nP  suitable f p  bipnedical ^plicatipis.

The replacement of the rmlio-labelled monplonal antibody with that of a fluorescent mark» do »  
tqipear to be viAle f p  biomedical use. The flupescent material howerer must be carefully chosoi so as not to 
harm the p tien t, particularly as tire probe is highly invasive intended f p  use in die cpp iary  arterial syston. 
Expiim ents deduced that a las»  excitatipi light source A pild  be used. The external light source is limited in 
its ^ l ic a t ip is ,  although the tungsten hakigoi lamp was able to poduce results, in ord» f p  tire system to be 
useful in the rod w p M  the lamp would have to be of an extronely high pow » to poretrate the t is s i^  
surrounding the damaged vascul» endothelium.

It is also important to n p e  that the laboratpy exprim ait was conducted in surroundings n p  
fitvourable to the probe. Hre high gain of tiie ^tection ^iparatus leaves tire pobe susceptible to spurious 
signals originating fiom sources otii» than that of the laser and the sodium fluorescein. When using Ae probe 
in a real p tien t tiie tissues enclosing the damaged vessel will shield the probe tip fiom any ambioit light, 
further increasing the signal-to-noise ratio of the system.

The main disadvantage of using a flupescait dye as a biological marker as an alternative to a radio
nuclide is tire attenuation effects of the blood and surrounding tissues, as illustrated in Figure H-1. Boa 
particles p  gamma rays are n p  significantly effected by the pesence of blood, but the signal arriving p  the 
receiving optical fiWe fiom the scintillant has a direct relatkxiship to the level of radiation, and hence to the 
degree of vascular damage. A pw erful las», able to tteliver 750mW of continuous p w »  at 488nm was 
available, but it is not desirable to simply attemp to overcome abspption through the use of increasing 
pw erful lasas. The probe was d»igired to be small (the two prototyp designs using a simplex and duplex 
arranganent being 1mm and 0.94mm in diamet» respectively) in atdsst to aisure that the blood flow was not 
revaely obstructed, especially important in the cardiac vessds. If tire p p ie  is to produce rqreatable rpults, 
measures mu» be takai to eitii» ensure that tire quantity of blood between the tip of the pobe  is minimal or 
that it is displatred during the measurement Gui& wires are used as part of many catheterization su^ical 
techniques, including angioplasty, and indeed play an im prtant role in keyhole surgery. It is possible to 
aivisage that such a system may be implemented n p  only to guide the pobe into the correct artoy, but also to 
aisure that it is drawn btrek close to the vessel wall, p e r i l s  held in pkree by a partially inflated W lopi.
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Alternatively a steady flow of saline wpild poduce a bolus at die pobe tip, and hoice an perating window 
widiin which the effects of attenuation due to die pesetree of blood ate cpiâderably deaeased dire to its 
dilution. The perfiisipi of the ̂ v ice  would also assist in peventing the adhesipi of platelets to the cleaved face 
of tire epical fibres which may reduce colkctitm and onissicm efficiency.
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Figure 1. The absorption spectrum of whole blood.

Figure 2. The photon multiplier tube mid its associated optics assembW to count phomns at sdected 
wavelengths.

Figure 3. A single revolutkm of the optical choppm- whœl exposes the pluMon multiplia' tube to a 
blocking plate and the two filters, to jnediKe a set of tluee counts.

Figure 4. Preliminary tests using a simulated artery omtracted fiom PVC tubing perfused with blood.

Figure 5. The final design of the optical fibre endothelial cell damage inobe.

Figure 6a. Saline perfused artoy enc#sulated in a 5 turn helix (0.76mm ID).

Figure 6b. Hepirin and blood perfused a ttey  encapsulated in a 5 turn helix (0.76mm ID).

Figure 7. The fluorescein stained endothelial cells. Excited by a 490nm external filtered light source.

Figure 8a. Fluoresœnce of 601U fluoresceinated heparin in a rabbit aorta

Figure 8b. A summary of the results obtained fiom fluoresceinated heparin at three a>ncentarions:601U, 
3101U and 5(X)1U used for pttAe calitaation
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THE DESIGN OF AN OPTICAL FIBRE PRESSURE TRANSDUCER 
FOR USE IN THE UPPER AIRWAYS.

PJ>.GOODYERt, J.CJOTHERGILLt, RBJONESt. C.D.HANNING* 

^Department of Engineering, *Dei»rtment of Anaesthesia 
Univosity Ldcester, Univosi^ Road.

Leic^terLEl 7RH.

Abstract •
The developmmit of an optical fibre transduco' fwusein biomedical {plications has beoi presented. 

The design was ttageted fen* use in the upper airways of patients with sleq) disW as stemming firom partial or 
total occluskm of the airway. ITie transducer preliminary specification was suited few that of upper airway 
manometry: a resolution of lOPa over the range ±SkPa, a single transdiKer being less than 0.94mm in 
diameter.

Amplitude modulated ptical E ke sensors are sirsceptible to toss due to baiding of the fibre core and 
cladding. The design of the transducer uses a sotos of three optical fitses, one emitting and two rKdving, the 
combination of the two receiving optical fikes is used to reduce effects of light toss: a bmd radius of S(toun is 
typical for the insertion into the naso-pharynx. The transducer transducticm elanent is a siliame gel coated 
with reflective titanium dioxide, the meniscus defcams unttor pressure and modulates the intensity of light 
reflected kæk into die receiving pttoal fikes.

The main disadvanttige of ojKical fibre pressure transducers is tlwir susceptibility to temperature drift 
Tanperature in tl» airway rarely changes mme than 17®C. The fiequoicy of breathing and the high thamal 
mass of the cadieta means that tompaature drift in this aplicatitm is not significant and will cause an 
insignificant raror of 12Pa.

The transducer produced is che^  to produce, and may deemed disposable: qiproximately $20 in 
material costs (using current manufacturing techniques this can be halved). Die system has the added 
advantage of being electrically, magnetically and chemically passive. The potaitial ft» miniaturisation is 
limited only by die mechanical strength of the ptical fibres as mechanical {aoblems associated widi fragile 
elastic membranes do not tqiply.

1 1NTRODUCTION
C^tical fibre transduces are of considerable interest to physicians as the patient is intrinsic electrically 

isolated fiom the etoctrmiic circuitry*. The signal is not affected by badcground electrmnt^netic radiation 
(arising firom NMRI for example), the devices may be vey anall tuid may be capible of measurenents n e  
possible with othe techniques. Ceistant imfHovonents in qitical fibres and associated emittos and receives 
have maintained inteest in this area. This paper describes the develt^ment of an extrinsic tqitical fibre 
pressure sensor, specifically designed to aid in the diagnosis of the colltqise of the human uiqier airway as 
typically occurs during Ctostructive Steq) Apnoea Syndrome.
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2 SENSOR REQUIREMENTS
Ctostnictive Sleqi Apioea Syndnmie (OSAS) was first r a t i f ie d  by Gastmit [1], as the involuntary 

occlusion of tte  human uppe  airway whilst asleep^. It was ftnmd to be the cause of peiodic hypoxaemia and 
sleep fragmentation. Ehving steq> the muscles, iiK;luding those of the iqtper airway, relax. This is jmtKularly 
significant in deepe and REM sleq*. During inqtiration, the ensuing negative gauge pressure causes the 
airway to collapse. The patient wakes momentarily (a micro-arousal), traie returns to the muscles m d the 
obstruction is overctme.

The airway may collapse e itha  at the palate, behind the ttmgue or at bodi sites [2]. Succmfid 
treatment demands that the site of (tostructicm be idoitified reliably. Preliminary studies suggested that pressure 
measuremoit m different sites in tW airway during sleep could permit the site of obstructitm to be tteduced 
[3,14].

The specificaticHi fw  a suitable system required a number of transducers to be incorporated into a 
single catheter so that measurements could be matte at sevaal sites simultaneously. A total of sevm transdtuers 
were thought necessary, tme at the tq> of the cathetm' placed in the oesofdiagus to measure i»essure in the chest, 
and six arrayed o v a  20mm intovals to measure the presmre from the kttdc of the nose to just above the larynx
[4]. The outside diameter of the catheter should not be greater than 3mm fcv araightfwward insertion into the 
airway through the nose using a local anaesthetic qnay. This implied a diameter f<x individual soisors of a 
maximum of 1mm. PolymediylmethKrylate multimode cqptical fibre, as used in this study, is available at 12Sp 
m diameter. Die size to which the transdiKer may be {8'oduced is only limited by the mechmiical strength of 
such cq*ical fikes.

The transduca had to be ctqteble of measuring gauge pressures in the range +5kPa to -5k% (-SOftnm 
to +50(hnm of water gauge pressure) with a resolution of lOPa (1mm of water jnessure). The accuracy did not 
need to be voy high, p ^ iap s ±5% in order to cibsave systematic trends. A bandwidth of ̂ proximately 40Hz 
without signal distortion was required. It had to be vay  flexible with a minimum baid radius of tqiproximately 
SChnm without loss ctf accuracy.

3 EXISTING DESIGNS OF TRANSDUCERS.
There are various types of critical f ik e  pressure transducer, howeva each type relies iqxm a 

transducticMi dement which physically moves or changes in some way in respcmæ to i»essure which can then 
be detected optically [5,6,7].

Previous research in our laboratory led to the replacement of the pressure sensitive diaphragm 
transduction element [8] with a saline or similar fluid [9] which was contained in a small length of tube at the 
Old of e itha  an cqitical fibre bundte, single œ  piir of <q>tical fibres. It was this {«evious resouch which was the 
starting point of Ae ttevelopmoit of this new senses'.

The final individual transducer had to be of reasonable size so as to be integrated into a narrow 
catheter, housing at least seven devices. DiK to the tight physical constraints of the specification, the number of 
optical filses within the catM ta should be minimal; hence a sqiarate ofSical fibre bundte for oK:h individual 
transducer is not feasible. Ideally tl»  final transdiKer would consist of a single fibre which could be used u> 
both receive and trananit light to and from tte  reflective surface. Siiwe the system is amplitude modulated, if 
the light is attenuated by any source o th a  than tlœ transducticHi element a phantom pressure will be recorded
[10]. A solution was found using two qitical fikes at diffoent locations to detect the light reflected off the 
tramduction elonent [8]. Assuming that eæ:h of the two cqitteal fibres losses the same amount of light, the 
ptib lon  of light Ims during balding can be overctme. A sectmd ttesign feature is assocWed with the high 
sensitivity required to detect the low pessure changes arising from a typical lespirattay signal. As the housing 
containing die transduction element falls in size the practicality of a dia^Aragm as the transduction element 
becomes less feasibte. Die small ooss-sectional area requires such a d%ihragm to be so thin and elastic that it 
would be extremely fragile and easily damaged. The transducer discussed in this p ^ ia  replaces the di#hragm 
with a gel or fluid, depending cm the operating ctmditiais of tW transducer.

 ̂Apnoea is defined as die cessation of keadiing for ten a  m oe seconds.
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4 THE DESIGN OF THE OPTICAL PRESSURE TRANSDUCER

4.1 (teientatkm die optical fibres in the transducer houâng.

R œ arch led to tiœ ̂ vdcqm ent of an tqitical fik e  soisor which used two wavelengths to describe 
pressure, and hence two different ̂ tectcvs with a peak resptmse at the two wavelengths, the output being the 
diffoence between the two [11]. A pressure change led to the change in amplitude of each of the two 
wavelengths (tetected. This mediod was able to compensate fw light loss. In order to understand the advantage 
of using two receiving optical fibres instead of just one it is useful to examine a simple amplitude modulated 
optical fibre displacement transducer (Figure I-2a).

Figure I-IA -Figure M B

The diqilaconent transducer crmsists of a single emitting optical fike, and a second receiving; this 
gives rise to three distinct rqierating ztmes (as shown rni Figure I-2b ) labelled T, T  and 3 ' reflectively. The 
first zone is a dead spot and occurs when the fikes are too close to the reflecting surface. Light e m i ^  fiom 
an optical fibre emanmes within a ccHie whœe solid angle is a function of the numerical fierture and die cross- 
sational area of the fike. Similarly, only light widiin this cone o f acceptance can be surxessfully lauiKhed 
into an optical fibre. In the dead spot zone the pojectitxis of the cones m to the reflecting surface do not 
o v a l# .  D k  seccMid zaie  occurs when the reflecting light travases across the faoe of die receiving fitee: the 
pojections of the cones putially ovalap. In this ztme the gain is potoitially vay  high and may be suitable for 
#plicad(«is where the (p lacem ent of the reftecting surface is small. The width of zone '2' is a functitm of the 
diameter of the core of the optical fibres. Ztme 3 ' is a more desirable f a  die design of the pressure transdiKa, 
not only is it wider, but die positions of the # tica l fikes are less critteal. It can be appoximated by an inveme 
square law, the received light being a ratio between the cross secdtmal area of the receiving opical fik e  and 
the effective area of the emitted light at a fixed distaiKe away (Eq° 1).

Having chosen the apmqmate p u t  of tl»  operating characteristic, in this case ztme 3 ', it «  importait 
to ensure that the transdiua (toes not waiuter into any other zaac which may give a false reading (see Figure I- 
2b). If die receiving # tica l fibre gets too ck^e to tte  r^ective  sur£a:e die reading will begin to ftdl into zone 
T , if this occurs there will be two displacemoits, and heiKæ two pessures, at which the reading will be the 
same. The incturat reading is rejected by offsetting the emitting c ^ c a l  fibre from those receiving by a 
distance 7 / (Figure 1-2).

Figure 1-2

Hence, assuming the invase square approximation :

Intensity of ligfit ' r  at distance ' / /  « ----- -— =- -(Eq”l)
(2j +/,)

The distance fiom the emitting opical fibre to that receiving, via the reflective surface, is 2x+/| which 
implies that the path length can neva  fall to zero. If distance 'x' is set to at least half the sum of the distance 
defined by zones T' and '2' of die cqierating characteristic (Figure I-lb), zones T' and T  will never be reached.

The second stage of die design process was the introduction of a second auxiliary optical fibre in a 
différait location and at a different distaiKe fiom the transduction element The transducer is ultimately for use 
in the upper airway and intended to be introduced via the nasal cavity before pissing the soft palate, qiiglottte 
and into oesophagus. As a result we would ex p a t the transducer to bend through at least 90°. If both receiving 
(qitical fitues are located in roughly the same position in the catheta diey should bend through the same radius 
of curvature, and hence suffa the same losses. Die ratio between them ^ould  remain the same if the fik e  is
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not bent too far. The locatkm of die secoid receiving optkai filne is impoiant. If it is placed too far away fion 
the reflective surface an unaccepably low light level will be detected making it wothless as a refoence, 
howeva too ctose and die diffoence will be so anall that the high gains in the pre-amplification stages may 
make the sy ^ m  unstable and face  it too close to the noise floa.

bitensity'Ii' a td im n ce 'fi ' - - — - ~ ÿ  -(E<f2)
(2x + /i)

Intensity'I2 ' at distance ' /2 * -  - — ^  ,  -(Eq“ 3)
(2 X + /2 )

Ratio between intensity— = -(Eq“ 4)

where "k '̂ and "kg' are coistants of pr#ortionality (cf: Figure 1-2).

4 2  Choice of the fluid or gel used for the transduction element

The a h a  main difference between diis transduca and others is the replaconent of the flacible 
diaphragm with a gel. The composition of the ^ 1  and its locatioi in the transducer tip is an important fac ta  in 
the design pocess. The rqilacement of die standard pressure sensitive di^diragm is not a new idea [9], designs 
in the past have discussed replacing the di#hragm with saline a  a similar fluid. Saline as die reflecting 
medium (toes w(»k, aldunigh reflectivity and hence sensitivity is tow and, as a ctmsequaice, the trmsducer is 
very susc#tibte to noise unless the electronics are designed very carefully. Preliminary experiments involved 
the use of 'white liquids’. This is poblematic as white liquids as s a h  n a  exist, they are eitha  emuMons 
(which have a ten(toicy to crock) a  suspoisions which inevitably settle out over time. A more fundamental 
problem was found whoi using a tow viscosity fluid as the transduction dem ent The transduca becoma very 
susceptible to sudden shock which sharply jars the fluid and e itha  drastically changes its opaating 
characteristic and sensitivity a  ruins thé tra n sd a a  all to g d h a  by displacing the fluid firom the transducer tip. 
A soybean oil onulsion was however used in the ea ly  s t# es of tlœ experimentation, the results of which are 
shown in sectitxi 6.

Givoi the considoable poblems of using a tow viscosity fluid, a suspoision or othowise, to reflect the 
light an in a t silicone gel was used. The composititm of the gel is an imptmant fac ta  in the design process, the 
frequoicy response of tiie final transduca being d#endent on the mechanical properties, specifically Young's 
mtxlulus, of the gel. The gel, being transpuent, was cœted on die surface cl(«est to the optical fibres by micro- 
#heres of fine grade titanium dioxide. Ideally such particles should be suspended in the gel, howeva die 
addition of such particles increases the Young's modulus and h e a e  decreases the fiequoicy response. (Fine 
particla tend to povide nucleatitm sites f a  polymer crystallisaticm, thus increasing Âe crystalUnity and 
mtxlulus). Once the gel had caed  and secured itself in position die three c^tical fibres were mounted at the 
#propriate distances firom the coated meniscus.

5 EXPERIMENTAL
In orttor to quantify d% steady-state characteristics and the frequency response of the p a su re  

transduca die arrangement shown in Rgure 1-3 was used to acquire data firom the catheter o i  sevoi channels 
simultaneously. The output of each (tevice was scaled and displayed in real-time.

Figure 1-3
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5.1 Static characteristics

A soies of expoiments was coiducted to (tetomiiœ statk characteristics. A single channel # tica l 
filne transducer, as desaibed in sectitm 4, was conducted and subjected to a series of static pressures. UK 
transduca was p lœ d  m an ealosed  pessure chamba and exposed to a tm ospi^k  pesm re. All p o s u r a  
were thoi measaired using a w ata  filW  manonœta with respect to the atm osftoic pessure on tl»  day of tl»  
measurement The pessure was dianged in the pessure d iam ba by adjusting the volume of air using an air 
haded syringe.

Figure 1-4

The ouqnit which is derived firtnn the difference in light intoisities from the two filnes, is plotted as a 
function of pressure in Figure 1-4. This experiment has beoi repeated for many such transducers and similar 
rau lts have been obtained.

In o rd a  to prodiK» a transduca which is usable as a clinical tool, the ouQmt must be e itha  linear or 
pedictable. The ouqmt from the transduca is clearly n a  linear o v a  a wide range, howeva it may be 
#proximated to be linear o v a  a limited waking charactoistic of i3k%  (±300mm of water pessure).

5 2  Dynamic characteristics

In o rd a  for the transduca to be effective in measuring die re#iratory signals associated with 
Obstructive S le #  ^ n o e a  the transduca Aould respond to Ü» bandwidth of the dynamic pressure changes 
associated with die fluttaing of the soft palate during m aing. Typically this is 20Hz. In a ^  to minimise 
noise the output was fitted with a low pass filta  at lOOHz.

Frequency respoise was measured in two ways. TI» first was to feed in a pessure signal porhiced 
from a mechanical shaka fitted with a white noise gei^ator. Both had a frequency re#onse which was known 
to be flat to at least IkHz. Ih e  transduca was then placed in a chamba fed by tl»  shaka and d »  ouqiut 
recarted using a digital signal pocessor acquisitten system. The fast Fouria transfam of the signal was then 
calculated. A second method of measuring frequency reqxmse was used to confirm the mutual results. An 
oiclosed speaka was fed with a pure toie at a selection of frequencies. B ah  the optical tro isd i»a  a id  a 
secondary transducer with known fiequei»y respoise, were used to measure the pressure in the ei»laure. The 
two techniqites gave very simiter results. Bode plots, as shown in Rgure 1-5, indicate d »  freqi»ncy response of 
the transditea system using titanium dusted silkxine gel. The respoise was seen to be flat up to lOOHz, 
whoeupon the effect of the lOOHz filta  is obsaved.

As descrdted in secdoi 5, transducos were also developed using a white low viscosity fluM as the 
transduction element These transdi»ers were n o  suitable f a  this #plication as large suddoi changes in 
pressure (p a h # s  caused by coughing) resulted in die liquid moving widiin the tube. This resulted in e itha  
changing the calibratioi curve a  making the transduca unusable. As they may be suitable for other 
#plicatiais and their fiequency re#onse was expected to be betla  this was also measured. The fiequei»y
response charactaistic of a transduca primed with a soybean oil 10% fat emulsioi (Intralipid®, Kabi 
Pharmacia Ltd.) was measured with the lOOHz low-pass filter disabled. This are shown in Figure 1-6.

Figure I-5A - Figure I-5B 

Figure 1-6
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S3  QiiaotificatMNi of temperature stability

The main disadvantage of die # tica l fibre pressure transduca is tl»  temperature depoidoicy. 
Temperature was quantified by pofom ing a saies of two experiments aimed to detomine the drift of the 
output with respect to temperature and the thamal mass of the o W »ta  body. The transduca design principle 
involves the compessitm of a column of gas which is also pone to expansioi and contractiai due to 
tempaature change.

In tn d a  to make quantitative measuren»nts, temprature must be either coistant, compnsated f a  a  
the thermal mass of the transduca should be such that the device tonperature cannot change signi&andy 
during respiration (0.2Hz minimum). The time constant T  of the single channel device was measured to be 
0.3 seconds and 78 secoids in die seven channel device [4]. If the transducer is considered to be a first o rda  
system (Eq“ 5):

The tonprature change of the airway is dq»ndent on the whetha the subject is broithing orally a  
nasally. If the subject is in warm ambient coiditiois (-20°Q  in the worse case the temperature change will be 
10°C [12]. A 17°C temprature change (differei»e between airway mucosa and inhaled air) was measured to be 
equivalent to a pressure change of #proximately 200Pa in the steMy state given a waking range of ±500Pa 
Due to the time coistant the effect of tonperature drift is reduced to 6% of the steady state tonpoature change 
f a  the multiple channel (tevice given the respirati(xi is 0.2Hz #proximately in a sleeping adult Diis im plia 
an insignificant o r a  of 12Pa (1.2mm of w ata  pessure in C(Mi(fitk»is unfavourable to the device).

6 DISCUSSION
The fundamoital diffaence between the optical filse pressure transduca withcmt an elastic diqdiragm 

and the alternatives with a ditqdiragm, tqitteal a  otherwise, is die ability to change the reflective medium 
readily to ta ila  characteristics to a particular #plication. The use of a soybean oil emulsioi produced a good 
fiequency respcmse, flat up to 0.5kHz (Figure 1-6). Unfortunately d»  low viscosity of the fluid made it 
unsuitable for use in the uppa  airways. The introduction of the gel as the reflective medium, aldiough mtne 
stable has a Iow a fiequoicy respcmse. The selection of the gel as the reflective medium, has poduced a 
pessure transducer whose output is stable and predictable.

The static characteristics, shown in Figiue 1-4, illustrates the non-linearity of the syston. The gel, 
acting as the transduction elemoit, is unable to physically move within the vessel containing it, it is only able to 
deform. The gel adheres to the transduca wall and ccmsequoitly die curvatae will change with respect to 
pressure which is non-linear.

The sensitivity of the transduca is a functioi of the volume of air contained behind the fluid n»niscus, 
and hoice the transduca measures pressure with respect to die ccmditicms under whteh the transduca was first 
sealed and the gel was in equilibrium in s i^  the hmsing. This means that the If such a transducer is to be used 
in the u p p r  airway, die efficiency of the nose as a humidifier and heala /  cooler is im prtant in achieving a 
reliable measurement which is repeatable. T1» change in tempratirre of the air inhaled and exhaled is 
dqioident on a a l  a  nasal breathing. The tin» ctmstant of the (tevice, e#ecially in the system devised to htnise 
seven transducos (78 sec(mds) means d ip  tempaature effects can be r»glected ( o r a  of 12Pa). The clinical 
Old tonprature results (ditained from this transdi»er are r#orted by G(xxiyer and co-workers in referoices [4] 
and [13].

One of the advantages of an optical transducer in the past o v a  that of a similar mahanical a  
dectrical alternative was dieir size. Transducos by Skatvedt et al [143] have developed miniature Uansducas 
f a  assessmoit of the uppa  airways, howeva diis technique offers an altonative disposable devtee. The initial 
c a t  of die pre-amplificati(m circuitry, (qitical comptments a id  associated instrumentatioi was approximately 
$1500. The transditeas w ae  produced for #proximately $150 each f a  a sevoi chani»l device. A single 
channel syston was $300 and $20 f a  the single charmel instrumentation and catheter respectively. It is hcq»d
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that current modem manufacturing processes should reduce diis cost to half of this amount The pessure 
range is ±5k% with a resolutioi of lORt The size of a single transducer makes it a candidate for measuring 
pessures in m oe isolated areas of tl»  human body. Suggested further #pl»atkHis include oesphageal and 
rectal manonetry, and also arterial and venais measuremoits to detomine pressure and flow. Die researchers 
envisage a sevoi channd device less than 2mm in diameter by refir»moit of the manufacturing and material 
techniques.
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Captions:

Fig. la. An optical fibre displacement transducer using a single em itta and recdver.

Fig. lb. The output cbaracterWc of a simple cqMical fibre displacement transducer as illustrated in fig la.

Fig. 2. A schematic diagram of an optical filwe inessure transduca designed to overcome amplitude modulation 
induced problems by optical fibre micro-bending.

Fig.3 A block diagram of the pessure transdiuer and data ̂ uisiticMi syston.

Fig. 4. Output ficMn an tqitical fibre pessure transducer over a wide range (<±4kPa ,< ±4(Xhnm of water) 
illustrates ntm-linearity.

Fig. 5a-b. T ie  frequency response of the optical fitee pressure transduca when using a gel as the transduction 
demoit, ouQHit fUtaed at lOOHz f a  respiratoy tq^lications.

Fig. 6. The fieqiency respcmse of tm qXical fitee pressure transduca using an intralipid emulsion as the 
transduction element to impove the fiequeiey reqxmse.
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AN OPTICAL FIBRE PRESSURE TRANSDUCER FOR USE IN OBSTRUCTIVE
SLEEP APNOEA

RD.GOODYERt, J.CFOTHERGILLt, N.BJONESt, C.D.HANNING* 

^Department of Engin^ring, ^Department of Anaesthesia 
University of Leicester, University Road,

Leicester LEI 7RH.

Abstract
A catheter containing sevoi optical fitee pressure transducers has beoi constructed with an external 

diameter of 3mm. One transducer is located at the tip whilst the ronaining six are spaced 2(hnm # a r t  between 
2(Khnm and 300mm from the tip. The transducos had a reælution of lOPa (1mm of water prepare) in the 
range ±5kPa (±SO(hnm of water p^su re). The catheta was designed specifically fte insertion into the upper 
mrway of p tien ts with Obstructive Sleep A[moea Syndrone to facilitate diapiosis and treatment

Pressure pofites of a anaU group of normal subjects w oe measured undo both local oid genoal 
anaesdiesia. T te  catheters w oe phæed so that the tip was in the oesophagus and the six transduca array was in 
tee uppa airway from p o s to ia  naspiharynx to hypptearynx and confirmed by visual inflection.

Preliminary analysis after equiliteutiai showed that jteasic respiratory pressure changes could be 
m asured at all points. Codiac and poistaltic pessure changes w oe seen fiom the distal (oesophageal) 
transduca. During episodes of simulated and namral moring, high frequency pressure changes could be seen 
from transducers adjacent to the palate with a change in waveftem suggestive of flow limitation and putial 
airway obstruction.

We concluded teat tee catheter shcwld be a useful tool for the investigaticHi of uppa airway 
obstruction. Further clinical studies are warranted.

KsywordS - Obstructive Sleep ^;moea, C^tical fiteo. Pressure transdtKer, SiKmng

1 Rationale - Obstructive Sleep Apnoea Syndrome
Obstructive Sleqi Apnoot Syndrome (OSAS) is a common condition characterised by two symptoms, 

moring and daytime sleepiness. Snoring repesoits partial obstrwtiai of the airway with fluttering of the p W e  
and pharyngeal wall. In some patients the airways collapses completely: level of the palate or behind the tongue 
or both. The subject struggles to teeathe f a  20 to 60 secoids and teen arouses from deep. As tee airway opens, 
a loud snort a  "heroic stKse" is emitted. A fta  a few teeaths the subject falls asleep and the sequence is 
repeated, oftoi sevaal hundred times etazh night The arousals (known as micro-arousals) are so short that tee 
subject does not rememba dœm and the fragmentatioi of the sleep reduces its quality leading to daytime 
sleqiiness. OSAS has been stwiied extensively by sevaal reviewers, and is not reviewed fidly in this pqier 
(Crumley et al, 1987,. Sheppard et a/,1991 and Hudgel, 1992).

Previous research has develcqied a m ultitu^ of ]»essure transducers suitable f a  insertten into the 
upper airway as a means of determining the pressure pofile and hence regions of abnamal airway narrowing 
(Skatvedt 1993 and Tvinnereim et al, 1992). Givoi this pressure profile it should teen be possible te determine 
tee octent of tee collfiæ . whetea it is correctable by surgical means and tee type of surgay tqiproimate. Due 
tee potoitial miniaturisation of optical fibre pressure transducers it was prtqxised that an array of devices be 
integrated into a catheter to analyse the pressure fion  tee nasal itearynx to tee top of tee oesoph%us. The use 
of imaging (CAT, NMRI etc) to m onita airway coUfise has beat u ^  by several physicians f a  tek  p u rp t^  
(ftepin et al, 1992). The ultimate goal of the project was to produce a device which may be used along with the 
imaging techniqims to validate the diagnosis of the severity of dte collapse.
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2 Equipment
2.1 Design qiecUication

Once OSAS has been ictentified, it is usual to admit the pattern to take part in an overnight s le ^  study 
during which several physiological panunetos are m oiitœ d:

Sound using a microirtKMie (snoing).

Blood oxygen saturation using pilse oximeter.

Abdominal movenmnt during reqriration.

Body trunk movement on the mattress.

Airflow through nose and mouth, 

t was poposed that the optical fibre pressure transduca ultimately be inserted as part of this study.

The design of the multi-channel optical fibre i»essure transduca stemmed from the development of a 
single chatuKl optical fibre pressure transdirca without an elastic membrane (Jones and Papageogiou, 1988). 
In a d a  to prodiKe a reasonable resolutioi along the URter airway it was decided that there should be seven 
transducers integrated into a catheta of a diameta of itteally no m oe than 3mm in diameter. It was stipulated 
thm six of seven transducos in total be equally ^aced  at 20mm intervals aiKl situated from the back of the 
nasal cavity to the hypo-pharynx whilst die seventh, being 20(hnm from the bottom-most transdiKO, should lie 
mid-oesophagus. The resolution of the transducos should be able to distinguish ideally lOPa (1mm of water 
pessure) o v a  the range ±5kPa (500mm of w ata  pressure).

A single pessure transducer, able to satisfy this criteria has already been development, and is 
(tescribed in an earlter papa  (Cteodya et al. 1995). It was prpiosed that seven single chmuiel pressure 
transducers be integrated into a catheter housing to meet the above specification. Snoring, characteristic of 
OSAS sufferers, has a freqiteocy of 15 to 20Hz. The pressure transduca used had a nominal fiequoicy roponse 
of 500Hz, howeva this was limited to lOOHz using a low-pass filter to reduce noise.

3 The {N’essore h’ansducer ratheter.
The coistruction of the catheter posed a fomidable materials challenge. The highly invasive nature of 

its triplication means that all materials used in the catheta shmild be harmless should any p u t become 
(tetached fitrni the main body and ingested. The pressure transduca and catheta hmising was e itha  nylon or 
PVC, and sealants, adhesives etc w oe checked to enane they were ntm-toxic (tua-ylic if possible). The final 
surface finish of die catheta is extremely important if it is to be insoted into the pitient tfarmigh the nose as it 
will lacoate the nasal mucosa. An pien-oided catheta is also unsuitable for use in the airway due to poblems 
with mucus and o th a  secretions accumulating in the pessure inlet Both problons were solved by enclming 
die device in a flexible memWane. A series of seven balloons aloig the catheter length w ae  used, each 
chamba being isolated from its neighbours. In outer to minimise the volume of the cadieta the pigtailed 
devices w ae  staggered. This means that f a  a given cross-section duough the catheter, puticularly near the 
upper most transducers, dioe will be both tl»  transdiKa hoising and a number of optical fitoes running fiom 
transducers fiirtha te>wn the catlœter (Figure J-1). In o rd a  to m o iita  the locatioi the transdw a in the 
uppa airway each device was given a radio-qptque marker^, it should howeva rarely be necessary to take an 
X-ray as long as the depth of penetration of the catheter into the oesophagus is known.

4 Radio-piaque m arkas were fitted above transducer 7 ', betweoi transducers '5' and '6' and above transduca 
T'. The marker conprised a small strip of gtdd leaf secured arouid the transducer housing. The X-ray, being 
able to distinguish between materials by their doisity, also revealed the shattew of the block of sealant isolating 
adjacent transducers.
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Figure J-1

The signal coiditioiing elecironics and optics w œ  split between two boxes. A small box was 
designed f a  placement n a t  to the patients head during the study, which enclosed tte  pe-amplificalion stages, 
optical onitters and receivers. This was then connected to the other larga half of the equipment which 
coitained the signal pocessing circuits and pow a supplies. This in turn was coimected to the ADC and the 
acquisitkm system. It was fd t important to ^ l i t  the electrodes into two modutes not oily to rediKe tlœ risk of 
dectrical intofaence, but also to make the patioit fed m ae  confatable with the equipment The data was 
acquired and displayed in real-time on the computa screen.

F^ure J-2

Figure J-2 illustrates die seven charmel pressure transducer connected to the pe-amplification 
circuitry. The box also contains a earth proected o sc illd a  driving tl»  fibre tqitic emitters.

4 Preliminary clinical evaluation
In Oder to t a t  the catheter design a soies of peliminary studies were undertaken on a small group of 

people with both nam al and abnamal airways. Die group varied in age and the anaathette administered was 
adjusted dqiending of the subject The cadieter was calikated by placing it into a pressure chamber coinoted  
to an analogue pressure gauge and air lo aW  syringe. Die pessure was slowly increased and decreased over 
the range ±500fti (±5mBar). The sevoi pressure transducers w oe moiitored simultaneously to oisure the 
sensitivity of each was itkntteal.

4.1 Measurements using local anaesthesia
Die aibject was setued in a relaxed upight positioi and the nasal airway and soft palate anaesthetised 

with Lignocaine spay. The transducer was passed in through the notril, throigh the nasopharynx and lack 
behind the soft palate and tongue. When the tip of die transducer was at the back of the throat it w a  swallowed 
into the oespihagus with the aid of water (the catheto was mariced at various distances aloig its length to 
monitor how far into the oespihagus the transducer had pnetrated). The transduco was held in place by eitho 
t ^  or the subject himself to ensure peristalsis did not pull the device further towards the stomach.

When the transducer was in psitkm , transduco T' being anchoed mid-oesophagus, reading 
conmoiced. Due to the coisciouaiess of the subject, and hoice the high level of airway mid gastric ætivity, it 
was found necessary to introduce the catheto ten minutes prior te the measuronents being takoi. Diis allowed 
the oesophagus to become used to the p o p ic e  of the catheto and also the tempoature of the device to 
stabilise. When the patient was rdaxed a series of respiratory exercises w oe perfomed. These involved normal 
and heavy tweathing, and also simulated aioring and airway obstruction.

Figure J-3a Figure J-3b

Figure J-3a is the pressure reading obsoved at transducer number 3, located bdiind the soft pdate, 
and shows p rtia l airway obstruction. This was simulated by tipping the head back in a horizoital position and 
instructing the subject to breath heavily through the nose to pronuMe viPation of the soft palate as occurs 
during snoring. A fundamental low frequency respiratoy wavefam (0.25Hz) with an amplitude of 350Pa is 
diown^. Thoe is evidence of snoring on the inqiiratory part of the wavefam. Snoring is seoi as a high

 ̂The ouqnit is AC coupled and consequently has a mean value of OPa.
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frequency co n p n en t in die trough of wavefam. When examined closer it was measured to be of the fiequoicy 
range 15-20 Hz, coisiderably higho than any otho  w av^am  associated with rapiradoi.

Hgine J-3b is the p e sau e  olwerved in the distal transduco located mid-oeso|du^us (40(hnm beyond 
the entrance to the nose). Die main dominant feature (teserved was that of cardiac coitractiai. Diis has the 
effect creating a higho freq i^»y  om ipaient o i  tl»  wavefam (1.4Hz). D »  figure also shows a poistaltic 
wave. D »  pattent was instructed to swallow, and tl»  speed of the oisuing peristaltic wave was calculated by 
timing the group velocity of tl»  wave as it passed transducers 6 and 7 which w oe spaced 200mm jp art D »  
velocity was calculated to be 4&nm/s.

In total six studtes w oe undotaken with patients undo local anaesdiesia. It was found possible to 
doive the locatioi of the transduco in the gastric trs»t purely by obsoving the waveform. O tho wavefams 
okerved included pressure invosion if die transduco was passed through the sphincter into the stonach, i.e. 
below the disphragm.

Although it was pssib le  to introduce die catheto with only a local anaesthetic, the mu»sthetic did 
wear off widiin twenty minutes. Diis meant that more anaesthetic had to be induced. In Oder to alleviate the 
poblem it was poposed the KY Jelly^", peviously used to luMcate the catheto, be replaced by L%nocaine 
jelly.

4J2 Measurements umng general a n ae s th e^

D »  secoid stage of the investigatiai was to introduce the catheto into an uncoiscious patioit undo 
genoal anaesthetic and attonpt to isolate partteular respiratay features associated with OSAS that could n a  be 
simulated on conscioice patioiL

Five patioits were selected f a  a peliminary investi^uiai. Die catheto and pe-amplification box 
were taken into the operating theatre and insoted into the patient twenty minutes before the oid of d»  
cpoation (which was n a  sleep related) to allow it to stabiUse. D »  location of the device in the pharynx was 
choked by visual inspectioi to ensure die secoid top-most transducer was level with the uvula. Die patient was 
dial brought into recovoy and a set of readings taken p i a  to them coming out of the anaesthetic. A notebook 
size PC was used to acquire the data, making the whole system more potable, and transpotable into the 
operating dieatre if necessary.

D »  patient arrived in recovoy under general anaesthetic. Recoding of the pessure profile was then 
undertakoi during a ten minute slot p r ia  to him a  1 ^  becoming completely conscious.

Figure J-4

Figure J-4 shows a sample output from transducers T' to '4' and '7'. D »  patient was male and in his 
mid-fifties with a histoy of an almormally narrow airway and snoing. All graphs are AC coupled, mid hence 
have a mean value of 0 ^

If the patient had a nam al airway and was n a  other a io ing  a  obstructing in any way we would 
expect all of the six uppo transducers to povide a similar signal of steadily increasing amplioule fiirdio down 
the airway (Koite et al, 1992). Diis patient does luH have a normal akway, and by examining each of the traca  
it is possible to see features associated with pirtial a  total obstructioi of the tiiroiL Transducer T' (tees not 
# p ear to Ëiow any main features of intoest, o tho  than a single cycle of a typical respiratcffy signal. As we 
progress further down the airway, to transducer '2* t i iœ  is clear evideiK» of snoring. In a similar m anna to 
Figure J-3a, moring is seen as a high frequo»y component corresponding to fluttering of the soft palate
during inspiratiCHi. This was measured and in this partteular patient measured to be 20Hz. Die inspiratory part 
of the wavefam also shows a peak ctese to its centre in Figure J-4b, this bectmes a null followed by a plateau 
region in Figioe J-4c and Figure J-4d. The plateau can be explained by flow limitatten. If the patient is fully a  
partially oWtn»ting the air will be pevoited fron flowing tdong the airway. If the inspiratoy signal is 
examined in close ^ ta il  it tqq»ars that during the (xiset of inqiiration the palate does indeed begin to flutter 
charactaistic to mcmng. This then leads to partial obstn»tion of the upper airway, at which point snoring stops
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and flow is limited. T1» expiratkm part of tl» cycle then faces the airway fully open. The plateau of the 
apiration wavrform, shown between 2 5  and 4 5  seconds on Figure J-4b, c and d. is not a saturation but an 
indication of coistant flow rate. Transducer T , situated in mid-oesophagus, does illustrate the respiratay 
signal Imt due to its location behind the heart thoe is also a considerable amount of cardiac artefact (cf: Figure 
J-3b).

Figure J-5

Results from a non-snoring pitient (Figure J-5) showed that transducers T to '6' detected a Iow a 
amplitude wavefam without the high frequoicy art^acts associated with snoring a  plateau in the inqiiratay 
part of the cycle. The al»aice of ttestn»tiai means that the measured wavefams w oe pirely due to the airflow 
passing each transdi»er. The referoice transducer T  diqilayed a similar level of cardiac artefact as teat shown 
in Figure J-4e, the reqiiratay signal was howeva again of coisiderably lower amplituik.

5 Discussion
The main criticism of pressure transducers for this triplication is their suscepibility to tempaature 

drift Die catheta has a large team al mass, and tee time coistant was measured to t e  78 seconds. D »  
quantity of drift is dqiendent on the change of tee airway temperature during inhalation and expiratioi. This is 
a function of tee ambioit airway temperature and the rate and te p h  of breathing (Kôhl, 1990). Given a w ast 
case of a 15®C temperature change, at a nominal teeateing rate of 0.2Hz the e r ra  was calculated to be «17Pa.

It may be argued teat there are many pressure transducers o i  the market, there are few that are 
sufficiently small in size to fit into tee airway (Skatvedt, 1992 and Skatvedt, 1993). Airway manonetry has 
been studied in the past, but often with a Iow a number of pressure points, a lower sensitivity and a Iowa 
frequency respoise. The optical transduca described in this ptqia had a diameta of 3mm, seven p a su re  
points, a sensitivity of lOFa over tee range -5kPa to +5kPa wite an accuracy of 1% and a bandwidth of lOOHz. 
Die researchas envis%e a bandwidth of greata than IkHz f a  future devices.

D »  use of tee device in a small group of subjects unda e itea  local a  ger»ral anaesthesia highlighted 
tee importartee of tee tranquillity o i  tee clarity of tte  waveform. If the subject is aware that the catheta is 
pesent. the ensuing peristaltic waves from swallowing and otl^w ise are more frequent This %itates the 
transducers and makes tee wavefam f a  difficult to quantify. It was found that in o r to  to produce a clean set 
of data the subject diould be allowed to relax f a  at least ten minutes wite the catheter in place p rm  to 
acquisition. If tee catheta is to be used in real patients as part of a steep study it was concluded teat it would 
have to be used in coijunctiai wite a mild sedative to allow them to sleqi. It is hoped that the catheta may 
thoi be used in conjunction with tee P i a  sleep study monitoring techniques in order to poduœ  a reliable 
diagnosis of OSAS.

The potential f a  minipurisation wite a fibre pitic transducer is greater in many transduca 
applications, pessure measurement being cme of them. D »  tq^licaticm of c#ical fitees to tee study of OSAS is 
particularly suitable for a number of reawns. The optical fibre is macte fion  a dielectric material, and hoice has 
a zero risk of electric shc»k and electromagr»tic interference. This means that a cateeter ccmstructed fion 
optical fitee f a  in-vivo use may be readily used wite other biomedical technologies, for example Nuclear 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (NMRI). The tectenology is still in its infancy, furtha developnent will reduce 
the size of the device to less than 2mm in diameta.

6 Collusions and summary
Die trial and use of an multiple optical fibre pressure transducer cateeter has been demonstrated as a 

feasibility study, and some preliminary data arising from snoring and airway ctestructicm have been pesented.
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Die tmisditeer has proved that it is abte to poduce a pofile of uppa airway and oespteagod pessure 
by monitoing seven points along the airway and oespteagus. On inspection of the data air flow impairmoit 
was motsured a  was the high fiequoicy ctumge in air pressure associmed wite snoing. Analyas of data fiom 
all transdiKas shcnild lead tl»  trained physician to deduce tl»  site of the airway collapse.

In o rd a  to validate tee transdi»a fully it is necessary to study a larga  groiqi of real patioits. A series 
of o v a n i^ t  steep studtes wite patients aispected of having sleqi disonters is planned, tee raulte of which will 
be published in teie course.

7 Glossary Of terms
ADC - Analogue to Digital C oiverta

CAT - Computa Aided Tonognqtey

OSAS - CWntetive Sleqi Apmea Synteon»

NMRI - Nttetear Magnetic Resonmce Imaging
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Patient Number Sex Build Age Observations

Patient 1 F Slim 52 Normal airway. Low amplitude signals observed but steady 
increase in pressure ITRt, 38Pa, 55Pa and 108Pa for 
transducers number 3 to number 6 detected.

Patient 2 M Slim 65 Oral breathing observed, patient breathing normally. 
Transducers detecting 50Pa at the back of the throat, 
increasing to 400Pa for transducer number 6.

Patient 3 M Heavy 55 Obstructing and snoring. Row limitation observed on 
inspiratory flow. Evidence of soft palate vibration at 21.2Hz 
also detectable.

Patient 4 F Medium 65 Obstructing and snoring. Waveforms showed large pressure 
swing (200Pa), also evidence of flow limitation, tissue 
collapse and palatal vibration.

Patient 5 M Medium 57 Apparently breathing normally, but pressure transducer 
showed evidence of collapse at the back of the tongue

Figme J-5

Captions
Figure J-1 Hie constriK^on of a catheter containing seven qpiical fibre {sessure transducers shown as a side 
view and cross-sectitm (Not to scale).

Figure J-2 A phtMograqih of the cmstructed catheter containing sevm (qiticai fibre pressure transduces and die 
pre-amplification box.

Figure J-3a Hie tqitical fitxe pressure transducer located 200mm firnn the entrance to die nose. Simulated 
aioring arising from the vibration of the soft palate in a kically ana^thetised subject

Figure J-3b Hie distal qidcal fibre pessure transducer is located 40(knm from entranœ to the nœe in mid
oesophagus.

Figure J-4a TransdiKe 1' located above the soft palate 

Figure J-4b Transduce '2' located at die soft palate 

Figure J-4c Transduce *3' 20mm away firmn tm isduce '2'

Rgure J-4d Transduce '4' 40mm away frmn transdiKe '2'

Figure J-4e Transduce 7 ' located mid-oesophagus.

Figure J-5 A table summarising the results obtained from five patients under general anaesthesia.
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Appendix K

Papers currently being wiritten

K.1

P.D.Goodyer, C.D.Hanning, J.C.Fothergill, C S ^ Icct, RBJones (1995), The development of 
a seven channel optical fibre pressure senstr for detomining the site of collapse in obstructive 

sleep apnoea, British Journal of anaesthesia. To be submitted as conference paper

K.2

C.Secker, PD.Goodyer, C.D JEiarming, J.CPotha-gill, N.B Jones (1995), Clinical trials of an 
optical fibre pressure sensor for diagnosing obstructive sleep apnoea, British Journal of 

anaesthesia. To be submitted as ctmference paper
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